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PREFACE.

The principal aim of the excavations carried out by the Society

of Antiquaries on the site of the Romano-British city at Silchester

during the years i<Suo 1909 was the recovery oi the ground-plan

of the city, and proof of the successful completion of this purpose

is afforded by tin reports, plans, and illustrations which have

appeared in hc/ueologia. 'These reports do not include any

special account of the pottery, coins, metal, hone, glass, stone and

other portable objects, which have been deposited by their noble

owner, His Grace the Duke of Wellington, K..G., in the Municipal

.Museum at Reading, and form a well known and important collec-

tion for students of Roman antiquities. Such accounts were held

over to be dealt with section by section, and when invited some

time ago to prepare a descriptive account of the pottery 1 at once

took the work in hand. On the completion of the work the

manuscript and drawings were submitted to the Museum and Art

Gallery Committee, who recommended them to the Council for

publication, and to the Corporation of Reading we are indebted

for their issue' in present form.

Special thanks are due to Mr. T. W. Colyer, the Superintendent

of the Museum, for constant co-operation, and to Mr. Mill

Stephenson, F.S.A., one of the I Ionorarv Curators ot the Silchester

Department, for much valuable aid in the revision ot proofs, and

verification ol references.

T. M.

January, 1916.
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GLOSSARY

\ few of the terms in general use amongst archaeologists for

describing tit-tails of ornament and shape on terra sigillata and other

wares have been discarded in the following pages, not from arbitrary

choice, but because the greater diversity of qualities and distinctions

now recorded has necessitated the use of more precise terms.

For the same reason it is thought desirable to furnish a brief

glossary.

Arcading. A row of over-arched compartments or niches in

which figures are enclosed—used in the decoration of embossed

sigillata bowls of Lezoux.

Carinated or Keeled. Shaped with a projecting angle or ridge,

like the keel of a ship, rising from a flat or curved surface.

Chevrons. Rows of zig-zags or broad arrows in close order ;

also known as the herring-bone or fir-tree pattern.

Cornice.—-The projecting moulding above the frieze of relict

ornamentation, only used on the terra sigillata bowl, form 29

Drag.

Deltoid blossom.—Flower or leaf in the form of a delta or

equilateral triangle, and sometimes cordiform, or heart-shaped.

Demi-medallion. A suspended semi-circle for framing figures
and other ornaments, often used, two or more together, with two or

more concentric toothed, notched or cabled borders with a leaf or

corded tassel between, in imitation of the sculptured representation
of festoon and tassel on altars, etc., of classical design.

Festoons- Wreaths of (lowers or leaves looped or suspended at

intervals along the decorated zone on embossed terra sigillata.

Fillet. A narrow flat band or straight line in relief, used for

dividing or bordering zones and surfaces.

Frieze.—The zone of figured or pattern ornamentation m
relief on the upright part of the side of form 20 Drag., in

terra sigillata or red-glazed pottery. 'The term is somewhat

misapplied when used to describe the lower zone of decoration on

the same how 1.

Gadroon. A moulding also known as elongated tongue pattern,

fluting, or ribbing. It is used to co\ er or partly to co\ er the soffil or

under surface of the early howls form 29. The ribs are sometimes

Cabled or beaded.
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Giiilloche.—In architecture two or more intertwining bands.

It is here applied to strap work interlaced, or to large cable or

plaited patterns on embossed terra sigillata.
The term is more

often used to describe the borders of tesselated pavements.

Looped-leaf.
—A leaf on a long looped stalk, used for filling the

angles of metopes and panels, or spandrels of medallions, or as a

detached ornament, sometimes termed a corner tendril.

Medallion.—A circular enclosure with plain, beaded, cabled,

notched, toothed, chevroned, or zig-zag rims, used for framing or

enclosing other ornaments.

Metope.
—An architectural term for the space between the

triglyphs in the frieze of the Doric order. It is here confined

to the similar spaces into which the frieze or decorated zone on the

upright portion of the bowl 29 is divided.

Ovolo Border.—The belt of ornaments, composed of ova and

corded tassels, used almost invariably to mask a seam where the

upper smooth zone is joined to the moulded ornamental body
of the terra sigillata bowl form 37. This name is employed by
Dechelette and is preferred to the commoner one of egg and

dart or egg and tongue, since the pattern is evidently derived

from the ovolo moulding on the cornice of the Corinthian order

of architecture.

Panels.—The rectangular or trapezoidal divisions into which

the decorated zone on bowl form 37 is divided by straight, beaded,

zig-zag, or cabled borders extending the full height of the field.

The term is here used to distinguish these uniform spaces from

the metope-like divisions of the frieze on the earlier form 29.

Pentice.—A raised band in the shape of a sloping or lean-to roof.

Quirk.
—A small acute channel or groove used between

mouldings. It is employed to accentuate the flat cordons on Late

Celtic pottery and to divide the cornice on embossed sigillata

bowls form 29 into two tables.

Rosette-knots .
—Ornaments at the angles where the borders of

panels, saltires, etc., meet like the knots of net-work.

Saltire.—Used in heraldry to describe the leaning or St.

Andrew's cross, which is X-shaped. The term saltire pattern
is used in preference to cruciform pattern or St. Andrew's
cross pattern in describing a floral ornament frequently used
on sigillata bowls forms 29 and 30, and later on transitional bowls
form 37, during the latter half of the first century, as it indicates

the form of cross in single word.
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Scaled Leaflets.
—Rows or pyramids of small [eaves arranged

like scales, or tiles on a root. They are usually spoken of as

arrow-heads or imbricated arrow-points, hut thev more often

resemble leaflets and are produced by the impression of the

triangular points of leayes in the mould.

Scroll Binding. Knorr, Rottweil, 191 2, p. ^, has devised
this term to describe the diminutive impressions of punches
used to cover the joints where stalks or branches strike off from
the main stem of a scroll, lie points out that such small motives
best indicate vessels made by potters working in the same

workshop, and having the same origin and belonging to the same

period.

Scroll Pallcrn.—On embossed terra sigillata usually in the

form of an undulating stem with stalks or branches striking off at

regular intervals to till the upper and under curvatures or lobes,

and thus occupying and encircling the entire zone of decoration.

The branches usually run from right to left showing they were
drawn in the mould by a right handed person freehand from left

to right and reversed on the bowl.

Large Scroll Pattern. A scroll with widely expanded undula-

tions tilled with large leaves or other ornaments and occupying
the whole field below the ovolo border on terra sigillata bowls form

3° or 37-

Soffit.
—An architectural term for the under surface of an

arch, architrave, or corona of a cornice. It is here used for the

under surface of the side below the frieze of the decorated terra

sigillata bowl form 29 Drag. To apply the term frieze to this

portion of the bowl, or to its decoration, would be misleading.

Spandrel. The triangular space between an arch and the panel
in which it is enclosed, or the triangular spaces between a circle

and the square in which it is framed. In needlework the same

design is known as a gusset.

Tendril. A twining shoot without leaf.

Terra Sigillata. A name used for red glazed, stamped or

embossed ware in preference to Samian, which is neither

grammatical nor precise. The use of capital S shows that

Samian has not, like china, become a common noun, correctly

applicable to pottery not made in Samos, and such expressions
as Lezoux Samian, or South (Jaulish Samian, etc., would be

obviously absurd.

Torus. The half round moulding or cordon separating
the frieze and soffit of the terra sigillata

bowl 2Q Drag. Its si/e
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in proportion to the other ornamental details renders torus

not too bold a term, and it is also justified by the same analogy as

frieze, cornice, soffit, metope, etc., neck, shoulder, foot, etc.

Transitional.—A style of decoration in which not only single
ornaments and motives, but also the poly-zonal arrangement of

the decoration of the embossed sigillata bowl form 29 was used

during an indefinite period at the end of the first century upon
the later form 37, when both forms were in use simultaneously.

Circular Wreath.—A ring or circle composed of conventional

leaves and used singly or for framing or enclosing other ornaments.

Broad Wreath.—A band of conventional leaves, or flowers on

stalks, attached to a horizontal row of beads and wide enough to

occupy the entire frieze on the terra sigillata bowl form 29.

Narrozv Wreath.—A zone or belt of over-lapping or juxtaposed
leaves, often used as an upper or lower border or dividing motive
on embossed terra sigillata.





INTRODUCTION".

THE
collection of pottery found on the site of the

Romano-British town at Silchester and now preserved
in the museum at Reading is of special interest as it

covers the whole period of the Roman influence from

the time of Caesar's invasion in B.C. 55-54, down to the

withdrawal of the legions about 409 a.d. It is also one of the

most complete and unmixed collections of whole vessels, derived

from a single site, to be found in this country.

The gigantic rampart and ditch still boldly prominent outside

the stone wall of the Roman city prove that it was the site of an

oppidum inhabited by a large native population previous to the

Roman occupation. The abundance of pre-Roman pottery
derived from deep pits and trenches over a restricted area between

the two outer defences confirms this. The excavators state that

there was no evidence of a sudden or overwhelming destruction of

the city by a conflagration or otherwise. It appears to have

become ruined and uninhabited by gradual desertion and decay,
hence its prolonged survival. Although the finds may be

comparatively few and small for any one particular period, they
form a very uniform and complete series extending over the

whole of the five centuries of the Roman supremacy in South

Britain.

The Romans introduced the mechanically driven potters' wheel

for fashioning the clay into perfect shape, the practice of washing,

purifying or levigating the clay to render it more plastic, and the

two-storied oven in which the vessels were baked separately from the

fuel, and more completely owing to the more evenly distributed and

higher temperature. But above all we are indebted to them for the

establishment of the factory system, whereby experts were

constantly employed in the rapid and economical production of one

form or kind of vessel in one locality, near to natural deposits of

clay, forests for supplying abundant fuel, and rivers for transport
to all parts of the civilized world which were subject to Rome
at that period. Their arts of glazing, colouring, moulding
and otherwise ornamenting the vessels to render them
more impervious, cleanly, and pleasing in appearance were of equal

value, and serve as reliable indicators for identifying and dating
the various types and the deposits containing them.

The only possible classification for the Silchester pottery is

according to form, ornamentation, material and technique, which

implies some acquaintance with the methods and materials of

manufacture and precise definitions of form. The series of forms

numbered 1-55 first collected and published by Dragendorff in

Bonn.Jahrb.,()6, plates I .—III.., are also inserted and used by Walters,
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plates XLI. XLIV., nos. i Si
;

and to these have been added
nos. 56-72 from Ddchelette, I. plates II.—V. These forms are

generally adopted by archaeologists in describing terra
sigillata,

and are those herein employed.

The ancients were well aware that moisture, alcohol and

gas can penetrate the sides of vessels of wood or ordinary unglazed
clay, so in older to preserve their choice wines from dilution and
acidification they lined the insides of their large amphora? or wine

jars with pitch. They also knew most of the methods of modern
glazing for

coating
their pottery with an impervious film in a

simple and economical way. The following is a summary descrip-
tion of the different modes of glazing and colour-coating on which
the classification of the wares is primarily based.

A glaze, as the name implies, is a true glass burnt into the surface

of the ware. By the employment of lead as a basis for enamel glaze,
the oxides and carbonate of copper and the black and red
oxides of iron for colouring, the shades of glaze produced in one or
other of the factories scattered throughout the empire during the

first four centuries were the following : moss-green, olive-green,

grass-green, yellowish-green, citron-yellow, greyish-brown, red,

copper-red, and black. The yellowish and grey brown shades of
enamel glaze found in Britain were made principally at St. Rcmv-
en-Rollat in central France during the first century (Dech. I., p.

59) ;
and a malachite-green glaze is found on vases made at Lczoux

in the Antonine period, 140-190 a.d. (in round numbers). A few

fragments of vessels of coarser technique, heavily coated with
enamel glaze of a dark bluish green and evidently of local

manufacture, have been found on the sites of potteries in this

country.

Enamel glaze. The vessel in biscuit state (after first tiring) is

coated with a frit consisting of powdered lead-glass and a

metallic oxide for colouring mixed with some kind of size to hold

it on the surface of the vessel. It is then re-fired at a temperature
only sufficient to burn in the glaze. Possibly enamel Ljlazc was

produced by a simple method formerly practiced in this country.
Powdered flint and galena (sulphuret of lead), mixed with the

stain (oxide of copper, etc.), were dusted out of a little cloth bag
on to the surface of the vessel when in biscuit state, and it was then
re-baked to vitrify the

glaze. The roughly made green glazed
ware recently found in this country appears to have been prepared
in this manner.

Red sigillata ;'/</;<. The frit is prepared from ordinary glass,
without lead, coloured with red iron oxide (ruddle, haematite,
rubrica, or clay containing it) in a lincU ground condition and m
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a thin watery solution or slip. Into this the vessel in biscuit state is

dipped and then re-baked at a sharp heat to burn in the glaze.*

Black or Greek glaze.
—The frit is prepared in the same way

as for red sigillata glaze and similarly applied but coloured with

black iron oxide (magnetite) and burnt into the surface of the

vessel at a lower temperature!

Hcematite facing.
—

According to Professor Flinders Petrie, The

Arts and Crafts of Ancient Egypt, 1909, p. 130, the pre-historic

Egyptian black topped ware was produced by coating the air-dried

or leather hard vessel with haematite and baking it upside-down
in an open wood fire, the black top being the portion covered by
the ashes.

Auto-Glaze .
—A kind of black glaze is now known to have been

produced on the surface of coarse Roman pottery by the process
of fuming in a reducing furnace (described by Artis, Durobrivce

as a smother kiln) owing to the action of carbonyl gas (carbon

monoxide), which is the result of imperfect combustion, in reducing
the red peroxide of iron of the body clay and coating to black

*
Owing to the tenuity and trans-

parency of the film of glaze on red

sigillata, the appearance of the vessel

greatly depends on the fineness and

colour of the body clay. According
to Franchet the thinness of the glaze so

much preferred by the Roman potters,

was to prevent the moulded and incised

ornaments from losing their delicacy

by the application of ordinary enamel

or lead glaze. Franchet, Ceramique
Primitive, p. no.

t An American archaeologist, Oliver

S. Tonks, who professes to have dis-

covered the composition of the Greek

black glaze, and has published the

result of his experiments in the Journal

of American Arc/neology, 2 ser., vol.

XII., 1908, part 4, p. 420, states that
"

8 parts of nitrate of soda, and 1 part
of clay fritted together and mixed in the

proportion of 2 parts of frit and one of

ferrous oxide, produced a glaze identical

with that on the Greek vases."

Franchet, Ceramique Primitive, p. 107,

states that after examination of all the

types of pottery, Italo-Greek, made
between VIII. and IV. centuries in-

clusive, he has ascertained that
"
the

pastes are always calcareous, ferru-

ginous, and contain a little oxide of

manganese, which gives greater fixity

to the black obtained from iron, and that

all the samples of magnetite analysed

gave variable quantities of oxide of

manganese (as an impurity). Magne-
tite was obtainable in Asia Minor, in

Thessaly and Macedonia. The
Romans who also employed the black

Greek enamel could obtain it in the

deposits of Piedmont and the Isle of

Elba, which have been worked for about

3,000 years. On these facts he bases

the following formulas. Flux or frit—;

quartz sand 55, and carbonate of soda

45=100, mixed to obtain a homo-

geneous mass and fluxed or fused.

Both flux and colorant are pounded to

an extreme fineness. This enamel

applied to the pottery by being evenly

spread with some kind of gluten and
baked in an oxydising fire vitrifies

about 850 deg." It is perfectly opaque
with bluish tints sometimes noticed on

Italo-Greek pottery. Ferroso-ferric

oxide prepared artificially does not

yield black enamel."

By some German writers the so-

called German jars or motto

beakers, coated with a thin film of

black glaze having a metallic gloss (i.e.

Greek glaze), are spoken of as firniss
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magnetic oxide. This is what may be termed an auto-glaze, the

necessary silica being furnished by the surface of the clay body of

the vessel itself, without the application of a frit. The vessel

formed of ordinary brown-red clay, containing 5 to 7 per cent, of

red iron oxide, when in leather-hard or biscuit state, is dipped in

a watery slip containing ground iron ore, or any form of iron oxide

in a finely powdered condition, and then fired or re-fired in a

smother kiln. The clay body is thereby reduced to a uniform

blue grey and the iron faced portion to a mirror-like coat of black

all oyer, but the resulting glaze is sometimes very poor and

hardly distinguishable from a clay slip.*

ware, varnished ware, to distinguish it

from red glazed terra sigillata, enamel

glazed, and black coated wares of other

descriptions. Though Drexel, O. I\. /. .

FaitmTigen, p. 80, replaces the expression
"
glazed

"
for the technically false one

of
"
varnished," the use of the latter

has been justified and continued by a

recent writer, Oelmann, Niederbieber,

I. (1914), p. 3, on the ground of custom

and convenience, and because the in-

clusion of sigillata and painted wares

among glazed wares would otherwise

be in vol veil. A sufficient reason for

discarding the term varnished for

this kind of ware is the fact that

true varnish made of lac or resin is

still extensively used for coating

potterv in remote parts of India,

America, Xew Zealand, the Fiji Islands,

etc., and is found on some of the frag-

ments of St. Rimy ware from Silchester

illustrated on plate XXXIX. IS.

Walters, xlix., describes the German

jars as being covered with a black

slip or glaze and usually of form

54 Drag.
—a round-bellied jar with

cylindrical neck and high foot.

Examples coated with black slip glaze
and black clay slip occur at Sil-

chester.

Experiments made by Ludowici, an

eminent German potter, on seven

different kinds of grey to black potter)
from the great potters' cemetery
at Rheinzabern, described in his third

volume, I in 11 Grabi 1

p, 291 ,

help to explain the nature of black

glaze. He states that black sigillata

(Samian) was found in almost every

grave. Grey, black and red fragments
of all shapes of terra sigillata

vessels

occurred, which had no doubt been

placed in the funeral pyre and

accidentally turned black. The
colours so produced, sometimes on

different pieces of the same vessel,

included also grey, brown and red, SO

that when they were conjoined the

vessel presented a variegated or mottled

appearance.
To complete this explanation of the

blackening of the red sigillata glaze it

should be stated that, when accidentally

fumed and burned black, it is

restored back to the original red colour

by heating for twenty-four hours in a

glost furnace or in an open fire.

* The so-called
"

salt glaze
"

is an

auto-glaze of this description. The

glazing is effected by merely casting
common salt into the furnace at the

close of the baking operation, when the

kiln is at its highest temperature.
Sodium is given off by the decomposed
salt in a gaseous condition and com-
bines with the silica in ordinary earthen-

ware to form the gla
c

The old Japanese method of glazing
was to throw sea-weed 00 to the tire

when it was very hot, and when the

baking was nearly complete. The
alkali contained in the fumes given otf

1>\ the sea-weed (barilla, kelp) was

sufficient to vitrify or 1 1 u x the silica

on the Burface of their wares, winch

were baked with wood in I small kiln.
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Bitumen Coating or Belgic black {terra nigra) coating.
—The

cups, plates and dishes in Belgic technique found at Silchester and

contemporary with and imitating Arretinc forms of the end of the

first century B.C. or beginning of the first century a.d., are coated

with asphaltum or bitumen so evenly distributed that the vessels,

when hot from the oven, must have been dipped into or carefully

painted all over with the melted material. The polished surfaces

on the inside of wide vessels and the zones and belts on the outside

of others must have been produced by hot polishing while the

vessel was turning in a lathe or on a table.*

Belgic red {terra rubra) coating.
—This method produces a dull

orange red coating with the same materials as the black, but the

vessels are fired at a higher temperature.f

colouring of Etruscan bucckero nero and

Belgic terra nigra consists mainly of

carbon, but coating with soot, lamp-
black or powdered charcoal, however

deposited, would not render the vessels

water-tight. Dipping or rolling them,
when hot from the kiln, in melted

bitumen, which consists almost entirely
of mineral carbon, has rendered them
both water-tight and capable of receiv-

ing the black satiny polish which
characterises Belgic black ware {terra

nigral
Solid bitumen or asphalt derived

from the Dead Sea (Lacus Asphaltites)
is very pure and takes a fine polish, but

natural deposits of the same material

exist in France and Switzerland.

The black and white zones on bottles,

flagons, and bowls found at Silchester,

Yewden, Sandford, Upchurch, etc.,

were evidently applied in liquid

form, and the black bands are of hot

polished bitumen or Greek glaze
coloured with magnetite.

* The nature of the black coating
can be tested by blowing upon it the

flame of a Bunsen burner with a blow-

pipe, when it disappears in white fumes

giving off the familiar odour of

asphaltum. When burnt off the sur-

face of a white burning clay it leaves a

brown-red stain and in a test tube shows
a slight iron reaction with ferro-

cyanide of potassium, indicating that

magnetic iron ore may have been

added to intensify the blackness. For
the same purpose graphite (plumbago,
black lead) was added to bitumen in

coating early pottery.
The object of glazing and coating

with varnish, bitumen, etc., is to render

the vessels of ordinary baked clay (terra

cotta) water-tight or impervious to

liquids, and to prevent fouling and

tainting of the surface after they have
contained organic matter. Classical

writers refer to wine-jars coated with

pitch (Suetonius, Claud. i6), and bungs
of wine amphora; sealed with pitch

(Horace, Ode 3, 8), which is a product
of bitumen, and it may be recalled to

mind that the oldest existing human
remains, the mummified Egyptians of

the earliest dynastic period, are pre-
served in bitumen, are quite black, and
last for ever. In modern practice the

earthenware jars used for importing
from Peru a liqueur made from grapes
known as piseo or italia are lined with

pitch to prevent loss of strength

through the sides of the vessels.

Analysis has shown that the black

t Lehner states that the red variety
was found in the same patterns as the

black in the same potters' kilns at

Trier. Dragendorff and Ritterling con-

sider the orange-red variety to be only
more sharply baked than the grey
and black. Bonn. Jahrb, xcvi., p. 96 ;

Hofheim, 1904, p. 76. The blow

pipe experiment produces a similar

orange-red stain on the surface, probably
due to magnetite.
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Slip coating.
—The air dricti vessel is dipped in a well levigated

slip or engobe of the same kind of clay, or clay of another colour and
fired in the usual manner. Lagenas and flagons of red

clay body
with a white clay slip coating arc mentioned by Loeschcke, Haltern
V. p. 235, as appearing occasionally in the Augustan period and
later very frequently. They are often met with on Romano-British
sites, exclusive of Silchester, where they are rare.

Varnish. A few vessels and fragments of St. Remy white ware
from Silchester are coated with a pale yellow resinous substance

pr
varnish. These are illustrated on plate XXXIX. h., nos. 1-6.

The nature of this coating can be tested by heating it, when it

becomes softened and can be easilv removed.

DESCRIPTION of the VESSELS.

PLATES I.—V.

Types i
—

14.

A. (a) Arretink Terra Sigillata and Imitations.

Arretine ware is justly claimed to be the Roman pottery pur
excellence, and the Silchester examples are of much significance.

Together with the contemporary Belgic imitations (types 174, 185-9)
and the Italo-Greek wine amphora- (plate LXVILa), they prove
that the inhabitants of Calleva, the capital of the Atrebati, were

importing costly luxuries in considerable quantities from Italy
and Northern Gaul at the beginning of the Christian era, the pieces
recovered in trenching being only a fractional part of what the
soil still covers on the site.

As it was made chiefly at Arezzo (Arretium) in Etruria and
Pozzuoli (Puteoli) in Campania from about B.C. 1 so to 50 a.d.,

it is described by Dechelette as Ktrusco-Campanian, and owing
to its beauty and rarity on provincial sites, it has received a large
amount of attention and a considerable body of literature has
accumulated regarding it.

The introduction to Dechelettc's work, Les vases cdratftiques
ornds de la Gaule-Romaine, I., p. 1, is a well illustrated treatise on
its graceful characteristics, wide distribution, and significance as

the source of inspiration of the potters of Southern Gaul in the
first century.

\ useful summary of ancient and modern literature on the

subject is given by Walters in his History oj Ancient Pottery, II.,

p. 438, 4S0, and in his Catalogtu oj
Roman Pottery is a list of about

forty potters' stamps and a description of a number of examples,
L. 54 172 (of which eleven, I.. [59 [69, are of British origin.;
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The finds of Arretine pottery within the legionary camp erected

and destroyed in the period of Augustus, B.C. 1 1-9 a.d., at Haltern

and the potters' stamps thereon are dealt with by the eminent
German authority Loeschcke, Haltern, V. (1909), p. 128, types
1-21

;
and the specimens of decorated chalices, etc., found there

in 1909-1910, in a well illustrated supplementary report by
Hahnle, Haltern, VI. (1912), p. 36. As descriptions of specimens
most commonly found on northern sites are included, much

light is thrown on the Silchester discoveries.

The pioneer, Dragendorff, first published the results of

modern research on the subject, with a series of types 1-14
employed in describing the forms peculiar to Arretine ware, in

three monographs appearing in Bonn. Jahrb., 96 (1895), plate

I., pp. 18-155 '>

Ibid. 101, p. 140-152 ;
Ibid. 103, p. 87-109.

Oxe in Bonn. Jahrb., 101, p. 22-37, deals with the terra sigillata

vessels of Ateius and traces about 300 stamps from his workshop.
Those found on the Rhine all originate in the time of Augustus,
B.C. 30-14 A.D.

Ten out of eighteen potters' stamps on such vessels found at

Silchester bear the stamp of ateius, or one of his slaves (xanthus,

plate LXXXI., fig. 17). Itmaybepointedoutthatnotoneofthepieces
so stamped has any resemblance in form, material or technique
to the numerous South Gaulish specimens from the site and lend

no support to the suggestion that Ateius may have worked in

Southern Gaul (Walters, p. xxiv.) or had a branch factory there

at a late period of his activity (Oxe, Bonn. Jahrb., 101, p. 27).

Dechelette, I., p. 16, points out that this potter was one of the

most important makers of smooth ware, whose stamp is common
at Rome, quite numerous in other parts of Italy, and very abundant
in the three Gaulish and two German provinces, and has been met
with in the workshops of La Graufesenque and Montans, as well

as in Arezzo and other parts of Etruria. By the presence of his

stamps and those of his slaves at Xanten, Andernach, Neuss, Kirn,
and at Mont Beuvray destroyed about B.C. 5, he is shown to have

been in full activity in the time of Augustus.

According to Loeschcke, Haltern, V., p. 131, the flourishing

period of the workshop of ateius dates from the second half of the

reign of Augustus and continues predominant down to the

beginning of that of Tiberius, 14-37 a.d. One hundred out of two
hundred and fifty stamped sigillata vessels found at Haltern (b.c.

1 1-9 A.D.), are from his workshop.
Another Arretine potter found at Silchester, sex[tvs] anni[vs],

(plate LXXXI.
, fig. 2), was one of a family of potters whose

workshop was near the church of San Francesco in Arezzo, and
dates from about the same period.
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The workshop of AVILLVS, no. 13 on the List, is pretty

certainly localised at Arezzo and dated in the Augustan period.

VIT[v]LVS (plate I. XXXI., fig. 10), was a slave of llilarus or

Hilarius, a potter of Puteoli. (Dech., I., p. 15).

Detailed descriptions are given of the ornaments on all the

important fragments of sigillata, as by this means the date and

place of manufacture of most of them has been established.

PLATE I.

l'h,. 1 . Large fragment of conical cup with upright rim which

is bordered on both margins by half-round roulette-notched

mouldings. See also pi. IV., no. 2.

Fig. 2. Corniced or bell-shaped cup with overhanging lip,

and single girth-grooves inside and outside. See also pi. V., no. 11.

FlG. ;. Wide upright-sided plate on high foot-ring, with half-

round roulette-notched mouldings on the edges of the side. See

also pi. V., no 13.

Fig. 4. Upright-sided plate on high foot-ring. See also pi. V.,

no. 14.

FlG. 5. Fragments of similar plate restored.

PLATE 11.

Figs, i
—

13.

FlG. i. Small fragment of bowl of chalice, type iu

Loeschcke (the prototype of type 11 Drag.). Clay, rather

soft pale red; glaze, darker, thick glossy, much flaked on and

decayed. Ornamented with a centaur galloping to left in relict.

FlG. 2. Small fragment, probably of the same vessel as the

preceding. Ornamented with a charioteer, partly draped, his

right arm extended, seated in a biga, of which one wheel remains.

FlG. V Small fragment of bowl of chalice, type 10 l.oeschcke

(11 Drag.). Ornamented with .1 female figure, her right arm

extended, seated on a couch (kline),
of which two supports

remain : probably one member of ;i group engaged in a symposium.
The whole is in low relief and hardh recognisable.

1'ic. 4. Small fragment ol bowl, type 29 Drag. Clay, poor

light red; glaze, thin dark. Ornamentation, (1) cabled lower

border of decorated frieze, (2) torus, (;,)
/one of arches (scmi-circul. 11

ares) resting on rosettes, and enclosing three upright palm branches,

bordered above by a zig-zag line and below bj a grooved moulding.
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In the gussets or spandrels between the arches, an iris like flower.

The character of the clay, glaze and ornamentation indicate this

to be a late imitation in Arretine technique of the South

Gaulish type 29 Drag.

Fig. 5. (see also pi. LXXXII.c). Four fragments of bowl,

partly conjoined, type 29 Drag. Clay, very hard light buff,

coated with a poor glaze, almost a slip, of a brownish to

dark orange colour, much rubbed off. Ornamentation, (1) bead-

rim, moulded on both sides, (2) cornice, faintly roulette-

notched, (3) frieze, decorated with bead-row bordered diverse

scroll pattern, resembling that on the earliest bowls 29 of the

time of Tiberius (cf. pis., X. fig. 1, and XI. fig. 1), the spaces
above the stem filled with leaf and flower on curved stalk,

those below with leaf and detached floral design, (4) torus, (5)

decorated zone on soffit, with upper bead-row border and row of

dancing cupids in pairs holding garlands of leaves. The finding
of this specimen is noted by Geo. E. Fox, in Archceologia, LIV.,

p. 471, and illustrated and described in LVII., p. 106, but with

a misreading of the potter's stamp vitivs for vitlvs ( =vitvlvs).

Fig. 6. Fragments of bowl, imitation of type 29. Clay, soft

earthy reddish
; glaze, orange, slightly micaceous, poor and

smoked by fire on the upper part. Ornamentation, (1) bead-rim,
moulded on both sides, (2) wide smooth cornice, separated by a

double groove from (3) frieze, bordered above by a narrow wreath

and below by a slender bead-row, decorated with diverse scroll-

pattern, the branches, spiral stalked rosettes and long-stalked
blossoms of different types, striking off to right and left from
near the middle of alternate stretches, and with detached rosettes

in spaces above and below, (4) torus, (5) zone of decoration on
soffit with rosettes and floral design but almost entirely wanting.
It has the appearance of an imitation in Arretine technique of

the design of a South Gaulish potter.

Fig. 7. Small fragment of bowl, imitation of type 29 with

unusually sharp-angled side. Clay, hard siliceous red
; glaze,

thin glossy, much flaked off. Ornamentation, (1) part of faintly
roulette-notched cornice separated by a groove, (2) frieze,

bordered above by a straight line and below by a slender bead-

row, decorated with a broad wreath in segments composed of

looped leaves and cabled diagonal branches alternating with concen-

tric lozenges of ornamental design, (3) torus, (4) small portion of

decorated zone on soffit, bordered above by a slender bead-row,

only one rosette on a vertical bead-row remaining. It resembles

an imitation in Arretine technique of the work of a South Gaulish

potter.
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FlG. 8. Small fragment of bowl, imitation ot type 29. Clav,
hard micaceous pale red, enclosing a white quartz pebble ; glaze,

poor pinkish, nearly all decayed or rubbed off. Ornamentation,
(1) small portion of frieze decorated with a stalky scroll pattern,

(2) zone of panels on soffit, in which a saltire-pattern, with zig-zag
borders and diagonals, alternates with little figures, of which onlj
the leg and arm of one remains. Apparently an imitation, in

altogether different clay, of Gaulish patterns and figure.

Fig. 9. Fragment of bowl, imitation of 20. Clav, hard pale
red, containing bronze flakes or mica, with slightly darker matt

orange red surface (unglazcd). Ornamentation, (1) bead-rim,
moulded on both sides, (2) faintly roulette-notched cornice,

divided low down by a wide groove, (3) frieze, bordered by
slender bead-rows decorated with an undulating stem (in imitation

of a South Gaulish scroll-pattern), the upper spaces filled with large-

birds turned to right and left alternately with rosettes on either

side of them, and the lower spaces with scaled leaflets, (4) torus,

(5) zone of semi-circular suspended wreaths enclosing pairs of

leaves with birds and rosettes, alternating with ornamental
concentric lozenges composed of bead-rows tied in the angles
with rosette knots. This is an imitation of South Gaulish

sigillata in altogether different clav and style of execution.

Fig. 10. Fragment of upright-sided bowl, imitation of type
30 Drag. Clay, fine thin hard brown red; glaze, good matt, intact.

Ornamentation, (1) narrow bead-rim and smooth zone, separated by
a grooved moulding, (2) small ova, with single loops and straight

billets, (3) upper part of decorated zone, around which a human
figure, widely spaced, alternates with a tree pattern consisting of a

central upright stem with three semi-circular branches arranged

symmetrically on either side and resembling a seven-branched
candelabrum. This is of superior design and execution and more
like the work of an Italian artist than that of a South Gaulish

potter.

PLATE III.

Figs. 1-24.

Fig. 1 (also on pi. IV., type 3). Rim-fragment of conical

cup with upright rim bordered by roulette-notched mouldings.
Fig. 2 (also on pi. IV., type 2). Side-fragment of similar

cup.

FlGS. 3-7. Small rim-fragments of similar cups.

FlG. 8 (also on pi. IV., type 5). Rim-fragment of cup
with upright rim, without roulette-notching.
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Fig. 9. Rim-fragment of similar cup.
Fig. 10 (also on pi. V., type 9). Side-fragment of similar

cup.
Fig. 11 (also on pi. V., type 8). Side fragment of similar

cup, with potter's stamp.
Fig. 12 (also on pi. IV., type 7). Base-fragment of cup,

with potter's stamp.
Fig. 13 (also on pi. V., type 8). Side-fragment of similar

cup, with potter's stamp.
Fig. 14. Base of cup of uncertain type with potter's stamp.
Fig. 15 (and on pi. V., type 10). Base of cup with doubly

curved side, stamped with name of potter, xanti.

Fig. 16 (also on pi. V., type 11). Base of cup of uncertain

type, with potter's stamp atei.

Fig. 17. Base-fragment of cup of uncertain type, with

potter's stamp cnatei eh/
Fig. 18. Base fragment of plate with potter's stamp sex

anni

Fig. 19. Base of cup, type uncertain, with potter's stamp.
Fig. 20 (also on pi. V., type 10). Base of cup with doubly

curved side, stamped with the name of the potter atei.

Fig. 21. Base of similar cup, with stamp of the potter atei

(e reversed).

Fig. 22. Base-fragment of plate, with stamp of the potter.

Figs. 23-24. Base-fragments of plates retaining portions
of a massive foot-ring.

PLATE IV.

Types i—7.

Type i. Fragment, pedestal foot of chalice, type 19 Loeschcke

(11 Drag.). The form of cup or holder indicated by dotted lines

is restored from a chalice by the same potter illustrated by Deck. I.,

p. 25, fig. 10. Clay, fine smooth red
; glaze, darker red glossy,

but rubbed off the projections. In the centre is the stamp
cn.atei (plate LXXXI. fig. 11) in raised letters in a sunk square.
evryalvs

Type 2. Large fragment of conical cup with upright rim
bordered on both margins by half-round roulette-notched

mouldings, type 8b Loeschcke (Drag. 5). Height 7.9 cm.
;

diams., rim 13.4 ;
base 6.3 cm. Clay, hard light red

; glaze,
darker red, nearly matt. One whole example, pi. I., fig. 1, and

fragments of five others, pi. III., figs. 3-7.
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Type 3 (also on pi. III., fig. 1). Side fragment of conical cup,

type 8a Loeschcke, rim upright with three roulette-notched

rounded cordons. Clay, pale buff; glaze, dark orange red, flaky.

Original diam. 11.7 cm.

TYPE 4 (also on pi. 111., fig. 2). Fragment of conical cup with

upright rim bordered by roulette-notched mouldings, type 8b
Loeschcke. Clay, hard reddish buff; glaze, matt-glossy, intact.

Height 7.8 cm.
; diams., rim. 12.7, base 5.7 cm.

Type 5 (also on pi. III., fig. 1 1 ). Fragment of cup, type 8a

Loeschcke, upright moulded rim without roulette-notching.

Height 7.9 cm. ; diams., rim 12.6, base 6.2 cm. In the centre is

the stamp AC (pi. LXXXI., fig. 1) in a wreath of leaves and an

incised circle. Clay, light yellowish-red; glaze, darker dullish

red except where burnished in the grooves. An unglazed part of

base within foot-ring shows that a brush was used for spreading
the glaze.

Type 6 (also on pi. III., fig. 13). Four conjoined fragments
of cup with upright rim bordered by roulette-notched mouldings,

type 8b Loeschcke. Clay, hard reddish buff
; glaze, good dark

red. Height 5.4 cm.
; diams., rim 8.3, base 4.4 cm. In the

centre is the stamp atei (pi. LXXXI., fig. 5).

Type 7 (also on pi. III., fig. 12). Base fragment of cup
restored in the illustration from fig. 5 which it resembles. Clay,

pale pinkish buff; glaze, dark Pompeian red. In the centre is

the stamp aproi --apron[ivs] (pi. LXXXI., fig. 3).

PLATE V.

Types 8 14.

Type 8, (also on pi. HI., fig. 11). Fragment of small cup, type 8a

Loeschcke (restored in drawing). Height 5.5 cm.
; diams., rim

8.3, base 4.5. Clay, hard pale red
; glaze, darker red. In the

centre part of a potter's stamp M . . . (pi. LXXXI., fig. 18.)

Type 9, (also on pi. III., rig. 10). Side fragment of small

conical cup with upright moulded rim and everted stand-ring,

type 8a Loeschcke. Clay, hard red ; glaze, darker matt red.

Height 4.2 cm. ; diams., rim 7.7, base 3.5 cm.

TYPE 10. Base-fragment of cup with constricted and doubly
curved side, type 11 Loeschcke (27 Drag.), see- also type 12. Clay,
haul light brown ; glaze, good red. In the centre is the stamp
ATEI. Two other examples, on pi. 111., figs. 20, 21.

TYPE ii, (also on pi. I., tig. 2) corniced cup with hanging

lip, type 7a Loeschcke. Clay, hard light red ; glaze, darker red,

nearly matt. Height 6.6 cm. ; diams., rim 13.5, base 6.4. In
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the centre is the stamp ivcvndi ( =ivcvnd[vs] pi. LXXXL,
fig. 14.) Another example bears the stamp atei (pi. LXXXL, fig 4.)

Loeschcke, Haltern V. p. 148, no. 71, records ivcvnd[vs] as

an Arretine potter who made bowls with upright moulded lip,

type 8a
;
and on p. 184 the list of stamps includes ivcv found on

LTITI

the little cup, type 9, indicating that he was a slave of L. titivs,

one of a numerous Arretine family of potters. Ritterling's note

on p. 239, Hofheim (1912), stating that the list C.I.L., XIII.,

hi., 10010, 1061, refers to several different potters of the name
ivcvndvs is thereby confirmed. The general list of potters'

stamps found at Rilchester includes three later examples of a

South Gaulish potter, and another of the same name, who worked
at Rheinzabern, is referred to.

Type 12. Cup with constricted doubly curved side, type 11

Loeschcke (27 Drag.). Round the outside of the upper half a

zone of roulette-hatching with lateral grooves. The constriction

is defined by a delicate cavetto moulding. This cup is the

immediate prototype of the widely distributed form 27 Drag.

Clay, hard light red
; glaze, dark Pompeian red, matt-glossy.

Height 6.9 cm.
; diams., rim 12.4, base 6.2 cm. In the centre

is the potter's stamp silva. Silvanus is recorded by Oxe
and Siebourg {Bonn jfahrb., 101, pp. 13-21) among those

found on Arretine forms in the collection from the Sels tilery
near Neuss, which dates chiefly from the reign of Tiberius,

14-37. a.d. Evidently the Silvinus occurring at Hofheim,

40-51 a.d., is not a stamp of the same potter as suggested

by Ritterling, Hofheim, 1912, p. 247. The roulette-notching on
the outside surface disappears on later South Gaulish specimens.

(Loeschcke, Haltern V., p. 151). A cup of similar form and
decoration in Mainz museum, with the stamp x'anti (pi. LXXXL,
fig. 17) is figured by Geissner, Mainzer Mus. (1902), pi. V., fig. 1.

Type 13. (also on pi. I., fig. 3). Wide plate on high foot-ring,
with half-round roulette-notched mouldings on the edges of the

sides, type 2a Loeschcke. Clay, hard light red
;

coated with red

sigillata glaze. Height 4.1 cm.
; diams., rim 24.6, base 11.0 cm.

In the centre, within two double circles, is the stamp ateim in

raised letters on a sunk label (pi. LXXXL, fig. 8), One large
and two small examples of similar type, also three or four fragments.

Type 14. (also on pi. I., fig. 4) Plate on high foot-ring, type 2a

Loeschcke. Dark Pompeian red glaze. Height 3.8 cm.
; diams.,

rim 15.3, base 8.9 cm. In the centre is the stamp pilemv[S]. (pi.

LXXXL, fig. 15). Another example (pi. I., fig. 5) is stamped
gnatei (pi. LXXXL, fig. 10).
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PLATES VI.—XXX.

15 (b-f). Provincial Terra Sigillai \. Embossed.

Southern District.—La Graufesenque and Montans.—ThG
most important centre of terra sigillata manufacture in Southern
Gaul was at La Graufesenque, near Rodez, in the department of

Aveyron (the ancient Condatomagus), and there was a smaller

dependent and contemporary pottery at Montans, both situated on
the river Tarn, a tributary of the Garonne, in the territory of the

Ruteni. The ware is distinguishable by its careful finish, highly
vitrified dark red paste and glossy glaze and bv the predominance
of purely pattern ornaments and secondary role of figures in its

style of decoration. The period of their greatest activity was
between the time of Tiberius, 14-37 A.D., and the beginning of the

second century

Central District.—Lezoux, Banassac, St. Remy-en-Rollat,
Gannat and Vichy.

—The principal seat of terra sigillata manu-
facture in Central Gaul was at Lezoux (the ancient Ledosus) in the

territory of the Arverni now Auvergne on the banks of the Allier,

a tributary of the Loire. Places of embarcation on the present
and ancient banks of that river at La Borde and La Bresle respec-

tively, are indicated by numerous pot-sherds. The manufacture

was grafted on to already existing potteries where I. a Tene or

Gaulish types had been produced tor an indefinite period, and
its competition with the older centre in the south began soon after

40 a.d. and was continued until the productions of the latter were

almost entirely superseded by the much greater variety and
abundance of those of Lezoux, which continued working down to

the final destruction of the potteries during the incursions of the

Alamanni under Chrocus about 256-9 a.d.

The speciality of the less important pottery at Banassac in

Lozere (in the territory of the Gaball), consisting of embossed
bowls form 37 with ornamental inscriptions in large capital letters,

is not represented among the specimens from Silchester.

In the other potteries on the banks of the Allier, at St. Remy-
en-Rollat seven kilometres from Vichy, at the town ot Gannat near

St. Remy, ami near to the railway station at Vichy, figurines, goblets
and little flagons in white clay with moulded ornamentation

imitating earlier Italian models were being produced before the

middle of the first century ami down to the middle ol the second

century, and these are represented by a few fragments in the

Silchester collection.
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List of Sites of Terra Sigillata Potteries Discovered in

Eastern Gaul and Upper Germany with estimated Dates of

their Activity.

Folzer, Rotnische Keramik in Trier L, p. 81, East Gaulish (Belgic)

group.
A.D.

Luxeuil ... 81-96
—200

La Madeleine ... ... ... ... ... 98-117-135
Satto and Saturn, locality unknown ... ... 110-150
Lavoye 117-138
Eschweilerhof ... ... ... ... 138-161
Trier 117-250

Forrer, Heiligenberg, p.
Elsace group.

224.

Heiligenberg
Ittenweiler

Altenstadt-Concordia ...

Schiltigheim by Argentoratum
Jebsheim by Argentovaria

A.D.

85-160
102-130
140-150
150-160
160-170

Ludowici, I., II., III., IV.

Rheinzabern
Westerndorff ...

A.D.

I20-26o
161-180

Terra Sigillata Bowls. Form 29.

Scheme of Decoration.

The numerous specimens of bowl 29 cover the whole period
of its production from about 14-37 a.d. to 80-85, AD - or rather

more than half a century. The following scheme of decoration

is derived from these and other sources, scroll patterns being by
far the most abundant.

(1) Scroll patterns. (a) Symmetrical scroll, this first appears in
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the reign of Tiberius, 14-37 a.d., and consists of an undulating
stem throwing off leaves in pairs (like wings), uniformly above

and below and near the middle of every stretch of the curvatures.

Plate XI., no. 1 ; Walters, M. 5, fig. 40a (with stamp of LIBNVS)
and pi. XXXV. figs. 2, 9. (b) diverse scroll, the size, character and
direction of the branches above and below the main stem begin
to vary before the reign of Claudius, 41 A.D. Sometimes one
branch strikes off to right and another to left from near the

middle of alternate stretches only, so as to fill adjoining spaces
above and below the main stem. Sometimes a branch strikes

off alternately above and below from near the middle of every
stretch. The branches arc curved or voluted and end in leaves

and blossoms so arranged and varied as to fill the adjoining spaces

completely. Plates X. no. 2, XI. nos. 6, 7, 16 (right and left),

and XI., nos. 4, 10, 11 (alternate), (c) stalky scroll, at a later

stage a branch strikes off from near the top and bottom of the

curvatures alternately and is correspondingly elongated and sub-

divided into long stalked leaves and blossoms, in order to fill both

upper ami under spaces. The stalks become more obvious in the

design than the leaves and form what may be termed a stalky scroll.

Plates VI.a, and XI. nos. 9, 13, 14, etc. (d) composite scroll,

instances begin to appear in the Claudian period, 41 54 a.d.

in which the lower spaces are filled with scaled leaflets (arrow-
heads ?) and ornaments having no artistic affinity with the scroll,

but only two examples occur at Ilofheim, 40-51 a.d. After the

middle of the first century human and animal figures begin to

appear in the lower space and figures and patterns in separate

compartments of the same space. No example of this occurs at

Ilofheim in the early period, 40-51 a.d. Plates X. no. 14, XII.

no. 34, XIII. nos. 57, 58, 64 (scaled leaflets in lower space),
X. no 9, XII. no. ^1 (figures in lower space and divided spaces).
Instances of the latter occur frequently at Rottwcil in the time of

Vespasian, 69-79 A.D. Knorr, Rottzuetl 1912, pis. III. no. 6, IV.

no. 2, VII, no. 3, and VIII. nos. 1, 2, 8, etc.

(2) Broad encircling wreath. Plate XI. no. 20.

(3) Narrow wreath. Plates VII. \, IX. \, X. io. and XI. no. 27.

(4) Festoons and tassels and zones of demi-medallions.

Plates VI. B, VII.A, IX.A, and XI. nos. 24, 26, 31, etc.

(5) Metopes filled with alternating motives. Plates X. no. 14,

and XII. nos. 33, 34, 36, 37, 40.

(6) Arcatures or arcading. Plates X. no. 3 and XI. no. 25.

(7) Rows of pahnettes or conventional trees on slender vertical

stalks connected beneath by diagonal bead-rows or intersecting
arcs. Plate XI . nos. 21, 22.
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(8) Gadroons, wholly or partially rilling the lower zone of

decoration on the soffit. Plates VI.B, VII.B, and X. no. 15.

(9) Fish-bladder like ornaments (the pine-apple pattern of the

tapestry weavers), filling the lower zone. Plate XII. nos. 42, 43, 44.

(10) Scaled leaflets filling the lower spaces of scrolls or forming

complete zones round the angle of the side. Plates X. no. 4, and
XII. no. 45.

(11) Saltire-patterns in panels, composed of diagonal bead-rows

or zig-zag lines, filled with long-stalked buds, leaves and blossoms.

Plates VI 1 1.a, and XII. nos. 46, 47, 49.

(12) Medallions or circular wreaths of leaves enclosing

leaves, birds, or small figures. Plates XI. nos. 21, 22, and XII.

no. 48.

(13) Little figures, usually hunting scenes, etc., occupying
the entire frieze, but without divisions except for conventional

trees or plants forming part of the design. Plate IX.b.

(14) Rosettes or stars in rows or filling spaces. Plate VI.b

(forming the lower border).

(15) Zones of upright lancet-shaped leaves with slender

mid-rib, S-shaped or S-shaped ornaments. Plates X. no. 11, and
XIII. nos. 55, 64.

(16) Detached undulating garlands of leaves. Plate XII. no. 51.

(17) Intersecting circles occupying the entire frieze of Lezoux
bowls. Dechelette, I, p. 180, fig. 106.

PLATES VI .-XII I.

B. (b) South Gaulish Terra-Sigillata bozvl 29.

By comparing the alterations of shape and varying styles of

decoration on embossed terra sigillata at different periods, the

following conclusions have been arrived at for determining the dates

of the successive stages of development of bowls 29, 30 and 37.

The South Gaulish potters at first to some extent imitated

the shape as well as the decoration of the Arretine chalice in their

pedestalled bowl, form n Drag., but worked in harder, darker red,

and more fusible or highly fired clay and glaze, so that their

productions are more completely vitrified and less liable to decay
and wear away.
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The earliest form of howl 29 was not keeled or carinated on tin-

side, but was broad and shallow, with a continuously rounded
side rising to a nearly upright rim, in imitation of the holder of an
earlier form of Arretine chalice, tin- pedestal foot only of the latter

being discarded. It also imitated the roulette-notched cornice,
two zones of relief decoration with lateral head-row--, and roulette-

notched torus, dividing them on the later form of holder. See

plates X. tig. 1, and XI.
fig.

1.

The later form of bowl 29, with carinated side, imitates only
a later form of holder of the Arretine chalice, its roulette-notched
cornice and two zones of relief decoration with lateral head-rows,
hut without the pedestal. Loeschcke, I Lilian X ., type [9.

The distinguishing feature of thi' howl 21) is not, therefore, the

carinated side, hut its two or more /ones of relief ornamentation

separated by a torus. It was made chiefly by the pottei
Southern Gaul, who imitated in a neat and precise, hut less artistic

manner, most of the details of ornament, as well as the shapes, of

the Arretine vessels belonging to the end of the last century B.C.

and early part of the first century A.D.

On the other hand, the Arretine potters, down to about the

middle of the first century A.D., imitated, in inferior clay, the shape
and degenerate style of ornamentation on howl 29 of the South
Gaulish potters. See plate II., figs. 4-10, Walters, L. 138, and

plate IX., form 29, with stamp of
fi.] RASINfl] PIS[ani], and

Dechelettc, I., p. 1 14.

The broad wreath, which is a leading feature on the frieze, to

the extent of about 40 per cent, on the pre-Claudian howls 29, falls

off in the following decade, 40-50 A.D., to about 5 per cent. In

the Rottweil collection of the Vespasian period, 69-79 A.D.,
descrihed by Knorr, Rottweil 1007 and 1912, no mention is made
of it. The same may he said of the later period, 80-100 A.n.,

represented by the Newstead finds. See plate XI, no. 20.

On the developed form of the Claudian epoch, 41 54 A.D., the

torus is no longer roulette-notched, the cornice is rounded and
OUtbent at an obtuse angle to the siclc and quirked (or divided into

two tables) and also separated from the frieze by grooves.

In the Flavian period, 69 u<> \.n.. the side-angle is often

treated as a separate feature ami decorated with a /one of scaled

leaflets or a narrow wreath, which is sometimes used also as a lower

border. This three-fold or poly-zonal arrangement of the decora-

tion is common in the time of Vespasian, 69 7»). \.!>. See plates
VII. A, 1X.\, X. nos. 4, 6, XII. nos. 39, 41, 45, XIII. no. 54, etc.
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PLATE VI.a.

Completely restored bowl 29.

Clay, fine smooth hard red
; glaze, darker matt-glossy, intact.

Height 9.0 cm.; diams., rim 22.0, base 7.9 cm. Decoration,

(1) the bead-rim is moulded on inside and outside, (2) the

cornice is unevenly roulette-notched and divided by a wide

groove into two tables, of which the upper is the thicker and more

projecting, (3) the frieze decoration is a bead-row bordered

scroll-pattern, from the main stem of which a spiral-stalked rosette

and long-stalked six-leaved flower strike off to fill the adjoining

spaces, alternately above and below from near the top and bottom

leftwards, (4) a torus or half-round moulding separates the frieze

from (5) a scroll-decorated zone on the soffit or under surface,
bordered above by a bead-row and below by a neatly grooved
moulding. The branches of the scroll-pattern are similarly

arranged, but are sub-divided into three long-stalked six-leaved

flowers (as above) and two seven-lobed leaves. The leaves are

similar to those on Ilofheim examples, Hof/ieim, 191 2, p. 229,
and pi. XXVI. no. 3, also p. 227, and pi. XXVII., nos. 14a, b,
and no doubt of about the same date. Rosettes are distributed in

spaces between the branches.

In the centre is the stamp of cresti, which also occurs three

times at Hofheim during the period of the early occupation,

40-51. A.D.

PLATE VI.b.

Completely restored bozvl 29.

Clay, fine hard red
; glaze, good hard matt-glossy. Height

8.0 cm.
; diams., rim 21.5, base 8.4 cm. Decoration,

(1) bead-rim, moulded inside and outside, (2) cornice, evenly
roulette-notched, slightly projecting, rather narrow and divided

by a groove slightly below the middle of the height, (3) bead-
row bordered frieze decorated with a zone of semi-circles suspended
from rosettes and enclosing spiral-stalked rosettes and long-
stalked clusters of six leaflets, with pairs of suspended palmettes
between the semi-circles, evidently in imitation of the festoon

and tassel patterns on the earlier Arretine bowls, (4) torus

and (5) zone of gadroons (or elongated tongue pattern) on the

soffit, bordered above by a row of beads and below by a row of

eight rayed stars or rosettes.

In the centre is the almost illegible stamp opr[im]i.
—See

plate VII.a.
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The spiral-stalked rosette is commonly used tor
filling

festoons

and scrolls on howls 29 and 30 during the period from Claudius to

Domitian or about 40-96 A.D., and is not of much use for dating.
The cluster of six leaflets is used by potters working in the time

of Claudius (Ritterling, Hofheim 1912, howl 30, pi.
XX\ I. no. 5,

and pi. XXVII. no. 14b), and Vespasian (Knorr, Rottweil 1912,

pis. XVII. nos. 5. 10 and XXI. no. 2,) or about 40 -So \.\>..

Walters, M. 407, fig. 115.

PI ATE VII. a.

Restored bowl 29.

Clay, fine hard red; glaze, darker, slightly glossy. Height

9.2 cm. ; diams., rim 21.9, base 7.5 cm. Decoration, (1) bead-

rim, moulded inside and outside, (2) cornice, evenly roulette-

notched and divided hy a groove rather below the middle,

the upper table wider and more rounded and holdlv prominent
than the lower, (3) head-row bordered frieze, decorated with a

zone of semi-circles suspended from horizontal billets and enclosing

birds turned to right and left. Between the semi-circles are six-

leaved flowers on zig-zag cords as tassels. The latter are used for

filling the scroll of a bowl (Ritterling, Hoflieim 1912, p. 223, and

pi. XXV. no 3b) of the early period 40-51 A.D.

The birds (Deck. 1017) are said by Knorr, Rottueil 1912, p. 7,

pi. II. no. 10, to represent the Nile goose, an ill-tempered

quarrelsome bird which runs in, hissing, with lowered head, often

occurring on signed bowls of Germanus, Meddillus, L. Cosius,

Bassus etc., who were at work in South Gaul about 70-90 A.D.

(4) torus, and on the angle of the side (5) a narrow wreath

of leaves, as Knorr, Rottweil 1007, p. 21, pi. I. no. 14, and Ibid.

1912, p. 18, pi. VIII. nos. 2. 3. both early Vespasian, 70 So \.n.

(in round numbers). On the soffit, bordered above by a slender

bead-row and below by a neatly grooved moulding, (6) a broad

wreath ot conventional leaves, which is divided into short sections

by cabled medallions enclosing large rosettes of eight petals. Above
and below the wreath small rosettes in rows placed wide apart.

In the centre is the stamp ofprimi, a potter of I .a Graufesenque,
whose stamped howls were met with at Ilofheim in deposits of

both the earlier and later occupations, 40-51 A.D. and 70-83 a.d.

plait: vii.b.

Complete bowl 29.

Clay, fine smooth red; glaze, darker, nearly matt. Height
11 cm.; diams., rim 25.5, base <).i cm. Decoration, (1) bead-

rim, moulded inside and outside, (1) cornice, closely and evenly
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roulette-notched, divided into wide upper rounded and

projecting and narrow lower slightly rounded table by a groove,

(3) frieze, decorated with bead-row bordered scroll-pattern, from

the main stem of which a tendril, spiral stalked rosette and long-
stalked palmette of six points branch off to fill the adjoining

spaces, alternately above and below from near the middle leftwards.

The arrangement of the scroll resembles that of Ritterling,

Hofheim 1912, p. 222, pi. XXIV. no. 5, and pi. XXV. no. 3a, b, dated

40-51 A.D., the shape of the leaf only varies, (4) torus,

separating (5) a zone decorated with gadroons bordered

above by a bead-row and below by two slight grooves.
The occurrence of gadroons (fluting, ribbing, elongated tongue

pattern) on early bowls is recorded by Ritterling, Hofheim 191 2,

p. 215, figs. 48, 50, time of Tiberius, 14-37 a.d., and pi. XXIII.

no. 1, pi. XXV. nos. 4, 12b, time of Claudius; Knorr, Rottiveil 1912,

p. 12, pi. V. no. 1, and pi. XXIII. no. 1, ; Curie, Newstead,

p. 204, Flavian period, etc.

In the centre is the stamp of MODESTi,aLa Graufesenque potter,

whose stamps appear often in the earlier but not in the later deposits
at Hofheim. He is attributed to 40-69. a.d.

PLATE VIII.a.

Fragments conjoined, forming more than half of bowl 29.

Clay, fine hard red
; glaze, darker, matt-glossy. Height 9.7 cm.

;

diams., rim 23.0, base 8.3 cm. Decoration, (1) bead-rim,
moulded on both sides, (2) cornice, evenly roulette-

notched and unequally divided, the upper portion wider

and more boldly projecting than the lower, (3) frieze, decorated

with a bead-row bordered scroll-pattern similar in arrangement
and detail to that on a fragment illustrated by Ritterling, Hofheim

1912, p. 222, pi. XXIV. no. 5, from the earlier occupation, 40-51,
a.d. (4) torus, separating (5) a zone of decoration on the soffit, bor-

dered above by a bead-row and below by a rather wide shallow

neatly grooved moulding, on which alternate (a) metope-like fields

framing a saltire-pattern containing in the side-triangles long-stalked
acorns, as used by Modestus in the scroll on another Hofheim

example, op. cit. pi. XXIV., no. 9, and in the upper and lower

triangles a three-leaved flower commonly used in the time of

Vespasian, 69-79, A -D - Knorr, Rottiveil 1912, p. 11, pis. IV. no. 5,

VI. no. 2, and VII. no. 10, etc., with (b) medallions enclosing

cupids nos. 268 and 280 Deck. In the spandrels are long stalked

leaves or flowers, which illustrate the introduction and use of this

kind of ornament commonly used on bowls 29 at a later date and

on transitional bowls 37.
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Part of a potter's stamp, OEM in the centre, should probably
be read MODESTI.

PLATE VI1I.H.

Fragments conjoined, forming less than half of bowl 29.

Clay, fine smooth red ; glaze, matt-glossy. Original diam.,

20.5 cm. Decoration, (1) bead-rim, moulded inside and outside.

(2) cornice, finely and regularl) roulette-notched and divided into

wide upper and narrow lower table by a groove, ( j) frieze, decorated

with scroll-pattern bordered by rows of beads on a slender thread,

the scroll resembling the preceding in arrangement but differing
from it in detail, the tendril being replaced by a star, and the long-
stalked palmette by a cluster of eight leaflets freely employed by
Germanus on his trees (Knorr, Rottweil 1912, p. 25, pi. XII. no. ^,

etc., 70-80 A.D.), (4) torus, separating (5) a zone of decoration on
the soflit, bordered above by a bead-row and below by shallow

grooves which have cut off a portion of the pattern, consisting of

suspended wreaths enclosing pairsof leaves alternatingwith metope-
like fields framing a saltire-pattern, combined with long-stalked
leaves springing from the angles. The cabled blossom tilling the

side triangles of the saltire is recorded by Knorr, Rottweil, 1907,

pi. VIII. no. 1, on a signed bowl of Germanus, and the three-

leaved blossom in the upper and under triangles, at p. 13 and pi. V.

nos. 1, 2, 10.

From the details of ornament it may be inferred that this bowl
is a production of Germanus, or of a potter of contemporary date.

PLATE IX. \.

Fragments of lower portion of bozd 29.

Clay, very hard red
; glaze, poor glossy. Decoration, (1) torus

moulding and three zones of ornament with bead-row borders on
the soffit, viz., (a) narrow wreath, type Walters, pi. XXXI II. no. 13.

(b) narrow wreath, type Walters, pi. XXXIII. no. 3, Knorr, Rottweil

[912, p. 3, pi. L, no. 7 and pis. II. no. 9, and VII. no. 10; Curie,

Vewstead, pp. 205, no. 2,209, no - 6- 2ii
j
no - 5- early period,

80-96 A.D. (c) zone of semi-circles suspended from billets enclosing
small animals and separated by leaves on beaded cords as tassels.

Within the semi-circles arc dogs, Deck, nos. ()i\ and 924 birds,
Deck. I., p. 95, fig. 63, a stamped bowl of Sabinus

; Kitterling,

Hofheim 1912, pp. 221. 223, and pi. XXV. fig. 1, 69 79 \.n.

In the centre is the stamp n.T\.\, which at Hofheim (pp. cit.

1912, p. 247) appears in the early deposit, 40 51 \.i>.; at

Wiesbaden, not later than 69 a.d.
;
and Sels

tilery, not later than

40 A.D.
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PLATE IX.b.

Fragments forming upper portion of bowl 29 (base wanting).

Clay, hard red
; glaze, darker, matt-glossy. Original diameter,

23.0 cm. Decoration, (1) rim, weakly moulded, (2) cornice, faintly
roulette-notched and divided by a shallow groove into two tables,

the wider upper one slightly projecting, (3) the bead-row bordered

frieze is partly cut away above by a separating groove and decorated

with a zone of small animals and human figures, free in the field, but

forming three separate groups. Group I., (a) small nude figure
to right holding the loops of a lasso ? attached to which is a long-
tailed dog with arched back and drawn-in feet, (b) pair of dogs
one above another, running to right, (c) three roebucks in single
file running to right, (d) deer trotting to right. Group II. (a)

stunted nude figure (genius or cupid) holding loops of a lasso ? to

which a tall dog is attached, (b) dog leaping to left, (c) pair ot dogs,
one above another, running to left, (d) small lion leaping to left as

Deck. no. 743. Group III, (a) three roebucks as in group I.,

(b) pair of dogs running to left, (c) pair of dogs as in group I,

(d) fore and hind parts of two lions, on either side of a gap in the

side. (4) torus, separating (5) a decorated zone on soffit composed
of semi-circular wreaths suspended from beaded uprights ending
in rosettes, bordered above by a bead-row and below by a shallow

grooved moulding. Within the wreaths are pairs of long-
stalked heart-shaped leaves with serrated edges and in the

triangular spaces below pairs of long-stalked blossoms. As filling

motives between the leaves are pairs of dotted circles and in the

spaces above small birds turned to right and left looking back.

No instance of the use of animals, free in the frieze, is

recorded by Dechelette as occurring on bowls of form 29.

PLATE X.

Figs. 1-15.

Fig. i. Also on pi. XL no. 1, which see for description.

Fig. 2. On pi. XL no. 16, is a larger fragment of the same

bowl, which see for description.

Fig. 3. Also on pi. XL no. 25, which see for description.

Fig 4. Two fragments of bowl 29.

Clay, thin rather soft
; glaze, poorish glossy and rubbed off

projections. Decoration, (1) bead-rim moulded on both sides,

(2) cornice unevenly roulette-notched and divided into wide promi-
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nently rounded upper and narrow lower table by a deep constriction,

(3) bead-row bordered frieze decorated with scroll-pattern from the

stem of which branches, viz. spiral-stalked rosette (as on

plate VI. a, is) and long-stalked three-leaved blossom are thrown

off, alternately above and below from near the middle, to till adjoin-

ing spaces, small double circles being also inserted above and

below, (4) torus separating (5) a bead-row bordered zone of

scaled leaflets on the .mule ol the side. Ritterling, Hofheim 1^12,

p. 22 1, pi. XXIII. no. 2, with stamp of biennis, 70 83 a.m. ; Knorr,
Rottweil 10,12, p. 19, pi. VIII. no. 12, on form 29 of Masclus,

50-70 A.I). Lower part of side wanting.

FlG. 5. Also on pi. XI. no. 22, which see for description.

Fig. 6. Also on pi. XII. no. 45, which see for description.

Fig. 7. Also on pi. XII. no. 32, which see for description.

Fig. 8. Side fragment of bowl 29.

Clay, hard red ; glaze, hard ljIossv. Decoration, (1) small

portion of a scroll-pattern and lower bead-row border ot frieze,

(2) torus, (3) portions of upper bead-row border and two panels
on soffit ;

in panel to left, circular wreath framing cupid, 280

Dech.
;

in sub-divided panel to right, scaled leaflets in upper and

dog in lower compartment.

Fig. 9. Two conjoined fragments of bowl 29.

Clay, hard red
; glaze, hard matt-glossy. Original diam.,

about 26.0 cm. Decoration, (1) bead-rim moulded on both sides,

(2) cornice wide, evenly roulette-notched and divided into wide

projecting upper and narrow lower table by a groove, (3) frieze

decorated with bead-row bordered composite scroll-pattern, from the

tops of the main stem of which three long-stalked leaves branch oil

leftwards to I ill the upper spaces, combined, in the sub-divided lower

spaces, with scale-pattern (dotted upright semi-circles) and animals

(dog and hare alternately as Knorr, Rottweil 1^07, p. 32, pi- XII.

no. i, Flavian, 69 79 A.D.), (4) torus separating (5) a decorated zone

on the soffit bordered above by a bead-row and below by a neatly

grooved moulding, arranged in alternate metopes and medallions

separated bv narrow vertical bands of leaves. Framed in the panels
are Silenus, 323 De'ck. and a female figure carrying basket^ ot fruit.

These figures and the long-stalked
buds

filling
the spandrels appeal

on a bowl 30 illustrated b\ kmui, Rottweil 11)07, p. 32.pl. XII.

no. 2, and attributed to the period ot Vespasian, 69 ~n \.n. brained

in the medallions are kneeling archer as 170 Ih'ih. and spread

eagle, 982 Dich.



Fig.
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2. Fragment of early form of bowl 29, haring a continuously rounded

side and decoration of similar type to 1, oj which then

it m a ins

(1) portion of decorated frieze with large distinctly tunned

bead-rows bordering a scroll-pattern composed of undulating
stem and pairs of dotted wing-like loops, to represent leaves,

Striking oil' in the middle of the curve, the spaces between the leaves

filled with dotted circles, (2) portion of roulete-notched torus

and row of large beads separating (3) small remaining part ot soffit

and zone of relief ornament. Clay, sottish red ; glaze, poor.

The two preceding fragments are dated by their style to the

period of Tiberius, 14-37 A -D -

3. Fragment of early (arm of bowl 2<>, retaining small portions of

(1) decorated frieze with smaller and less distinct lateral bead-

rows ami undulating stem with pairs of slender leaves striking off

on both sides near the middle of tin- curvature
;

in the intervening

space part of a detached ornament, (2) torus, or half-round cordon,

plain, (3) soffit decorated with heart-shaped leaves forming part

of scroll-pattern and bordered above by a row ot beads.

4. Fragment of early type of bow I 29, retaining portions of

(1) bead-rim moulded inside and outside, (2) roulette-

notched cornice divided into wide upper and narrow lower table

by a groove or hollow, (3) decorated frieze with scroll-pattern

formed by undulating stem, from the middle stretches ot which

two heart-shaped leaves ami a bud or blossom branch off lettwards

to fill the upper and lower opening curvatures alternately, the

scroll-bindings covering the joints are of the form attributed to

the Nero-Vespasian period by Knorr', Rottweil i')i:, p. 5, pi.
I-

no. 17, but the large distinctly divided bead-row borders point to an

earlier period, probably Claudian, 41-53 A.D., (4) plain torus and

similar row of beads dividing ami forming upper border of (5) soffit

decorated with scroll pattern of which only a small portion ot stem

is preserved. Clay, good hard red; glaze, darker, matt-glossy.

5. Fragment of similar type to preceding.

6. Fragment of bowl 2(), retaining small portion of

(1) bead-rim moulded on both sides, (2) wide roulette-

notched cornice divided by a quirk into two unequal tables, the

wider above, (3) decorated frieze with lateral bead-rows and

scroll-pattern consisting of undulating stem throwing otl two

similar branches to both left and right from near the middle ot
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alternate stretches to fill adjoining upwards and downward opening
curvatures, the branches tied to the stem by rosette-knots, and

consisting of a long-stalked deltoid-blossom with long loop and
three leaflets attached* and palmette of four petals ;

in the spaces
a rosette, (4) plain torus and bead-row upper border on soffit,

which is almost entirely wanting. Clay, hard red
; glaze, rather

poor darker red.

7. Frgament of similar type, probably part of the same bowl as 6.

8. Small fragment of bozvl 29, retaining

(1) lower part of roulette-notched cornice and the scroll-

pattern on decorated frieze with upward opening curvature of an

undulating stem enclosing two heart-shaped, bead-tipped leaves,
which unite to form a single branch striking off near the top of the

curvature, the scroll-binding attributed by Knorr, Rottzveil, 1912,
p. 5, pi. I. no. 16, to the Nero-Vespasian period, 54-79 A.D., the

peculiar leaves finding a parallel in Ritterling, Hoflieim, 1912, p.
222, pi. XXIV.no. 4, 40-51 A.D., (2) bead-row borders and a small

segment of the torus moulding. Clay, hard red
; glaze, darker,

good matt-glossy.

9. Smaller fragment of the same bozvl, retaining

(1) portion of the downward opening curvature enclosing
similar leaves.

10. Fragment of upright side of bozvl 29, retaining portions of

(1) bead-rim moulded on both sides, (2) roulette-notched
cornice subdivided by a groove below the middle, (3) decorated
frieze with lateral bead-rows and scroll-pattern, half-way up
which spiral-stalked rosettef (or star of eleven points) and long-
stalked three-leaved blossom strike off leftwards above and below

alternately to fill the adjoining curvatures. A similar eleven-pointed
star is used to fill the spandrels. The scroll-binding is Knorr's

type 16, for date of which see no. 8.

* For dated examples of this very \ The spiral-stalked rosette is referred

common and long-lived ornament, to above, plate VI. B. The three-

vvhich survived in a detached form, to leaved flower is variously used for

the latest period of the embossed tassels, and narrow wreaths.—Knorr,
sigillata industry, see Knorr, Rottweil, Rotticeil 1912, pis. V. nos. 1 2, VIII.

1912, p. 16, pi. VII. nos. 1-14; Ritter- no. 2, and IX. no. 1, Nero—Flavian

ling, Hoflieim, 1912, p. 222, pi. XXIV. period, 54
—

96 a.d.

no. 3; Walters, pi. XXXV. no 1
;

Ludowici III., Rheinzabern, p. 253,
O220-1*, etc.
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ii. Fragment of bowl 29, retaining

(1) very small remnant of roulette-notched cornice, (2) bead-
row bordered frieze with scroll-pattern a trendril, spiral-stalked

rosette, and long-stalked six-leaved blossom striking off leftwards

half-way up the undulating stem above and below alternately to

fill adjoining curvatures, as on no. 10, (3) part of torus, the rest

wanting. The long-stalked six-leaved blossom is dated by a

parallel example (Ritterling, Hofheim, r.912, p. 222, pi. XXIV. no.

5) to about 40 51 a.d. Clay, fine hard red
; glaze, fine glossy,

darker red.

12. Small fragment oj bowl 29, retaining portions of

(1) roulette-notched grooved cornice, (2) bead-row bordered

frieze decorated with scroll-pattern
—a spiral-stalked rosette and

long-stalked conventional leaf branching of] leftwards near the top
and bottom of the undulating stem above and below alternately
to fill adjoining curvatures, (3) torus and bead-row border on
soffit. No parallel to the peculiar leaf has been traced. Clay, hard

light red
; glaze, fine darker red.

13. Small fragments of bozvl 29, retaining portions of

(1) torus and bead-row border above a stalkv scroll-pattern
on soffit, an upward opening curvature of the scroll enclosing two
nine-lobed leaves and a small bud or blossom on long winding
stalks

;
a similar example, Ritterling, / lot/aim [QI2, p. 224, pi. XXV.

no. 15, dates the fragment to about 40-51 a.d. Clay, hard red ;

glaze, darker matt-glossy.

14. Small fragment of bowl 29, retaining

(1) portion of palmate leaf, (2) lower bead-row border,

forming parts of decorated frieze, (3) torus, (4) portion of

scroll-pattern forming decoration on soffit. To fill adjoining
curvatures of the main stem of the latter, similar pairs of leaves

and cable-twisted blossoms on long stalks branch from near

the top and bottom alternately. The scroll-bindings are of type
16 Knorr, dated by him somewhat later than Nero-Vespasian, 54

79. a.d. The cable-twisted blossoms are those freelj used by
Germanus, who worked between 70-S0 a.m.. and whose signed
bowls have been found in Pompeii destroyed 70 \.D. Clay, good
red ; glaze, dullish darker red.

15. Fragment of bowl 20, retaining portions of

(1) bead-rim moulded inside and outside, (2) wide cornice

roulette-notched and unequally divided by a wide hollow,
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the thicker table above, (3) decorated frieze with bead-row borders

and scroll-pattern, (4) torus. The branches in the upper and under
curvatures of the scroll vary,

—those above the main stem, spiral-
stalked rosette and long stalked cluster composed of leaflets extend-

ing in opposite directions
;

those below, spiral-stalked rosette and

long-stalked blossom compared by Knorr, Rottweil 1912, p. 2, pi. I.,

nos. 2, 5, 9, 10, 12, 13, etc., to that of
"

diclytra
"
or

"
dicentra

"
;

Walters, M. 238, fig. 90, much used by La Graufesenque potters of

the time of Vespasian, 69-79 A -D -

16. Large fragment of bozvl 29 extending nearly the whole zvidth

of the tzvo ornamented zones, viz. :

(1) bead-rim moulded inside and outside, (2) wide roulette-

notched cornice unequally divided by a groove, (3) decorated
frieze with bead-row borders and scroll pattern. The arrangement
of the branches of the latter resembles that of nos. 6 and 7, but

they strike off to right and left rather above the middle of the

alternate" stretches of the main stem and consist of tendril, spiral-
stalked rosette and long-stalked cluster of eight leaflets. The
eight-leaved cluster is used as a tassel between festoons (Knorr,
Rottweil 1912, pi. XIII. no. 7) and

"
freely bestowed on his trees

"

by Germanus, 70-80 a.d. Ibid.pl. XII. nos. 5, 18, 21, 22, 23, 26, etc.

In the lower spaces small dotted circles take the place of tendrils.

(4) torus and (5) bead-row border above a zone of leaf orna-

ment resembling Walters, M. 1011, fig. 163 (an open saltire

pattern with dotted circles between).

17. Small fragment of bowl 29, retaining part of

(1) roulette-notched cornice, (2) bead-row bordered frieze

decorated with scroll-pattern the upward opening curvatures
of which are filled with tendril, spiral-stalked rosette, and long-
stalked three-leaved blossom striking off leftwards from near the

top in the usual way, as on no. 10 and the lower curvatures
with small buds or blossoms depending from straight stalks

forming an equilateral triangle, (3) torus and (4) bead-row
border above a zone of decoration on soffit of which very little

remains. Clay, hard pale red
; glaze, partly flaked off.

18. Fragment of bowl 29, retaining small portions of

(1) torus, (2) upper bead-row border of decorated zone
on soffit, and scroll-pattern with cluster of six leaflets and large
seven pointed leaf, as Ritterling, Hofheim 1912, p. 227, pi. XXVI.
no. 5, not later than 83 a.d.; Knorr, Rottweil 1907, p. 24, pi. V.
nos. 1, 2, art of Germanus, 70-80 a.d.

; Walters, M. 407, fig. 115,
etc., (3) neatly incised grooved mouldings forming lower border.
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19. Fragment of bowl 29, with small portions of

(1) scroll-pattern and lower bead-row border of decorated

frieze, (2) torus, (3) scroll decoration on soffit bordered above

by a bead-row and below by a neatly incised moulding. The

spaces both above and below the main stem of the scroll are filled

with similar pairs of irregular palmate leaves on long stalks which
branch off to left from near the middle of alternate stretches.

Tin- scroll-bindings are of type 15, dated by Knorr, Rottweil

11)12, p. 20, 54 70, a.d. The large beads and delicate, well

arranged scroll-pattern indicate the earlier of these dates. (.'lav,

red ; glaze, darker ami rubbed off projections.

20. Small fragment of bowl 29, snowing minute portions of

(1) frieze decorated with broad wreath, and bead-row border,

(2) torus moulding, and (3) bead-row forming upper border of a

leaf decoration of soffit. The broad wreath is composed of a

horizontal bead-row to which are attached two rows of stylised
leaves of long triangular shape with feathered edges and slender

midrib, in pairs extruding diagonally to right, each having two
small buds attached to the root of the stalk. Clay and glaze,

good hard red. Probably from upper part of the same bowl as

no. 23 q.v.

21. Small fragment of bowl 29, retaining portions of

(1) upper bead-row border and (2) decorated zone on soffit,

consisting of circular wreath enclosing lion 762 De'ch., alternating
with groups of vertically standing long-stalked palmettes connected

below by inverted semi-circles. The latter kind of decoration is

commoner on the upright sided bowl 30 Drag, and is one of the

earliest. -Ritterling, Hofheim 1912, p. 226, pi. XXVII., nos. 22. 23.

Clay and glaze, fine hard red.

22. Small fragment from the same part of the bowl, but showing

a circular wreath enclosing a stag of primitive design, the

fore-legs parallel horizontal lines, the neck upright, anil the

head at right angles.

23. Fragment from lower part o\ the same boat as no. 20, retaining a
small pur turn of

(1) decorated zone of soffit. The ornaments are single upright

standing palmettes alternating with pairs of smaller palmettes

suspended from a T-shaped support, over which is a small circle.

24. Fragmt nt of bowl 2(), retaining portions of

(1) bead-rim moulded inside and outside, (2) wide roulette-

notched cornice divided low down by a groove, (;,)
decorated
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frieze with bead-row borders and zone of semi-circles framing
birds (not in Dechelette), the semi-circles suspended from

horizontal billets and divided by leaves or blossoms on zig-zag

cords, as festoon and tassel. See Deck. I., pi. VII., no. 23, (4) torus.

Clay, hard red
; glaze, lustrous darker red.

25. Fragment of bowl 29.

Good hard red clay ;
darker dullish glaze. Decoration, (1) bead-

rim moulded on both sides, (2) narrowish cornice, roulette-notched

and quirked below the middle, (3) narrow frieze bordered by well-

moulded rows of beads, decorated with a zone of flat arches on short

columns (or niches) enclosing small birds turned alternately to

right and left (not in Dechelette'slist), (4) torus, (5) bead-row border

above a scroll-pattern on soffit,
—

symmetrical pairs of long-stalked

palmate leaves with buds between in spaces above and below the

main stem. A row of columns supporting arches enclosing figures
is on a bowl made in imitation of the South Gaulish form 29 by
Rasinius Pisanus, an Arretine potter of about 50 a.d. Walters,

L. 138, and pi. IX. The form of bowl with continuously
curved side, a narrow cornice and frieze and other details point to

an earlier date. Rows of arches or
"
arcading

"
is not a style

associated with bowl 29 by Dechelette.

26. Fragment of bowl 29, retaining portions of

(1) bead-rim moulded inside and outside, (2) wide roulette-

notched cornice hollowed low down, (3) narrow bead-row
bordered frieze decorated with festoons separated by acorns on
cabled cords as tassels, suspended from horizontal billets and

enclosing fore-part of dog 918 Deck, and hare or rabbit as 944
De'ch. reversed, (4) torus, (5) upper bead-row border and small

part of decorated soffit. Good red clay and glaze. Cf. Knorr,
Rottweil 1912, p. 19, pl.VIII.no. 12; and Ibid. 1907, p. 33, pi. XIII.

no. 2 by potter masclvs who worked between 50-70 A.D.

27. Small fragment of bowl 29, retaining minute portions of

(1) upper bead-row border and three decorated zones on

soffit, viz., (1) three rows of scaled leaflets, (2) narrow wreath

with zig-zag borders, (3) zone of semi-circles framing hares or

rabbits separated by moulded tassels on cabled cords.—Cf. Knorr,
Rottzveil 1912, p. 19, pi. VIII. no. 12, signed bowl of masclvs,

50-70 A.D.

28. Small fragment from lozver part of soffit of bozvl 29 with

(1) zone of semi-circles framing dog as 924 Deck., with bud or

blossom on beaded cord between. The only other example of the
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bud or blossom that has been traced is in Ritterling, Hofheim 1912,

pi. XXVII. no. 1, attributed on p. 225 to period of Vespasian,

69-79 A.D.

29. Fragment of bowl 29, decorated with

(1) bead-row bordered zone of semi-circles separated by
little buds on cords as tassels, in the semi-circles similar buds

on long stalks, commonly employed by L. COSI, SASMONOS, etc.,

in the Flavian period, 69-79 A.D., and long-stalked heart-shaped
leaves.—See Knorr, Rottweil 1912, p. 12, pi. IV. no. 8, etc;

Curie, Newstead, pp. 211, no. 1 and 213, no. 3, Flavian period,

(2) torus, (3) bead-row border above zone of scroll-pattern on

sotlit in the upper space of which are three seven-lobed leaves.—
Ritterling, Hofheim 1912, p. 227, pi. XXVII., no. 14a, 40-51 a.d.

30. Fragment of bowl 29, retaining portions of

(1) decorated frieze bordered by bead-rows consisting of a

zone of semi-circles enclosing long-stalked deltoid-blossoms

with three leaflets and long loop attached—see pi. X., nos. 10,

15
—and separated by five-pointed palmettes suspended on cords

as tassels, (2) torus, "(3) upper bead-row border and small portion
of saltire-pattern from decorated zone on soffit. Clay, silicated

greyish hard red
; glaze, matt-glossy.

31. Fragment from soffit of bowl 29 with decoration in two zones

(1) zone of lancet-shaped leaves with slender midrib bordered

below by a zig-zag line, (2) zone of semi-circles separated by
three-leaved blossoms on beaded cords as tassels and enclosing

spiral-stalked rosette and long-stalked heart-shaped leaf, (3) neatly

grooved moulding as lower border. (1) was in use during the

time of Vespasian, 69-79 A.D.- Knorr, Rottweil 1912, p. 15,

pi. VI. nos. 1, 1 1—13, etc., (2) the spiral-stalked rosette is

referred to above, plate VI.B.

PLATE XII.

Nos. 32-53.

32. Fragment of howl 29.

( 'lay, good hard ted ; glaze, darker, decayed. Decoration, (
1 ) small

portion of roulette-notched lower table ot cornice separated by a

deep groove from {2) bead-row bordered composite scroll pattern on

frieze, parti)
cut oil' above in grooving, the upper portion of

the mam stem a garland, and tin upper space tilled with a

long-stalked palmette and cabled-blossom ; the lower space with
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a pair of long-stalked palmettes, (3) torus separating (4) zone of

festoon and tassel pattern on soffit. The festoons enclose a pair of

palmettes on long stalks starting from near the top and crossing
in the middle

;
between the festoons are a pair of similar cabled

blossoms and a straight shaft on a little pillar. The garlands,
cabled blossoms, and little pillar are on signed bowls of Germanus,
—Knorr, Rottweil 1912, pp. 21, 25, 27, pi. XII. nos. 3, 4, 25 and

pi. XIII. nos. 1-12, 70-80 a.d.

33. Small rim-fragment of bowl 29.

Clay, good hard red
; glaze, good. A leaden rivet is retained

in the upper corner to left. Decoration, (1) rim weakly moulded
inside and outside, (2) cornice unevenly roulette-notched and unequ-
ally divided into wide upper and narrow lower table by a groove, (3)
narrow bead-row bordered zone of metopes on frieze in which
alternate dog chasing hare or rabbit (Knorr, Rottweil 1912, p.

3, pi. I. nos. 1, 3, 4), and rabbit at rest, as Deck,. 946, with saltire

composed of four lancet-shaped leaves (Ritterling, Hofheim 191 2,

p. 213, fig. 46, no. 4 ;
for separate leaves forming a complete

zone, Knorr, Op. cit. pi. VI. nos. 1— 13), (4) groups of vertical and

diagonal zig-zag lines. These ornaments are on signed bowls of

potters who worked at La Graufesenque in the time of Vespasian,
69-79 A.D.

34. Fragment of bozvl 29.

Clay, good hard red
; glaze, rather dull. Decoration, (1) weakly

roulette-notched lower table of cornice, (2) narrow bead-row
bordered zone of metopes on frieze in which animals, as on the

preceding, alternate with rows of leaflets, (3) torus separating (4)
zone of composite scroll-patern on soffit bordered above by a bead-
row and below by a neatly grooved moulding. A single branch strikes

off leftwards near the top of the main stem and afterwards splits

up into two long-stalked flowers and two nine-leaved palmettes
to fill the upper spaces ;

the lower ones are filled with scaled

leaflets. Examples of the same combination occur in the early

period at Hofheim, 40-51 A.D., Ritterling, Op. cit. pis. XXIV. no. 1
,

XXV. no. 2; Walters, pi. XXXVII. no. 26. This is of about
the same date as the preceding.

35. Fragment from soffit of bowl 29.

Clay, fine hard; glaze, strong bright. Decoration, zone of

gadroons (ribbing, fluting or elongated tongue pattern) bordered
above by a bead-row and below by a neatly grooved moulding. This
kind of ornament appears in the time of Tiberius, 14-37 A.D., on
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howls of Scottius, Bilicatus, etc., and continues in use to the

time of Xero and Vespasian, 54-79 a.d., when it occurs more

frequently.

36. Small rim-fragment of bowl 29.

Clay and glaze of good quality. Decoration, (1) rim weakly
moulded inside and outside, (2) cornice divided by a groove and
coarsely roulette-notched on the wide upper table and closely and

unevenly on the lower and narrower one, (3) small portion of

frieze decorated with a head-row bordered narrow zone of

metopes in which griffin, 504 Deck., alternates with groups of

diagonal bead-rows and scaled leaflets. The griffin is on signed
bowls of the potters Sasmonos, Felix and Justus who worked in

the Nero-Vespasian period, 54-79. a.d.— Knorr, Rottweil 1012,

pis. IX. no. 16, X. no. 1, and XVI. no. 8.

37. Simitar fragment,

with more closely roulette-notched cornice, decorated also

with a narrow zone of metopes on frieze, in which eagle, 986 Dech.
;

Walters, M. 280, fig. <;<; ; Knorr, Rottweil, 1007, pis. IX. no. 5,

X. no. 9, found on bowls of Germanus and his contemporaries,

70-80 A.D.

38. Small fragment of bowl 29.

Clay, rather soft red ; glaze, matt-glossy. Decoration, (1) rim
moulded inside, but not outside, (2) cornice evenly and closely
roulette-notched and strongly out-curved on the wider upper table

which is divided by a wide groove from the lower and narrower,

(3) small portion of bead-row bordered scroll-pattern on
frieze with spiral-stalked rosette, long-stalked heart-shaped
leaf or bud in the upper and small rosette of sixteen petals in

lower space, above and below the main stem, (4) small section of

torus, and (5) upper bead-row border of decoration on soffit.

The spiral-stalked rosette is dealt with above, see- plate VI. R.

Similar large rosettes filling lower spaces of scroll-pattern are on

examples nos. 39, 40, post.

39. Fragment <>/ thick sided hotel zi).

Clay, hard, coarsish dull red
; glaze, hard thick u'lossv. 1 >ecora-

tion,(i) small section of bead-row bordered scroll-pattern on frieze

from above the main stein oi which three branches strike off left-

wards at intervals, without scroll-bindings, to till the adjoining

space ; the under space lilleel with a large 13-ravcd star used also

on bowls 29 and 37 by a potter who began working in Southern
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Gaul in the Nero-Vespasian period, 54-79 a.d., and afterwards
worked at Heiligenberg, known as

"
the potter of the small

medallions," (2) torus, (3) upper bead-row border of soffit decorated
with a zone of gadroons and (4) narrow wreath as lower border.
Thirteen rayed star, see Knorr, Rottweil 1912, p. 36, pi. XVIII.
nos. 3, 4, 5, 6

; Walters, pi. XXXVI. no. 12. Narrow wreath,
see Knorr, Op. cit. 1907, p. 10, pi. IV. no. 4, 69-79 A -D -

40. Another fragment of the same bozvl.

The long-stalked three-leaved floweret in the portion of the

scroll-pattern here preserved is on bowl 29, Knorr, Rottzveil 1912,

pi. VIII. nos. 2. 3, 7 of the same period.

41. Fragment of bowl 29.

Clay and glaze rather poor. Decoration, (1) torus on angle of

the side, (2) a zone of gadroons bordered above by a bead-row and
below by a zig-zag line, and (3) zone of symmetrical scroll-pattern
on soffit. A spiral-stalked rosette and long stalked lancet-shaped
leaf with slender mid-rib (Knorr, Rottweil 1912, p. 15, pi. VI. nos.

1, 11-13, 69-79 a.d.) branch off leftwards alternately above and
below the main stem to fill adjoining spaces. A small circle is also

inserted above and below.

42. Fragment from soffit, of bozvl 29.

Clay and glaze good. Decoration, (1) torus on angle of side,

(2) zone of
"
fish-bladder like

"
ornaments bordered above by a

bead-row and below by (3) a narrow wreath of leaves. The "
fish-

bladder like" ornament, or pine-cone, is derived from a leaf

(sprouting fern ?) and from the foot between each springs an

upright-stalked cabled blossom, as Walters, M. 5, fig. 40b ;

Ritterling, Hofheim 1912, p. 220, pi. XXIV. no. 2, 40-51, a.d. It

appears on Italian sigillata, Loeschcke, Haltern V., p. 160, pi. XVII.
no. 6

; Bonn.Jahrb. 96, pi. VI. no. 75.

43. Another fragment of the same bozvl, also from soffit.

44. Small fragment from lozver part of bozvl 29, with similar

ornamentation.

45. Fragment from soffit of bozvl 29.

Clay and glaze good. Decoration, (1) zone of scaled leaflets

bordered above by a row of large distinct beads and below by a

slender straight fillet, (2) zone of symmetrical scroll-pattern, pairs
of long-stalked nine-lobed leaves branching off from near the top
and bottom on either side inwards, as in Ritterling, Hofheim 191 2,
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p. 224, pi. XXV. no. 15, 40-51 a.d. Part of the scroll is cut off

below by the groove forming the lower border. The complete
zone of scaled leaflets is on a signed bowl of Licinus, Ritterling,
Hofheim 1912, p. 221, pi. XXIII. no. 2, 40-83 a.d.

46. Small fragment from soffit of bowl 29.

Glaze, rather dull. Portion of decorated zone of metopes
bordered on the sides with zig-zag lines endingin rosettes and below

by a neatly grooved moulding. In it a saltire-pattern alternates
with a medallion (of which little remains). The corners are filled

with heart-shaped leaves on looped stalks. The three-leaved
floweret in the lower triangle of the saltire. variously used as tassel,

narrow-wreath, bush, tree, or filling for saltires, is Oil bowl 29 of

[ucundus, and other potters of the Flavian period, 69 96 \.D.—
Knorr, Rottweil 1912, p. 11, pi. IV. no. 5, Ibid. 1907, p. 21, pi.
II. no. 2, etc. The long-looped stalks and heart-shaped leaves
in the triangles on either side are equally common in the same
period .--Curie, Newstead, p. 205, fig. 4; 'p. 207, fig. 4; Knorr,
Rottweil 1012, p. 10, pi. III. nos. 3, 8, etc.

47. Fragment from soffit of bowl 29.

Glaze rather dull. Decoration in metopes with bead-row
borders ending in rosettes on the sides and a neatly grooved
moulding beneath, which cuts off the lower part of the ornament.
In the centre, a cabled medallion enclosing a floweret suspended
from dotted diagonal and semi-circle ending in rosettes. On
either side a saltire-pattern filled above and below with the three-
leaved floweret as on the last number, and in the sides with a little

bud on a long looped stalk, Knorr, Rottweil 1012, p. 16, pis. VI.
no. 15 and VII. nos. 3, 5, 12, 13, 14 ; Curie, Xew-stead, p. 211,
no. 1, Flavian period, 69-96. a.d. The corners are filled with
leaves on long looped stalks partly cut off by groove.

48. Fragment of bowl 29.

Clay, fine hard; glaze, hard glossy. Decoration, (1) small section
of frieze with scroll-pattern, and lower bead-row border, (2) torus
and (3) zone of saltire paterns alternating with medallions on soffit,

with bead-row border above and grooved moulding below. The
small three-leaved flower suspended on either side of the con-
ventional plant within the medallion is on bowls 29 (Knorr,
Rottweil [912, p. 12, pi. V. nos. 1,2; p. iS, pi. VIII. no. z ; p. 20,

pi. IX. no. 1, etc.) of the Nero-Flavian period, 54 96 \.i>. The
pair of Nile-geese in fighting attitude in the spandrels on either side
are on plate \ 1 1 \

(q.v.)
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49. Fragment of bowl 29.

Clay, hard red
; glaze, rather dull. Decoration, (1) rim weakly

moulded inside and outside, (2) evenly roulette-notched cornice

divided by a wide groove into wide upper and narrow lower table,

(3) frieze of metopes bead-row bordered; the upper border nearly
all cut off by a groove. In metopes, dog as 918 Deck., alternates

with rows of leaflets, (4) torus, (5) zone of metopes with medallion

on soffit, of which little remains. In the medallion, bird 1009 De'ch.,

which occurs in a like medallion with outer cabled-border on a signed
bowl of Passienus or Passenus, (Walters, M. 352, plate XXII),
a potter who worked at La Graufesenque between

40-69 a.d. His stamp occurs four times at Hofheim, 40-51 a.d.

but does not occur at Rottweil, founded about 75 a.d., (6) leaves

on long curved stalks in the angles. A rivet-hole is pierced through
the dog.

50. Fragment of bowl 29.

Good clay and glaze. Decoration, (1) rim strongly moulded
and deeply grooved, (2) cornice unevenly grooved and roulette-

notched, (3) bead-row bordered scroll-pattern decorating frieze

has tendrils, long-stalked deltoid blossom with long loop and three

leaflets attached (as on plate XI. no. 6), and small three-leaved

floweret (as on no. 40 above) in spaces above and below main stem,

(4) torus, (5) composite scroll on soffit bordered above with a bead-

row and below by a grooved moulding. Pairs of large buds and
little leaf-clusters on long curved stalks branch off leftwards from
near the top to fill the space above the main stem, and in the spaces
below are little medallions with cabled outer borders containing

figures (mostly wanting).
—Walters, M. 280 fig- 99. Cf. similar

ornaments on following number.

51. Fragment of bozvl 29.

Fine clay and glaze. Decoration, (1) bead-row bordered sym-
metrical scroll-pattern decorating frieze has tendril, long-stalked
deltoid blossom with three leaflets and long loop attached, and

long-stalked seven pointed leaflet branching off leftwards from
near the middle, alternately above and below the main stem, to fill

adjoining spaces, (2) torus, (3) zone of scroll-pattern on soffit

bordered above by a bead-row and below by a grooved moulding.
In the lower remaining space, cupid, 280 Deck., with birds. The

independent undulating wreath which replaces the main stem and
other details of pattern ornament are on bowl 29 in Walters, M. 280,

fig. 99, evidently by the same potter. The cupid is on a fragment
of bowl 29, Curie, Nezvstead, p. 205, no. 8, belonging to the Flavian

period, but apparently of later date than the above.
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52. Fragment oj bowl 29.

( tood hard clay and glaze. Decoration, ( 1
) rim sharply moulded

inside and outside, (2) cornice evenly but somewhat obliquely
roulette-notched, and sharply grooved below the middle and on the

lower edge, (3) bead-row bordered diverse scroll-pattern on frieze

having cabled main stem throwing off single branches to right from
near top and bottom, which split up into pairs of long-stalked buds.

The little buds in the lower space are on fragment no. 29, plate XL,
of the period of Vespasian, 69 70 A.D., q.v., (4) torus, and (5)
bead-row border and small portion of cabled main stem of scroll-

pattern on soffit of which little remains.

53. Fragment of bowl 29.

Fine hard light
red clay, darker matt glaze. Decoration, (1 )

rim

neatly moulded inside and deeplygrooved outside, (2) cornice evenly
roulette-notched and divided low down by a wide groove, (3)
zone of composite decoration on the frieze, bordered by a straight
line above and bead-row below, consisting of short bands of

symmetrical scroll pattern alternating with horizontal rows of seven-

leaved flowerets. The spiral-stalked rosette (see plate VI. it) and the

same seven-leaved floweret on a long curved stalk are used to till

the spaces ot the scroll on both sides of the stem from which they
branch off to the right, (4) torus, (5) bead-row border above what

appears to be an elaborate scroll pattern on soffit (mostly wanting).
A polygonal leaf, as Walters, M. 238, fig. 00, and seven-

pointed floweret, as Walters, M. 1002, fig. [56b, dotted arch, and
small bird as Walters, M. 280, fig. 99, remain.

PLATE XIII.

Nos. 54 68.

54. Fragment from soffit of bowl 29.

Clay, softish
; glaze, dull, poor. (1) Decorated zone of "free"

animals separated by conventional plant or tree. Plump deer,
as Knorr, Rottweil 1912, p. 37, pi. XIX. nos. 1,2;

"
poodle like

"

lion, Knorr, Ibid. p. 23, pis. XI. no. 1 , XII. no. 7, etc., (2) narrow
wreath with bead-row borders, as knorr, Rottweil 1012, p. ~. pi. II.

nos. (>. 10 ; Curie, Newstead, p. 211, no. 5, Flavian period. The
"poodle like" lion is also on bowls 2() and ^7 <>t the Flavian

period, Curie, Newstead, pp. 211,,
no. 2. 207, and nos. 1. 3. The

decoration is transitional, indicating that the fragment belongs to

the latest period ol production oi bowl 2<), about So .\.l>., or a

little later.
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55. Fragment from soffit of bowl 29.

Fine hard dark red clay. Portions of two zones of decoration
;

(1) zone of lancet-shaped leaves with slender mid-rib bordered
above by a bead-row and below by a zig-zag line. This ornament
is on signed bowls 29 of Iucundus and Rufinus, Knorr, Rottweil

1907, pp. 20, 21, pi. I. nos. 5, 8, who worked at La Graufesenque
in the time of Vespasian, 69-79 a.d., (2) narrow wreath of slender

leaves. The use of a wreath of leaves as lower border of the

whole decoration on bowl 29 is frequent in the Flavian period,

69-96 a.d., but does not occur at Hofheim, 40-51 a.d.—Ritterling,

Hofheim 1912, p. 219. In the period of transition it is also common
on bowl 37.

56. Fragment from soffit of bowl 29.

Decorated zone of large stalky scroll-pattern and neatly grooved
terminal moulding. Large seven-pointed leaves, as 1171 Deck.,
in spaces, with bird turned to left looking back in centre, and small

circle beneath.

57. Fragment of bozvl 29.

Fine hard clay and glaze. Decoration, (1) rim deeply grooved
outside and moulded inside, (2) cornice projecting and irregularly
roulette-notched and divided low down by a wide groove or hollow,

(3) composite scroll-pattern on frieze bordered by bead-rows, with

spiral-stalked rosette (as on plate VI .b), bird and long-stalked
three-leaved floweret (as on no. 48, above) striking off leftwards from
near the top to fill the space above the main stem and from near

the bottom to fill one of those below, alternately with scaled leaflets

(as on nos. 58, 60) and a rosette in space, (4) torus, (5) small

section of bead-row border and narrow wreath on angle of the side.

The scroll-binding is on Knorr, Rottweil 1912, p. 5, pi. I. no. 17,

79-96. A.D.

58. Fragment of bowl 29 with similar decoration.

59. Small fragment of bowl 29.

Softish clay ; poor glaze. (1) Part of frieze decorated with a

diverse scroll-pattern, the upper space filled with tendril, spiral-
stalked rosette ? and long-stalked leaf or floweret ?

;
the under

space, with pendant pair of loops within a triangle, which expands
below to terminal rosettes, (2) a small bit of decoration on soffit

showing the tip of a large serrated leaf.—Curie, Nezvstead, p. 207,
no. 4, form 37, transitional, Flavian period.
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60. Small fragment of bowl 29.

Decoration, (1) portion of bead-row bordered composite scroll-

pattern on frieze with long-stalked
"
dicentra

"
blossom and small

triangular leaflet in spaee above the main stem and sealed leaflets

below. The "
scroll-binding

"
is that assigned by Knurr,

Rottweil 1912, p. 5, pi. I. no. 14, to the Nero-Vespasian period,

54-79 a.d. The "
dicentra or diclytra

"
blossom is recorded by

Knorr, Op. cit., p. 2, pi. 1. nos. 1, 2, 5, etc., ami Walters,
M. 352, plate XXII. as occurring on signed bowls of Meddillus,
Frontinus, Passenus, who worked at La Graufesenque in the

Flavian period, 69-96 a.d. Cf. Dechelette, I., p. i>~. fig. 66,
bowl 29, from Pompeii with stamp PAVLLVS.

6i Small fragment of bowl 29.

Mas been decorated, (1) on frieze with bead-row bordered

symmetrical scroll-pattern, the spaces above and below the main
stem being filled with tendril, long-stalked heart-shaped blossom
with three leaflets and long loop attached, and long stalked six-

leaved floweret branching oil" leftwards from near the middle (see
next no.). The blossom within the curvature of the scroll is

indifferently triangular (deltoid), as on plate X., nos. 10, 15, or

heart-shaped as above. (2) torus, (3) narrow wreath on the

angle of the side composed of five-leaved floweret, as on form 37.
—Knorr, Rottweil [912, p. 3<S, pi. XX. no, 5, supposed not to be of

South Gaulish manufacture.

62. Larger fragment of the same bowl.

Showing also lower portion of roulette-notched cornice above.

and scroll-pattern beneath on soffit.

63. Fragment of bowl 29.

Clay, thin tine hard
; glaze, good matt-glossy. Orig. diatn.,

about 23.5 cm. Decoration, (1) rim moulded inside and outside,

(2) cornice rather wide, out-curved, and divided below the middle

bj .1 wide groove or depression, (3) bead-row bordered scroll-

pattern on frieze, a single long-stalked deltoid blossom, with three

leaflets and long loop attached (as on plate XI. no. 6), branching
oil" leftwards near the top and bottom to till spaces both above
and below the main stem. The pattern is varied by insertion of

two small birds above and two rosettes below in spaces, (4)

torus, (5) narrow wreath on angle of side with bead-row borders,

(6) upper portion of a zone of gadroons on soffit.
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64. Fragment of boteI 29.

Good clay and glaze. Decoration, (1) small portion of lower

bead-row border of frieze, (2) torus, (3) on the side angle, a zone of

upright lancet-shaped leaves with slender mid-rib as on no. 55
above, with marginal bead-rows, (4) composite scroll-pattern on

soffit, the spaces above the main stem filled with tendril, spiral-
stalked rosette (as on plates VI .B, VI I.b), and long-stalked three-

leaved blossom, as Knorr, Rottzceil 1912, p. 11, pi. IV. no. 5,

69-96 a.d. ; and those below with scaled leaflets.

65. Small fragment of bozel 29.

Clay, rather soft, pinkish red
; glaze, glossy fair. Small

portion of bead-row bordered frieze of small medallions separated

by pairs of palmettes of five digits connected by bead-rows
;

in the medallions rosettes composed of six broad leaves with

circular centres. Palmettes as on Knorr, Rottzceil 191 2, pi. X.
no. 2, Flavian period.

66. Fragment of hotel 29.

Clay, hard; glaze, compact, dull. Portion of composite scroll-

pattern on lower part of frieze bordered below by a grooved
moulding. In spaces above the main stem, seven-pointed (cvcla-
men ?) leaves, as on signed bowl 29 of Germanus, Knorr, Rottzceil

1907, p. 23, pi. IV. no. 1, 70-80 A.D., Ritterling, Hofheim 1912,

p. 221, pi. XXIV. no. 1, 40-51 a.d. In lower space (part

remaining), foliage ornament with spiral-stalked rosettes and bunch
of leaves attached to a middle stem, also pairs of Nile geese
(swans, 1017 Deck.) facing in fighting attitude (as Knorr, Op. cit.,

1912, p. 7. pi. II. no. 10
; Ritterling, Op. cit., p. 223, pi. XXV.

no. 1, 69-79 A -D
-)
on either side. In the centre an almost illegible

potter's stamp miio, retro, (=-OFELlci). Felix worked at La

Graufesenque in the Flavian period, Ritterling, Op. cit., p. 245.

67. Fragment of boteI 29.

Clay, soft, light red
; glaze, soft dull. Decoration, (1) rim

moulded with raised lines inside and outside, (2) cornice wider,

unevenly roulette-notched and double grooved below, (3) zone of

plain circles separated by tufts of leaves in pairs connected by lines.

In the circles, palmettes between plain fillets.—Cf. Dechelette,

I., p. 180, fig. 106
;
and Walters, M. 1015, fig. 167.

68. Fragment of bozel 29.

Clay, soft light red
; glaze, thin. Decoration, (1) rim moulded

inside and outside, (2) cornice wide, finely and irregularly roulette-
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notched, and divided low down by a wide hollow, (3) bead-row

bordered freize decorated with a zone of circles or small medallions,

5 mm. apart, separated by pairs of leaf clusters as tassels on beaded

cords. In the circles, large rosettes with dot and ring centres —
Cf. Walters, M. 1013, fig. 165, Lezoux fabric, and M. 329, tig. 105,

La Graufesenque fabric.

PLATES XIV. XVII.

Terra Sigillata Bowls. Form 30.

Scheme of Decoration.

B. (c) Cylindrical Bowl, form 30 Drag.

Form 30 was first made at La GraufeseiK|iie along with form

29, and, judging from the style of ornament upon the earliest

examples, began to appear at a not much later date. Numerous

examples are recorded at Ilofheim, the great majority belonging
to the early period, 40-51 A.D., and its commencement may In-

assigned to the earlier portion of the reign of Claudius or the end

of that of Tiberius. It survived nearly to the end of the second

century. No mention is made of its occurrence at Niederbieber,

190-260 A.D., although form 37 was found there abundantly. Those
in the latest style found at Silchester are illustrated on plates

XVI. and XVII., nos. 24, 25, 26, 27. Nos. 24, 25, are in the

styleof Doeccus who worked at Lezoux between 1 10-1S0 A.D. XVI.

is signed by Albucius, another Lezoux potter of about the same

period. The width proportions of the earlier examples exceed the

height by as much as 25 per cent.—Ritterling, Hopieim, 1912, p.

225. The principal styles of ornament upon it are :

1. Stylised trees in rows (consisting of narrow leaves or

palmettes on long vertical stalks connected below by arcs or net

work).
—Plate XVII. nos. 1, 7.

2. Large undulating scroll-pattern filled with large leaves and

blossoms.—Plate XVII. nos. 5, 6.

3. Detached undulating garlands of leaves. Not occurring at

Silchester on form 30.
—Plate XII. no. 51, form 21).

4. Panels with zig-zag or bead-row borders, tilled alternately

with full height figures and salutes. Plates XIV. \, B, X\ \,

XVII. nos. 8-1 S.

5. Panels and medallions or demi-medallions. Plate XVII.

nos. 20, 25.
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6. Division of the field into two zones, filled with scroll-pattern
and panels. This seldom occurs.—Ritterling, Hojheim, 19 12,

pi. XXVII. nos. 7, 17.

PLATE XIV. a.

Fragments forming a large portion of bozul 30.

Diam. of rim, 16.2 cm. The three-pointed tassel or

pendant between the ova of the upper border appears on
bowls of Germanus and his contemporaries who worked at La

Graufesenque.
—Knorr, Rottiveil 1907, p. 32, pi. XII. no. 1. The

decorated zone is bordered above and below, and sub-divided

vertically and longitudinally into panels by bead-rows tied in the

angles with rosette-knots. Both the arrangement and details of

ornament are borrowed from bowl 29. In upper panel to left dog
as 9 1 6 Dech . reversed . In lower panel, saltire-pattern with small

bud on winding stalk (Knorr, Rottweil, 1912, p. 12, pi. IV. nos.

8, 11) and three-leaved fan-shaped flower (Ibid., p. 11, pis. VI. no.

2 and XVI. no. 2, etc.). In upper middle panel, two stags
couchant to right and left, 845, 862 Deck., and palm-tree, 1122
Deck, between.—Knorr, Ibid., p. 27, pi. XIII. nos. 15, 16, and p.

20, pi. IX. no. 4. In three small panels below, scaled leaflets,

triangular groups of diagonal bead-rows, and little seated figures
as ^36, 563 Deck. These figures and ornaments were employed
by Germanus and his contemporaries at La Graufesenque in the

time of Vespasian, 69-79 a.d..

PLATE XIV. b.

Partly restored bowl 30.

Clay, hard red
; glaze, matt-glossy. Height 13.0 cm.

; diams.,
rim 15.4, base 7.9 cm. The decoration is arranged in panels and
sub-divided panels separated by vertical bands of leaves (Walters,

plate XXXIII. no. 3.) and bead-row borders ending in rosettes.

Framed in two full height panels on opposite sides are Mercury,
299 Deck., and Diana as 63a Deck., and in two of the intermediate

panels a saltire pattern. In the upper sections of two remaining
sub-divided panels are groups of diagonal bead-rows and scaled

leaflets
;
in the lower sections, two suspended semi-circles enclosing

spiral-stalked rosettes (see plates VI.A. B. and XL nos. 10, 11, etc.)

separated by a small bud as tassel. These patterns are borrowed
from form 29 of contemporary date.
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PLATE XV.a.

Partly restored bote I 30.

Clay, hard red ;

glaze,
dark brown red, matt-glossy. Height

ii.o cm.
; diams., rim 14.0, base 8.3 cm. The decoration is

distributed in alternate panels and arcading, the latter consisting
of upright semi-circular wreaths supported on short column
balusters, and enshrining Minerva, as Si AW/., but smaller. The
panels have zi^-zag borders, to the outsides of which, at regular
intervals, three spiral-stalked rosettes are attached by rosette-knots,
and within the panels are seated female figures turned to the left,

Fortune or Abundance, not in Dechelette, but see his no. 472.
There are grooved mouldings on the inside rim and above and
below the zone of decoration.

PLATE XV.b.
Bozcl 30.

Clay, hard light red
; glaze, darker dull. Height 10.^ cm. ;

diams., rim 17.7, base 7.0 cm. A row of small beaded ovals

enclosing tongues forms the upper border. The decoration below
is composed entirely of three rows of pendant semi-circular
cables with rosette-knots at the points of suspension and cabled
circles within each of the loops, which are arranged like scales.

PLATE XVI.
Thick-sided bozcl 30.

Clay, hard pale red
; glaze, darker dull, rather thin. Height

1 1.1 cm.
; diams., rim 12.0, base 6.4 cm. Thick beaded lip and

narrow ovolo border, partly cut away, above and below a wide
plain band. The decorated zone is divided into alternate full

height and twice sub-divided panels by thick bead-rows tied

with rosette-knots at the angles. Within the eight full sized

panels are (a) gladiator, 613 Deck, (twice), (b) cuirassed warrior,

103 Deck, (four times), (c) gladiator fighting, 616 Deck, (twice).
In the six sub-divided panels are pairs of leaves above and
below and a small circle in the middle. The stamp ALBVCI

appears in raised letters among ornaments. See also plate
XXVII. no. 68, and Dechelette, I., p. 250, no. 54, same howl.

PLATE XVII.

Nos. 1-29.
1 . Fragment of bozcl 30.

Clay, hard bright red
; glaze, intact glossy. The ornamentation

is delicate and in sharp relief. The terminals on the cords
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separating the ova of the ovolo border are small circles. A row
of slender vertical stylised plants or trees (a heart-shaped leaf on

a tall zig-zag stalk alternating with long triangular palmette)

standing on rosettes are linked together below by diagonal beaded
lines and bordered above and below by grooves. Similar decora-

tion is on bowls 30, Ritterling, Hofheim, 1912, pp. 226, 227,

pi. XXVII. nos. 22, 23, the earliest found of the early period,

40-51 A.D.; small circles as terminals or tassels of the ovolo border

are on bowl 30, Ritterling, Op. cit., p. 227, pi. XXVII. nos. 4a,

4b, 5, 8, 13, 16, of the same period.

2. Fragment of bowl 30.

Good hard clay and glaze. Rim moulded inside and outside.

The ova of the upper border are rather wide apart, showing each

to have been separately impressed in the mould with the same

punch. The decorated zone is bordered above and below by
grooved mouldings and zig-zag lines and filled with (1) saltire-

pattern, also of zig-zag lines, tied in the angles with rosette-

knots from which spring peculiar leaves (as on bowl 29, plate XI.
no. 12,) on winding stalks, alternating with (2) two similar

draped figures, 550 Deck. In the upper angle of the saltire, large
fowl 1008 Deck., and vertically between the figures the name of

the potter, ai-bini, written with the stylus in the mould previous
to baking. A leaden rivet used for mending is in position on the

plain rim. Dechelette I., p. 248, 6, no. 2, describes this fragment as

made at La Graufesenque, 16-80, a.d. and mentions another potter
of the name, who made bowl 37, found in the Allier district

(probably at Lezoux).

3. Small fragment of bowl 30.

Clay, soft bright red
; glaze, good, intact glossy. Well made

bead, narrow smooth zone, neatly grooved upper moulding. The
ova of the upper border are of unusual length, and the tassels

suspended between them are pierced rosettes of unusually large
size. In the decorated zone, small part of scroll-pattern, fern leaf

of five fronds (cf. Deck., 1172; Walters, M. 281) and small

double circle with 14 rays.

4. Fragment of bowl 30.

Clay and glaze good. Plain zone rather wide, between a well

made bead-rim and groove above decorated zone. The latter is

occupied by juggler, 565 Deck., also on a signed bowl 30 of

Germanus, Knorr, Rottzceil, 1907, p. 32, pi. XI. no. 4 (servant

holding out a sword and shield ?), 70-80 a.d.; bird (not in Dech.).*
* Knorr, Rottzceil 1912, p. 11, pi. IV. no. 7, time of Vespasian, 69-79 /iS> -
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Nik-goose or swan used by Germanus, alternating with floral design

composed of spiral-stalked rosettes, cabled blossoms and three

poppy-heads or hips, elements also employed by Germanus, to

whom this bowl may be attributed.

5. Fragment of bowl 30.

Clay, fine thin
; glaze, lustrous. Two grooves, zig-zag line and

slender well-formed ovolo border above decorated zone, which

retains part of a slender stalky scroll-pattern,
—the space above the

main stem filled with two heart-shaped feather-edged leaves as

Knorr, Rottzveil, 1 91 2, p. 0, pi. III. no. 5, period of Vespasian, 69-79
A.D.; five-fronded palmctte, Ibid., 1907, p. 21 , pi. II. no., 1, bowl 29
of Sever(us), same period ;

six-leaved cluster used on his trees by
Germanus, 70-80 A.D., Knorr, R<>tl:i •< //, 1907, p. 32, pi. XI. no. 4 ;

Ibid., [912, p. 34, pi. XVII. no. 5 ; Walters, M. 407, fig. 115. Scroll-

binding, Ibid., 191 2, p. 5, pi. I. no. 15, frequently used in time of

Nero-Vespasian, 54-79 a.d., by potters of La Graufesenque.

6. Small fragment of bowl 30.

Clay, thin hard ; glaze, glossy. Portion of scroll-pattern
—

space above the main stem filled with two large leaves of nine

fronds and cabled-blossoms between, as Ritterling, Hofheim 1912,

p. 224, pi. XXV., no. 15, 40-50 a.d.

7. Small fragment from lower part of bou-l 30.

Good hard clay and glaze. Several vertical leaf-bands separated

by zig-zag lines. This arrangement is on bowls 37, Knorr,

Rottweil, 1907, p. 29, pi. IX. no. 6
; Ibid., 1912, p. 28, pi. XIV.

nos. 1, 2, 3, attributed to Germanus.

8 . Smallfrogmen t of boid 3o .

Clay, thin hard light red ; glaze, good. The decoration is part of

a rectangular panel, with cabled and beaded borders, framing
Minerva with spear and shield (variant of nos. 77, 7S, Ihrh.,),

head wanting. Cf. Knorr, Rottehburg 1910, p. 40, pi. IV. no. 4,

attributed to last quarter of the first cent. Part of a leaden rivet

for repairing remains in a hole pierced in the middle of the shield.

(). Fragment <>l hard 30.

Clay, hard light red
; glaze, good. Rim moulded inside and

outside. Plain zone rather wide and irregularly grooved below,

cutting off part of zig-zag line above the ovolo border of decorated

zone. In the latter, wounded gladiator, 00S Deck., alternates

with saltire-pattern of zig-zag lines enclosing in upper triangle little
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bud as on form 29 (fragment, plate XL, no. 29), and central

four-leaved flower, as Walters, pi. XL., no. 6
; Knorr, Rottzceil,

1907, pp. 22, pi. III. nos. 1. 2 and 31, pi. XL nos. 1, 3, also Curie,

Nezvstead, p. 207, no. 1, used as similar rilling in upper triangle of

saltire, Flavian period, 69-96 A.D., The same little bud on a looped
stalk is used to fill the outside angle.

10. Small fragment of bowl 30.

Clay, hard light red
; glaze, good. Retains portion of a grooved

moulding below the zig-zag bordered panel decoration, framing a

roebuck (head wanting), 859 Deck, and dog, 922 Deck., types in

use on form 29, by potters of La Graufesenque, Knorr, Rottzveil,

1912, p. 1, pi. I. nos. 1, 3, 4, p. 16, pis. VII. no. 1, IX. no. 12, etc.

(Walters, M. 308 (6), bowl 29), in the period of Vespasian,

69-79 A.D.

n. Small fragment of bozvl 30.

Hard clay; poor glaze. Retains portion of decoration with Nile-

geese in fighting attitude (swan, 1017 Deck.) and larger type of

same bird, 1015 Deck. Smaller type as on fragment of bowl 29,

plate XIII. no. 66. Larger type, Curie, Nezvstead
', p. 213,

nos. 9, 10, 11, Flavian period, 69-96 a.d. Cf. Knorr, Rottzceil,

1907, p. 34, pi. XIV. no. 1, with these birds free in field on
form 37, signed l.cosi, 69-79 A -D -

12. Fragment of bozvl 30.

Clay and glaze good. Smooth zone, rather wide ; irregular

grooves separating it from bead-row and ovolo border. Decora-
tion in bead-row bordered panels retaining part of saltire-pattern
filled on either side with little two-leaved flower, as on Knorr,

Rottzveil, 1912, p. 2, pi. I. no. 15, used in the Nero-Vespasian
period, 54-79 a.d.

13. Small fragment of bozvl 30.

Clay, fine hard thin ; glaze, good. Retains portion of decoration

in panels, with saltire-pattern of zig-zag lines, enclosing in upper
triangle three poppy heads or hips, as on a signed bowl from Pompeii
Deck., L, p. 97, fig. 66, pavlvs

; p. 98, fig. 67 ;
from Spain, p. n 1,

fig. 72 ; p. 112, no. 73 ; Knorr, Rottzveil, 1912, p. 9, pi. III.

no. 7 ; Ritterling, Hofheim, 191 2, pp. 227, pi. XXVII. no. 24
and 229, pi. XXVII. no. 4b, 40-51 a.d.

;
in the triangles

on either side, a loop-stalked conventional leaf, as on Knorr,
Rottzveil, 1907, p. 34, pi. XIII. no. 4, Ibid., 1912, p. 23, pi.
XL no. 5, the products of potters working at La Graufesenque
in the time of Vespasian, 69-79 a.d.
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14. Fragment of bozvl 30.

Clay, soft pinkish red; glaze, poor, rubbed. Small portion
of grooved moulding and narrow ovolo border above a decorated

zone of panels with zig-zag borders. In panel to left, Diana and
fawn as 63a De'ch. and little bud on looped stalk used to fill the

angle (as on plate XI. no. 29). In panel to right, saltire-

pattern with the same bud anil three poppv-heads, as on the

preceding bowl, no. 13, in the upper, and leaves on looped stalks,

as on Knorr, Rottzoeil, 1907, p. 20, pi. I. nos. 2, 3, 4, in the side

triangles. The latter are on a signed bowl of Frontinus, who
worked at La Graufesenque in the time of Vespasian and

Domitian, about 70-90 a.d.

15. Small fragment from lower part of bowl 30.

Clay, fine thin ; glaze, good. Retains the lower portion of a

saltire-pattern of zig-zag lines, tied in the angles with rosette-

knots. The lower triangle is filled with the same four-leaved

flower as the upper triangle on no. 9 preceding. The cable-

twisted blossom in the side triangles is variously employed by
( iennanus, 70-80. A.D. A neatly grooved moulding serves as

lower border.

16. Fragment from lower angle of side, boul 30, without moulding.

Clay, hard light red
; glaze, thin. Retains small portion of

three panels with beaded borders tied in the angles with rosette

knots. In the middle panel the lower triangle of a saltire-pattern
is filled with the double leaf, 1 161 Deck.

17. Small fragment of bozvl 30.

Clay, lightish red
; glaze, good bright red. The ova of the

ovolo border have single loops and straight bars between. Zig-zag
lines form the upper border of the decorated zone, which retains

part of a sub-divided panel, and a saltire-pattern, the upper
triangle of which encloses the little bud on no. 9, preceding.
A rectangle, enclosing a quadruped (of which two legs only

remain), and supporting a semi-circular arch of leaves, filled with

scaled leaflets, partly occupies the adjoining portion ot the field. In

the intervening space are loop-stalked heart-shaped leaves, as on

signed bowl of Mercato, Knorr, Rottweil, 1907, p. 34, pi. XIV.
no. 6, a potter who worked at 1 ,ezou\ in the time of Domitian, Si i>o

a.d. C'l. Ibid., p. 21, pi. II. no. 1
, signed bowl form 29 of Severus,who

worked at La Graufesenque in the early period ot Vespasian,

69-79 A -u -
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18. Fragment from lower edge of bozvl 30, without moulding below
ornamented zone.

Small part of decorated zone divided by vertical bead-rows into

panels and bordered below by a straight line. In panel to right,

foliage ornament, 1153 Deck., in panel to left, a curved ornament
used as a filling motive, not in De'ch., and, vertically in raised

letters, the name of the potter Doeccus, who worked at Lezoux
between 1 10-180 a.d.—Knorr, Cannstatt, 1905, p. 16, pi. IV.

nos. 1-9.
—See also no. 20 below from the same vessel.

19. Fragment from lozver edge of bozvl 30, without moulding.

Clay and glaze, good hard red. Portion of decorated zone
divided by vertical bead-rows into panels, without lower border.
In two adjoining panels, a saltire-pattern consisting of zig-zag

diagonals, spirally moulded upright stem from which cable-twisted

blossoms diverge, and smaller stem, formed of reels or rouleaus,
nil Deck., at right angles, with double-leaf terminals, 1161 De'ch.,

in the side triangles. The upright stem and diagonals are also

crossed by reels at various angles. These ornaments were used

by potters at Lezoux, including Cinnamus, whose stamped bowls

appear at Newstead in the Antonine period, 140-180 a.d. Curie,

Nezvstead, p. 224.

20. Fragment from lower edge of bowl 30, without moulding.

Portion of decorated zone, divided by vertical bead-rows
into alternate wide and narrow panels, the former enclosing large
medallions, a straight line forming lower border. In the panels,

foliage ornament, 1153 De'ch., and filling motive as no. 18

above and plate XXVII. no. 69. In the medallion, large polygonal
leaf with three small dots at each angle. Nos. 18 and 20 are from
the same vessel.

21. Fragment from lozver edge of bozvl 30, with neatly grooved

moulding as lower border.

Good hard clay and glaze. Portion of decorated zone divided

by vertical bead-rows into panels. In panel to left, part of group,
Hercules slaying the dragon in the garden of the Hesperides,

468 De'ch. (used by Mercato). In narrow panel, cruciform pattern,
the arms of the cross at right angles and the pattern somewhat
blurred. In panel to right, nude figure of athlete ? not in De'ch.

22. Fragment from middle of side of bowl 30.

Clay and glaze poor. Part of a large medallion framing Venus
beside a column, 184 De'ch., an owl, 1020 De'ch., on her right, also

on a signed bowl 37 of Cinnamus, Curie, Nezvstead, p. 224, no. 87,

plate XLIV., of Antonine period, 140-180. a.d.
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23. Fragment from middle of side 0) small bowl 30.

Clay, hard dull ; glaze, poor glossy. Portion of decorated

zone, ovolo border above a bead-ro^ bordered rectangular panel
between large medallions. In panel, Discobolus: 594 De'ch. In

medallion, two dolphins on a square pedestal, io'io.i. and mask of

Pan, 075 huh., in the spandrels, reels, 1111 t)4ch. Tin
ornaments were used by Albucius, C'innamus, Doeccus, and other

potters of the Antonine period.
—Curie, Newstead, p. 223, figs. 1.

3, [4O-180 A.D.

24. Largt fragment of bowl 30.

Original diam. about 21 cm. ; smooth zone 4.8 cm. wide.

Clay, coarse hard ; glaze, dull poor, rubbed off projections. The
ova of the ovolo border thick and well apart. The decorated

/one bordered above bv a bead-row and below by a straight

line, and divided by vertical bead-rows into panels, in the top

part of which are demi-medallions suspended from reels, 1111

Dull. In small semi-circle to left, a leaf, as Walter-,

M. 1031, fig. 171. In space beneath, a leaf, as Walters,

M. [031 and 1060, fig. 175, with four similar rosettes and

dots. In large semi-circle to right, sea-horse, 33 De'ch., used by
Mammilius and Paternus. In space beneath, marine stag, 37 Dull.,

used bySacer, and
"

twist," 11 10 De'ch. Walters, M. 1031, figures
a signed bowl of Doeccus, see also no. iS above and pi. XX\ II.

nos. 44, 46-8.

25. Small thick-sided bowl 30.

Clay, hard light red
; glaze, dull. Height [1.9 cm.; diams.,

rim 12.7, base 6.8 cm. Decorated /one bordered above by well

separated ova and a row of beads, and divided by vertical bead-

rows into eight panels, without lower border. In narrow panels
to right and left, bunches of reedy foliage tied in the middle. In

wider centre panel, medallion enclosing floral ornament, and

in space beneath, double leaf, iini De'ch. Each ornament is

repeated eight times in the same order round the side.

26. Fragmt nt <>f bowl 30.

Clay, hard light red ; glaze, dull, intact. Reliefs, flat and

blurred. The ova of the upper border of decorated /one are

long, with a
single loop ami straight bars between, ami are cut

across the middle bv a groove. \ grooved moulding forms the

lowei border and, in the decorated zone, medallions enclosing
three-leaved (lowers or plants in V-shaped holders alternate with

rude saltires surmounted by a bird.
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27. Fragment of bozvl 30.

Clay, dark rough ; glaze poor. The upper border consists of

large ova divided by thick bars, well apart, and a row of beads.
There are no vertical divisions in the decorated zone which is

filled with running animals free in the field. Parts remain of

buck, 852 Deck, (used by Cinnamus and Doeccus) ; stag, 847
(used by Doccius -Doeccus

?] ; panther, 798 (used by Cinnamus
and Secundus) ; stag, 874. The potters mentioned worked at

Lezoux in the time of Hadrian and the Antonines, 1 17-190 a.d.

28. Small fragment of bore I 30.

Good hard clay and glaze. Portion of a vertical zig-zag line

dividing the decorated zone into panels, and two small animals,

lion, 775 Dech., and roebuck, 860 Deck. Vertically among the

ornaments in raised letters is the name of the potter bvtrio. (See
list and fragments on pi. XXVI. nos. 37, 38 post). Dechelette I.,

p. 183, places this potter in the second period of Lezoux, 75-1 ioa.d.,
and records, p. 257 (25), a signed vase made by him of the form

67 which hardly survived into the second century. By his style he
is associated with Libertus, and the transitional or polyzonal style

appears to have gone out of fashion before he was at work. He
belongs, therefore, to about the time of Domitian and Trajan,
80-110 A.D.

29. Fragment of bowl, form uncertain.

Three figures, viz. two gladiators fighting and a repeat, not in

Dechelette, and two small nude men walking to right, as 406
Dech. (variant smaller), Lezoux type. In the field a heart-

shaped leaf, detached. Late style, probably East Gaulish or

Rheinzabern fabric.

PLATES XVIII.-XXIX.

Terra Sigillata Bowls. Form 37.

Scheme of Decoration.

B. (d) Ornamented Terra Sigillata Bowl, form 37 Drag.

When first appearing at La Graufesenque the hemispherical
bowl 37 Drag, was almost invariably smaller and the smooth zone
above the decoration narrower than on the later examples. It was

apparently not a new form, but a revival of the original form of

bowl 29, which had a continuously rounded side, derived from
the earlier form of holder of the Arretine chalice, type 18

Loeschcke. The absence of the potter's stamp from the inside

of bowl 37 is, however, considered by Ritterling to negative this
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theory of its origin. The earliest or transitional period of orna-

mentation on bowl 37, wlun the poly-zonal divisions and even

single motives of ornament of bowl 2g were transferred to it,

is an outstanding feature which serves for determining the dates

of individual examples. The transitional styles borrowed from
howl 20. are (i) the poly-zonal arrangement, (2) the composite

scroll-pattern, (3) metopes becoming mere
panels, (4) circular

wreaths, medallions and demi-medallions, (5) arcs and arcading
(or rows of niches), (6) free figures (series a).

The single motives so transferred are (1) saltires, (2) scaled-

leal work (arrow-heads), (3) narrow wreaths of leaves, zones of

lancet-shaped leaves with slender mid-rib, of S--haped and

3-shaped pattern, (4) spiral-stemmed rosettes, deltoid blossom
with long loop and three leaflets attached, long Stemmed leaves,

etc -> (5) groups of diagonal bead-rows and zi^-zai: lines, (6) gad-
roons or elongated tongue pattern, etc. They lasted from the time

when the bowl 20. began to be superseded by howl 37, about 75
A.n. until the productivity of the potters of La Graufesenque began
to fall off before the competition of those of Lezoux and Pastern

Gaul, towards the end of the first century. On becoming simplified
and exaggerated in order to cover the greater width of the

undivided field on howl 37, these stvlcs become those of the third

period of Lezoux, 110 260 a.d.—Dechelette 1., p. 1N7, viz: (1)

large medallions, (2) arcs, (3) arcs and demi-medallions, (4)

large scroll-pattern, (5) free figures (series b).

Bowl 37 makes its first appearance in the South Gaulish

potteries in the time of Nero (before 68 a.d.) and had been im-

ported thence into Italy in some quantity before 79 V.D., 5 out of ig

vessels of terra
sigillata found at Pompeii being of that form.—

Dechelette, I., p. 95; Ritterling, Hofheim, 1012, p. 2
;,

1 . Its

production by Lezoux potters began later, very few examples being
found at Hofheim even in the period of the later camp, 70-S3, a.d.

and no Lezoux potter is classed as belonging to the earlier deposits
at Xewstead, 85-100 or 110 A.D. Curie, Op. Ctt., p. 228. Plain

and ornamental sigillata wares produced in the more recently

explored centres of ceramic industry in Pastern Gaul, blsace and

L'pper Germany found their way to Silchester in the second and
third centuries, but, owing t<> their number, nothing more than

a list of the principal potteries and their estimated dates ol

act ix i t \ can be given, see p. iq. Several of these potteries
were at work much earlier than tin- date assigned to them for the

production of sigillata, the potters having followed tin- legions
soon after the erection of the Limes between the Rhine and

Danube mulct Domitian, 81 96 a.d., those at Trier, Heiligenberg
and Rheinzabern, for example.
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PLATE XVI 1 1.a.

Large jragtnent of bowl 37.

Clay, hard light red
; glaze, darker, rather thin and matt.

Upper border of ovolos separated by three-pointed tassel, as

on bowl 37 of Flavian period, Knorr, Rottweil, 1912, p. 36,

pi. XVIII. no. 1. Transitional decoration in three zones with zig-

zag borders (except the lowest which is plain) ; (1) zone of free

animals, dog chasing hare or rabbit separated by a fan-shaped
conventional bush or shrub, (2) narrow wreath, (3) zone of festoon

and tassel pattern enclosing long-stalked deltoid blossom with

three leaflets and long loop attached (see plate X. nos. 10, 15)
and little bud as on plates XI. no. 29 and XVII. no. 14. The three-

pointed tassel and animals in zone (1) are also on a bowl, Knorr,

Rottweil, 1912, p. 38, pi. XX. no. 1, and (2) narrow wreath on a

bowl, Ibid., no. 2, of about the time of Domitian, 81-96 a.d. The
three-leaved blossoms used as tassels in zone (3) are found variously
used as wreath, scroll, etc., on bowls of the same and earlier

periods, Knorr, Ibid., pis. I., no. 2, and IV. no. 5.

PLATE XVIII.b.

Fragments forming about half of bozvl 37.

Clay, hard lightish red
; glaze, matt-glossy intact. Height

9.3 cm.
; diams., rim 15.8, base 8.0 cm. Decoration, (1) weakly

moulded bead-rim, (2) ovolo border partly cut away above, with

three-pointed tassel as above, but blunted, (3) decorated zone of

partly sub-divided panels, with bead-row borders tied in the

angles with rosette-knots. In full height panels, Victory, 481
Deck., Diana and fawn, 63 Deck., and saltire-pattern as on bowl,

Curie, Nezvstead, plate XLlIL, fig. 2, Flavian period, 84-100 a.d.

In sub-divisions, dog running to left, suspended semi-circle

enclosing spiral-stalked rosette (as on bowls, plates VI.a, b.),

bird as 1033 Deck. Narrow wreath forming lower border, Walters,

pi. XXXIV., no. 21.

PLATE XIX.a.

Fragments nearly completing bozvl 37.

Clay, thick softish dull red
; glaze, darker dull, thin. Height

8.3 cm.
; diams., rim 16.6, base 7.2 cm. A double groove

divides the smooth rim from the ovolo border, the ova of which
are broad, and tassels divided into four and cut off straight below
in the style of Germanus.—Knorr, Rottzveil, 1907, p. 25, pi. VI. no.

1, 70-80 A.D. The decorated zone is in panels, partly sub-divided,
with bead-row borders tied in the angles with rosette-knots and
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enclosing three medallions. In full height panels are two

gladiators, Thrax, 007 DSch., and Secutor (not in Dech.) ;
in

sub-divided panels diagonal bead-rows and scaled leallets above

dog as 916 DSch., hare or rabbit and wild-boar (not in DSch.).
In medallions, lion, 640, .Soo DSch., and wild-boar. The long-
stalked heart-shaped leaves springing from rosettes in two corners

below the medallions were used by potters at work in the time

of Domitian, 81 96 a.d, Knorr, Rottweil, 1912, p. 23, pl.XI.no.
4; p. 31, pi. XVI. nos. 1, 2, 10, 15, etc. The narrow wreath used

as lower border is employed by the potters Iucundus, Vitalis and

L. Cosius, who worked at La ( Jraufesencjiie in the time of

Vespasian, 69 79 \.i>.. Knorr, Ibid., p. 37, pi. XIX. nos. 1, 2.

PLATE XIX.b.

Six conjoined fragments of bowl 37.

Clay, rather soft light red
; glaze, darker dull rubbed. Heighl

10.5 cm.
; diams., rim 20.9, base 7.1 cm. Narrow wreath as

upper border, below the ovolo, also on plate XVI1 1,a (2) ;
zone

of panels, with bordering bead-rows and angular rosette-knots,

enclosing medallions. In panels, Jupiter, with eagle and altar to

right and left, 2 DSch.; Victory (imperfect); saltire pattern with

palm, in use 54 96 a.d. Knorr, Rottweil, [912, p. 20, pi. IX. no. 4,
and p. 39, pi. XXI. no. 8. In medallion, Nile-goose or swan, 1015

DSch., over a wavy bar ending in rosettes, and three rows of

scaled leaflets Heart-shaped loop-stalked leaves in the angles and
wreath forming lower border are as on the preceding.

PLATE XX.A.

Four conjoined fragments of bowl 37.

Clay, thick hard dull red ; glaze, poor dull darker and rubbed

off projections. Hold bead-rim. Cords between ova ot ovolo

border with 1 -shaped terminals. Zone of panels, bead-row
bordered (without rosettes), framing Minerva, 77 Dech., man nude,

344 Dech., saltire-pattern and ornament composed of twisted

upright stem and with symmetrical branches on a globe, 11 15
Dech. ; over it a bird, 1023 De'ch.

PLATE XX.B.

Partially r< stored bowl 37.

Clay, hard light red ; glaze, dark dull and partly tlaked off.

Height 10. 1 cm.; diams., run 21.0, base 8.5 cm. below the

OVOlo bonier a bead-row and /one of free (untrained) figures,
series
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b. Deck. Horseman fighting, 156 Deck. ; deer, 852 Deck.
; stag

couchant, 847 Deck.
;

bear running to right (not in Deck.) ;

panther, 798 Deck. The figures of this series (which is four

times repeated round the side) were used by the potters Cinnamus,
Doeccus, and Secundus who worked at Lezoux about the middle
of the second century

—Curie, Newstead, p. 228, 140-180 a.d. etc.

PLATE XX. c.

Three conjoined fragments of bozvl 37. For description see plate
XXVIII. no. 114.

PLATE XXI.a.

Large fragment of small thick sided bozvl 37.

Clay, rather soft light red
; glaze, darker and much flaked off.

The decoration is in Dechelette's style of large medallions. The
zone of reliefs, bordered above by a bead-row and below by a

plain fillet, consists of medallions alternating with semi-circles

suspended from horizontal billets between upright bead-rows.
In the medallions are, hare or rabbit, 950 Deck. In the semi-

circles, sphinx to right and left, 496 and 497 Dech., and in the

space below, bear, 820 Dech. In the spandrels (or triangular

spaces outside the circles and semi-circles) are small circles.

Both the animal figures and large medallions are used by
Cinnamus and Doeccus.

PLATE XXI.b.

Small thick sided bozvl 37.

Clay, hard red
; glaze, dull thick corroded. Height 7.4 cm. ;

diams., rim 14.6, base 5.9 cm. Rather wide smooth zone
;
a narrow

ovolo border cut off above and bead-row of large and small beads
like a rosary forming upper borders. Decorated zone of free

animals (series b. Dech.).
—Two sea-horses affrontes, 33, 35 ;

two dolphins, 1050, 1051 ;
and dolphin not in Dech. In the field

small leaves and plants. The figures of this series (which is four

times repeated round the side) are on numerous bowls bv Lezoux

potters of the second century and this apparently belongs to

the same period as the preceding, viz., about 100-150 a.d.

PLATE XXII.

Thick sided bozvl 37.

Clay, dull red
; glaze, dull, much flaked from recesses. Height

9.5 cm.
; diams., 19. 1, base 7.9 cm. Zone of figures free in the
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field in Dechelette's free style (series b), bordered above by a

bead-row and below by a grooved moulding.—Huntsman or

bestiarius turned to lefl holding a long spear, as 625 Dich. ;

wild-boar, as 834 Dich., but larger ; nondescript animal, 968
Deck.

; stag, 867 Dich.
; lion, 766 Dich. ; dog, as 915 Dich., but

larger. The same series repeated. In the held are various trees,

leaves and a floral ornament, 1153 Dich., as on nos. 18, 20,

plate XVII., and no. 6o, plate XXVlI. On the smooth zone
below ornaments, in raised letters, the stamp OFI8ACRI. Sacer

worked at Lezoux {Deck., I., p. 176) and at Heiligenbcrg (Forrer,

p 130), about 100-150 a.d. See list.

PLATE XXIII.

Large fragment of bote I 37.

Clay, hard siliceous light red
; glaze, hard compact dull. Late

example of large scroll in the style of Cinnamus but more decadent.

The spaces above and below are filled with large stylised leaves

on long winding stalks that follow without joining the main stem.

In the under space one stalk goes all round carrying three leaves,
one large and two smaller, symmetrically arranged.

PLATE XXIV.A.

Restored bowl 37.

Clay, hard dull red
; glaze, dull intact. An early example of

Dechelette's style of
"

large scroll," in combination with animals

in the lower curvatures, the latter being sub-divided by a horizon-

tal bead-row with terminal rosettes. Pairs of long-stalked

triangular indented leaves (as Knorr, Cannstatt, p. 24, pi. XI. no.

6, and Rottweil, 1912, p. 38, pi. XXI. nos. 1-4, 7-10 ; Bushe-Fox,

Archceologia, LXIV., pis. XXII. no. 1, XXIV. no. 34), branch off

leftwards from near the top to fill the upper spaces. In the upper
divisions of the lower spaces scaled leaf work alternates with birds

on either sides of a tuft of grass ; in the lower divisions, small

animals—stag, 858 Deck., and dog (not in Dechelette). Similar

ornamentation is on Vespasianic bowls from less worn punches
(Knorr, Rottweil, 1912, pi. XXI. nos. 1-10), and this is probably
of the time of Domitian, 81-96 a.d.

PLATE WIY.B

Lower portion of bow I 37.

Clay, soft pinkish red ; glaze, darker, nearly purple, aoft and

decayed. The usual ovolo border is replaced by a row of triple
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leaves or buds joined in pairs.
—Folzer, Ro?n. Keramik in

Trier, I., p. 39, pi. VIII. no. 7,
"
sword-lily blossom,"

type 446. Decorated zone : panels with slender bead-row

borders, the vertical divisions having a double-axe-shaped orna-

ment at the top and middle and rosette below. Wide and narrow

panels alternate. In the former are sub-divided medallions enclos-

ing bust of Silenus (Folzer, Op. cit., type 354) above, and small

tripod (Ibid., type 85) below
;

in the latter, cantharus (as Knorr,

Rottenburg, pp. 21, 62, fig. 11, and pi. XVIII. no. 4) supported on a

candelabrum (as Folzer, type 67). These ornaments are repeated
all round the side and were employed by potters who worked at

Lavoye, dept. Meuse, about the time of Hadrian, 1 17-138 a.d.

PLATE XXV.

Nos. 1-36.

1. Fragment of bowl 37.

Clay, hard
; glaze, good intact. The decorated zone,

beneath the ovolo, is bordered above by a narrow wreath (Walters,

pi. XXXIV. no. 21, and M. 480, fig. 130) between zig-zag lines

and below by the same wreath used alone, and divided by vertical

bead-rows into panels. In panel to left, a semi-circular wreath

of V-shaped leaves (Walters, M. 491, fig. 134, and Knorr,

Rottweil, 1912, p. 3, pi. I. nos. 7, 8, and p. 17, pi. VII. no. 10,

etc.), filled with triangular indented leaves on long curved stalks

(Knorr, Op. cit., p. 38, pi. XXI. nos. 1-4), a heart-shaped leaf on

looped stalk filling the angle (Ibid., p. 10, pi. IV. nos. 6, 8). In

panel to right, saltire-pattern, with little bud, as on no. 29

following, in the upper triangle, and cable-twisted blossom, as on
no. 14, pi. XL, on either side. These ornaments were used

by Germanus and contemporary potters who worked at La

Graufesenque in the time of Vespasian, 69-79 A -D -> when form

37 first came into use.

2. Small fragment from lower part of bowl 37.

Clay, soft dull red
; glaze, poor and rubbed off projections.

Scroll-pattern with spiral-stalked rosette (as on plate VI.a.b)
and long-stalked heart-shaped leaf (as on no. 1 preceding)
in the space below the undulating stem. Narrow wreath (Walters,

pi. XXXIV. no. 21) used as lower border. The ornamentation

is similar to and contemporary with the preceding.

3. Small fragment of bowl 37.

Clay, hard red
; glaze, matt. Two zones of decoration, separa-

ted by a slender bead-row, consist of semi-circular scroll-patterns
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produced by
"

shifting," i.e. by semi-circles drawn from centres

at equal distances apart, alternately above and below the same
horizontal line. In the spaces above and below the tipper stem,
double leaf on upright stalk (1161 Dich., Walters, M. 1206,

fig. 192, and 1334, fig. 202). The lower scroll-pattern (partly

preserved) is filled with spiral-stalked rosettes of si\ dots, as

Walters, M . i i 3 1 , fig. 186. These ornaments were in

In Lezoux potters, probably in the transitional period, Domitian

Trajan, 81-117 A.D., before what may be termed the polv-zonal

style went out of fashion.

4. Fragment of bote I 37. See also />/. XXII.

Hard clay, poor glaze. Reliefs rubbed and indistinct. Two
zones of decoration separated bv a bead-row and bordered beneath

bj a straight line. The upper zone consists of demi-medallions

enclosing animals, of which too little remains for recognition.
In the lower zone, panther, 799 De'ch., twice repeated, separated by
a three-leaved plant. In raised letters on the plain zone beneath
is the stamp of the potter, [OF]l2ACRI, retrograde ami S reversed.

See list. Knorr, Cannstatt, p. iS, dates this potter between

100-150 A.D.

5. Fragment of bowl 37.

I lard red clay ; good dark glaze. Portions of two zones of

transitional decoration ; the upper zone bead-row bordered and
divided bv vertical bead-rows into metopes, in which animals,

roebuck, 850. De'ch., and lion, 747 Deck., alternate with scaled

leaflets and diagonal bead-rows. The remaining portion of the

lower zone consists of scroll-pattern, the spaces of which are

filled with spiral-stalked rosette (as on plate VT.A.B,) and long-
stalked leaf somewhat indistinct. Vertically among the ornaments.
in sunk letters on a raised label, is the potter's stamp (retrograde),
MERCATO. See list.

6. Fragment of bowl 37.

(daze rubbed off the projecting parts. The ova of the upper
border are wide and divided bv three-pointed tassels. The
decoration consists of sub-divided bead-row bordered panels. In

the upper section, archer, as 170 De'ch., and roebuck. 859 Deck.,

separated by palm-tree, 1122 De'ch. all three types used by
potters of I. a (iraufesenque. In the lower section, scaled leaflets

and diagonal bead-rows. The tufts of grass or short stroke^ to

represent the ground surface below the figures are characteristic

of the potters of the Flavian period. The potter's stamp,
mi -i<< \ to, as on no. 5 above.
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7. Fragment of bowl 37.

Clay, light red
; glaze, poor and decayed. Portions of

three bead-row bordered panels and a zone of S-pattern
beneath (Walters, M. 1178, fig. 189; Knorr, Rottweil, 1912,

p. 5, pis. I. no. 3, and II. nos. 2, 6). In panel to left, saltire-

pattern with little bud (as on no. 29, plate XI.) in side triangle.
In middle panel, man holding a roll in his right hand, ^10

De'c/i., and tufts of grass (Knorr, Op. cit., p. 3, pi. I. no. 8).

In subdivided panel to right, scaled leaflets and diagonal bead-
rows above

;
small animal, hare or rabbit, new type, below.

The potter's stamp, mercato, as before. Stamped examples of

this potter, Knorr, Rottweil, 1907, pp. 34 5, pi. XIV. nos.

6, 12, are stated to give the impression of fabric of La

Graufesenque of the time of Vespasian, and he is supposed to have
worked there before migrating to Lezoux. Dechelette, I., p. 286,

gives him as a Lezoux potter of the third period, 110-260 A.D. ?

and notes that his list of stamped vessels may represent several

potters. Forrer, Heiligenberg, p. 129, records mercator as a potter
who worked first at Lezoux in the time of Domitian, 81-96 a.d.

(to which period the Silchester examples probably belong) and
afterwards at Heiligenberg, fifty stamped examples being found

there, then at Windisch and Rheinzabern. For an example of

the later style of Mercator, when using a mould of Cinnamus
who worked between 120 or 130 to 160 or 170 a.d., see Bushe-Fox,
Wroxeter Report, I., p. 44, no. 13, and pi. XVI., no. 18, signed
bowl 37.

8. Fragment of bowl 37.

Clay, hard
; glaze, matt-glossy intact. Two zones of tran-

sitional decoration separated by a narrow wreath with lateral

bead-rows, as Curie, Nezvstead, pp. 214, no. 53, 215, no. 8, Flavian

period, and Knorr, Rottweil, 1912, p. 38, pi. XX. no. 1, of the same

period. Vertical bead-rows divide the upper zone into metopes, in

which small animals (fore-feet only remaining) alternate with rows
of leaflets. The lower zone consists of demi-medallions enclosing

spiral-stalked rosettes (as on plate VI.a.b) separated by leaves

on cords. Cf. Knorr, Rottweil, 1912, p. 9, pi. III. no. 7.

9. Fragment of bow'l 37.

Clay, soft light red
; glaze, intact. The ova of the upper border

are separate and attached to tassels of three points. Portions

remain of two bead-row bordered panels. In the upper section of

the subdivided panel to left, wild-boar, as 837 De'ch.
; Curie,

Newstead, pis. XLl. no. 14, and XLIII. nos. 1. 2, Flavian period.
In the lower section, scaled leaflets and diagonal bead-rows. A
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little bud on looped stalk and part of 510 Deck, appear in panel to

left, as on no. 7, preceding, probaby from the same vessel, the work
of Mercator.

10. Fragment 0/ small bowl 37.

Clay, hard flaky; glaze, dull. A row of small circles replaces
the usual ovolo border. The upper of two zones of decoration

consists of bead-row bordered festoons or demi-medallions en-

closing indistinct heads or face-masks. Of the lower zone onlj
three small circles and part of a medallion remain. Cf. Walters,
M. 52, fig. 33, and Dechelette, 1., p. 1S5, where it is stated

that small circles in place of ova were used only by Butrio and

Libertus, Ibid., I., plate IX. no. 4.

11. Fragment from loner part of bozel 37.

Clay, hard
; glaze, thick dull and impressions indistinct.

Portion of a bead-row bordered zone of decoration and narrow

wreath used as lower border. -Walters, pi. XXXII 1 . no. 16
; Curie,

Nezostead, p. 215, no. 7, Flavian period ; Knorr, Rottweil, 1912,

p. 4, pi. II. nos. 9, 10, of the same period. Saltire-pattern to right
and left, with little bud, as on no. 29, plate XI. on either side, and
three-leaved blossom (Knorr, Rottweil, 1912, p. 11, pis. IV. no. 5,

VI.no. 2, time of Vespasian) in lower triangle. In the centre,

long semi-circular wreath of leaves of similar pattern to those of

narrow wreath used as lower border on Knorr, Of), cit., p. 41,

pi. XXIII. no. 5.

12. Small fragment of bowl 37.

Clay, earthy red
; glaze, poor. Short lengths of a vertical

bead-row and straight line used as lower border. Peculiar leaf

pattern like a fleur-de-lis * in form, on a small double circle

with cabled borders. C\. Ddch., 1 id;, 1 165. In the field a rosette.

The impressions in the mould are made with a flat-faced,

squared-edged punch.

13. Fragment <>! bowl 37.

Clay, light red ; glaze, matt-glossy, intact. Portions <>t three

panels with slender zig-zag borders. In narrow panels to right
and left, vertical rows of V-shaped leaves. In upper section ot

middle sub-divided panel, two gladiators fighting, retiarius, 622

Dich., and secutor. In middle section, row of leaflets. In lower

section, dog as Knorr, Rottuiil, 1912, p. 3S, pi. XX. no. 1.

*
Possibly a late development of the < .reek anthemion.
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14. Similar fragment from the same bozv!.

Above the panels a row of wide ova and ±-ended or cut-off

tassels.

1 5 . Fragment of bowl 37 .

Clay, hard; glaze, matt-glossy intact. Two zones of decoration

divided into metopes by vertical bars. Upper zone, with thick

cabled borders framing saltire-pattern of wide irregular shape. Cf.

Knorr, Rottweil, 1912, p. 23, pi. XI. no. 4. Lower zone, with-

out lower border, dog as Knorr, Rottweil, 1912, pi. VII. no. 2.,

chasing deer, alternating with rows of leaflets.

16. Small fragment of bowl 37.

Clay, light red
; glaze, poor rubbed. Beneath a row of

thick squarish ova divided by notched bars and zig-zag border,

parts of two zones of decoration separated by a row of lozenges
between straight lines. In the upper zone, small roebuck, 860

Deck. In the lower zone, head and arm of incomplete nude figure.

17. Fragment of bowl 37.

Clay, hard bright red
; glaze flaky. Parts of two bead-row

bordered panels, with rosettes in the angles and a narrow
wreath below, of E-shaped pattern, as Deck., 11 14 (upper

part), Walters, M. 1 1 32, 1206, 1286-7. In lower section of

sub-divided panel to left, saltire-pattern filled with acanthus

leaves, 11 60 De'ch., cf. Walters, M. 1206, fig. 192 ;
the upper

section mostly wanting. In larger panel to right, combina-
tion of saltire and equal armed or Greek cross with acanthus

leaves, 1160, De'ch., and double leaf, 1161 Dech., in spaces.
Cf. Dechelette, I., p. 184, fig. 113 ; Walters, M. 1334,

fig. 202. Several of these devices were used by the potter

Cinnamus, whose signed bowls are ascribed to the Antonine

period,
—Curie, Newstead, p. 228.

18. Fragment from satne bowl 37 as preceding.

In panel to left (mostly wanting), part of small niche overarched
with a double semi-circle supported on a row of small leaflets. In

larger middle panel, two gladiators, Thrax and Samnite, fighting,

582, 583 Dech., two scuta, and four rosettes of seven dots, as

Walters, M. 1334, fig. 202. In panel to right, combined
saltire and Greek cross, and below, a narrow wreath between bead-

rows, as on no. 17 preceding. Types 582, 583 Dech. were used

by Paternus, who worked in the Antonine period, 140-190 a.d.,

Dech. I., p. 190.
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ig. Fragment of bowl 37.

Clay, light red ; glaze, thin matt-glossy. Lower portion ol

a zone of free figures, separated by a quadrangular cippus orna-

mented with lattice work, ^70 De'ch. Figures from left to
right,

armed warrior, 102 De'ch. ; lower limbs of two figures (uncertain) ;

lower limbs of Pan or fawn. Narrow wreath bordered above bv
a /iu-xaLT line and below bv two narrow grooves, as Walters,

pi. XXXIV. no. 36, M. 1067, fig. 177. Cf. Knorr, Rottweil, 1^07,

p. j(j, pi. IX. iios. 1, 3, 4, assigned to earliest period of Domitian,
about No A.D.

20. Fragment of bowl 37.

Similar decoration to no. 19 preceding. Lower part ol Venus,

175 De'ch., and Silenus, 374.' Cippus and narrow wreath as on
no. [9.

21 . Fragnu nt <>l /unci 37.

Clay, thin hard
; glaze,

thick glossy intact. The ova of the

ovolo border have only one loop. Upper portion of two bead-
row bordered panels with rosettes of seven dots in the angles
and field. In sub-divided panel to left, diagonal bead-rows and
scaled-leaflets. In panel to right, panther, 798 De'ch., used by
Cinnamus and Secundus.

22. Fragment of bowl 37.

Clay, hard light red ; tjlazc, glossy, intact. Portions of two
bead-row bordered panels and narrow wreath, Walters, pi.

XXXIII.
no. 2, (poppy heads), as lower margin.

- -Knorr, Rottweil, [912,

p. 41, pi. XXIII. no. 1. In panel to left, medallion with

double-toothed border enclosing deltoid blossom with three

leaflets and loop attached, as on no. to, plate X. In panel to right,
lower section, little bear, as on Knorr, Rottenburg, p. 38, pi. III.

nos. i,o, probably from a pottery at Montans working between

75 100 A.D. Upper section mostly wanting.

23. Small fragment of bowl 37.

Clay, hard
; glaze, matt-glossy intact. Two /ones of decoration.

Upper zone of sub-divided panels with zig-zag borders. Upper
section, saltire-pattern filled with pairs of loop-stalked triangular
leaflets (like- barbed fish-hooks). Walters, pi.

XI.. no. 7. Lower
mi, hare as Knorr, Rottweil, [912, p. 40, pis. XXII. no.

;,,

XXIII. no. 2, period of Domitian, 81 <)'» v.d. Lower zone of

gadroons, See nos. 35, 39, 41, plate XII.
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24. Fragment of bowl 37.

Clay, light red
; glaze, thin. Small section of scroll-pattern,

the main stem consisting of
"

shifted
"

semi-circles, with

scalloped edge. In space above the stem, tendrils and deltoid

blossom (see nos, 10, 15, plate X.) and long-stalked leaf. In space
below, acanthus leaf and cornucopiae. The latter ornament is on
a bowl of late form 29, Dragendorff, Hedd. Mittei/., IV. p. 145,

pi. XXII. fig. ii, found at Heddernheim, and probably made
there between 90-104 a.d. The Silchester fragment is probably

by the same potter as Walters, M. 1102, fig. 184. Narrow
wreath used as lower border, Walters, pi. XXXIV. no. 22.

25. Small fragment of bowl 37.

Clay, thin good ; glaze, fair. Arrangement of decoration un-

certain. Part of square cippus as on nos. 19, 20 above. Narrow
wreath used as lower border, Walters, pi. XXXIV. no. 22.

26. Fragment from lower part of bold 37.

Clay, hard
; glaze, dull compact. Two decorated zones

divided by a bead-row. Upper zone of scroll-pattern, the space
above the stem filled with two long-stalked leaves and tendril.

The lower space partly shut off by trapezoidal compartments
framing dog and hare alternately and partly filled with a spiral-
stalked rosette. A zone of S-shaped ornaments forms lower

border, as on no. 7 above.

27. Small fragment of bowl 37.

Clay, very hard
; glaze, dull thin. Decoration in two zones.

Upper zone, small part of stalky scroll-pattern, as on no. 26

preceding. In lower space, Nile goose, as on plate VII.a. A
narrow zone of upright lancet-shaped leaves with slender mid-
rib (indistinct) as lower-border. See nos. 55, 64, plate XIII.

28. Fragment of bozvl 37.

Clay, hard
; glaze, highly glossy. Ovolo border with slender

loops and three-pointed tassels. Narrow wreath of chevrons
and panelled zone, with saltire-pattern bordered with zig-zag lines

tied in the angles with rosettes and enclosing four-leaved palm
in upper triangle. The date may be inferred from the resemblance
of the tassels, wreath, saltire and palm on Curie, Newstead, pp. 210,
no. 29, 211, fig 1, Flavian period, and Knorr, Rottweil, 1907,

p. 32, pi. XII. no. 1, early period of Vespasian, between 70-80 A.D.

Cf. no. x preceding.
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29. Smallfragment ofbozd 37.

Fine hard clay, glossy glaze. A large rivet-hole in lower corner

to right. Lower portion of saltire-pattern with zig-zag borders tied

in the angles with rosettes and enclosing little buds on looped and
headed stalks as on no. 29, plate XI. Flavian period, 69-96 a.d.

30. Fragment of bowl 37.

Clay, hard
; glaze, thick flaky. Panels with zig-zag borders

framing figures and saltire-pattern filled with three poppy-heads, as

on nos. 13, 14, plate XVII., and loop-stalked cable-twisted

blossom, as on no. 1 preceding. In panel to left Victory, 479
De'ch. In panel to right lower part of draped figure of Jupiter seated

on a throne, 6 Deck. The saltire and Victory were used by potters
ofLa Graufesenque in the Flavian period, 69-96 a.d.

31. Another fragment of the samebonl, with similar ornaments.

32. Fragment of bowl 37.

Clay, hard
; glaze, thin glossy- Panels with zig-zag borders

tied in the angles with rosettes. In panel to left, saltire pattern,
as De'ch., 1. p. 185, fig. 115, second period, 75-110 a.d. In

panel to right, bound prisoner or victim for the circus, as 643
Dick., used by Lezoux potters.

33. Small fragment of bowl 37.

Clav, thin hard
; glaze, good matt-glossy. Small portion of

ovolo border, with two-looped well formed ova and pierced round

tassels
; panels with zig-zag borders, and saltire-pattern enclosing

long-stalked leaves (like barbed hooks) as on no. 23 preceding. In

left hand panel, medallion with toothed border, five-leaved flower as

used in narrow wreath. —Walters, pi. XXXIII. no. 6
; Curie,

\< a stead, p. 209, no. 1, Flavian period, and part of potter's name,

[CALIJITIM, in sunk letters on a raised label. Caletius worked at

Lezoux in the third period of Dechelette, 110-200 A.D., and this

fragment is recorded by the latter, I., p. 258, no. 40 (4). See also

list.

34. Small fragment of bowl 37.

Good hard clay and glaze. Bead-row bordered panels and

saltire-pattern tied in the angles with stars of nine rays or rosettes.

In lower triangle of saltire, floral ornament, 115; De'ch., Walters,

\l. ii^i). In right and left panels, Delphic tripod, part o(

106N Dull. These ornaments were used by potters "t

Lezoux in the third period, 110-260 A.D.
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35. Small fragment of bowl 37.

Fairly good clay and glaze, but reliefs indistinct. Lower portion
of two bead-row bordered panels. In panel to left, pigmy running
to right, as 439, 440 De'ch., and detached slender vine-branch ? with

leaves and tendrils. In panel to right, lower limbs of nude
warrior fighting, cf. 103 De'ch. Narrow wreath with slender lateral

bead-rows as lower border.

36. Small fragment of bowl 37.

Clay, hard light red
; glaze, dull intact. Ovolo border with

single-looped squarish ova and rosettes as tassels. Small segment
of zone of demi-medallions separated by tripod on a beaded cord,

like a rosary, as tassel (see no. 124, plate XXIX. for similar tripod)
and enclosing little lion, 765 bis Deck., used by Lezoux potters.

PLATE XXVI.

Nos. 37-66.

37. Smallfragment of bowl 37.

Hard greyish red clay ; poorish glaze. In sub-divided, bead-

row bordered panel to left, lower portion of warrior, 142 Deck.

In middle panel, centre portion of Pan, 411 De'ch. The name

bvt[rio] vertically in raised letters among ornaments. See list.

38. Similar fragment.

In panel to left, lower limbs of Pan, 411 Deck., over head of

Medusa, 680 Deck. In sub-divided panel to right, gladiator, 614
Deck., and potter's name as on no. 37.

39. Fragment of bozvl 37.

Hard clay and glaze. Small section of vertical cabled border

with terminal rosette, lower portion of Venus, as 179b Deck., Pan,

409 Deck., and the name, [cobn]erti, in raised retrograde
letters among ornaments. Dechelette, I., p. 267, no. 54, records

Cobnertus as a Lezoux potter making form 29, 80-110 a.d. He
also worked at Rheinzabern, Ludowici, I., p. 130, III., p. 102, in

the early years of the second cent., his style resembling that of

Gaulish fabrics. Cf. Walters, M. 1473 ; Knorr, Cannstatt, p. 34,

pi. XXIV. nos. 1, 2, and Rottenburg, p. 20, pi. XVI. no. 15, about
100 a.d. See list.

40. Fragment from lower part of bowl 37.

Hard clay, dull glaze. Thick vertical bead-row divisions of

panels, ending in circles of beads
;
a straight line as lower border.
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In panel to left, gladiator, 586 De'ch. In middle panel, lower part
of caryatid, 055 Deck. In panel to right, warrior fighting, 137
De'ch. On smooth zone beneath, in raised letters, the potter's name,
divix.f. See list.

41. Small fragment of bowl 30 tins, rial for comparison).

Part of panel : on one side a thick vertical bead-row border

and zig-zag line as lower border. Abundantia or Fortuna, 472
De'ch., trained in panel. On a smooth space below panel and
above the angle of the side in raised letters, DIv[lX.F].

42. Fragment of bowl 37.

Clay, hard
; glaze, good. Upper border of squarish single-

looped ova, separated by rosettes on cabled cords as tassels.

Decorated zone of numerous scattered ornaments bordered above-

by a zig-zag line ami below by a bead-row. Two figures,

Silenus, 31 1 Deck., ami gladiator, as 592 Dech. One leg of another

gladiator opposite, but separated by a zig-zag line. Scattered in

the field, rosettes, lozenges with beaded edges, leaves, candela-

bra, etc. On smooth zone below, written with stylus in the

mould, the potter's name, PATERCL] (retro, and 1. inverted).
Paterclus was a Gaulish potter, probably of Lezoux, who also made
forms 18, 27, and 31. See list.

43. Fragment <>\ bowl 37.

Claw hard
lighl

red ; glaze, matt. Large medallions with double

rims, in panels separated by three vertical bead-rows ending in

acanthus leaves. In space below medallions, floral ornaments, a-

1 153 Dech. In medallion, large single leaf. Vertically among
ornaments, in sunk letters on a raised label, the name of the potter.
DOIH ( VS, retro. See list.

44. Fragment oj bowl 37.

( )volo border with large double loops separated by thick notched

bars. Animals free in the field : lion. 70S Deck. ; goat, S02 .

dog, 932; wild-boar, 827; leaves, lozenges, groups of squansh
dots. Among ornaments, in raised letters, the potter's name, DOIICCI.

45. Fragment "/ bowl 57.

Clay, pale hard red ; Lilazc, thick glossy. Vertical bead-rows

dividing three panels. In panel to left, reel or rouleau, as 1111

Dech., and other indistinct objects. In mid panel, floral ornament,
as on no. 20, plate XVII., and small circles. In panel to right,
demi-medallion framing bird (incomplete), and in space below,

leaf-ornament, as Walters, M. 1 ^70.
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46. Fragment of bowl 37.

Clay, earthy grey to drab
; glaze, poor, rubbed off projections

and burnt black. Diagonal bead-rows ending in rosettes,

medallion with double rim, enclosing stag, as 847 De'ch., and

demi-medallion enclosing single leaf. Double-leaf, 1161 De'ch.,

and other leaves in spaces. Potter's name, doii[cci] as on no. 44.

47. Fragment of bozvl 30 (inserted for comparison).

Clay, hard pale red
; glaze, thick glossy. Large double loops

separated by thick bars in ovolo border. Zone of subdivided panels
bordered above by a thick bead-row and below by a straight line,

and by vertical and horizontal bead-rows. In panel to left, upper
section, leaf. In middle section, cabled circles. In lower section,

deer couchant, 879 Deck. In middle panel, upper section, demi-

medallion enclosing Cupid, 264 Deck. In lower section, nonde-

script animal, 971 De'ch. In panel to right, deer 879 De'ch., and

potter's stamp in raised letters, d[oiicci].

48. Small fragment of bowl 37.

Soft clay, poor glaze. Bead-rows enclosing sub-divided panels,
and medallion or demi-medallion. In medallion, stag, 847 De'ch.

In lower section, sea-horse, as 33 De'ch. The potter's name,

doiicci, across lower part of medallion. Knorr, Cannstatt, p. 16,

pi. IV. nos. 1-9, makes clear that the monogram cm is linked with

the work of Doeccus, and that his workshop nourished at Lezoux
between 1 10-180 A.D.

49. Fragment of bowl 37.

Medallion with notched border, and free figures, to left

(incomplete), and to right draped female, 205 De'ch. (variant smaller),
used also by various potters who worked at Rheinzabern, Knorr,

Cannstatt, p. 30, pi. XVIII. no. 2, B. F. Attoni ?
; p. 39, pi.

XXXI. no. 3 ; p. 40, pi. XXXIII. no. 7 ; p. 34, pi. XXIV. no. 9,

Victorinvs. In medallion, gladiator, 587 De'ch., and in sunk

letters on a raised label the name of the potter (indistinct),
. . itan . (itani ? retro).

50. Fragment from base of bowl 37.

Clay, hard earthy light red
; glaze, nearly scarlet. Vertical

bead-row dividing two panels and straight line as lower border.

In panel to left, panther, 798 Dech. On smooth zone below,

part of potter's name written with stylus in mould (...rvs).
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51. Small fragment oj bowl 37.

(.'lav, hard. Small section of vertical bead-rows dividing three

panels, and part of medallion with double rim. In middle panel,

vertically in raised letters, part of potter's name, / AMI (Cinnami)
retro.

52. Small fragment of haul 37.

Clay, soft ; glaze, poor. Small section of two vertical bead-

rows dividing panels ; two small medallions between, enclosing
bird, and head of Medusa. 680 Deck. In panel to right, vertically,

part of letters . . in . . retro, <]in[nami. See list.

53. Fragment oj
ban/ 37.

Hard clay, dullish glaze. Two vertical bead-rows dividing

panels, on either side of large medallion with double border,

framing Victory, 474 De'ch. (incomplete), and cantoned with small

circles. On a raised label, in sunk letters below the figure,

CINNAMIM (retro).

54. Fragment of large haul 37.

Row of large ova with thin double loops and thick cabled cords

between. Upper bead-row border and vertical bead-rows ending in

rosettes enclosing three panels and a large medallion with double

rim. In panel to left, triton, 16 De'ch. In narrow middle panel,

caryatid, 657 De'ch. In medallion, Cupid, 282 De'ch., and

caduceus. Vertically among ornaments the name of the potter,

ADVOCISI. See list.

55 . Fragnu ni of bowl 37.

Clay, light red
; glaze, poor corroded. Small section of vertical

zig-zag line dividing two panels. In panel to left, man with legs

crossed standing, as Apollo, 56 Dech.. and Pan, 400. De'ch. Vertical!]

among ornaments the letters MVfxTVLLl]. See list.

56. Fragment of bowl 37.

Pale red clav, dull glaze. Small sections of bead-row dividing
two panels, and ot

large medallion with double rim. In panel to

right, lower limbs of Pan, 41 1 De'ch. Vertically among ornaments

the monogram of Paternus. See list. Dcchclette, I., p. iqo,

says this potter lived in the time of the Antonines, 140 hjo \.\>..

and furnishes a list of 128 examples (including 11 moulds) made
hv him at I ,ezoux.
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57. Small fragment of bowl 37.

Soft earthy brown red clay ; poor glaze partly rubbed off.

Ova of upper border large double-looped, indistinct, divided

by beaded cords. Free in the field, dog, as 919 De'ch., cable-twisted

ornament, as 1109a Deck., and tails of other animals.

58. Fragment of bozvl 37.

Hard clay ; glaze rubbed off projections. Ova of upper
border very small, with two thick squarish loops wide apart, and

separated by ±-shaped tassels. Parts of three panels with bead-

row borders. In panel to left, medallion with double rim,

framing Cupid, 266 De'ch. In narrow middle panel, female

attached to a stake (martyr or victim for lions), 642 bis. De'ch.

In panel to right, upper section, festoon enclosing dolphin 1050,
and in lower section, dolphin 105 1 De'ch. In space below, in sunk

letters on a raised label, the potter's name, laxtvci[ssa]. See

list.

59. Small fragment of bozvl 37.

Vertical bead-row dividing two panels and straight line as

lower border. In panel to left, part of two-rimmed medallion

framing small figure (imperfect). In panel to right, part of triton,

18 De'ch., used by Carantinus and Libertus. On smooth zone

below, written with stylus in mould, part of potter's name

(uncertain).

60. Fragment of bowl 37.

Soft pinkish red clay ; orange red glaze. Zig-zag line as upper
border below ovolo. Two small medallions with double borders

framing pigmy, as 437 De'ch., and crane, 991 De'ch., separately.
Cf. Knorr, Rottenburg, p. 57, pi. XIV. no. 7, crane in the

style of Ianvs. A similar crane is used by the Heiligenberg

potter Ciriuna, Forrer, Heiligenberg, plate XXII. no. 11, who was
allied by his style to Ianus, Satto, Cibisus, Reginus and Cerealis.—

Knorr, Rottzveil, 1907, p. 9.

61. Fragment of bowl 37.

Clay, poor ; glaze, poor and dull. Two small panels bordered

above by a thick cable, below by a groove and on sides by vertical

bead-rows. Two cocks fighting, in separate panels, one to right
as 1025 Dech.

;
one to left used by Ciriuna at Heiligenberg, Forrer,

Op. cit., pi. XXIII. nos. 1, and ia. Across the upper border the reel

ornament, im De'ch., is used.
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62. Fragment oj bowl 37.

Ovolo border and portions of three panels bordered by straight
hues tied in the angles with rosettes. In upper section of panel
to left and in two narrow panels adjoining, quadrangular cippus
with lattice ornament. 570 Dick., as on nos. i<;, 20 above. In

lower section, part of double rimmed medallion, with feathered

leaf in spandrel.

63. Small fragment of bowl 37.

Clay, hard ; glaze, glossy intact. Slender grooved moulding
over large two-looped ova separated by long twisted cords ending
in rosettes, as upper border. A thick bead-row, or vertical bar

notched across, divides the ornaments, which consist of scattered

leaves, reels, 11 11 Deck., and part of Hermes, 413 De'ch.

64. Fragment of bowl 37.

Clay, hard siliceous light red
; glaze, dull intact. Ovolo

binder and bead-row, above two medallions with double rims, the

outer one cabled. Between the medallions two floral ornaments,
as 1153 Deck., joined together by a thick bead-row, ami above

them "twists," as 11 10 De'ch. In the medallions, a tuft of

grass, as on signed bowl of Cintusmus, who worked at Lezoux
between 110-140 A.D. Knorr, Rottweil, 11)07, p. 45, pi. XX.,
no. 17. See also nos. 71, 77 below. A double groove as lower

border.

65. Fragment of bowl 37.

Clay, hard ; glaze, dull. Part of niche or shrine over-arched

by double semi-circles supported on cabled swelling columns. 1 100a

Deih., enshrining Diana, as 66 De'ch. (smaller variant), and Knorr,

Rottweil, 1907, p. 44, pl.XX.no. 11 ; imported from Lezouxbetween
no 140 A.D. Short sections of vertical and horizontal zig-zag
lines bordering panel to left.

66. Fragment of bowl 37.

Two vertical bead-rows close together dividing panels. In

panel to left, mask of Pan, 675 De'ch., over-arched with demi-

medallion supported on reels, tin De'ch. In space below,

demi-medallion with thick cabled outer rim suspended from similar

reels, enclosing bird. In panel to right, part ol large double-

rimmed medallion and
"

twist," 1 1 10 De'ch.
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PLATE XXVII.

Nos. 67-93.

67. Fragment of bozvl 37.

Clay and glaze good. Ovolo border with well-formed two-

looped ova and three pointed tassels. Small section of undulating
stem of large composite scroll

;
the space above filled with large

seven-pointed leaf and cable-twisted blossom on which is perched
a bird, cf. form 29 of Germanus, 70-80 a.d. -Knorr, Rottzveil,

1907, p. 24, pi. V., nos. 1,2,4; the space below twice sub-divided by
horizontal bead-rows and filled with spiral, dolphin (imperfect),
and scaled leaflets.

68. Small fragment of hotel 37.

Soft red clay, poor glaze. Wide, squarish, two-looped ova and
bead-row border above the decorated zone (mostly wanting). In

raised letters just beneath, the potter's name [a]lbvci, see plate
XVI. and list. Albucius worked at Lezoux in the style

assignable to Dechelette's third period, 110-260 a.d. ? His use

of form 30, good workmanship, presence of his stamps at Pfiinz

and absence from Newstead, suggest the Hadrianic period,
1 10-140 a.d. as the date of his activity. With those of

Cinnamus, Paternus, Banuus and Doeccus, his wares are among
those oftenest occurring in Britain.

69. Fragment of bozvl 37.

Earthy clay, poor glaze. Small segment of horizontal bead-row

dividing panel, and straight line as lower border. Part of floral

ornament, as 1153 Deck.; Walters, M. 1363, fig. 206
;
and nos. 18

and 20, plate XVlI. preceding. On the smooth zone beneath, two
letters of potter's name, scratched with stylus in the mould,

CA(=CRor cl), as on bowl 37, Knorr, Rottzveil, 1912, p. 41,

pi. XXIII., no. 6. This may be the signature of the Banassac

potter Criciro, of the same period, which appears on bowl 37,

Walters, M. 1363 and is noted in C.I.L., XIII., 10011, 188.

As cr it occurs scratched on bowls 37 found at Maldon (now in

Colchester museum) and at Wroxeter.

70. Fragment of bozvl 37.

Clay, hard
; glaze, flaked off inside angles. Large ova, wide

apart with thick cords notched across without tassels, and bead-row,
as upper borders. Portions of two circular vine-branches, with leaves,

tendrils and bunches of grapes, and other leaves on long slender looped
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stalks. Figure between resembling Mercury, 2cjo De'ch. Similar

vine branches on Knorr, Cannstatt, p. iN, pi. V. dos. 6. 9,
ascribed to Sacer, who worked at Lezoux,c. 100 iqo.\.i>. See also

plate XXII. and cf. Bushe-Fox, Wroxeter Report, I., p. $8, fig. 12,

no 1 10 or 120 A.i).

71. Fragment of bowl 37.

Clay, hard ; glaze, strong glossy. Ova, thin two-looped ; cords,

long with J-shaped terminals. /one of scroll-pattern, produced
by "shifting" semi-circles, "reels" or billets being used to

cover the joints. The spaces above filled with tuft of grass (con-
ventional bush, or palm), as on plate XXVI., no. 64 ; the space
below, with small circular vine-branch, leaf, and tendril, resting
on a "twist" supported on two upright "reels" or billets. A
similar tuft ot grass on no. 77 below.

72. Fragment of bowl 37.

Clay and glaze good. Well-made two-looped ova with rosettes

as tassels ; and rows ol beads as upper and lower borders. Animals
free in the field, stag, 868 Dc'r/i., twice repeated; hind, 863 De'ch. (see

groups 623, 863 Deck.) ; slender leafless branches ol a tree. Bead-
row as lower border.

73. Fragment of haul 37.

Clay, hard; glaze, thick crackled. Upper borders: ova wide

apart, two-looped, with pierced circles for tassels, and zig-zag line.

Animals free in the field, lioness, as 805 De'ch., bear, Si 5 De'ch., deer

(not in De'ch.), hinder pari of lion, 766 De'ch.

74 Fragment of bowl 37.

Clay, hard ; glaze, intact. Figures free in the field, horseman.

158 De'ch. and Curie, Newstead, pp. 219.no. 74,221, fig. 4, Anton ine

period, 140 -180 A.D. ; bear (inverted), Si 7 De'ch.

75. Fragment of ban/ 37.

Clay, hard light red; glaze, intact glossy. Upper borders :

ova short, two-looped (partly cut off?) ; row of beads. Animals
tree in the field, lion, well modelled and. in fine relief; hind

legs and tail of lion turned to left (nol in De'ch.)

76. Small fragment of bowl 37.

Hard day and glaze. Pari of man, 398 De'ch., rosette and leaf.

Verticall) among ornaments, in sunk letters on a raised label,

potter's name, [ca]lIITIM. Caletius worked at LeZQUX in the third
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period, 110-260 a.d. of Dechelette, who records this fragment in

I. p. 258, 40, no. 4. See also list.

77. Fragment of bowl 37, thick-sided.

Clay, fine hard
; glaze, good matt-glossy. Figures free in the

field, athlete, 403 Deck., lion, 737 Deck, (imperfect punch), separated

by double tufts of grass, as on nos. 64, 71 preceding ;

"
reels

"

or billets scattered about for filling. Straight line as lower border.

Fragment of bowl apparently from the same mould recorded by
Knorr, Rottzveil, 1907, p. 45, pi. XX. no. 17, is stamped, on the

smooth zone above, with the potter's name Cintusmus, who worked
at Lavoye, Forrer, Heiligenberg, p. 215 ;

at Ittenweiler, and at

Rheinzabern, Ibid., p. 212 ; Ludowici, I., p. 15, II., p. 269 ; falling
in the time 1 10-140 a.d.

78. Fragment of bowl 37.

Clay, hard
; glaze, poor and flaked off. Upper borders : ova

with two thick loops and 1 -ended tassels, and a zig-zag line.

Animals free in the field, wild-goat, 892 Deck., diminutive deer

(new), fore part of lioness, 787 Deck. ? lion, 766, deer, 852,
nondescript animal as 974. Straight line as lower border. Wild-

goat, 892, on a bowl 37, Knorr, Cannstatt, p. 30, pi. XVII. no. 1,

made at Lezoux and dated between 1 10-150 a.d. This animal
was also used by Doeccus, c. 1 10-180 a.d.

79. Small fragment of bozvl 37.

Hard clay, dull glaze. Animals free in the field ? Hind legs of

lion, 766 Deck. ? On smooth zone below, [of]att, twice stamped.
This potter's stamp occurs at Corbridge, Haverfield, Arch.

Ael., 3 Ser., VII., p. 194, no. 2. See also list.

80. Small fragment of bozvl 37.

Free figures ? Bestiarius or gladiator, as 584 Deck., in retreat

followed by a wild-boar, indistinct and incomplete.

81. Fragment of bozvl 37.

Hard clay, rather dull glaze. Figure of athlete, as 379 Deck.

(smaller) ;
birds turned to left looking back, as 1019 Deck.

(smaller).

82. Fragment of bozvl 37.

Clay, pale red
; glaze, hard flaky. Decorated zone without

borders but separated by an off-set and out-bulged. Figures
free in the field : gladiators, as 613, 616 Deck.

; beardless mask, 695
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Ddch. ; dolphin, 1050 De'ch. These types were employed by
Lezoux potters of the second century and the two latter were also

imitated by those of Rheinzabern. The punches were much
worn but the reliefs are prominent although defaced.

83. Smallfragment of bowl 37.

Clay, dull light red ; glaze, poor. Head ami feet of lion with

head down bent, walking to left (new type). Straight line and
narrow groove as lower border. On the smooth zone below, written

with the stylus in the mould, the potter's name (A// .
LL

. .

retro (C'assitnus ?)

84. Fragment of bowl 37.

Ova with two thick loops and L-shaped tassels. The decorated

zone occupied by a series of arches, composed of two plain semi-

circles with a wavy line between, set on end vertically, each one

ending above in three rosettes. Arches, Folzer, Rom. Kerarmk in

Trier, I., p. 70, pi. XVII. no. 3, type 798. Vertically among
ornaments, in sunk letters on a raised label, the stamp of the

potter, criciro, who worked at Trier between 175 225 \.i>., and

whose style is quite distinct from that of the British Museum
example, Walters, p. 259, M. 1363, fig. 206. Sec- list.

85. Small fragment of bowl.

Clay, rather soft light red
; glaze, poor ami crackled. Section of

decorated zone covered with a net-work of diagonal and horizontal

cabled lines tied with rosettes. Cf. Knorr, Cannstatt, p. 37, pi.

XXVIII. no. 8, style of [anus and Reginus, and Rottweil, 1007, p. 38,

pi. XVII.no. 11, style of Satto. East Gaulish and Upper German

potters who worked in the first half of the second century.

86. Smallfragment oj bowl 37.

Clay, soft light red ; glaze, "lossy. Parts of two niches or

shrines composed of arches, with thick cabled outer rims, supported
on latticed columns. In shrine to right, armed warrior, 102 Dech.,

standing on a rosette. Lower limbs of dancer, 217 Dech., between

the shrines. Double leaf ornaments in the field. These types
were used by potters ol Lezoux.

87. Fragment from upper part ofbowl 37.

Clay, light red; glaze, bright and good. Narrow smooth zone,

groove, row of ornaments (conventional dolphins in pairs a:

1 1 14 Deck.) in place of ova, and a slender bead-row. as upper
borders. I upper part of a row ol arches with slender inner ami thick
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outer rims, and dancer, 212 Deck. Walters, M. 1456, fig. 211 ;

Curie, Neivstead, pp. 212, no. 40, 213, fig. 6, Flavian period,

69 96 a.d. In the spandrels, rosettes, 1182 Deck. These are

types of Lezoux potters.

88. Small fragment of rim, bowl 37.

Clay, hard
; glaze, fairly good. Bead-rim and wide smooth

zone. In place of ovolo border, a zone of little double circles,
the outer rims beaded, between zig-zag lines, as on Knorr, Cannstatt,
p. 21, pi. VIII. no. 13, ascribed to Granius who worked at Lezoux
between 110-200 a.d.

; Walters, M. 1546, fig. 215, and 1302, fig.

200, Lezoux fabric.

89. Small fragment of bowl 37.

Clay, hard
; glaze, slightly crackled. Part of lower edge of

decorated zone
;

a slender bead-row as lower border. Four horses
abreast galloping to left, cf. Ludowici II., p. 187, M. 37, and
De'ch., 646 (larger). A row of lituus-like ornaments, as Dechelette

I., pi. IX. no. 3, form 37. Lezoux fabric.

90. Small fragment of bozvl 37.

Row of dolphins in place of ovolo border, as on no. 87, and
lituus-like ornaments as on no. 89 preceding.

91. Small fragment of bozvl 37.

Clay, pale drab
; glaze, fairly good red. Narrow wreath of

E-shaped ornaments as on nos. 17, 18 above
;

and lituus-like

ornaments, as on nos. 89, 90 preceding. The combination
indicates that the decoration appeared at Lezoux in the transitional

stage from form 29 to form 37, about the time of Domitian,
81-96 A.D.

92. Small fragment of bozvl 37.

Double-row of acanthus leaves in place of ovolo border, and
slender row of beads. Small section of arch or medallion over

Victory, 484 De'ch. (incomplete). Acanthus leaves arranged in

bands and wreaths on bowl of Sacer, Knorr, Cannstatt, pp. 18,

19, pi. VI. nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, who worked at Lezoux
;

and
double row as upper border on form 37, Bushe-Fox, Wroxeter

Report, I., p. 37, pi. XV. no. 14, dated 80-110 a.d., on which

example circular vine branch, as on no. 70 above, also ascribed
to Sacer.
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93. Small fragment of bawl 37.

Clay and glaze good. Rom of two-rimmed circles or rosettes in

place of ovolo border, as on no. 88 above. Group of tour poppy
heads or hips (incomplete) within a panel.

PLATE XXVIII.

Nos. 94-121 .

94. Fragment of bowl 37.

I lard clay, poor glaze. Segments of vertical notched bars as

columns or dividing panels, crossed by crowns or crests; ends of

arch with crowns as imposts; two-rimmed medallion roughly

imitating the late style of Lezoux. Below arch, man running to

right. Below medallion, hound, as on Knorr, Cannstatt, p. 31,

pi. XIX., nos. 1, 2, but larger. Cf. Ddch., 965. See also no. 101

below. Vertically among ornaments, in sunk letters 011 a raised

label, the potter's stamp, [pJRiMrnvsF, who worked at Westerndorff

where potteries were in existence in the time of M. Aurelius, 161 —

180 a. i)., and possibly at Rheinzabern, Ludowici, I., p. 131, See

list.

95. Small fragment 0/ bowl 37.

Upright beaded bars, crossed by lunettes, dividing panels

(roughly imitating style of Lezoux). Between, draped female as on

Knorr, Cannstatt, p. 31 ,pl. XX. no. 3, form 37, which is attributed by

style to att (see list, and no. 79 preceding), very likelj
the stamp

of Attillus, a potter of Rheinzabern. Lunettes, Knorr, Rottenbttrg,

pp. 21, 31, fig.
11 on a mould of Perpetus.

96. Fragnu nt of bowl 37.

Clay, soft bright red
; glaze, poor and rubbed off. Segments

of vertical bead-row dividing panels, and large medallion with

rim formed of diagonal strokes (cabled ?), enclosing Cupid, .1- 276
Ddch. In angle below, rosette. In panel to right, one

leg of nude

figure and pari of bird.

97. Fragment oj bowl 37.

Upper border: large two-looped ova separated by thick

cabled cords. Bestiarius (pari of) holding a whip with looped

thong, as Knorr, Cannstatt, p. 29, pi. XVI. no. 2. Cf. Deck.,

635, but this type of bestiarius is commoner on Rheinzabern

pottery.
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98, 99. Two fragments of one bowl 37.

Clay, pale red
; glaze, thin, inclining to orange red. Free figures

without lower border. Indistinct cluster (conventional tree) on
an upright stem (four times). Nude figures (four times alterna-

tely), as on Folzer, Rom. Keramik in Trier, I., pis. XII. no. 7,

XVII. no. 16, XXVI. no. 147 ; type 560, bowls of Satto or Saturn,
who worked somewhere between 1 10-150 A.D., but whose locality in

Eastern Gaul is uncertain. The same tree, resembling an ear

of corn, is on Oelmann, Niederbieber, 1.(1914), plate VIII. nos. 2-5,

190-260 A.D.

1 00 . Smallfragment of bozvl 3 7 .

Clay, soft light red
; glaze, dull. Large two-looped ova with

thick straight bars between
; zig-zag line as upper border.

Vertical cabled bar dividing two panels. In panel to left, Venus,
as on Knorr, Cannstatt, p. 43, pi. XXXVIII. no. 1, attributed

to Reginus, and Rottzveil, 1907, p. 54, pi. XXVII., no. 12, with

stamp of Cobnertus, potters who worked at Rheinzabern and
other localities in the first half of the second century.

1 01. Small fragment of bowl 37, thick sided.

Hard bright red clay. Sections of three vertical lines dividing

panels. In narrow panel, female figure standing above a full-face

female mask, - Ludowici, II., p. 194, M. 1 26
; Knorr, Rottenburg, p.

65, pi. XX. no. 1. In panel to right, hippocampus,
—Ludowici, II.

p. 200, T. 62
; Knorr, Cannstatt, p. 39, pi. XXXII, no. 7.

Below, hound,- Ibid., p. 31, pis. XIX. nos. 1, 2, XXXII, no. 13 ;

cf. also 965 Deck.; Ludowici, II. p. 201, T. 84. Fabric of

Rheinzabern.

102. Fragment of bowl 37.

Upper border: well-made two-looped ova and zig-zag line.

Section of undulating stem crossed by a zig-zag line horizontally.
In upper space, lion (new type ?), leaves, as Walters, M, 1 1 66,
and small vine-branch with leaf and tendril.—Cf. Knorr, Cannstatt.

p. 29, pi. XVI. no. 6. In lower space, athlete (new type).

103. Fragment of bowl 37.

Clay, hard
; glaze, hard glossy. Upper border, a narrow

wreath. Nondescript animal, trees without leaves, leaf-ornaments
as on no. 102 (Walters, M. 1166), in crowded field. Lower
border, a narrow wreath of G-shaped leaves.
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104. Small fragment of bowl 37.

Hard rough clay. Large two-looped ova, with long J -shaped
bars between. Small section of a vertical cabled bar and two-

rimmed medallion enclosing pigmy holding up a club or other

weapon.

10 v Small fragment of bowl 37

Clay, dull pinkish red
; glaze, thick glossy dark red. Small

section of ovolo border, indistinct, and
zig-zag

line. Stag, as on
knurr, Cannstatt, p. 23, pi. X. no. 7, and Rottweil, 1907, p. 36,

pi. XV, no. \2, imitated from that favoured by the La Graufesenque
Germanus, 845 Deck. Three-leaved plant, as dividing motive,
Knorr, Rottenburg, p. 37, pi. II. no. 8, and p. 41, pi.

IV. no. 9,

ascribed to I A ( Graufesenque potters of last quarter 01 tirst century.

106. Small fragment of bowl 37.

Clay, soft; glaze, poor. Upper border: two-looped ova

with three-pointed tassels, partly obliterated hv bead-row. Head
of animal (incomplete) ;

five-leaved plant, as dividing motive.

Cf. Walters, M. 568, fig. 149, La Graufesenque, and no. 116 below.

Leaves in field as on nos. 102, 103.

107. Small fragment oj bowl 37.

Clay, hard brown red ; glaze, dull rubbed. Small section of

ovolo border ; ill-made two-looped ova with pierced knobs attached

without cords. Horizontal and vertical bead-rows crossed by
leaves on curved stalks. In panel to left, stag, and below two

diminutive figures holding a circular shield ?

[08. Fragment of bowl 37.

Upper border: large two-looped ova without dividing cords.

Two panels with thick cabled borders framing ornament composed
of three concentric notched circles and central rosette as on Knorr,

Rottenburg, p. 47, pi. VIII. no. 7, style of Reginus ; Ludowici,
II., p. 211), B. 10; pigmy as on Knorr, Cannstatt, p. 35, pi. XXV.
no. :;. Lower border: narrow wreath as Knorr, Rottweil, 1007,

p. 52, pis XXVI. no. 11, and XXVII. no. 14. Cf. also ova,

and rosette-ornaments. Ibid., pi. XXVII. no. 8,011 signed howls of

Reginus.

109. Small fragment "/ bowl 37.

(Max, nearly scarlet ; glaze, dull, poor and slightly darker.

Vertical and horizontal bead-rows ending in rosettes dividing
two panels, and straight line as lower border. In subdivided
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panel to right, stag as on Knorr, Rottenburg, p. 42, pi. V. no. 8,

fabric of South Gaul. See also no. 105 above. In the field, leaves

on long slightly curved stems.

1 10. Small fragment of bowl 37.

Clay, hard siliceous
; glaze, poor. Segments of three vertical

bead-rows dividing panels, and one horizontal ending in rosette.

In narrow middle panel, candelabrum ? In panel to right, heron or

stork, 1001 Deck., and leaves. Lezoux fabric.

in. Small fragment of bowl 37.

Upper border : well formed two-looped ova attached to cords
without tassels on left. Free in field, shield (pelta) shaped
ornaments, rosettes, and indistinct ornaments.

112. Fragment of bowl 37.

Clay, hard light red
; glaze, nearly scarlet, compact. Small

segment of ovolo border and upper bead-row. Two suspended
semi-circles enclosing leaves. Free in field beneath, diminutive

lion, cf. 749 Deck., small leaves on curved stalks, and little

double spirals, as on Knorr, Cannstatt, p. 21, pi. VIII. no. 9,
form 30, originating from Lezoux, 110-200 a.d.

; Walters, M.
1546, fig. 215.

113. Fragment of botcl 37.

Hard earthy clay, matt glaze. Free animals in two zones sepa-
rated by two slender cordons with marginal grooves and bordered
below by a double groove. Upper zone, dog, Folzer, Rom, Keramik
in Trier, I., pi. VI. no. 9 ; Knorr, Rottenburg, p. 65, pi. XIX.
nos. 10, 11, on form 37 of Comitialis

; hare, Folzer, Op. cit., pi. VI.
no. 9 ; Knorr, Op. cit., p. 61, pi. XVII. no. 6 (reversed). Lower
zone, wild-boar, Folzer, Op. cit., pi. XLIX., type 2

; probably
made by Cambo at Eschweilerhof in East Gaul, in time of Pius,

138-161 A.D.

114. Fragment of bowl 37. See also plate XX.c.

Clay, hard siliceous light red
; glaze, matt orange red. Upper

borders : thick two-looped ova with straight notched bars

between, and thick indistinctly beaded line. Figures free in the

field : hunter, Folzer, Rom. Keramik in Trier, I., type 285, pp.

42-6, pi. VI. no. 15 ; lion, Folzer, Op. cit., type 304, pi. VI.
no. 16

; tree, Folzer, Op. cit., type 329. Probably made by
Avitus or his imitators at Eschweilerhof, 138-161 A.D.
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115. Small fragment of boul 37.

Clay, soft light red; glaze, dull poor. Segment of medallion

or demi-medalfion with two rims separated by a row <>t balls.

Folzer, Op. (it., type <Soo or 809 ; Ludowici, III., p. 244, B. 50.
Three ornaments incomplete. Probably made at Trier by potters
who were active there from the time or Hadrian down to the first

half of the third century.

1 16. Smallfragment of bowl 37.

Clay, nearly scarlet ; glaze, dull. Segments of two horizontal

bead-row borders of two decorated /ones. Upper /one, lower

limbs of armed warrior, Ludowici, III., p. 253; Knorr, Rottzoeil,

1907, p. 45, pi. XX. no. 16
; Cf. also Deck. 103. In lower zone,

ornament composed of two five-leaved plants joined by billets

forming a cross. Cf. Walters, M. 568, tig. 141). See also no. 106

above.

117. Small fragment of bowl 37.

Clay, soft bright red, nearly scarlet ; gla/e, dull poor. Single
animal remaining, wild-boar, Ludowici, II., p. 20;,, T. 113 ; Knorr,

Cannstatt, p. 39, pi. XXXII. no. 3, hinder part. Straight line as

lower border.

118. Fragment of shallow bind 37.

Clay, as no. 117. Upper border: ova of three
loops

without

centre and straight cord joined to left, with a thick line below. Zone
of free animals : wild-boar as on no. 117 preceding,

and hinder part

of animal (uncertain) separated by a leaf. Thick line as lower

border.

in). Small fragment of bowl 37.

Cla) , soft pale red. Upper border of large ova with two large

loops and thin centre. Segment of a medallion with two rims and

row of balls between, as on no. 115. Blurred impressions from

worn punches.

120. Small fragment of bind 37.

Clay, light red ; glaze, thin matt. Segment of border ol large

OVa formed of two thin loops with notched cords between, and

of row of beads. Cf. Folzer, Trier I., pi, VIII. no. 13. Crest

or comb of griffin, Folzer, Op. n't., type 299, pi. VIII. no.

13. Probably made by Avitus at Eschweilerhof. See no. 114 above.
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121. Small fragment of bowl 37.

Clay, soft pale red
; glaze, very poor and rubbed. Segment

of arcading composed of two-rimmed arches with a wavy line

between. Folzer, Trier, I., type 810, pi. XVII. no. 3. In the centre

of the remaining arch, a mask within a circle, indistinct.

PLATE XXIX. a.

Nos. 122-140

122. Small fragment of bowl 37.

Clay, poor ; glaze, soft and partly rubbed off. Segment of a

medallion with notched rim, large single vine leaf ? and small

double leaf. Vertically among ornaments, in sunk letters on a

raised label, the potter's name, [flJorentinvs retro., who worked
at Rheinzabern, 30 examples with his stamp having been found

there.—Ludowici, I., pp. 38, 130.

123. Fragment of bozd 37.

Clay, hard light red
; glaze, dull poor (almost a clay slip).

Segments of vertical cabled line ending above in a rosette, and two
double-rimmed medallions, in one of which candelabrum-like

stand, as on Knorr, Cannstatt, 1905, p. 30, pi. XVIII., nos. 1, 2,

bowl 37, made by B. F. Attoni, p. 31, pi. XIX., no. 1, and Rott-

enburg, p. 21, fig. n, by Perpetus. Cf. Ludowici., II., p. 221, B42.

124. Fragment of bowl 37.

Clay, soft pinkish ; glaze, nearly purple, much decayed.
Narrow wreath of three-leaved flowerets joined in pairs in

place of ovolo border. Folzer, Trier, I., type 446, pi. VII.

no. 16, (used as lower border). Slender bead-rows bordering
three panels above, below and vertically, the latter crossed at top
and middle by shield {pelta) shaped ornaments and ending below in

rosettes. In panels on either side, cantharus, Knorr, Rottenburg,

p. 21, fig. 11, resting on a candelabrum, Folzer, Trier I.,

type 67. In the middle panel, a medallion horizontally divided,

framing in upper half, bust of Silenus, Folzer, Trier, I., type 354 ;

and in lower half, tripod, Ibid., type 85. The large cantharus
above mentioned and candelabrum-like stand on no. 123 preceding,
are both in the same mould of Perpetus, Knorr, Rottenburg, p. 21,

fig. 11
; the cantharus alone on Knorr, Rottenburg, pp. 61,

62, pi. XVIII. nos. 1, 4. forms 37 with stamps of Fortunatus and
Belsus ? respectively.
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12 v Small fragment oj bowl 37.

Clay, sottish light red
; glaze, poor and rubbed off. Narrow

w reath of (looped or outline) double leaves as upper border, Knorr,

Rottenburg, p. 54, pi. XII. nos. 4. 5 and pi. XV. no. 10 (as lower

border) on stamped bowls 37 of lanus. Crooked branch extending

horizontally and throwing off branches with leaves. Cf. knorr.

Op. cil.. pi. XI 1. nos. 1,2, 3,011 similar bow Is of lanus. Small birds

(sparrows) in space above. The looped-leaf pattern is often

employed b) lanus who worked at Heiligenberg and afterward- at

Rheinzabern. Forrer, Heiligenberg, p. 153, infers from the pub-
lished evidence the following dates for the activity of lanus,

viz. in learning at Lezoux, 95 a.d. ; at Heiligenberg, 95 120 \.i».;

at Rheinzabern, 120 to about [35 V.D.

126. Small fragnu ni oj bowl 37.

Bright red clay, nearl) scarlet glaze. Small section of upper
border, two-looped ova, notched cord- without tassels. Large
two-rimmed medallions, enclosing leaf, Knorr, Cannstatt, p. 47,

pi. XLIV. nos. 1, 2, 6, pi. XXXII. no. 9; oblong dividing
motive between, Ibid., no. 7. Cf. Walters, M. 1060, fig. 175:

Ludowici, 11., p. 20S, P. 26. These ornaments were used b\

Rheinzabern potters.

127. Small fragment of bowl 37.

Clay, hard lightish red ; glaze, intact. Segment ol zig-zag
line as upper border and denii-medallion with two plain rims,

enclosing leaf . Well modelled greyhound ? beneath (imperfect).

128. Fragment <>j bowl 37.

Two decorated zones, the upper consisting of double medallions

cantoned with small circles, between zig-zag borders, the lower

of
"

shifted
"

semi-circular scroll pattern. In the medallions,

bearded mask, 694 De'ch. In the spaces of the scroll, roughly
drawn spiral-stalked rosette, and small detached leaves above.

129. Fragment <>\ bowl 37.

Clay, hard bright red
; ulaze, dull scarlet. Segment of scroll-

pattern filled with large single leaves. In upper space to left,

leaf, Bushe-Fox, Wroxetet Report [.,p. 37, pi. Xv ., no. [4, andef.,

Knorr, Cannstatt, p. 44, pi. XXXIX. no. 10; in lower space to

right, somewhat similar leaf, Ibid., no. 11. In space below, bud,

indistinct. These ornaments are on form 37, ol the potter Reginus.
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130. Fragment of bowl 37.

Earthy red clay ; strong dull glaze. Well formed two-looped
ova, straight beaded cords between, and a thick bead-row as upper
borders. On the left, a double medallion enclosing bird (new type).
On the right, a wide suspended semi-circle enclosing a single
leaf, Ludowici, II., p. 208. P19, and plain cross in space below.
In the middle, two candelabra ? Two rough indistinct orna-
ments in the spaces above and below the medallion.

131. Fragment of boivl 37.

Clay, soft light red
; glaze, poor and rubbed. Single loops

and attached cords without tassels, in place of ova, as upper
border. Panels bordered above and divided by bead-rows

;
in

upper part of panels, two demi-medallions filled with lion, as

on pi. XXVII., no. 112 (mutilated), and panther, cf. Ludowici,
II., p. 197, T25.

132. Small fragment of bowl 37.

Clay, bright pinkish red
; glaze, soft, poor, rubbed. Ova of

upper border two-looped ; cords cabled, without tassels. Sycamore
leaf as on no. 131; below.

133. Small fragment of bowl 37.

Clay, pinkish red
; glaze, nearly scarlet and matt on field.

Large two-looped ova
; longish beaded cords ending in rosettes

as tassels. Panels, bordered and divided by zig-zag lines, con-

taining demi-medallion (three-rimmed) filled with two spirals and
head of dog, indistinct.

134. Smallfragment of bowl 37.

Clay, hard pale red
; glaze, thin. Ova with single loop and

cabled cord without tassel, zig-zag line. Segments of two double
medallions with strigil-shaped ornament in the spandrel.

135. Small fragment of bowl 37.

Clay, soft bright red
; glaze, soft and rubbed. Sycamore

leaves free in the field, as on Knorr, Rottenburg, p. 63, pi. XIX.
no. 1, form 37, with stamp of both Pupus and Iuvenis who were
therefore contemporary. Ibid., Cannstatt, p. 44, pi. XXXIX.
nos. 12, 13 ; Bushe-Fox, Wroxeter Report, I., p. 38, pi. XVI. no. 22.

Small dog to left beneath, Ludowici, II., p. 201, T63.
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136. Small fragment of bold 37.

Clay, hard light red
; glaze similar. Border of rough ova,

two-looped, without tassels, and wide apart. The decorated
zone occupied bj vertical notched bars, 5-8 mm. apart, to imitate
bead-rows. Knorr, Rottenburg, p. 6, fig. 5, in a mould signed
M.IVLIANI, a Rheinzahern potter and Cannstatt, p. 40, pi.
XXXIII. no. 2, p. 47, pi. XLV. no. 4, probably Rheinzahern
fabric. Walters, M. 10,0, fig. 87, probably Rheinzabern fabric.

137. Small fragment of haul yj.

Clay, light red
; glaze, poor and much rubbed off. Small

segment of medallion with square punch marked border, as
Ludowici II., p. 220. n 22, 23, 24 ; and single leaf. l

'\. I.udowici,
II., p. 208, P31.

138. Small fragment of bowl 37.

Segment of ovolo border with ova of unusually large size,
1

.3 cm. in height.

131;. Small fragment of bowl 37,

Pale red clay, poor glaze. Parts of a zone of ornaments

composed of seven plain concentric rings. Cf. Knorr, Rottenburg,
p. 64, pi. XIX., no. 4, on bowl 37, in the style of Reginus, signed
on the smooth upper zone constasi .

140. Small fragment of bowl 37.

Clay, hard lightish red
; good matt auto glaze. Sun and

planet arrangement, consisting of two concentric medallions
with double rims, a four-leaved flower in the centre and several
rosettes in the enclosed circular ring.

PLATE XXIX.h.

B. (e) Terra Sigil/a/a, Roulette-Notched.

"Runnering
"

is the technical term for ihis kind of ornamenta-
tion, which is still in use. Roulette notches in single row

Covering zones and surfaces are met with on \essels of every varictv
of shape ami size throughout the Roman period. That they are

produced mechanically
with a little toothed roller or roulette is

evidenced by their being of equal size and at equal distances. \

roulette found on the site 01 the potteries at I Icddcrnhcim in

1904-5, is described by W'clckcr (//,,/</. Mittei/., IV., p. 111,
fig.
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3, no. 1), as a small solid bronze wheel or cylinder 19 mm. (| inch)
in diameter, and 9 mm. (

3
/8 inch) wide, pierced in the centre with

a 4 mm. (
5

/3J inch) hole for an axle, and toothed or grooved round
the edge in a parallel direction to its axis. Near to it were vessels

marked with its impressions. This technique is of Italian origin,
and is rare on vessels of the preceding Late Celtic or La Tene

period. One of the earliest examples in this country is a sigillata
ware cup from Silchester, with doubly curved sides, coated with

Pompeian red glaze, the upper zone of which has been roulette

hatched before glazing. This cup, which is of Arretine fabric and
of the Augustan period, is the prototype of the similarly shaped
cup, form 27 of La Graufesenque and Lezoux fabric, which
became so widely distributed during the first and early portion
of the second century. Loeschcke, Haltern V., p. 150, type 11,

figs. 4, 11-13. The hatched patterns, carefully made with a

roulette, covering the rim above the moulded ornaments on the

carinated sigillata bowl, form 29, were also in imitation of an
Arretine prototype. Two examples of bowl 37 with roulette-hatching
are illustrated on this plate. They are not to he confused with bowls
of the same form (37), mostly stamped with striated chequers, which
succeeded them (see plate XXXVI 1 1., nos. 2. 8) ;

nor with those

of still later date, usually stamped with rosettes, but sometimes
so decorated, of a somewhat similar shape (see plate LVII).

References: Forrer, Heiligenberg, p. 98, pis. XIII. no. 9, XIV.
nos. 1— 1 1, says this style of ornament was a speciality of the potters
of Heiligenberg, their preference being shown by the hundreds of

fragments of cup 49 and bowl 37 Drag, so decorated found in the

waste heaps beside the kilns. It was apparently in use to a less

extent at Rheinzabern. Ludowici, III., p. 275, types SSc, cup 49,

SSb, bowl 37 Drag. No mention of it is made by Dechelette.

Koenen, Gefdssliunde,p . 104, pi. XVI. no. 23, Antonine period, 140-
190 a.d.

; Walters, Addenda, M. 2846-2851 ; May, York Pottery

p. 23, pi. IX., no. 13 ;
Guildhall Mus. Cat., p. 98, nos. 462-4,

plate XLV., nos. 6, 8
; Colchester Mus., bowl 37, 669 (1904),

1484 (1908), cup 49. Examples occur also in the castella of the

German limes. The Heiligenberg potteries were at work between

85-160 a.d. Examples of later date are recorded by Hagen, Bonn.

Jahrb., 1 14-5, p. 419, plate XXV., 54 f., 200-260 a.d.; Behn,
Rom. Keramik, p. 115, no. 802, Constantine period, 306-364 a.d.

Nos. 1-4.

1. Rim-fragment of globular bowl with small upright rim.

Below the rim a zone of fine regular roulette-hatching bordered
beneath by a groove.
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2. Base-fragment of bote/, form 37.

Round the lower portion of the side, two /onus of roulette-

hatching separated and bordered below by grooves.

3 . Rim-fragment of small bowl or cup. form 37, similar ly ornanu nted.

4. Small rim-fragment of upright-sided bowl.

Below a small bead rim and narrow smooth zone, two narrow
zones of roulette-notches bordered by grooved mouldings.

PLATE XXX.

Nos. 1-5.

B. (/) Terra Sigillata Beakers.

Forms 64, 67, 68, 78.

1. Form 68 Deck. Globular beaker with recurved, rim [foot ring
icantin").

I bin sided red clay, glossy glaze. A grooved moulding
round the middle masks the scam where the smooth upper is

joined to the ornamented lower half. A narrow /one of roulette
notches with lateral grooves forms the upper border above a /one of

panels, in which are medallions, cantoned with little circles,

framing mask of Pan, 675 Deck.

2. Form 67 De'ch. Ovoid beaker with small oblique rim andfoot-
ring (restored) obliquely outset /<> match.

Clay, thin hard; glaze, dull thin. (1) A grooved moulding
where the smooth upper is joined to the ornamented lower portion ;

(2) zone ot large scroll-pattern- the spaces above and below the
stem filled with floral designs and small birds. Ornaments on two

fragments, not illustrated, of type 67. (a), /one of scroll-pattern,
the spaces above the stem tilled with triangular palmate leaves
and bird, 1034 De'ch. ; those below with Cupid as 2S0 De'ch.

(variant smaller), (b). /one of scroll-pattern, the spaces above
filled with leaves and Nile-goose, 1017 De'ch., Knorr, Rottweil,

1912, p. 7, pi. II. no. 10; those below with medallion framing
rabbit or hare and scaled leaflets in style of Germanus, go 80 \.i>.
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3. Form 67 Deck. Ovoid beaker with thicker rim than the preceding
and foot-ring (restored).

Lightish red clay and dull glaze. The side is out-bulged
and sub-angular near the middle, where the smooth upper is

joined to the moulded lower half, and grooved. The zone of

ornaments consists solely of a row of vertical palmettes on
beaded stalks, resting on a zig-zag lower border. A vessel of

the same type with the stamp of Butrio, who worked at Lezoux
in the second period, 75-110 A.D., is mentioned by Dechelette,

I., p. 152.

Nos. 2 and 3 were found, along with bowl 30, plate XVb. and
others in 1899 beneath House 4, Ins. XXL, and recorded and
illustrated by G. E. Fox, Archceologia, LVIL, p. 107, fig. 7.

Ritterling, Hofheim, 1912, p. 234, states that only five small pieces of

type 67, all belonging to the period of the later camp, 70-83 a.d.,

were found at Hofheim, and considers that, like type 78, it only
survived down to the turn of the first and second centurv, or not

later than the time of Trajan, 98-117 a.d.

4. Form 78 De'ch. Fragment of small nearly cylindrical bowl or cup.

Cf. Knorr, Rottenburg, 1910, p. 19, who concludes from its style
and other details that it was made only in the Vespasian and early
Domitian period. Clay, hard light red

; glaze, rather poor and
rubbed off the projecting parts. The zone of ornaments is

bordered above by a grooved moulding and below by a row of

beads, and divided vertically by double bands of 8-leaved clusters

freely bestowed by Germanus on his trees, Knorr, Rottwetl, 191 2,

p, 25, pi. XII. no. 5, and pi. XV. nos. 1-8. The large dolphin,

1055 Deck., and four Nile-geese in fighting attitude (swans ?)

1017 De'ch., are also on bowls (Knorr, Op. cit., p. 7, pi. II., no. 10,

and p. 30, pi. XV., nos. 6, 7) of Germanus who worked between

70-80 a.d. and probably made this. Ornaments on a fragment
not illustrated, panels in which are Cupids, 268, 280 De'ch.

5. Form 64 De'ch. Fragment of straight-sided conical cup with

bead-rim.

Clay, hard pale red
; glaze, poor and rubbed. Below a

wide smooth zone, panels bordered above and below by
grooves and vertically by slender bead-rows. Vulcan, 39 De'ch.,

in panel to left alternates with tree-like ornament, 11 16 De'ch.,

surmounted by bird, 1009 De'ch. Cups of this type with stamps
of Butrio and Libertus, potters of Lezoux, who were at work
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between 75-110 A.D, arc mentioned by Dechelette, I., p. 151.
Ornaments on two fragments, not illustrated, (1) panels framing
little gladiator, 614 Ddch., and heron or stork with outstretched
wings to right, and (2) panels framing small figures (incomplete).

Plates XXXI—XXXIV.

C. Smooth Terra Sigillai \.

Types 15-45.

Type 15.
—Cup with nearly cylindrical upper and conical

lower half, type 15 Loeschckc, imitated from the Arretine howl
8 Drag. Good hard red clay and glaze. 1

[eight 6.4 cm. ; diams.,nm 1 1.6, base 4.7 cm. In the centre is the stamp, OFMAIO. See
list. Two smaller examples of the same type. Ritterh

Hofheim (1912), type 9A, 40 51 a.d.

Type 16. Vertical sided cup, form 24-5 Drag. A band of

roulette-hatching with marginal girth-grooves round the rim
between flange and lip. Clay, hard red ; glaze, darker red. In
the centre is the stamp of the potter com . va (cotvlvs). See list .

Three small and three large example-. Height 5.7 cm.;
chains., rim 14.2, flange 14.5, base 7.1 em. The type is mutated
directly from an Italian form of the Augustan period, having
two spiral handles attached.—Loeschckc, Ha/tera, V., type [2, B.C.
1 1-9 a.d. Ritterling, Hofheim, 1912, type 6. It occurs \er\

frequently at Hofheim during the period of the early camp,
40-51 A.D. but becomes rare or is altogether wanting in "the later,

70 83 A.D.

Type 17.
—

Fragment of Hat bowl with upright side and low

foot-ring, form 22 Drag. Good hard red clay and glaze. Height
;,.i cm. ; diams, rim 13.0, base 12.4 cm. Two smaller examples.
Ritterling, Hofheim (1912)1 type iia, 40 51 a.d. It occurs more
rarely and of smaller size at the later period, 70 83 A.D. An Italian

prototype with Hat base is figured by Dragendorff, type 4.

Type 18.—Cup with constricted, doubly curved side, form
27 Drag. ; the lip defined by a half-round moulding on the outside
ami a groove on the inner border ; high everted foot-ring. Good
hard red clay ami glaze. Height 5.9 cm. ; diams., rim [24, base

5.2 cm. In the centre is the stamp, nemoris. Twenty-three
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specimens of this and fragments. The prototype of this cup is

the Arretine cup, type 11 Loeschcke, from which it is distinguished

chiefly by the absence of the roulette hatching. Ritterling, Hofheim
(1912), type 7, p. 208. At Hofheim it is very abundant in the early

deposit, 40-51 a.d., and occurs less frequently and mostly of larger

size in the second period, 70-83 a.d.

Type 19.
—

Early form of cup 33 Drag., side straight, oblique
set and defined on the inner and outer margin above by girth-

grooves and below by slight off-sets. Clay, fine hard, dark red
;

glaze, darker, intact, glossy. Height 5.9 cm.
; diams., rim 14.3,

base 5.9 cm. In the centre is the potter's stamp, ofpri.mi. See

list. Ritterling, Hofheim (1912), type 10, a simplified imi-

tation of Arretine cup, Loeschcke, Haltern, V., type 10, and
described as the direct predecessor of the cup 33 Drag.

Type 20.—Conical cup with slightly concave side, grooved
on the inner and outer margin of lip and middle of side

; high
everted foot and slightly domed base, form 33 Drag. Clay, hard

light red
; glaze, darker dull. Height 7.9 ; diams., rim 13.6, base

5.8 cm. In the centre is the stamp, qvintim. See list. Thirty-
seven well preserved examples, and bases of many others with

potters' stamps. Cf. Ritterling, Hofheim (1912), type 10 as

prototype. It survives for a lengthened period, probably down
to the destruction of the potteries by the German inroads about

260 a.d. The examples of the Antonine period found at Newstead,
see Carle, plate XL., types 16, 18, have the middle of the side

somewhat incurved. In a developed form it survived into the

fourth century.
—Oelmann, Niederbieber, p. 22, type 9.

Type 21.—Cup with strongly outcurved side and down-bent

lip, resembling form 46 Drag. Soft pale red clay, slightly darker

rather soft red glaze. Height 5.4 cm.
; diams., rim 11.8, base

5.0 cm. In the centre is a rosette-stamp with 7 petals, which
leads to the conclusion that it may originate in an East Gaulish or

Upper German factory, in which rosette stamps are more frequently
used.

Type 22.—Small thick-sided cup with square-edged flat rim,

type Ludowici, III., p. 277 Tx, (Walters, M. 1698, 1750 catianvs).
Hard dark red clay and glaze. Height 3.6 cm. ; diams.,
rim 10.4, base 6.0 cm. In the centre is the stamp advocisf.

See list. Cups with rims upturned on the edge and moulded with

a level ledge just inside the lip were made at Heiligenberg, Forrer,

pi. XIII. no. 21, 85-160, a.d. and apparently also at

Rheinzabern, the types Tx and Tz being the nearest in shape
to the above type 22.
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Type 23.
—Small cup with strongly out-curved side and

rounded up-turned lip, form 46 Drag. Clay, hard dark red;
darker good glaze. Height 3.8 cm.; diams., rim 8.5, base 3.4 cm.
The up-turned edge of the lip is on type 7, ( lelmann, Viederbieber,

p. 22, dated 100 260 a.d. This form is allied to and probably

contemporary with type 35, pi. XXXI 1.

TYPE 24.
—

Side-fragment of bowl, form <Si, Walters, pi.
XI. IV.

(restored in drawing from a similar howl in Colchester Mus.).

Clay, hard red; glaze, darker, pour, dull. Height about 6.5 cm.;
diam., of rim, 12.7 cm. Diagonally across the side the potter's

stamp, SVRDI.M. Fragments of two others. More or less

complete examples are in Colchester, Carlisle and Warrington
Museums. A stamp of Surdus has been found at Montans,
c.i.l. xiii, 10010, i860, and is recorded in only two other localities,

Poitiers and Nantes (Mus.).

Type 25. Fragment of base of ink-pot (the upper part
restored from example found at Wroxeter in 191 2, which has

three small holes in coyer, triangularly placed, probably for attach-

ment of suspending cords or chains). Diam. of base, 5.9 cm.

Loeschcke, Haltern V., type 38, B.C. 11 9 \.i>. Ritterling, Hqfheim,

1912, type 13, 40-83 a.d. Ludowici II., p. 156, lis.'. 26.

Haverfield, I .(.'.II. Warwick I., p. 230, fig. 2. An example found

at Niederbieber, type 14, is smaller, thicker sided, without toot-

ring and dated 100-260 a.d.

Type 26.—Flat stand or plate with beaded edge (without

side). Height 1.6 cm. ; diams., rim 14.3, base ij.2 cm. A similar

example is in Colchester Museum, and another has been found at

Wroxeter Bushe-Fox, Wroxeter Report II., p. 43, fig. t6, type S4.

I'vi'i 27. Base fragment of small conical cup expanding

upwards in a series of moulded rings on the outside surface ; the

foot-ring obliquely out-set. Clay, orange-red ; glaze, darker red,

flaky. Diam. of foot-ring, 5 em.; height of fragment 3.1 cm.
The complete form and use of the vessel to which this fragment

belongs has not been determined, but it is probably part of a

drinking-cup with handle. A similar fragment has been found

at Corbridge.

Tvi'i 28.—Large plate, form 70, Walters. Clay, hard red ;

glaze, dullish. Height 4.5 cm.
;

diams., rim 24.7, base ld.i cm.
In the centre is the stamp of the potter, REGALIS.F. Vnother

similar bears the stamp GENIALIS.M, Fifteen examples ami
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fragments. Regalis worked at Rheinzabern in the Antonine

period. Ludowici, I., 68, III., 56; Curie, Newstead, 239,

140-180 a.d. Genialis worked in the same locality. A smaller

example is stamped atrvciae, which may he a contraction of

ATRvci.Cxi on a Pudding Pan rock example. -Smith, Proc. Soc.

Antiq., 2 S., XXL, p. 284 and XXII, pp, 405, 407 (form 1).

Type 29.
—Small example of shallow bowl or plate, form

15 Drag., with strongly moulded oblique side and ] -round moulding
at the inner angle. Clay, good hard red

; glaze, similar in colour

and quality. Height 4.1 cm.
; diams., rim 17.7, base 9.2 cm.

In the centre is the stamp, offelicis, also on bowl 29. Three
whole examples and seven fragments. Its direct prototype,
common in the Claudian period (40-51 a.d.) and rare later, is stated

byRitterling {Hofheim, i9i2,p.2o6,plate XXXI.no. 4a,) to originate
in the Arretine plate, Loeschcke, Haltern V., type 3b, and to go
back indirectly to the Arretine plate, Loeschcke, Ibid., type 2 (b.c.
1 1-9 a.d.). Early examples of South Gaulish plates with {-round

moulding in Mayence Mus. are illustrated by Geissner, Die im
Mainzer Museum befindlichen Sigillata Gefdsse, 1904, plate I., figs.

3, 4, 7, 9, 9a, belonging to the post Augustan period. It occurs

eight times at Newstead in the early period, 80-110 a.d. (Curie,

p. 196, plate XXXIX, fig. 2), and once at Inchtuthil, and may have
survived to the end of the first century. Form 18 Drag, is con-

temporary, the potter's stamp ofvita being found on both.

Type 30.
—

Fragment of wide shallow bowl, early form 18

Drag., an off-set both inside and outside where the nearly upright
slightly curved side joins the slightly coned base. Clay, fine hard
red

; glaze, darker red, good matt-glossy. Height 4.8 cm.
;

diams., rim 25.4, base 12.9 cm. In the centre as part of potter's

stamp, of. This bowl has the high massive foot-ring that charac-

terises its Arretine prototype, plate V., type 13, and shows what it

has become about the middle of the first century (40-51 a.d.) at

Hofheim (Ritterlina;, p. 205, fig. 45, type 2), where it has been
found abundantly

—the slight off-set at the joining of side and

base, both inside and outside, being a characteristic at that period.
The off-set gradually disappears, and type 31 following is the form
it takes at the end of the first century. Later, by the middle of the

second century, the form has developed into type 31 Drag., which
has superseded it.

Type 31.
—Flattish bowl with low slightly curved rim, coned

base and high foot-ring, form 18 Drag. Good hard red clay and

glaze. Height 4.0 cm.
; diams., rim, 17.2, base 9.4 cm. In the
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centre is the stamp OFLICIN. See list. About ten well preserved

examples and eighteen fragment-. The origin and development
of this type is referred to under type 30, preceding.

TYPE 32— Wide howl with curved side, thick headed lip and

coned base, form 31 Drag. Clay, hard red ; glaze, darker dull red.

Height 7.5 cm. ; diams., rim 27.8, base 1 1.6 cm. In the centre is

the stamp ALBVCIOF. See list. Twelve other examples in

different stages of development of types 18 or 31 and 31 Drag.,
and fourteen fragments. Albucius worked at Lezoux after 1 10 A.D.

The form 31 Drag, was also made by East Gaulish and Upper
German potters. Forrer, Heiligenberg, plate XIII. no. 3 ;

Ludowici, III., p. 279, Sa, Sb. Its origin is stated under type 30

preceding. According to Oelmann, \ u </< rhit In r, p. 20, it must

have come into use about the middle of the second century, and

lasted not much longer than the turn of the century (c. 200 A.D.1

being superseded by a later form, 32 Drag, (the following type 33).

TYPE 33.
—Side fragment of bowl, form 32 Drag., the base in

the drawing restored from a similar bowl. Clay, soft yellowish

red
; glaze, bright red, rubbed. Original height about 9.1 cm. ;

diams., rim 26.7, base 10.9 cm. Bowls of this form were made

at Rheinzabern by donatvs, Ludowici, I., p. 89, Ta, 1510.

Only one fragment. Like the preceding this form was made m
the Easl Gaulish (Forrer, Heiligenberg pi. XIII., no. 4), and Upper
German potteries (Ludowici, I., p. 89 Ta, and p. 91 Sc),and came

into use at a somewhat later date, after the middle of the second

century, and rarely occurs atter 260 A.D.

Typi 34.
Wide shallow bowl, with side much thickened half

way up and spreading in a sweeping curve to a slightly downbent

and thickened rim ; high massive foot-ring. It resembles

Ludowici, HI., p. 278, Tl. Height 5.3 cm. ; diams., rim 27.0,

base 10.3 cm. One example and a few fragments.

Type 35.
Small howl with out-curved side and square edged

up-turned lip, form 51 Drag, nearly. Clay, light red ; glaze,

thick, darker, dull. In the centre, a small incised circle. Height

4.2 cm. ; diams., rim 17.7, base 8.4 cm. Two examples. Probably
Rheinzabern fabric, as it resembles Ludowici, HI., p. 277, Tv. It

occurs at Niederbieber, Oelmann p. 20, type 2, dated iuo 2()0

A.D., and at Xewstead, Curie, p. 200, pi. XL., tig. 15, in the

Antonine deposits, 140 180 A.D.

Type 36. Wide bowl with rounded side and overbenl rim

ornamented on the top with leaves on stalks 01 barbotine, form 36

Drag. Clay, hard dark red; glaze, darker dull. Height 7.0 cm.;
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diams., rim 25.2, base 10.8 cm. Including the smaller form 35
there are 26 examples, in about equal numbers of each, and frag-
ments of thirty-three. This leaf decorated bowl makes its first

appearance between 50 a.d. and 70 a.d. It occurs in the burnt

layer at Neuss, 70 a.d., and very sparingly in the deposits of the

later period, 70-83, a.d. at Hofheim, Ritterling p. 211, also in the

Flavian period at Newstead, Curie, plate XXXIX., fig. 5. One
bowl and a few fragments are recorded at Niederbieber, Oelmann,

p. 21
, types 4a, b, attributed to the end of the second century. The

earliest and finest examples were made at Lezoux.—Dechelette, II.,

p. 310. They were also made at Rheinzabern, Ludowici, III.

p. 277, Te.

Type 37.
—

Large fragment of shallow bowl, the Rheinzabern

variety of bowl 35 Drag, (type Te, 309 Ludowici, III., p. 277).

Clay, hard orange-red; glaze, darker red, glossy, rather thin.

Ornamented on the rim with long sharp pointed leaves on hooked
stalks. Height 4.1 cm.

; diams., rim 20.6, base 9.2 cm. Oelmann,
Niederbieber, I. (19 14), type 4b, end of second centurv. See

under type 36, preceding.

Type 38.
—

Large fragment of flanged bowl, form 82 Wroxeter,
ornamented on the top of the rim with leaves on stalks en barbotine.

Base partly restored in drawing from a similar bowl. Clay, and

glaze, good hard red. Height about 6.0 cm. ; diams., rim 18.7,
base 6.8 cm. Fragments of five others. A Newstead example
of this form of bowl, Curie, plate XXXIX., fig. 11, belongs
to the Flavian period, 84-100 ? a.d. and single examples have
occurred at Corbridge and Wroxeter. Bushe-Fox, Wroxeter

Report II., p. 43, type 82, dated about 80-120 a.d. For bowl of

similar form without leaf decoration see type 40, post.

Type 39.
—Rim fragment of wide bowl with boldly curved

flange, ornamented on the surface with leaves on stalks en barbotine.

Good hard clay and glaze. Height about 7.4 cm. ; diams., of

flange, 24.0 cm., rim 21.4 cm. This form of bowl occurs at

Gellygaer, Ward, Gellygaer, p. 81, pi. XII., no. 9, and begins
therefore about the end of the first or early second century. It

may be the forerunner of the common deeply flanged, leaf orna-

mented bowl, form 43 Drag., made at Rheinzabern in the second

century, but occurs sparingly at Niederbieber, Oelmann, type 21,

and is supposed to have died out in the beginning of the third

century.

Type 40.
—

Fragment of deep bowl with horizontally flanged
rim and a moulding on the inside border. Clay, hard red; glaze,
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darker red. Height 7.6 cm.; diams., rim 22.8, base 7.7 cm.
Bowls of this type with the lip opening out in two places and

running across the flange on both sides to form a spout have been
found abundantly at Hofheim in the early deposit. 40 ^1 \.i>..

and sparingly in the later structure, 70 83 \.d., but hardly appear
to have survived into the second century Ritterling, Hofheim
(1912), p. 210, pi. XXXI., type 12. Howls with a level tlange

similarly projecting jusl below the lip ami decorated on the top with
leaves on stalks en barbotine have recently been found at C'orhridge
and Wroxeter. See type 38 preceding.

Type 41. -Deep strong howl with horizontally fluted body,
square down-bent flange and rim boldly rounded on inside margin,
resembles form 47 Drag, (nearly). Clay, very hard red; glaze,
darker, dullish. Height, 7.1; cm.; diams., rim 21.4 cm., base

7.4 cm. Haverfield, Arch. /</., 3 Ser., V.,p. 410, fig. 46, second
half of second century. Holder, Rottweil, plate 111, no. 10. Smith,
Lincoln Mus. (.'at., mortarium of similar shape. Occurs at

Xewstead, Cltrle, p. 200, plate XL., fig. 21, 140-180 A.D., is

dated by Schumacher in the second half of the second century.

Type 42.
—

Conjoined fragments of large mortarium with lion-

faced spout, coated with white stone particles on the inside, form

45 Drag. (Ludowici, 111., p, 2N0 RSb). Clay, hard pale red, with
remainsof dull softish red glaze. Height, 16. 1 cm.; diams., run
about 41.0, base 14.0 cm. Fragments of thirty-four of similar type,
but of smaller size, with lion or bat-face spout still preserved.
Several bear the stamp of GEMINVS. The date of its first appear-
ance in the second century is uncertain, but its extraordinary
abundance at Xiederbieber, Oelmann p. 30, type 22, fig. 8, leads to

the conclusion that it survived throughout the period of the existence

of the fort, 190-260 A.D. A single example from a grave for the

period after 275 a.d. is recorded.

TYPE43.- -Flanged bowl, form 38 Drag., Ludowici, 111., p. 271;.

Sd, Reubel, pi. XII. Sd. Clay, haul red ; glaze, darker dullish.

1 [eight 0.1 cm. ; diams., run 19.2. tlange 20.(>, base 8.0 cm. In the

centre is the stamp albvciof. Albucius being also a maker of torm

30, it may be assumed that the two were contemporaneously in

use tor a time, and were both made at Lezoux. Seven other

examples. In terra nigra this occurs before the Roman period, and
in sigillata before 89 \.l>. In the tune of Claudius (Ritterling,

Hofheim, [912, p. jio, type 12, 40 51 a.d.) the rim is narrow and the

tlange small and horizontal, becoming broader and slightly bent
in that of Domitian (Curie, Vewstead, p. [98, plate XXXlX., tig.

[I, 84 1 10 A.D. ?). Our type 43, with wider rim and more hooked
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flange, occurs towards the end of the first century and has become
like Curie, Op. cit., p. 200, plate XL., fig. 19 in the Antonine

period, 140 180 a.d. It occurs singly in sigillata during the third

century and in painted technique, after the close of the sigillata

industry, during the fourth century. The later form, type 43,
was made at Rheinzabern (Reubel, Rom. Topfer in Rheinzabern,

plate XII, Sd), and at Heiligenberg (Forrer, Op. cit., plate XIII.

nos. 12. 13). On four fragments occurring at Niederbieber, 190-260
A.D. the rim is obliquely outset.

Type 44.
—Thick-sided bowl (nearly complete), form 37 Drag.,

decorated on the lower half of the side with three zones of

diagonally striated chequers. Clay, rather soft, scarlet
;
coated

with a darker glossy thin film of glaze, not much better than a clay

slip. Height, 6.1 cm.; diams., rim about 14.4, base 7.0 cm.
For date and origin of this type see under

" Marne Ware,"

plate XXXVIII.

Type 45.
—Pedestal of tall vase, type 52 Drag., Ludowici,

III., p. 273, VWa, VWb, probably ornamented with leaves

and birds or figures en barbotine. The rare examples recorded

in Britain, Walters, M. 2431, fig. 236; May, York Pottery,

p. 21, plate IX. fig. 11, are broken pedestals. It was made at

Rheinzabern and richly ornamented with scrolls, leaves, figures
en barbotine, and cut patterns during its prosperity. A single

example at the allied potteries in WesterndorfT, Bavaria, suggests
that it may also have been made there. The indications of style
and shape point to the end of the second and beginning of the

third century as the period of its survival. A single pedestal
found at Niederbieber, Oelmann p. 33, fig. 10 (2), (190-260 a.d.)

confirms this dating.

PLATES XXXV.- XXXVIII.

D (g-1) Terra Sigillata otherwise ornamented.

PLATE XXXV.

Nos. 1-4.

D. (g). Moulded and applied Reliefs.

Vases of four different forms, nos. 72-6, of the type here

illustrated, ornamented with figures in moulded and applied relief,

are described and illustrated by Dechelette, II., p. 178, types

1—159. They are stated to have been made by Lezoux

potters, when their export trade had become less active,
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in the third century. The following examples are recorded
in Britain. Walters, \lvii., M. 2365-2376, and pi. XXXII.,
Roach Smith, //lustrations of Roman London, p. 07 ; May,
York Pottery,

p. 13, pi. IV. no. 3. They belong chiefly to the

ovoid form of beaker 72 Deck., the other forms being rare. This
method of applied reliefs and that produced by the barbotine or

slip process (illustrated on the following plate XXXVI.) are closely

allied, both descriptions being often found on the same vessel.

(1) Fragment of beaker of uncertain form, probably type 72
Deck., II., pis. I. and III.

;
mask of Pan in moulded and

applied relief, as Deck., II., p. 225, no. 109. Clay, hard red ;

glaze, black glossy.

(2) Similar fragment. Mask of Pan in moulded and applied
relief, smaller than the preceding, cf. Deck., II., p. 225, nos. 1

Clay, brown ; glaze, black glossy.

1 \) fragment of beaker of similar form. Bust of Mercury
wearing a winged petasus, in moulded and applied relief ? Cf.

Deck., II., p. 206, no. 50. Clay, red ; glaze, black glossy.

(4). Fragment of beaker of uncertain form. Bust of young
woman with hair in long braids on either side, in moulded and

applied relief. Cf. Deck., II., p. 225, figs. 105-6. Clay, blue to

red ; glaze, black glossy.

An example of applied relief on devorsaria or mortaria, type 45

Drag., with lion-face spout, and potter's stamp is illustrated on

pi. XXXIV. no. 42. See also Dechelette, II. p. 321. pi. IX..

nos. 1-5, second to tilth centuries
; May, York Pottery, p. 1 ^,

pi. IV. no. 5 ; Walters, \lviii., M. 2244 47. Moulds for

producing lion-faces, together with the potters' marks have been
found at Lezoux and Rheinzabern. Dechelette, II., p. J21 ;

Ludowici, IV., p. 159 ; Oelmann, Xiederbieber, 1914, p. 6 (b).

PLATE XXXVI.

Nos. 1-16.

/). ( h) Terra SigiUata decorated en Barbotine.

Barbotine was employed from an early date for decorating

pottery of various descriptions, coarse and tine, and was never

discontinued, though the slip itself became diluted to ,1 thin white

paint. The earliest examples found on sigillata are leaves on

stalks on the curved rims of wide shallow bow Is, t\ pes 35, 3d 1 >rag.,
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and on horizontal flanges of similar bowls of the early form, Hofheim,

type 12 and Wroxeter, type 82. Before the middle of the second

century it is used for figure representations, gladiators and hunting
scenes at Castor and Cologne, and more extensively on sigillata

cups, types 9, 10, canthari, type 53, beakers, type 54, and on
beakers with stemmed foot, VWa, VWb, Ludowici, III., p. 273,

mortaria,type43, upright sided bowls, SM., and flasks or bottles,KM.,
Ludowici, III., p. 274, at Rheinzabern, and less abundantly at

Lezoux, but disappeared when the potteries were destroyed in the

middle of the third century.

Walters, xlvii., lii., gives a good description of the

character and distribution of this mode of decoration, pointing out

its affinity to glass technique in the method, and the imitation of

threads and lumps of spun glass. The fragments, M. 2417
—

243 1
,

are nearest akin to those found at Silchester.

Ludowici, I., p. 66, II., pp. 244-254, IV., p. 137, illustrates

numerous examples from the cemetery and pottery sites at

Rheinzabern.

The form of vessel to which belong the fragments represented
on plate XXXVI.

, nos, 1-12, is probably the globular bodied

beaker with recurved rim and pedestal foot, VMk Ludowici,

III., p. 275, a variety of type 54 Drag. No. 13 is from the rim of a

wide shallow bowl, form 36 Drag. The form which nos. 14-16

represent, with upright beaded rim and designs directly underneath,
is uncertain. The decoration on all of them includes long-spiked

heart-shaped leaves on winding stalks, vine-leaf and scrolls or

tendrils. No. 3 has the head, no. n the hind-legs of a fantastic

animal, and no. 15 a dolphin of equally strange character. On
no. 16 is front portion of a man on horse-back of very rude design,
and rows of roulette-notches. The clay and glaze of the latter is

also inferior and it is probably much later than the rest.

PLATE XXXVII.

Nos. 1-5.

D. (/) Terra Sigillata with Incised Decoration.

Ornaments cut on terra sigillata, apparently with a sharp gouge-
like instrument, in imitation of the wheel cutting on glass, are stated

by Behn, Romische Keramik, p. 167, to have already been begun
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in the Antonine period and to have been produced at Lezoux,

Trier, Rheinzabern and WesterndorflF. Jacobi, O.R.L. XXXII.,

Zugmantely p. 112, dates their beginning between 160-180 a.d.

Oelmann, Niederbieber, I.
(

1 9 1 4) , p. 8, places their first appearance
about the middle of the second century, which is half a century
earlier than the date suggested by Dechelette, II., p. 312.
The period of widest distribution of this technique, and of its

contemporary a la barbotine, was in the time of the Niederbieber

castellum, 190-260 a.d., where numerous examples have been

recorded. Walters, xlviii., M. 155-9, M. 2380-2396, refers to it

briefly and remarks that it does not appear to be earlier than the

second century. On terra sigillata it survived into the fourth

century.

The five examples illustrated on this plate are

(1) Large fragment of globular beaker (foot wanting), type

VSd, Ludowici, III., p. 275 (a variety of 54 Drag.), on which are

long finely cut incisions in groups forming a star-pattern, within

a circular wreath

(2) Large fragment with pedestal foot, of similar form,
decorated with lozenge-shaped groups of long oval incisions,

alternating with palm-branches set upright.

(3) Rim-fragment of beaker of like shape, on which are diagonal

grooves with serrated edges in the form of a St. Andrew's cross

extending the whole width of the decorated zone, enclosing

triangular groups and slender curved leaves in the spaces.

(4) Several conjoined fragments of a much larger pear-shaped

beaker, on which pyramidal groups of long oval incisions alternate

with palm-branches between slender dividing lines.

(5) Fragment of tall, upright-sided, neckless vase without-bent

level rim. The smooth upper portion, bordered by two slender

girth-grooves, is 5 cm. wide, above the decorated zone, which is

covered with deep vertical grooves tapering from 5 mm. wide at

one end to a point at the other, and closely parallel, the broad and

pointed ends being reversed alternately. The lower part is

broken off and the length of these grooves is uncertain. Three

other fragments similarly incised may belong to the same vase.

Five smaller fragments, not illustrated, represent beakers of

similar type to no. 1. Two others represent type no. 4. Three are

covered with long oval incisions evenly arranged and more or less

widely separated, and one is covered with diamond-shaped
incisions close together, the ridges between forming a net work.

Cf. Ludowici, III., p. 275, type YSc. Two fragments of upright-
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sided open dishes (mortaria, type 45 Drag. ?) have patterns
incised round the outside. Whole examples of the olla shaped
beaker and hemispherical bowl with incised ornament are
described and illustrated by May, York Pottery, p. 17, plate
VIII. nos. 1, 2.

PLATE XXXVIII.

Nos. 1- 1 4

D
( j) Terra Sigillata stamped with Striated Chequer Decoration.

Marne Ware.

The fragments illustrated on this plate and whole bowl on

plate XXXIV. no. 44, belong to a poor and late kind of terra

sigillata ware, form 37 Drag., made of hard well washed pale red

clay coated with a thin film of glossy glaze, little better than
a clay slip, and often much worn away or corroded. They are

mostly decorated on the lower half with four or five narrow zones
of striated chequer-pattern,

"
oblong panels of hatched lines

produced by means of wooden stamps." Nos. 2 and 8 are merely
roulette-notched. The upper smooth portion has a weakly
moulded bead-rim and is of greater or less width and usually
divided from the ormaments by a groove. The striated chequer
ornament was used on urns of

" fumed "
Belgic technique in the

first century and although not often appearing in the second and
third it again became common on these bowls after the decline ofthe
Roman supremacy in the fourth century. A considerable collection

in the British Museum, Walters, xlix., M. 173-180, is derived
from the Marne district, in Gallia Belgica, where they were made.
Others, M. 2460-2, are from London and Lympne in Kent.

Examples derived from excavations at Pevensey, illustrated and
described by Salzmann, Sussex Arch. Soc. Collections, LIL, p. 92, pi.
X. no. 1, were associated with coins from Gallienus, 254-268 A.D.

to Gratian, 375-383 a.d., and attributed to the fourth and fifth

centuries. Dechelette, II., p. 325, minutely describes them under
the heading, Vases a zones striees. He proves that they were used

during the fourth century in the north of France and quotes
Alter, u. h. Vorzeit, vol. V., p. 19, pi. VI., fig. 104, to show that they
were still in use in the Rhine district at the beginning of the

Merovingian epoch, which roughly corresponds with our Saxon

period (about 450 a.d.).
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PLATE XXX IX.a.

Nos. 1-4, 7, 8.

D. (A) Marbled Ware.

The six fragments here illustrated consist of red sigillata clay,

yellow-glazed and marbled or streaked with red, probably by the use

of a sponge. It was made at La Graufesenque in the Domitian-

Trajan period, 81-117 A.n. The potters' stamps thereon recorded

are Bollus, Castus, Celeros, Felicente, Primus, Sib anus, Vitalis.

The usual shapes are saucer 18, cups 25, 27, upright
sided bowl

30 Drag. See also Schumacher, Alter. 11. h. Vorzeit, V., p. 250,

plate 45; Dechelette, I., p. 67; Walters, xlvii., M. 124 7,

2378-9 ;
M. 2378 is the early cup with vertical upper and coned

lower half, 25 Dray.; Oelmann, Niederbieber, 1914, p. 43;

Ritterling, Hofheim, [912, p. 4; Welcker, Hedd. WitteiL, IV., p. 118,

note 1 . Among the remains of the Ileddernheim potteries this kind

of ware was entirely wanting, 133-200 A.D., though present in the

earlier first century graves in the vicinity. The brown-marbled

ware, of interior technique which was more widely distributed in

( rermany during the second to third centuries, is not present at

Silchester. (1) Side-fragment of cup 27 Drag., yellow glaze with

dark red veins on brown-red clay. (2) fragment, with part of

base, of cup 27 Drag. Similar glaze and clay. (3) Base of shallow

bowl or saucer, 18 Drag., with central stamp OFIARDAC (4) Small

rim fragment of bowl with horizontal flange below lip. Ritterling,

Hofheim, 1912, p. 210, type 12, 40-83 a.d. type 82, YYroxetcr.

(7) Fragment of cup 27. (8) Fragment of bowl.

PLATE XXXIX.a, nos. 5, 6, 10, 11, and PLATE XLjv.

E. (a) Enamel or Lead-Glazed War] .

White or pale vellow clay, coated with yellow, yellow-green,

yellow-brown, or grey-brown enamel (lead) glaze ; usual shapes,
bowl 2(; Drag., hemispherical cups, beakers and little flagons,
forms 57-60 Ue'ch., ornamented with reliefs pressed in a mould,

lonyh-cast, roulette-hatching, ridges, studs, or little discs studded

with points applied en barbotine. They were made at St. Remy-
en-Rollat, Vichy and Gannal in the Allier district of France

between 40 50 a.d. See also, Schumacher, Alter, u. h. VorzeitY.,

p. 20v plate 52; Dechelette, I., pp. 41 63, pis. II. and III ;

Walters, xi., xii., p. 10, K. 65 75; Helm, Komischt Keramik,
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p. 175, nos. 1180-1210;; Fox, Archceologia, LV., p. 253, fig. 6,

where the discovery of the basin illustrated on plate XL .a is

recorded and the vessel figured and described. Examples
illustrated :

—
(5) Rim-fragment of cup with bead-lip, in white

clay coated with yellowish lead or enamel glaze,
—ornaments

broken away. (6) Small fragment of cup in hard drab clay,
coated with yellowish glaze, ornamented with rows of little studs

close together. (10) Small triangular fragment in fine brown-red

clay coated with opaque yellowish glossy glaze. (11) Fragment
from carinated shoulder of larger vessel, scored with wavy lines,

and ornamented with a row of punch marks between girth-

grooves. The glaze is thick greenish brown and pitted like

salt glaze, which gives it a mediaeval appearance.

The basin, illustrated on pi. XLa., has a beaded-rim and round
the middle a grooved moulding, separating the upright side from
rounded base with foot-ring. Round the lower part of the

upright portion are three rows of scales made separately and

applied. The glaze is thick cloudy yellow, varied to brown on
the middle row of scales.

Other pieces not illustrated are two fragments of cups or

bowls
; clay, hard sandy light red

; glaze, light brown, flaky ;

and a fragment of small hemispherical bowl of greyish white clay,
with dull olive-green glaze. Round the side are three rows of

thin discs studded with points in applied relief. This example is

mentioned by Walters, K. 71. A malachite-green lead glazed ware
made in Germany, principally at Cologne, in the time of the

Antonines, is not represented.

PLATE XXXIX.b.

Nos. 1-6.

E. (b) Varnished Ware.

No mention is made by any authority of resin or lac coated

ware, but the term
"
varnished

"
is applied by German writers

to slip-glazed wares (to distinguish them from enamel or lead

glazed) under the erroneous impression that the use of an organic
substance, such as resin or lac, was out of the question for coating
Roman pottery, though, as already pointed out it is still extensively
used in remote localities. A coating of resin, which may be a
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colourable imitation of the yellowish brown glaze on similar wan-.

has been recognised by an expert upon the following illustrated

examples:

(i) Mouth-piece and portion of neck, showing place of attach-

ment of handle, of little flagon. White clay. (2) Rim fragment
of beaker with small oblique lip, ornamented with a row ofuprighl
gadroons or tongue pattern en barbotine. Hard white clay.

(3) Fragment from shoulder of flagon, similarly ornamented with

arcading. White clay. (4) Small fragment of cup, ornamented
with rows ot little studs. Pale buff clay. (5) Fragment of vessel

retaining part of an eagle with outspread wings, in moulded and

applied relief. Hard sandy white clay.

Four examples of St. Rimy ware, illustrated on pi. XLVII,
nos. 48-51 may be classed indifferently under the heading of

white ware, varnished ware or colour-coated white ware, since they
are indistinguishable from the preceding except by reason of the

absence of the glaze, or coloured coating, which may have been
corroded or worn away.

PLATE XXXIX.b.

Nos. 7-15.

White Figurines.

Figurines in white clay, of rudimentary execution, some covered

with clear vitreous glaze and painted, of Venus Anadyomene and
the Mother Goddesses, along with busts, figures of animals, toys

and moulded pottery, are amongst the early achievements of

Gaulish art in the Roman period. First made about the middle

of the first century in places in Gaul where ornamented sigillata

was produced, St. Remy, Vichy, Toulon-sur-Allier, Moulins,

Lezoux, etc. It reached the Rhine about the end of the first

century by Trier, Metz, etc., Cologne being its chief seat. Potters'

kilns and moulds have been found at Metz, Trier and Bertrich,

and recently at Friedberg, belonging to the Domitian-Trajan

period. Potters' names upon them : Altins, Aquitanus, Fidelis

Melausus, Pistillus, Strambus, Yestrus ? Vitalis, Vindex. See

also Schumacher, Alter, it. h. Vorzeit, \\, p. 378, plate 55, Venus,
no. 1205, seated goddess, 1202; Dechelette, 1., p. 42; Lehner,

Bonn. Jahrb., no (1903), p. iSS 202; Ricse, lltdd. Mitteil.,

IV., Praunheimer Graberfeld, p. 21), pi. VI., no. 1
;

and

Festschrift des Altertumsvereins (1903), p. 67, plates I—V. ;
and
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also special treatises by Klein, Tudot, Pottier, etc., Smith, Coll.

Antiq., VI., pp. 48-75. Example found near Roman villa, St.

Osyth's Park, in Colchester Museum, see Wright, Colchester Mus.

Report, 1909, p. 15, no. 1691.

Examples illustrated : Venus Anadyomene, nos. 7, 8, two
heads

; 9, 10, n, three portions of body ; 12, 13, two fragments
of feet on hemisphere ; 14, mother goddess (Juno Lucina ?)

seated in a chair feeding two infants (head wanting); 15, cock
in fighting attitude, probably a child's toy.

PLATE XL.

A. See under Enamel-glazed, pi. XXXIX.A.

B. (1-2). See under Graphite-coated, pi. XLIX, types 64-65.

C. See under Black slip-glazed, pi. XLII. (F.a), p. 105.

PLATE XLI.

Nos. 1-6.

F. Black Slip-Glazed Beakers ornamented en Barbotine.

Drinking-cups or beakers of thin hard clay with black to

bronze-green glaze of glossy metallic lustre. Usual shapes : round
bellied beakers with cylindrical neck and high foot (variety of 54
Drag.), and upright-sided beakers without neck, on a high foot

(variety of 52 or 55 Drag.). The decoration takes the form of leaves

on winding stalks, scrolls and birds or animals, as on sigillata of

similar form and technique. Appears to have been made at

Lezoux before 260 a.d. See Plicque, Ceramique Arvern.,

pp. 16, 30 ; Walters, xlvii., M. 140, plate XIX., where it

is mentioned as a solitary example among miscellaneous fabrics

of Gaul
; May, York Pottery, p. 21, plate IX., no. 12.

This interesting and important type of beaker (for dating

purposes), derived from a Late Celtic prototype, is traced by
Koenen, p. 101, plate IX. no. 17, to a Belgic olla or beaker of the

Augustan period in terra nigra. By the time of the Antonines, 140-
190 a.d. it became, by development, the small globular beaker
with upright neck in sigillata (red glaze) or black (Greek glaze)

technique, decorated en barbotine with birds, leaves, etc., or incised
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patterns, or indentations round the side. This form characterises

the Antonine grave fields. It began to take on the elongated
conical neck and bullions body, which characterise the example
illustrated, on pi. XL.c, about the time of Severus, i<;o 210 A.D.,

(Poppelreuter and Hagen, Bonn. Jahrb., 114 5, p. 411 ff., plate

XXIV., Cologne graves^ (e), 44(c). ; Lehner, Vovasium, p. $15,

pi. XX. no. 5, circ. 200 A.D.). Before the middle of the third

century, when the German Limes was destroyed, the so-called

German jars, Rhenish wares or motto goblets had appeared al

Saalburg (Jacobi, Saalburg, I., p. 427, fig. ^4- nos - 24- 2 5)- The
bulbous beakers with inscriptions, scrolls, etc., in yellow and white

paint, raised ornamentation en barbotine, and foldings or inden-

tations round the bulge gradually became more and more

elongated until at the end of the Roman period the\ appear top-

heavy and unstable, on a small stump-ended foot. Cf. Tables of

Standard Proportions, 1 1.-I II.

Examples illustrated : (1) Fragment of bulge of beaker (variety
of form 54) ;

thin hard clay, glossy black glaze ; decorated with

long-spiked heart-shaped leaves and spikes of blossom on tall

slender stalks springing from a dotted lower border, < >i barbotine.

(2) Tall beaker (imperfect) with thin edged grooved lip and high
conical foot (variety of form 52 Dray.). Fine hard thin-sided

ware, and good black glaze with metallic lustre. A decorated

zone, between grooved and roulette-notched borders, consists of

long-spiked heart-shaped leaves on long slender winding stalks

(almost scrolls) and birds, en barbotine. (4) Part of similar beaker

on high conical bung-shaped foot (variety of 52 Drag.), similarly
but less gracefully ornamented. Dull

glaze without lustre, little

better than a clay slip or varnish. (5) Fragment of beaker similar

in form, technique and ornamentation to no. 2. 6. Fragment oi

beaker of similar form and technique. Three rows of single
leaves on short curved stalks between roulette-notched bordering
lines.

PLATE XLII.A, Nos. 1 iS. b, Nos. 1-7, and PLATE XL.c

F. (a
—

d). Black Slip-Glazed Ware, Painted.

Synonims : German jars, Rhenish ware, varnished ware,

motto beakers. Clay, white, brown and red, coated with black slip-

glaze of metallic lustre, which becomes later a dull black clay

slip. The ornaments consist of leaves, berries, convivial inscrip-
tions in ornamental letters, birds, etc., in white painted slip, and

occasionally but rarelj busts of goddesses in various colours.
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The usual shapes are round bellied beakers with cylindrical
neck and high foot (54 Drag, nearly), uprightsided bowls (30 Drag.),

cups, flasks, small one-handled flagons, and barrel-shaped mugs
with imitation hoops (barillets). They were made at Cologne
(being closely related to the serpentine-thread glass there made),
and at Trier, where specimens are most abundant and of largest size

and finest technique. These vessels begin to be made in the
Antonine period and survive to the fourth century.

PLATE XL.c
F. (a) Motto Beaker.

Thin-sided, pale pink clay, coated with fine black lustrous
Greek glaze. Height 14.6 cm.

; diam. of bulge, 12. 1 cm.
The ornamented zone, 5.1 cm. wide round the middle, is

bordered above and below by short strokes in white paint and

girth-grooves, and consists of ornamental letters vitam tibi above,
and below of trefoil-leaves or groups of berries with raised centres

pendant from short T-ended cabled cords, alternating with groups
of three dotted vertical bars. This black slip-glazed ware is asserted

by Poppelreuter, p. 356, to be nothing less than the trade secret of
the black Greek varnish, but the term varnish is shown to be
incorrect. See Oelmann, Niederbieber, 1914, p. 35, types 29-41,
figs. 12-25 ; Poppelreuter, Bonn, Ja/irb., 114-5, pp. 356, 371, 376 ;

Behn, Rom. Keramik, p. 203 ; Dechelette, II., p. 312, not described,
not being made in Gaul, though numerous in Boulogne Museum

;

Walters, xlix., M. 141-146, M. 2445-2459,
—convivial inscriptions,

p. 75 ; Fox, Archceologia, LVII., p. 103, fig. 4(a) reporting
the discovery of this example. Convivial inscriptions : C.I.L.,
XIII., iii, fasc. 2, p. 532, 10018.

PLATE XLII.a.

Nos. 1-18.

F. (b) Fragments of Motto Beakers.

Fragments of bulbous beakers of thin clay, coated with
black slip-glaze and decorated in white slip with berries, scrolls, and
ornamental inscriptions. The fragments (illustrated and not

illustrated) form 9 groups of letters or parts of letters representing
as many vessels :

(1) Three fragments, R . . N . . v . .
; (2) 4 fragments,

R . N . 1 . l
; (3)5 fragments ; (4)

A . . s . . two fragments ;

(5) HJ -
! (6) R. thrice

; (7) v. on single fragments.
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PLATE XLII.b.

Nos. 1-8.

F. (c) Pointed Beakers.

Bulbous beakers
; clay, thin hard, coated with black clay-slip or

varnish and decorated with scrolls, berries, S-pattern, dot and ring,
in zones bordered by dots, short strokes and roulette-notched

grooves. Nos. 6 and 7 are indented round the middle with circular

hollows or "thumb markings" to provide a finger-hold. No. 8

is a single example of a small upright sided beaker with plain lip,

form 55 Drag., of white clay coated with mottled grey to black

clay slip. It is ornamented with a girth-groove and three rows of

roulette-notches at regular intervals from about 1 cm. below the

rim. The type is characterised by the widening downwards of

the side. On the Continent it made its appearance at the end of

the first, and survived into the beginning of the third century.
Oelmann, Niederbieber, p. 38, type 30.

PLATE XLIILa.

Nos. 1-8.

F. (d) Fluted or indented Beakers.

Bulbous beakers, coated with black slip-glaze. No. 7 plain,
the others ornamented with roulette-notched girth-grooves or

fluted or indented to give a hold for the fingers of one hand.

PLATES XLIII. B.-LIX.

G. (a-j). Coloured Slip-coated, Graphite-coated, Bronze-
I'i \ki M, Pain i i i» \ni> Si win n Wares.

PLATE XLIII.B.

Nos. 1-5.

G. (a). Black slip-coated beakers, folded, fluted or indented.

Lour of the indented beakers here illustrated closely resemble

the faltenbecher found beside the kilns at 1 Ieddernheim, as
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described by Welcker, Hedd. Mitteil., IV., p. 126, figs. 12, 13, and
were possibly made there and imported during the period of the

activity of the potteries, 133-200 a.d.

1. Indented beaker of stunted form with upright neck marked
by six girth-grooves, and round the bulge six deep foldings or

impressions of the potter's thumb. It resembles Welcker's

faltenbecher with cylindrical horizontally reeded neck, Op. cit.,

p. 127, fig. 13, no. 2.

2. Bulbous indented beaker with bead lip, long conical neck
and narrow foot. Round the bulge three large circular depressions
separated by as many narrow upright ones. It resembles Welcker's

fig. 12, no. 1.

3. Fragments of indented beaker of stunted form, with
rimless upright neck. On opposite sides are two large circular

depressions, separated by two narrow upright ones also opposite
and forming the middle into an oblong section.

4. Indented beaker with upright neck, tall cylindrical foot,
and six deep indentations. The form, and inferior much decayed
slip-coating, indicate a late date.

5. Tall beaker of nearly square horizontal section, produced
by deep indentations on four opposite sides of the bulge. Cf.
beakers of similar four-sided form, Pitt-Rivers, Excavations in

Cranborne Chase, II., p. 142, pi. CVIII. fig. 1
; May, York Pottery,

p. 40, pi. XI. no. 3 ; Colchester Mus., General Collection, no. 141.

Folded, fluted and indented beakers were made in large numbers
at Castor {Dnrobrivae) and the New Forest potteries down to the
latest date of the Roman occupation. See pis. LIL, LIV., LVIII.

PLATE XLIV.a.

Nos. 1-6.

G. (b) Black slip-coated and barbotined " Castor ware."

The typical
"
hunt-cup," form 52 or 55 Drag., is an upright-

sided, neckless beaker, with its widest part below the middle, where
a blunt angle separates the body from its coned base. The lip is

cut off level, and is thin-edged and grooved on the outside
;

the
foot slightly beaded and turned off hollow beneath. The frieze of
reliefs adapted to the upright side, and bordered by short strokes,
dots, and grooves, consists of dogs chasing stags or hares, leaves on
short stalks as

filling motives, and occasionally human figures
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en barbotine. Clear white body-clay is preferred. The usual

coating is a dull black varnish (bitumen ?) or slip, but Continental

examples occur <»n which a black glossy slip-glaze or enamel lead-

glaze is employed. Bonn. Jahrb., mo, p. 44, fig. 1, green glazed
beaker with gladiators en barbotine.

In course of development the coating deteriorates and the

\essel becomes more and mure elongated.

Thai the ware was made at Castor on the Nen, in Northampton-
shire, 4 miles west of Peterborough, can hardly be doubted though
the site of the kilns has not been scientifically examined and reported
on in recent years. It was also made extensiveh at Cologne, and

it cannot be said of any particular vessel that it was made at either

centre. The museum of the Natural History Society at Peter-

borough contains several specimens from the site of Durobrivae,
which was a large and important one, yielding all sorts of Romano-
British [lottery. The ware is also well represented in the museums
of Colchester and York, the nearest important Roman settlements.

The evidence furnished by recent authorities mentioned in the

following list goes to show that the
"
hunt cups

"
began to appear

about the end of the first third of the second, ami lasted to the turn

of the second and third centuries (roughly from [35 200 A.D.).

At Newstead they appear fully developed in the Antonine period,

140 1S0 A.D. ; at Niederbieber (founded about 190 \.i».) only two

are recorded. Oelmann, Niederbieber, pp. 5, 6.

See Artis, Durobrivae, pi. LIV. no. 4, hunt-cup from a

potter's kiln at Castor; Walters, p. 1, M. 2479 2517, and pi.

XVI. ; Haverfield, V.C.H., Northants., 1., p. 209, fig. ;,2 ; Arch.

Act., 3 S., V., p. 417, fig. 45, from Corbridge : Curie, Veiostead,

p. 254, pi. XLVIII., type 45, Antonine period, 140 1S0 A.D. ;

May, York Pottery, p. 38, pi. X. nos. 1-6. Oelmann, Niederbieber

1914, p. 5, 2a, note 2; Poppelreuter and Hagen, Bonn, Jahrb.,

114 5, pp. ;,4<S, 398, jil. XXIII., grave 24c, found with corroded

coin of Xerva, 96 98 a.d. ; Vox, Archaeologia, LVII., p. [03, fig. 4,
band c, reporting the discover) of nos. 1 and 2 following.

1. Several conjoined fragments of 'Hunt-cup" (beaker)
with thin-edged grooved lip-moulding, and slighdy beaded-foot.

Round the side, between borders of short strokes, .1 frieze of relicts

consisting of dog hunting sta<4. Small heart-shaped leaves on

curved stalks are used as tilling motives above and below the

animals.
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2.
"
Hunt-cup

"
of similar shape, partly restored from

fragments. Frieze of reliefs, bordered above by a row of short

strokes and below by a belt of vertical notches between girth-

grooves, dog chasing hare or roebuck, with heart-shaped long-

spiked leaves beneath.

3. "Hunt-cup" of similar form (partly restored from

fragments). Between rows of short strokes, two rows of running
animals, deer and hares, a roulette-hatched zone beneath.

4.
"
Hunt-cup

"
of smaller and rounder form (damaged).

Between rows of short strokes set wide apart, elongated dog chasing
hare, two belts of vertical roulette-notches beneath.

5.
"
Hunt-cup

"
of slenderer proportions, and plain lip

(conjoined fragments). A double girth-groove 2 cm. below
the lip with marginal and diagonal rows of dots separating the

animals, dog and hare.

6. Lower portion of
"
hunt-cup." Dog chasing stag, also

leaves on stalks. Narrow belts of vertical notches between marginal
grooves.

All the animals on the above examples are running from right
to left. See also pi. XLV. for other examples.

PLATE XLIV.b.

Nos. 1-6.

1. Fragment of bulbous beaker. Frieze of reliefs between
rows of roulette notches. Dog of fantastic form and other animals,

running to right, separated by diagonal rows of dots.

2. Imperfect beaker of
"
hunt-cup

"
form. A zone of spiral

scroll-pattern between a row of short strokes above and several

rows of roulette-notches beneath.

3. Beaker of similar form, with plain lip, and girth-groove
about 2 cm. beneath. A scroll-pattern, with branches ending in

bulbous leaves, between borders of dots.

4. Beaker of
"
hunt-cup

"
form. A fantastic or imitation

scroll between rows of marginal dots.

5. Fragment of beaker, with portion of scroll-pattern between
roulette-notched borders,—a combination of returning spiral

throwing off branches with curled ends. Three berries with raised

centres are inserted within the spiral and curve.
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6. Lower portion of beaker with narrow elongated base. \

small portion of stalky scroll-pattern remainin

Fragments of fifteen other beakers, decorated with scrolls

en barbotine, similar to the above, are not illustrated.

PLATE XLV.

NOS. I-IO.

Fragments of
"
hunt-cups" (see pi. XLIV.A), not separately

described.

PLATE XLVI.a.

Nos. i— 14.

Hand-lamps and holders.

1. Fragment from top-plate of circular hand-lamp without

handle. Decorated in moulded relief with a medallion containing
a bust of Ceres or Fortuna, fully draped, holding a cornucopias.
White clay.

2. Fragment of circular hand-lamp with projecting looped
handle. Decorated on the top-plate, which is deeply sunk in the

centre, with dog or other animal crudely moulded in relief. White

clay.

t,.
Small fragment of top-plate of circular hand-lamp.

Decorated in moulded relief with ova and circles forming rim or a

medallion. White clay.

4. Circular hand-lamp with upright handle, central hole for

filling, and projecting wick-hole. White clay.

5. Circular hand-lamp with projecting handle, long tapering
nozzle, wick-hole, and large hole for tilling on one side of deeply
sunk centre of cover-plate. Terra-cotta.

6. Circular bodied hand-lamp with broad round-ended nozzle

and upright handle. Two holes for tilling and large wick-hole in

line along the middle. Decorated in moulded relief with horse

between two palm-branches. Recorded in .Iri/iaologia, I. VI I.,

p. no. Red-6rown terra-cotta.

7. Fragment of circular, thick-bodied hand-lamp with large

projecting handle. Terra-cotta.
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8. Small long-oval hand-lamp, with projecting handle, round-

ended large-holed nozzle and large central hole for filling. White

clay ;
dark brown-red slip coating.

9. Circular hand-lamp, with upright handle (partly broken

off), short round-ended large-holed nozzle, and large central hole

for filling. Whitish clay.

10. Circular hand-lamp, similar to no. 5.

11. Circular hand-lamp with small projecting handle and
short round-ended large-holed nozzle. Red clay.

12. Fragment of circular hand-lamp, with slightly projecting
half-round nozzle and large wick-hole. Red clay.

13. 14. Fragments of two lamp-holders, with nearly upright
sides. Terra-cotta.

A leaden holder of this description from Wilderspool, now in

Warrington Museum, has a crescent-shaped support for the lamp,
projecting across the middle from the top of the handle. It served

to raise the lamp, to prevent upsetting, and to catch any leakage
from the wick.

PLATE XLVI.b.

Nos. 1-10.

Candlesticks.

All have tubular sockets for holding candles, flanges for

catching the grease, and in most instances a pedestal foot. Nos.

3 and 4 are stump-ended for fitting into the socket of a holder of

some description. Nos. 1-5 white clay. Nos. 6-10 terra-cotta.

PLATE XLVII.

Types 46-55.

G. (c) Rough-cast and variously ornamented beakers and cups ;

zvhite clay unguent pots and white clav flanged bowl.

Type 46. Small thin-sided, oblique-rimmed, ovoid beaker,
with raised foot, and under-base hollowed 0.3 cm. in the centre.

The thickness of the side is only 2 mm. Clay, pale red, coated with
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crimson slip and rough-cast with crushed quartz or sand. Height
9.3 cm. ; diams., rim S.o, bulge 0,4, base 4.2 cm. ; proportions,
86, 101, 44. This vessel is dated to the early C'laudian period at

latest bj a elose parallel, Ritterling, Hofheim, 1912, pp. 256, J59,

pi. XXXII., type 25. \a, belonging to the earlier occupation,
40 51 A.D. It is also rough east, but of rather slenderer pro-

portions, viz. 78, 100, 40. The Silchester example is probably,
therefore, of still earlier date.

Type 47. Small ovoid beaker with oblique lip and boldly
rounded bulge ; the base wanting, hut defined at toot by a slight

remaining offset. Duskv white clav, rough east on outside.

Height 8.5 em. ; diams., rim 7.1, bulge 8.8, base 3.3 cm., propor-
tions about 83, 103, 39. This form was in use, as the proportions
indicate, about the middle of the first century. In everything hut
colour it resembles the preceding. Cf. Table Y., Standard

Proportions. Types 46 and 47 are derived from a plain olla

with low outbent rim of the Augustan period, Loeseheke,
Haltern V., p. 220, type 42. The later developed forms,

type 25--\a and 26 Hofheim, are roulette-notched, rough-east,
decorated with scales, leaves, etc., en barbotine, and in one
instance with a kind of animal, which is the predecessor of the
"
hunt-cups

"
(the so-called Castor ware) of the second century.

TYPE 48. fragment of oblicpie-rimmed round-shouldered

olla, decorated with vertical and diagonal ribs en barbotim ; the

rim and band of ornament both separated by girth-grooves. Clav,

hard white, coated with a yellow resinous varnish containing bronze
or gold Hakes. Diam. of rim originally about 9.6 cm., bulge
12.6 cm. The shape, ornament and thickened rim of this olla

resemble those of the so-called grdtenbecher (herring-boned beaker),

Loeseheke, Haltern V., p. 286, type 86, tig. 44, no. 6, of white

clav, with yellow varnish and gold flakes on the shoulder, of the

Vugustan period, B.C. 11-9 a.d., and is probably of
equallj early

date. Fragments only were obtained at Haltern and the he

Silchester piece is both interesting, rare, and of superior technique.

Typk 4<>. Fragment of thin sided hemispherical cup with

applied ornament. Clay pale, nearly white ; the protected angles

showing traces <>t a chocolate brown slip coating. Round the side,

below a plain band, 1 cm. wide, is a row of small discs Studded with

minute particles of clav. Height ^.7 cm. ; diams., rim 10.4. base

8.7 cm. Ritterling, Hofheim (1912), pp. 251, 359, type 22.

40 51 A.D.
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Type 50. Fragment of small thin-sided hemispherical cup
decorated round the side with ridges (rustic or rock work) and rough
cast en barbotine, below a plain upright rim 1 cm. high. Height
5.4 cm.

; diams., rim 9.0, base 3.4 cm. Clay nearly white, coated
with dark brown paint, like a dull glaze.

Type 51. Fragment of small thin-sided hemispherical cup
with oblique rim 1 cm. wide. Clay, pale colour, coated dark brown.
The whole surface below the rim rough cast. Height 6.4 cm

;

diams., rim 8.7, bulge 9.5, base 4.1 cm. Ritterling, Hofheim, 1912
p. 252(a), records 120 examples during the earlier occupation,

40-51 A.D.
; they had become rare at the later date, 70-83 a.d.

The small hemispherical bowls, types 49-51, are imitated from or

originate out of a terra sigillata bowl of Italian origin introduced

during the Augustan period, Loeschcke, type 13, 11altern V., p. 218,
and made in Roman technique at the Xanten potteries to supply
the legions, Ibid., p. 217, pi. XL, type 40, B.C. 11-9 a.d. It was
imitated in Belgic technique, with glossy black coating, at the same

period, Ibid., p. 274, type 81. The developed form, as found at

Silchester, reaches its widest distribution in the time of Claudius,

54-68 a.d. In the later camp of Vespasian, 69-79 A"-, it is rare.

Ritterling, Hofheim, 191 2, pp. 250, 359, type 22B.

Types 52, 53. Two small unguent-pots. Type 52.
—

Calyx-
shaped nearly conical on a narrow outcurved foot, with rounded lip

separated by a slight off-set. Height 7.6 cm. ; diams., rim 6.0, bulge
6.1, base 2.4 cm. Type 53.

—Well bulged on a broad base with
wide flat upright lip. Height 7.2 cm.

; diams., rim 4.7, bulge 6.3,
base 4.0 cm. Hard pipe clay charged with fine sand. Judged by
their shape and material these two little pots are both of early date

(type 53 probably the earlier, about first half of first century) but

they are difficult to match among the infinite number of unguent
pots obtained from Roman cemeteries and occupied sites.

Type 54. Small thick-sided bead-lipped cup on a high stump-
ended foot. Clay hard, sandy white, of fine texture, charged with

fine sand. Heights, foot-stump 3, total 10.4 cm.
; diams., rim

3.5, body 5.1, stump 2.0 cm. The stumpy foot on which the two
little pots, nos. 52, 54, can hardly stand upright, may be intended

for insertion into the neck of a flagon, or into the special socket of

a cruet stand and the vessels themselves to serve the double purpose
of stopper and drinking cup. An example of a stopper found in the

mouth of a flagon at Holt is a hollow ball between two coned

projections both suitable for easy insertion.
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Typi 55. Small bowl, form 38 Drag., with curved flange,

1.7 cm. wide .it 1.1 cm. below the upright rim, ami beaded fool

separated by a groove on the hollow turned base. Hard white clay
mixed with very tine white sand. Height 5.5 cm.; diams., rim

13.6, flange 15.N, base 5.4 cm. See sigillata bowl, pi. XXXI Y..

type 43. Two examples.

PLATE XLVIII.

Types 56-62.

(i. (d) Bronze-flaked {gold-flaked?) and micaceous.

Little is known or recorded in regard to this class of pottery
and there is uncertainty as to its description and character. Mica,
in glistening scales, may appear on the surface of pottery by
accident, as it forms a constituent of all kinds of clay. Bronzed is

an ambiguous expression that suggests a resemblance to the dark

green patinated surface of ancient bronze, and gold-flaked is

misleading.

Seven examples of this kind of decoration, on which the surface is

coated with glistening scales (flakes of gold-bronze or mica),

evidently by way of ornament, are recorded below and
illustrated on this plate.

The bulgy beakers of type 48 (pi. XLVII.) with a micaceous
film on rim and shoulder, and a herring-bone pattern formed of

small ridges of clay en barbotine, are described as Belgic and as find-

ing parallels in the Gallo-Belgic vessels of Mom Beuvraj not later

than 5 A.D., Loeschcke, I Lilian \\, p. 286, type 86. This suggests
a La Tene or I.ate Celtic origin for the peculiar technique. It was
used sparingly in the middle of the first century (Ritterling,
Hofheim, [912, p. 258, type 26, bronzed beaker ornamented with

bosses), attained its widest distribution m the first half, and went
out of use about the middle of the second century. See also

Loeschcke, Op. cit. ; Ritterling, Op. cit. ; Welcker, //«,/,/. Mitteil.,
I\ ., p. 1 17 ; Wolff. Ibid., pp. 52, 98, pi. XII. no, 34, has a turned
down collar as on no. di

(pi. XI. \ III.) ; Oelmann, Niederbieber,
I., 1914, p. 4, types 54 56.

A fragment, not illustrated, is ornamented with bosses, pressed
outwards from the inside, in groups of four or more together.
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Type 56. Large bowl, form 29 Drag., but deeper and twice

indented horizontally ;
a girth-groove near the angle ; raised,

slightly moulded foot
;
base hollowed to a height of 3 mm. in the

centre. Clay, refined soft brown, slightly micaceous and coated

(splashed) with resin of a yellowish hue. Height 10.8 cm.
; diams.,

rim 17.8, keel 15.0, base 6.1 cm. One example and fragment.

Type 57. Rim fragment of wide bowl, form 36 Drag., without
leaf ornament. Clay, light brown with darker brown-red core,
coated inside and outside with a resinous varnish containing glitter-

ing scales (bronze ?). Original diam. about 28.5 cm.

Type 58. Small beaker, form 55 Drag. Clay, smooth pale
buff with a slight sprinkling of bronze or gold flakes on the outside

surface. Height 9.8 cm.
; diams., rim 5.6, bulge 7.0, base 3.6 cm.

;

proportions 57, 71, 36. The base proportion corresponds to those

of the second century in Table I.

Type 59. Fragment of small plate or saucer witli oblique

slightly curved side and plain lip. The base is inbent about 2 mm.
in the middle. Clay, fine pale brown outside, pale grey at the

core, sprinkled slightly with gold flakes on the surface. Height
3.6 cm.; diams., rim 17.8, base 11.4 cm. Fragments of two
other examples.

Type 60. Fragment of thick-set plate or platter with straight

obliquely set side and outbent level rim twice grooved on the top.

Clay, pale red outside with grey core, coated with an uneven varnish

of resin imitating yellow glaze. Height 5.4 cm.
; diams., about

19. 1 at rim, 13.8 cm. at base. Fragments of six other examples of

similar form and inferior clay (mostly grey).

This widely distributed and long-lived type is probably derived

from a late La Tene prototype, Bulliot, Album, pi. XXXI. no. 29.

Ritterling, Hofheim (1912), pp. 324, 362, pi. XXXV, type 94A,
records examples of the coarser description as occurring in the

deposits of both the earlier and later camps, 40-83 a.d.
;
and at

Wiesbaden, O.R.L., XXXI. , p. 118, pi. XIII.
,
no. 25, 83-121 a.d.

;

Ward, Gellygaer, p. 72, pi. X., no. 8 illustrates several of the late

first and early second centuries. It appears at Newstead, Curie,

p. 250, pi. XLVIIL, type 39, in the Flavian-Trajan deposits,
80-110 a.d., and in coarse technique, with curved side, plain
rim and scored latticed ornament, in the Antonine deposits,

140-180 a.d. In a late second century level at Corbridge it

appears in developed form with narrower un-ornamented rim.

Bushe-Fox, Arch. Ael., 3 S., VIII. p. 172, pi. XII., figs. 85, 86.
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Type 6i. Hemispherical bowl with wide turned down collar

adapted closely to the side (base, all but a small fragment of foot-

moulding, wanting). Clay, fine light brown with darker core,

coated inside and out with a resinous film containing gold (or

bronze ?) flakes. Height about 7.1; cm. ; diams., rim 15.0, bulge

17.7, base 6.0 cm.

Parallel examples from the I'raunheim (
\ /'</</) grave-field (Wolff,

Haiti. Mitteil., IV., p. 52, pi. XII. no. 34) ornamented with bosses

on the bulge and also with glittering Bakes of metal (bronze ?), and

(pi. XII. no. 33, without bosses) are dated about 50 117 \.l>. ;

fragments of another from the same grave-field (Riese, //>/</., pi. V.

no. [3) to about 0.0 150 A.D.

Tyim 62. Wide bi-conical bowl or tureen with narrow oblique

lip and raised half-round moulded foot-ring, the under-base

hollowed to oa> em. in the middle. An aperture on the upper
side, 4.3 em. in diameter, pierced with small holes for a strainer,

opens to a tubular spout (partly broken oil) projecting obliquely

(or at right angles to the sloping side). Clay, refined soft brown.

splashed with a resinous coating which has almost disappeared.

Heighl 1 s.i em.; diams., rim 10..N, bulge about 2N.0, base 10.5 em.

A spout with strainer, of another bowl of smaller si/e (not

illustrated), is of somewhat similar design. A deeper and bulgier
bowl with bent in rim and time loop handles formed of reddish

clay, coated with yellow and painted with red spots, also provided
with a strainer and spout, is illustrated in colour by Sehumacher,
Alter, u. h. Vorzeit,V.,p. 248.pl. XLV.no. 773. It is ascribed to the

period from Domitian to Hadrian. Another of similar form,

Riese, l/tt/tl. Miiitil., IV., p. [9, pi. VI. no. 20, in fragments, is

derived from the Praunheim (Nida) grave-field dating from about

no 150 A.D. Several examples of the Domitian-Trajan period,
Si 117 \.d., deeper in proportion than the Silehester specimen,
were obtained from excavations in the castellum at Mainz in

[910, Behn, Rom. Keramik, form 40c), no. 1296.

PLATE XI. IX.

T\ 11 s 63 '>,,.

G. (e) Graphite-coated and variously ornamented wares.

Graphite coated pottery has been met with in Hallstatt and

early I .a Tene deposits. For eighth centur) B.C. examples see

Alter, it. h. Vorziet, V., p. 402, pi.
1. XIX. .and for later deposits of
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the sixth and fifth centuries B.C., Ibid., p. 315, no. 1002, and pi. LV. ;

and second century B.C., Ibid., p. 290, pi. LI., no. 937. Evans,

Arclueologia, LIL, p. 334, mentions that the zones of the Euganean
cineraries are coloured alternately with bands of graphite and red

ochre. See also Bulletin de la Societe Prehistorique Franqaise, IX.,

p. 742, no. 12. At Hengistbury Head, Hants, during excavations

in 1912-3, see Hengistbury Report, p. 44, class H., and pi. XXII.,

fragments of eight vessels so decorated were obtained, some of

which belonged to similarly shaped and ornamented bowls, but of

larger dimensions and thicker clay (up to 20 cm. in diameter),
attributable to the Late Celtic period. The Silchester cups, types

64, 65, by the hardness of their clay, are shown to belong to the

Roman period.

Type 63. Small globular vase with recurved thin-edged rim
and pedestal foot

;
round the body a band of scale-work in applied

relief. Clay, fine hard brittle brown, coated with greenish-black

glaze, dull and thin inside, glossy outside. Height 9.5 cm.
;

diams., rim 5.4, bulge 8.6, base 3.6 cm.
; proportions 56, 90, 38.

The form is a variety of 54 Drag, or 72 Dech., employed at the

end of the second century for incised sigillata ware (cf. Ludowici,

III., p. 275, VS e), but the ornamentation goes back to the middle
of the first century. Ritterling, Hofheim, 1912, p, 258, pi. XXXII. ,

type 26Bb.

Type 64 (also on pi. XL.b, 2). Small trumpet-mouthed round-
bodied beaker on a moulded foot which is separated above and
below by a groove. The only ornament is a double folding or

corrugation round the middle. Clay, light grey, thin and well

potted, coated with a film of graphite (black lead) which retains

its characteristic black gloss. Height 8.5 cm.
; diams., rim 7.8,

bulge 9.5, base 3.2 cm.

Type 65 (also on pi. XL.b, i). Small trumpet-mouthed oval-

bodied beaker on a moulded foot separated by a hollow
;
decorated

round the side with upright 8-shaped scrolls in matt black pigment.

Clay, hard blue grey, 2 mm. thick, coated with a film of glossy

graphite (black lead). Height 7.6 cm.
; diams., rim 4.5, bulge

6.4, base 2.3 cm.

Type 66. Small cup, form 37 nearly, on high narrow foot ring,

quite plain except for a slight groove round the lower part of the

side and inside centre. Clay, fine hard light red, coated with

black (Greek) glaze. Height 5.5 cm.
; diams., rim 8.5, base 4.8

cm. This kind of clay and glaze was mostly employed for the

so-called Rhenish ware or motto beakers during the third century.
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Type 67. Small thick-sided tlask, globular bodied with

somewhat flattened top, long conical neck narrowing to a small

aperture (1.7 outside, 0.0 cm. inside diam.), fool separated by a

hollow, and under-base turned hollow and grooved. Round the

bulge nine rows of vertical roulette-notches, and in the middle

two girth-grooves. Clay, hard sandy reddish, with brownish

outside, and dark grcv coating of bitumen. Height 14.7 cm.;

diams., bulge 10.o, base 4.3 cm.

Type 68. Shallow bowl of black pottery resting on three K

one of which is a restoration. Figured in Archeeohgia, I. XI.,

p. 210, fig. 6. Clay, sandy light grey ; smoothed outside and with

remains of dark grey to black coating. Height ol bowl, 8.2 cm. ;

diam., rim 19.4 ;
total height, 13.9 cm. Ritterling, Hofheim, [912,

p. 321, pi. XXXV., type 90, 40 51 A. I). The tripod is a common
form of cooking utensil during the I. a Tene period, being found

plentifully at Mont Beuvray. In the period of the later camp at

Hofheim, 70 83, A. I)., it was not present, and in the Domitian or

still later period the tripod form of cooking-pot seems to have

generally disappeared. The form of body and recessed rim

resemble those of the Mont Beuvray tripod. Bulliot, Album, pi.

XXVI. no. 17.

TYPE 69. Pear-shaped tlask or bottle without handle (mouth-

piece broken oil") ;
foot weakly moulded and separated by a groove

on the under-base, which is slightly hollowed. The shoulder

ornamented with a narrow band of scored lines forming lozenges,
bordered by double girth-grooves. This part of the side is cut

across by an oval hole, 2.7 by 0.6 cm., tor the admission of coins,

the opening of the neck being too small for the purpose. Heavy
hard sandy clay, coated with black bitumen. Height 1S.2 cm.

nearly ; diams., neck J.2, bulge 1 1 .6, base 5.7 cm. This form of

holder, on handled flagons,
was in use during the first half of the

first century (Bonn. Jahrb., 114 5, p, 382, pi. XXI. no. 6a, Cologne

grave), and the flask is likely to be earlier than the latest of the

coins contained therein, which ranged from Marc Antony to

Septimius Severus. The latest coin can be dated to [03 \.n.

about which time the tlask was probably buried. See Archeeohgia,

LIV., p. 455.

PLATE I..

Types 70 75.

Strainers, unguent pots, tettine <ui</ triple-vase.

Type 70. Three conjoined fragments giving profile ol .1

bowl-shaped sieve 01- strainer ; the base pierced with small holes
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and slightly out-bulged so that it stands unevenly and not on its

stand-ring. Clay, pasty drab to light brown, smoked nearly black

in places. Height 7.6 cm. ; diams., rim 19.7, base 8.4 cm.

Cf. Behn, Rom. Keramik, no. 519, form 413, from Weisenau, a

more conical or bee-hive-shaped example of the late Julian period,

37 a.d.
; Ritterling, Hofheim (1912), p. 298, pi. XXX., type 70,

40-83 a.d.
; Welcker, Hedd. MitteiL, IV., p. 142, pi. XXI. no. 16,

of somewhat conical shape, with handle, 133-200 A.D. The strongly
out-curved rim and well-formed, sharply bent angular shoulder

are characteristics of the earlier type.

Type 71. Incense burner (partly restored from fragments).
Bowl in Belgic technique resembling form 29 Drag., but

deeper ; probably developed from the same La Tene prototype

(Bulliot, Foiiilles du Mont Beuvray, Album, pi. XXVI.) ;
half-

round moulded foot-ring separated by a hollow, and under-base

coned inwards 2 cm. in the centre ; 3 cm. below the inside rim a

perforated domed cover with a large central aperture (rim wanting)

rising to the level of the opening. Clay, hard smooth cream-

coloured. Height 10.9 cm.
; diams., rim 14.6, keel 12.5, base

6.0 cm. Parallel examples, Behn, Rom. Keramik, nos.
1294-5,

form

410, found at Heidesheim and Friedberg (site of potteries using
white clay principally), are ascribed to the period from Domitian

to Hadrian. These are painted in fine red on a yellow body and

are illustrated in colour in Alter. 11. h. Vorzeit, V. p. 248, pi.

XLV, no. 772. Simpson, Trans. Cumb. and Westmorland Arch.

Soc, N.S. XIII., p. 359, and pi. XXVI. no. 123A, from High
House milecastle.

Type 72. Small slender upright vase with oblique lip and

stump-ended foot both separated from the holder by girth-grooves ;

a conventional tree pattern painted on the four opposite sides in

white slip. Clay, reddish buff of fine texture, smoothed outside.

Height 1 1.4 cm.
; diams., rim 6.0, body 5.2, base 2.4 cm. Cf.

Lehner, Novtesium, p. 356 (h), pi. XXVII. no. 17, Flavian period,

69-96 A.D.

Type 73. Roughly hand-made tettine or child's feeding-

bottle, with small tubular spout and handle opposite. It has also

an inverted-cone or funnel-shaped top and low foot-ring, combined

with bold proportions, suggesting a late first or early second century
date. Clay, tile-red, coated with pasty light-brown slip, in Late

Celtic technique. Height 9.0 cm.
; diams., rim 3.8, bulge 7.5,

base 2.8 cm. Such vessels are occasionally provided with handles,

e.g. Colchester Mus., Joslin Collection, grave 72, no. 415, and no.

551, but are more frequently without. The spout of the former
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is low down on the side and projects horizontally, and along with

the small size <>t the vessel, shows thai the contents amounted to .1

very small quantity at a time, negativing the suggestion thai they
were used as lamp-tillers. See May, York Pottery, p. 98, pi.
Will. DOS. 23-26.

Type 74. Unguent pot ol unusually large size, the pear-

shaped body incised with a helical or spiral groove; wide

mouth-piece with a deep V-shaped groove round the edge. The
latter feature, by its resemblance to the moulding on the mouth-

piece of the first century flagon (pi. I, XII., fig. 113) suggests
a contemporary date. Clay, coarse sandy tile red. Cf. Curie,

Newstead, p. 252, pi. XI, \ I., type 27, Flavian; May, York

Pol/try, p. 82, pi. XIX, no 15 (error for [6), where parallel

examples are cited. Such vessels are not numerous at Silchester

ami appear not to be indigenous but purely Roman in character.

The small stump ended foot suggests that the vessels were intended,

in some instances, to stand in a socket or possibly in the mouth of

a flagon as a combined stopper and drinking cup. A stopper with

pointed ends, of about the same size, was found in a bottle at Holt

and was pierced vertically, but not wide mouthed to form a cup.

TYPE 7^. Small pot, to the lower portion ot which part ot a

hollow ring of clay is attached, being one member of a tnple-vase

(flower-holder) consisting of three similar pots connected by the

ring through which all three communicated. Clay, hard pale buff,

with reddish core. Height 9.1 cm.; diams.,rim 3.5, bulge 4.4 cm.;
the supporting ring itself was of very small compass, about 8 cm.
across. Many different types ot triple-vases are recorded, going
back to the period of the lake dwellings. Munro, l.uhi Dwellings

of Europe, p. 43, lii;. 0, no. 23; May, York Pottery, p. 07.

pl. XXIII., nos. 21, 22.

PI .ATI': LI.

Types 76 82.

('•. (f) Smooth colour-coated jugs, mugs and beakers.

TYPE 76. Small one-handled jug or flagon with edge ot rim

slightly down-bent opposite the handle to form a spout. Girth-

grooves are incised below the
lip,

helow the joining of the handles,

round tin- middle of tin- holder, ami to separate the small thick

conical foot. Clay, hard blue-gre\ outside and red at the core

from over-baking. Height 12.4 cm. ; diams., run 4.4, body 8.6,
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base 3.5 cm.
; proportions, 35, 69, 28, corresponding to those in

Table VII., Standard Proportions of 300-350 a.d. from Cologne

grave, and in Trier Prov. Mus., 06.597c. The peculiar form of

conical bung-shaped foot separated by a groove or cordon

indicates a contemporary date with types 89, 90, viz. the end of the

fourth or beginning of the fifth century.

Type 77. Small one-handled jug or flagon with beaded lip,

jointed neck, and girth-grooves below the handle and middle of

the bulge. Pale clay washed over with very thin white slip.

Height 1 1.4, neck 3.3 cm., diams., bulge 7.2, base 3.2 cm. Two
examples, one in red clay. The proportions, 29, 63, 28, approxi-
mate to those of examples dated 300-350 a.d., Poppelreuter and

Hagen, Bonn. Jahrb., 1 14/5, p. 425, pi. XXV., grave 6ic-f
; May,

York Pottery, p. 72, pi. XVII. no. 9 ;
Table of Standard Propor-

tions VII.
"

Type 78. Small handled jug with spout formed by slightly

bending down the beaded rim on the side opposite the handle
;

under-base turned hollow. Clay, whitish, coated with dark

brown red slip. Height 12.3 cm.
; diams., bulge 8.3, base

4.4 cm. The date of its appearance is determined by parallel

examples from the Cologne grave-field (Poppelreuter and Hagen,
Bonn. Jahrb., 114/5, PP- 43 2 > 434' PK XXVI. nos. 7ie and 73a)

belonging to the fourth century. Cf. also money-pot, pi. LVI.,

type 102.

Type 79. Thick-sided cup (or stunted beaker) with out-curved
half-round moulded rim and girth-grooved bulge. Height 7.8
cm.

; diams., rim 9.1, bulge 9.1, base 4.5 cm. Clay, hard bright
red with traces of crimson slip coating. A fourth to fifth century
date is indicated by the crimson slip, and by the shape, which is

that of one of the New Forest examples, see pi. LVIII. no. 5.

Type 80. Small thick-sided, one-handled mug, with beaded

lip, protuberant grooved band round the middle, and, on the

inside base, ribs of careless throwing. Clay, reddish buff with

slight traces of scarlet slip coating on the protected parts. Height
8.1 cm. ; diams., rim 7.7, bulge 8.2, base 3.9 cm. Evidently this

little pot belongs to the latest phase of Romano-British ceramic

industry by its resemblance to other scarlet-coated vessels, types

79, 86
;

the small handled-flagons, types 77, 78 ;
and the little

money-pot, type 102, dated by its contents to the end of the fourth

or beginning of the fifth century.
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Type 8i. Tall, narrow -necked , oval bodied vase with wide

moulded rim and projecting foot, grooved and turned hollow

beneath. The decoration, consisting of three girth-grooves on the

neck and four vertical stripes on opposite sides painted
in white

slip,
was most prevalent in the Constantine period, first half of

fourth century. Cf. May, York Pottery, p. 43, pi. XILb, nos.

5, o. Clay, pale buff with dark brown slip coating. Heighl [6.8

cm. ; diams., rim 5.2, body 10.8, base 4.7 cm.

Type 82. Wide-mouthed upright-sided beaker, the nearly

cylindrical body drawn in above to a recurved thin-lipped rim, and

below more strongly to a slightly moulded foot and hollowed base.

Below the rim, which is separated by agroove, the surface is rough-

cast and articulated by a slight off-set on the shoulder. White

pipe-clay coated with "dull dark brown slip. Height 1 1 .4 cm.;

diams., rim 8.1, bulge 10.7, base 3.8 cm. ; proportions 71. 93, 33.

Cf. Standard Proportions, Table 1., about the end of the second

century.

PLATE LII.

Types 83-90.

G. (g) Stamped, roulette-notched and indented bulbous beakers.

TYPE 83. Bulbous beaker decorated round the bulge with

diagonal ribs 01 barbotine. Clay, hard drab coloured, coated with

fight brown slip, becoming darker beneath. Height 10.6 cm.;

diams., rim 6.1, bulge q.S,'base 3.7 cm. ; proportions 57, 92, 35.

approximating those which appeared in the first halt oi the third

century, when the form became widely distributed. May, York

Pottery, p. 40, pi. XI. no. 1 ; Table Ili. of Standard Proportions.

See also p. 104.

TYPE 84. Parti-Coloured bulbous beaker, with flat everted

rim, pentice-band separated by a groove and off-set on shoulder,

and wide band of roulette-hatching round the side. Clay, hard

brown, coated on neck with dark red, on bulge with black, and 011

lower part with dull brown slip. Height II.5 cm.; diams., rim

5.5, bulge 8.8, base 5.8 cm. ; proportions 4S, ;'(>, 33, corresponding

to those in Table of Standard Proportions 111. of first half of thud

century. Nine examples, seven with roulette-hatching and two

smooth.
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Type 85. Bulbous beaker with weakly moulded grooved lip
and foot, decorated round the bulge with nine vertical rows of

little stamped squares. Clay, well-washed tile-red, coated with
crimson slip. Height 13.0 cm.

; diams., rim 4.6, bulge 8.4, base

3.0 cm.
; proportions 39, 70, 25. Three examples. This

specimen is paralleled by a bulbous beaker from a grave at

Bretzenheim, near Mainz (Lindenschmidt, Alter, it. It. Vorzeit, V.,

p. 13, pi. IV., no. 71), dated to the end of the fourth or beginning
of the fifth century, proportions 35, 62, 26. Similar beakers of
the latest period of the Roman occupation (coins of Gratian,

375—383 a.d.) occur at Pevensey (Anderida). Salzmann, Sussex
Arch. Soc. Colls., LI., p. no, pi. XIV., proportions 38, 59, 22.

Cf. Table of Standard Proportions III.

Type 86. Bulbous beaker with long neck, contracting
upwards to an outbent rim, and high solid foot separated from
the bulge by a deep concavity. Clay, hard light brown, coated
with soft scarlet slip partly rubbed off. Height n.6 cm.

; diams.,
rim 4.3, bulge 6.8, base 3.4 cm., proportions 38, 59, 29, which

correspond to those of examples in Table III, Standard Proportions,
of the end of the third century. A bulbous beaker of somewhat
bolder bulge, proportions 47, 71, 28, found at Allington, near
Maidstone (Maidstone Mus. Report, October, 1907, p. 21) contained
22 coins of Tetricus, 267 a.d. Both examples have similar rims,
off-set bulges and expanded bases separated by a deep hollow.

Type 87. Bulbous beaker ornamented with circular inden-
tations combined with dot and circle and S-shaped scrolls in white

paint between two roulette-notched grooves round the bulge ;
the

foot separated by a hollow and marked off on the hollow turned
under-base by a groove. Clay, hard red, coated with scarlet slip.

Height 17.2 cm.
; diams., rim 7.0, bulge 10.2, base 4.4 cm.,

proportions 40, 59, 25, which by comparison with those of similar
beakers in Trier Prov. Mus., 04.93od (Standard Proportions,
Table III.) gives the approximate date of its appearance as

300-350 A.D.

Type 88. Tall bulbous beaker with oblique lip and contracted
foot marked off on the under-base by a groove. A raised band
separates the neck and body, the latter being ornamented with
several rows of roulette-notches. Clay, hard fight brown, coated
with scarlet slip mottled to brown-black above. Height 17.6 cm. ;

diams., rim 5.5, bulge 10.0, base 3.6 cm., proportions 31, 58, 20,

corresponding to those of the late fourth to fifth centuries or latest

Roman period. Seven examples.
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Type 89 (also on pi. LIII.). Bulbous beaker with eight circular

indentations round the sick- and as main' vertical rows ol punch
marks or small indentations on the ridges between. Claj , pale red,

coated with dark-brown slip. Height 13.3 cm. ; diams., rim 4.5,

bulge 8.9, base 3.1 cm. ; proportions },}, 66, 23. This pot, which

was found at Hobs Mount, Reading, and does not belong to the

Silchester collection, is here included as an excellent typical

example for dating others of similar type and ornamentation. See

nos. 85, (jo, <.)
1. It is precisely dated to the end of the fourth or

beginning of the fifth century by a hoard of coins found therein

ranging from Constantine II., 364 378 a.i>., to 1 lonorius, 395

423 A.D.

TYRE 90. Wide-bulged indented vase with narrow neck and

foot, both divided from the body by a narrow cordon. The
indentations are alternately long oval and narrow vertical, the latter

so deeply impressed as in one instance to break through the side.

There are scales on the intervening ridges and roulette-notched

grooves above and below. Rim and part of the side wanting.

Clay, hard bright red, with traces of crimson slip coating. 1 [eight
about 18 cm.

; diams., bulge 12.0, foot 3.7 cm. This vase is dated

to the late fourth or early fifth century by the identity of the

crimson slip coating with that on the stamped ware ol the period,
and by the resemblance of the ornaments and small moulded foot

to those of the money-pot, type 89 preceding, containing coins to

1 lonorius, 395-423 A.D.

PLATE LIII.

Money-pot found at Bobs Mount, Reading. See />/. /.//, type 89.

PLATES LIV. I. VI.

(J. (h) Painted (colour-coated and white day) beakers, cups,

bowls and hasins.

The purely decorative use of painting with colours was unknown
in the Augustan period, and is seldom employed until the Rhenish

motto-goblets, with lettering and other ornaments in white and

yellow slip, came into use in the last third of the second century.
Not until the Constantine period, or beginning ol the fourth

century did painted ornamentation come in common use.
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On British sites little is known or recorded of the white clay
vessels painted with brown-red stripes illustrated on pi. LV.
Newbold, Journal of Roman Studies, II., p. 226, fig. 40, records

the discovery of a basin with similar vertical moulded rim to that

on pi. LV. no. 4, and of about the same diameter, 24.4 cm., also

painted with stripes on rim and inside base, with other examples
of vessels of the same kind of clay and ornamentation, dated to

about 370-395 a.d., in the Roman fort at Iluntcliff, near Saltburn,
N.E. Yorks. The Silchester fragments must be more or less

contemporary, viz. second half of the fourth century. Cf. Behn,
Rom. Keramik, p. 197, fig. 21, nos. 1-4, pipe-clay flagons, etc.,

with red zones, of late Roman date 150-400 a.d.

A fragment of bowl with flanged rim, as pi. LXV. no. 140, of

the same kind of ware is in the Tudor Mouse Museum, Southamp-
ton, among New Forest wares, and a similar fragment is in the

Devizes Museum. Another was found in surface trenching in 1912
near the shore of the ancient British landing place at Hengistbury
Head, Hants. See Hengistbury Report, p. 49 and pi. XXV., no. 6.

Mortaria of the flanged type, in white clay of similar texture,
are mentioned in the list of New Forest wares and the comparative
abundance of the specimens at Silchester would alone suggest the

New Forest potteries as their place of manufacture.

It should be noted that the shallow basin, type 139, corresponds
in form to the scarlet coated basin, type 96, thereby fixing a

date for the latter at about the end of the fourth century.

PLATE LIV.

Types 91-98.

Painted beakers, etc., continued.

Type 91. Tall bulbous beaker (rim wanting) with four

circular indentations round the bulge, alternating with as many
vertical rows of little oblong notches

;
foot separated by grooves

and slightly hollow turned under-base. Decorated zone round
the bulge, bordered by roulette-notched grooves and painted with

dots, circles and S-shaped scrolls. Clay, hard well washed tile-red,

coated with scarlet slip, which has run down in streaks on the

inside. Height about 22.3 cm. ; diams., bulge 12.2, base 4.8 cm. ;
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approximate proportions 31, 54. 21. This is dated to the late

fourth or fifth century by comparison with the money-pot, type 89,

with similar ornaments.

TYPE 02. Large bulbous beaker on a narrow toot separated

bj a hollow from the bulge. Ornamented round the bulge with

.in imitation returning spiral scroll ending in trefoil leaves painted
in creamy slip. Clay, light buff with traces of light reel slip coating.

Heighl 23.0 cm. ; diams., rim 9.9, bulge 17.5, base 4.7 cm. ; pro-

portions 43, 76, 20. Cf. Table of Standard Proportions III. Fifth

century \.l>. Crimson slip, clumsily painted scroll pattern, con-

tracted foot, top heavy proportions, and recorded parallels

(Salzmann, Sussex Arch. Soc. Co/Is., Id., p. no, id. XV., excava-

tions at Pevensey, black beaker, proportions 38, 59, 22 ; Kriiger,

Trier Prov. Mus., 05.4^7, proportions 37, 67, 25, ;,oo 350 AJ>.)>

show that the Silchester example belongs to the latest period ol

the Roman occupation or the century following the withdrawal of

the Roman troops.

Type 93. Flanged bowl with upright rim, oblique foot-ring,

and conical cavity below base. Clay, well-washed brick-red, with

brown core, coated with soft scarlet slip. Height 4.5 cm. ; diams.,

rim 9.7, Mange 11.0, foot 3.7 cm.

Type 94. Side-fragmenl of flanged bowl with upright rim,

form 38 Drag, nearly ;
on the top of the projecting flange a scroll

with terminal key-pattern in white slip. Clay, hard light red,

coated with hard scarlet slip almost a glaze. I [eight about 6.4 cm. ;

diams., rim 12.7, flange 15.5, foot 5,8 cm. Fragments of seven

similar bowls. Salzmann, Sussex Arch. Soc. Colls., LIL, p. 01,
pi.

IX.no. 5, with conventional patterns in white slip, fourth to fifth

century ware ; Newbold, Journal of Roman Studies, II., p. 227,

fig. 40, mis. 6, 7, among remains of lluntclilf Fori near Saltburn

ascribed to 370-395 A.D.

TYPE 95. Upright sided mortarium, form 45 Drag, nearly,

decorated at top, middle and foot of collar with faintly impressed
rows of roulette-notches. Clay, well-washed light brick-red with

blue-grey core, coated with good scai let slip. Height 6.2 em. ;

diams., rim 1 q.7, foot 7.2 cm. Fragments ol tour others. Cf.

Evelyn-White. Arch. Cambrensis, 6 S., XIV., p. 41),
no. 14 (from

Castell Collen); Bushe-Fox, Wroxeter Report, 1., p. No, fig. 20,

no. 242, late third to fourth century. See also p. ()4, type 42.

TYPE 96. Side fragmenl of wide shallow basin with horizontal

curved rim and T-shaped lip.
base wanting and restored in
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drawing from base of similar basin. A ring, painted in white slip,

round the lower part of the inside, and on the top of the rim
en -shaped scolls alternating with transverse strokes in groups of

three. Clay, hard bright red with grey core, coated with scarlet

slip. Original diam. about 24.0 cm. Three fragments of similar

basins. This resembles in shape and ornamentation the shallow

bowl, type 139 (pi. LXV.) and its date is therefore determined to

about the end of the fourth century.

Type 97. Small round-sided cup, form 37 Drag. Clay,
well-washed brown-red, coated with dark red slip. Height 4.0
cm.

; diams., rim 8.5 foot 3.5 cm.

Type 98. Side fragment of small wide-mouthed round-sided

cup, painted round the outside with four narrow bands in red

pigment. Cream-coloured fire-clay or pipe-clay (silicated ?).

Height 3.9 cm.
; diams., rim 9.8, base 3.8 cm.

PLATE LV.

Nos. 1-15.

White clay vessels painted with brozen-red ochre.

1. Fragment of round bellied bowl with beaded rim, painted
below the rim with groups of diagonal lines three together.

2. Rim-fragment of shallow basin with inside flange (form
as on pi. LXV, no. 140), painted on the inside below the flange
with horizontal and wavy stripes.

3. Rim-fragment of similar basin with less pronounced flange,

similarly decorated.

4. Fragment of vertical rim of large bowl or basin, original
diameter about 24.1 cm., with mouldings of squarish section on both

margins, painted with zones.

5. Rim-fragment of shallow basin (form as on pi. LXV. no.

139). The wide flat-curved rim painted with marginal stripes
and diagonal strokes three together.

6. Base fragment of similar basin, painted on the inside with
four concentric circular stripes and three diameters close together.

7. Side-fragment of globular vessel, painted with zones.

8. Pedestal of tazza (form 50 Drag. ?), painted on the stem
with vertical stripes and round the foot-rim with square dabs
defined by a groove.
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9. Small fragment of foot, painted on the stem with small

round dabs and on the edge with radial strokes defined by a cordon.

10. 15. Six base fragments of shallow basins (forms as on

pi. LXV. nos. [39, 140), painted with concentric circular stripes,
concentric stripes joined b\ cross.-bars, sunk-star pattern, dotted

circles, etc.

I'm description of two other painted vessels of white clay,
see pi. LXV., types 1 39 140.

PI \TH I. VI.

Ti pes 99 104.

/w</ coated, painted (mil roulette-notched bowls, money-pot, etc.

Type <)(>. bowl, form Si Walters, nearly, with beaded rim,

short upright neck, exerted
foot-ring,

and bulged under-base

conforming to the inside concavity. Round the side a band of

x-shaped overlapping scrolls in white paint bordered by faintly

impressed double rows of roulette-notches. Clay, hard light grey
to drab, coated with dull red slip. Height 6.1 cm. ; diams., rim

and bulge 9.8, base 4.5 cm. Similar bowls found during excava-

tions at Pevensey, 10.07 S. Salzmann, Susst.x Arch. Soc. ('nils.,

LIL, p. 91, pi. IX., fig. 4. in fourth to fifth century deposit- \

similarly decorated bowl of light red clay in Boulogne Museum,
no. 728, is attributed to the fourth century.

Type 100. bowl, form Si Walters, nearly, short upright neck

separated by a low cordon, everted foot-ring and out-bulged base

following tfie shape of the inside concavity. Decorated with

double rows of roulette-notches on the neck and below the bulge.
(.'lav, tine hard brown, coated with soft scarlet slip, much rubbed
off. Height 6.3 cm. ; diams., rim. 10.;, bulge 10.7, base 5.3 cm.
Two examples. Similar bowls found at IYvcnsev in iuo~ 8 are

recorded by Salzmann. Sussex Arch. Soc. do/Is. , I. II., p. 91,

pi. IX., fig. 4. who says
"

all the shapes there shown are also found
in the unpainted red wares

"
of fourth to fifth century date.

\'\\n 101. Upright-sided bowl with beaded lip, sharply
keeled side and raised foot-ring. Decorated below the lip and
above and below the angle of the side with faintly impressed roulette

notches, (.'lav, tine hard brown, coated with dull, soft, much

decayed, slightly micaceous, scarlet slip. Height 7.7 cm. ; diams.,

bulge 13.2, base 6.7 cm. Fragments <>( two others. Like shaped
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bowls, also found in unpainted red ware, were found at Pevensey,
in fourth to fifth century deposits. Salzmann, Op. cit., pis. IX.

no. 1 and X.

Type 102. Small one-handled mug with weakly moulded rim,
and slightly bulged body on a contracted foot. Handle partly
broken away. Clay, soft dirty drab. Height 9.9 cm.

; diams.,
rim 4.6, bulge 7.3, base 3.5 cm. This example, also found at

Bobs Mount, Reading (see pi. LII. type 89), is included as a typical

specimen for dating purposes, as it contained coins ranging from

Julian II., 353-373 A.D., to Arcadius, 383-408 a.d. See Berks.,

Bucks., and Oxon. Arch. Jour., I., 62. It may be compared with

types 78, 80, and the large jug, type 104, found with the iron tools.

Similar pots from Cologne graves (Poppelreuter and Hagen,
Bonn. Jahrb., 1 14/5, pp. 432-3, pi. XXVI., nos. 7ie and 73a), the

latter with 56 coins extending to Constantius II., 337-361 a.d., are

dated with equal precision to about the end of the fourth century.

Type 103. Rim-fragment of mortarium with upright rim and

strongly moulded flange about 1.5 cm. below the lip. Clay, soft

blue grey, coated with crimson slip, Original diam. of rim 20.0

cm., flange 23.4 cm. Fragments of five similar examples.

Type 104. One-handled pitcher with conical neck contracting

upwards to an off-set, weakly moulded mouth-piece. Clay, hard

sandy pale brownish grey (stone coloured), smoked or darkened
with soot from cooking. Height 25.5 cm.

; diams., rim 8.8, bulge

17.2, base 9.4 cm. By comparison with the pot found at Bobs
Mount containing a hoard of coins reaching down to Arcadius,

383-408 a.d., it will be seen that this pitcher belongs to about the

same period. Archceologia, LII., p. 742, gives the following account

of its discovery :

"
Immediately beneath the mass (of iron im-

plements) lay, uninjured, in a sort of cist of pieces of chalk, a vessel

of rough grev ware, which originally had a small handle. It con-

tained nothing but a little earth and water and the purpose of its

careful deposit is not apparent." It may also be compared with a

jug from a grave at Trebur, Lindenschmidt, Alter, u. h. Vorzeit., V.,

p. 19, pi. VI, no. 102, also of the fifth century, a.d., and Bonn.

Jahrb., 114/5, pi. XXVI., grave 70a.

PLATE LVII.

Nos. 1-23.

G. (i)
Rosette-Stamped Ware.

The latest description of stamped sigillata or Marne ware,
ornamented with striated chequers, was succeeded by this kind of

H
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hard red ware with dull red darker coating, no inure than a clay slip,

ornamented by stamping rude patterns directly on the surface of the

soft clay with straight bars or circles of wood notched across, or by
simple roulette-notching, or by painting with rude scrolls or stripe-
in red or white slip. The form-- most frequently met with are

illustrated on pi. LVI., types 99, 100, 101, hut flanged bowls

pi. L1Y., 03, 04, mortaria 95, and basins pi. LVI., 103 also occur.

The stamped patterns on this kind of ware strongly resemble
those on Saxon cinerary urns, and are similarly produced. A
-lamped pattern on a small fragment from Silchester reproduced
on pi. LXXXII.B., \ci'\ much resembles the Chi-Rho.

The howls above referred to were in use throughout the fifth

century at the beginning of the Saxon inroads, or what the Germans
themselves describe as the Wanderjahre, and the French as the

Merovingian epoch. They are found most abundantly on Roman
fortified sites along the Saxon shore of Britain. Fragments and
whole howls found at Richborough are illustrated and described

by C. Roach Smith and Fairholt, The Antiq. <>f Richhorough,
Reculver ami Lymne, p. 73 and pi. IV. About thirty fragments
found at Pevenseyin 1906 7 and 1907 8 are recorded by Salzmann,
Sussex Arch. Soc. Culls., LI., p. no, pi. 14, tigs. 10, 11, and LII.

p. 92, Specimens found in London, Lympnc in Kent and Albury
in Surrey are in the British Museum, Walters, xlix., M. 246; 2478.
A whole howl ornamented with a scries of demi-rosettes close

together arranged spirally to form a scroll, was found in grave group
75 at Colchester, Price, Cat. of Joslin Collection, p. ji, no. 420.
Mention is made of the discovery of fragments in the filling of tin

Rear Dyke at Woodyates (pi. CLXXIX. fig.
1 1 ), and in Bokerly and

Wansdyke (pi. CLXXXV. fig. 9), by Pitt-Rivers, Excavations at

Bokerly Dyke and Wansdyke, 1 11., pp. 120, 142. A single fragment
found at Wroxeter is illustrated by an inset woodcut in Anderson's
Roman City of Uriconium (ed. 1867), p. 56.

It- frequent occurrence at Silchester was made known by
( reo. E. Fox,who illustratedand described examplesinthe Reliquary
and Illustrated  IrchaologtSt, IV., p. [83, under the heading

"
Imita-

tions of pseudo-Samian ware." Included in the same category, how-

ever, art- fragments of a much earlier how I, form 29 Drag., made in

imitation of South Gaulish sigillata by the degenerate Arretine

potter VITl VS( VITVl VS), whose stamp is also mis-read VITIVS. The
ornaments are described as

"
daisy-like

"
(lowers of many petals.

See also C. Roach Smith, Coll. Antiq., I., p. ;, pi. IV. no. 1 . ami
Guildhall Vfus. Cat., p. 100, no. 535, ami pi. XIA'I. no. 1.
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Twenty-two fragments of bead-rimmed upright-sided bowls,
round the outsides of which, in one or more zones, are the following

stamped ornaments :

1. Zig-zag formed of double diagonal impressed lines, 4.5 cm.
in length, joined at the angles with rosettes.

2. Circular hollows alternating with ladder-pattern, the upright
and cross-bars separate and consisting of notched rows.

3. Rosettes impressed within circular hollows.

4. Zone of tilted demi-rosettes close together.

5. Deeply impressed notched groove dividing the side hori-

zontally into two zones.

6. Two vertical bands of demi-rosettes (7 and 9 demi-rosettes

in each band) close together, alternating with a vertical band of

three rosettes.

7. Two zones divided by a cordon, the upper consisting of

rosettes with central cross enclosed within yj-shaped scrolls, the

lower, of plain rosettes similarly enclosed.

8. Two zones divided by a cordon, the upper composed of

tilted demi-rosettes close together, the lower of rosettes wide apart.

9. Three rosettes in vertical bands.

10. Lower zone of demi-rosettes close together.

1 1 . Horizontal row of rude demi-rosettes of three petals above

a row of rosettes wide apart.

12. Rosettes enclosed within a circle or scroll separated by
double vertical lines of little stamped squares.

13. Two zones divided by a cordon, both consisting of tilted

demi-rosettes.

14. Rosettes with sunk centres alternating with vertical

bands of demi-rosettes close together.

15. Two zones divided by a cordon, both composed of tilted

demi-rosettes.

16. Diagonal lines of fine roulette-punctures.

17. Rosettes alternating with vertical bands of short roulette-

notched bars.

18. Pairs of rosettes alternating with vertical bands of demi-

rosettes close together.

19. Three horizontal rows of rosettes.

20. Two zones divided by a cordon, the upper wanting, the

lower consisting of vertical bands of four demi-rosettes between
vertical rows of little sunk squares.
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21. Two zones divided by a cordon, the upper wanting, the

lower consisting of demi-rosettes with sunk centres.

22. Alternate circles and upright lines composed of little sunk

squares.

23. The remaining fragment is of superior design and

technique, with well-moulded thin-edged lip, and a smooth hand

separated by a groove from the ornamented /one, which consists of

dolphins in pairs hack to hack, and well formed rosettes (similar to

those used as potters' stamps in the centres of sigillata ware

cups, etc.).

PLATES LVIII. LIX.

O. ( j)
WiT Foreft Ware.

Numerous waste-heaps spread over a district two or three miles

square (one of the principal known as Crock-hill) in the New forest,

Hampshire, four miles west of Fordingbridge (situated on the river

\\on), remain to show thai pottery was extensively made there

during the Roman period. These flourishing potteries were
within reach of abundant fuel, convenient water carriage, and

deposits of clay of the kinds employed. An outcrop of blue

burning gault clay a very strong clay employed for making stable

bricks hard enough not to be easily broken by a horse's kick

exists on the south side of the Isle of Wight, and the white burning
"
blue ball

"
and

"
black ball

"
clays of the Poole trough and Isle

of Purbeck in Dorsetshire were accessible along the Port-way or

by boat along the Avon from the harbour near to Christchurch,
which was in use from time immemorial by the ancient Britons, as

proved by recent excavations at Hengistbury Head.

The following are the principal wares made in the locality :

(1) small drinking-cups, beakers, one-handled flagons, flasks, etc.,

of the forms illustrated on pi. LVIII., made of blue burning gault
clay coated with red iron oxide (rubrica, ruddle, haematite) burnt

into the surface at a high temperature or fumed with salt to produce
the purplish or maroon glaze by which the ware can be so readily

identified. Fragments are illustrated on pi. LIX. nos. 1 [9 to

show the various patterns employed : (a) patterns painted in white

slip, /i<_
r -za<4s, crescents, w-shaped scrolls, sun and planets, herring-

bone or fir-tree bands or latticed bands, rows of dots, etc. ; (b)
scored or incised patterns, zig-zags, circles, x-shaped scrolls,

undulating roulette-notched rows, bands of wavj comb-markings,
girth-grooves, etc.

; (c) reliefs en barbottne, /one of' latticed lines or

ridges (resembling net work) ; (d) /ones of roulette-hatching,"
runnerings

"
; (e) flutings, foldings, or indentations, which are
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evidently intended to give a finger hold. At an earlier date the

sides of the same vessels were frequently rough-cast, or coated
with particles of sand or clay fastened on by means of the glaze, for

a similar purpose. The latter technique is not found on New
Forest ware, which is one of the evidences of its late appearance;
(2) similar forms in pale soft clay

—brownish, greyish, whitish—
with a coating of blue burning gault clay slip, on which the patterns

painted in white slip are brighter and less clouded owing to the lower

temperature of the kiln. They are distinguishable by this circum-

stance, as well as by the fracture, from the preceding, which they
imitate

; (3) small beakers of very dark, nearly black, sandy clay,
with folded or indented sides

; (4) one-handled flagons and two-
handled Iagenae of soft light buff or brown black smoky clay with
traces of white slip coating. These are without mouth-piece or

any kind of moulding on the lips; (5) large store vessels, dolia, with
thick rims of squarish section or formed roughly to imitate cable-

moulding, in hard sandy brown black clay ; (6) mortaria of the

flanged type in hard white clay, ornamented on the top of the flange
with rows of punch marks, wavy lines, etc.

; (7) some kinds of

vessels were also made in ordinary tile-red clay. This list shows
that the kind usually described as

" New Forest ware
"

has no
exclusive right to the designation.

Silchester is about 40 miles in a direct line east from the site

of the potteries, to which there was easy access by a Roman road

(the Port-way) running more or less directly between.

The examples of New Forest ware, 218 in number, recorded

by Pitt-Rivers in Excavations in Cranborne Chase, etc., I., p. 103,

pi. XXXIV., fig. 5, and p. in, pi. XXXVIII., figs, 9, 10;
II., p. 142, pi. CVIII., fig. 1

; III., p. 120, fig. 3, and p. 145, pi.

CLXXXV., fig. 9 ;
and IV. 14, were obtained chiefly in surface

trenching and are attributable to the later period. It is thought
probable that the potteries, situate only about 10 miles west from
the site of the excavations, existed there until the final abandonment
of Britain by the Romans, Akerman, Archteologia , XXXV., p. 96.
Coins of Victorinus, 267-8 a.d. were found at Crock-hill in 1852,
and of Julian II., 360-3 a.d., and Valens, 364-378 a.d., in a small

thumb-pot at Amberwood about half a mile from the site of the

potteries. The latest coins found in the locality are of Magnus
Maximus and Arcadius extending to 408 a.d., showing that the

potteries lasted to the beginning ot the fifth century. See also

Wise, T. R., New Forest, p. 225 ; Haverfield, V.C.H., Hampshire,
I., p. 326 ; Walters, li., M. 2597-2640 and figs. 259-271 ;

Proc.
Soc. Antiq., London, 1 Ser., II., p. 285; IV., pp. 10. 167; Archaeological

Journal, XXX., pp. 319-324 ; LIV., p. 348. Some good examples
from the site are in the Tudor House Museum, Southampton.
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PLATE I. VIII.

Types i-6.

Blue-burning gaidt clay Xc i'mist ware.

Type i. Small oval-bodied jug. The mouth-piece funnel-

shaped and separated by a cordon
;

the lip bevelled, grooved and

drawn down to form a spout on the side opposite the handle, which
latter is slightly out-curved and joins the rim and shoulder. The
foot is coned to match the mouth-piece ami the under-base turned

hollow and finished with a small knob in the centre. The only
ornaments are girth-grooves on the shoulder and lower part of the

body. Clay, light huff, auto-glazed or coated with a blue-brown,

purplish, gault clay slip, coloured with reel iron oxide, burnt on.

Ileight, about 17.0 cm. ; diams., bulge 10.5, foot 4.7 cm.

Type 2. Indented beaker of distinctive form, the upper portion
of the bulge nearly cylindrical separated by a narrow offset from the

upright rim, and indented with seven double hollows (impressed
with two fingers together ?) the lower portion conically under-

stepped and decorated with twelve deeply impressed rows of

roulette-notches ;
foot everted and under-base turned hollow.

Clav, blue-grey gault, with traces of dark maroon glaze. Height

15.9 cm.
; diams., rim 9.0, bulge 1 1.4, base 4.6 cm.

TYPE 3. Indented beaker of characteristic New forest form,

the rim beaded ;
the middle portion somewhat bulged and seven

times indented ; the lower part separated by a groove, and the

under-base Hat. Clay, hard blue-grey gault, coated with dark

maroon glaze. Ileight 1 1 .2 cm. ; diams., rim 6.6, bulge S.S, foot

4.0 cm. ; proportions 59, 78, 35.

Type 4. Small beaker, form 55 nearly, with girth-groove

separating lip and two bands of comb-marked wavy lines round the

side, weakly moulded foot ami hollow turned under-base. Clay,
blue grey gault, coated with maroon glaze. Height 7.5 cm.;

diams., rim 4.1, bulge 5.5,
foot 2.9 cm.

TYPE 5.
Small cup or bowl (olla shaped) with ovoid body

and recurved rim, decorated round the shoulder with an x-shaped
scroll (pseudo-returning spiral) between two bordering stripes in

white slip. Clay, thick light blue-grey, coated with maroon glaze.

Height 6.3 cm.
; diams., rim 7.0, bulge 7.4, base ;.i cm.

TYPE 6. Bulbous beaker with seven oval indentations on the

bulge, oblique rim ami foot, and hollow turned under-base. The
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shoulder ornamented with a horizontal row of dots between narrow

stripes in white slip. Clay, hard heavy buff, coated with purplish

glaze (composed of blue burning gault clay slip and red ochre ?).

Height 17.7 cm.
; diams., rim 6.4, bulge 9.7, base 4.4 cm.

; pro-

portions 35, 54, 24, corresponding with those in Table III., dated

to the beginning of the fifth century (cf. money-pot, type 89).

PLATE LIX.

Nos. 1-19.

Variously ornamented New Forest zvare.

1. Side-fragment of bulbous beaker (late variety of form 54

Drag.), decorated round the bulge with two bands of wavy comb-

markings bordering an undulating row of double dots impressed
with a roulette.

2. Upper portion of jug (type pi. LVIII. no. 1), decorated

with a zone of double zig-zag lines in white slip bordered above by
double girth-grooves.

3. Small fragment of beaker decorated with a zone of slender

raised ridges forming a net-work en barbotme.

4. Small fragment of beaker painted with vertical stripe of

herring-bone (or fir-tree) pattern between double borders in white

slip.

5. Small fragment, similar to preceding.

6. Body of globular bottle (neck wanting) with six circular

indentations round the bulge, bordered above by a row of dots in

white slip.

7. Fragment of fluted beaker, decorated on the ridges with

vertical stripes of herring-bone (or fir-tree) pattern, and in the

hollows with rows of semi-circles close together in white slip.

8. Similar fragment decorated on the ridges only with stripes

of herring-bone (or fir-tree) pattern in white slip.

9. Similar fragment, decorated on the ridges only with

reversed stripes of herring-bone (or fir-tree) pattern in white slip.

10. Fragment of beaker (type as no. 1 above), decorated round

the bulge with a zone of co-shaped scrolls and bordering line above

in white slip.

1 1 . Fragment of similar beaker, decorated round the bulge
with a zone of co-shaped scrolls in scored double lines, bordered

above by a double girth-groove.
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12. Small fragment of beaker with circular indentation defined

l>\ a groove and ornamented with a circle of small dots and central

dots in white slip.

13. Small fragment of beaker with parts of two circular

indentations defined by grooves and ornamented with a ring of

semi-circles close together in white slip.

14. Small fragment of beaker decorated with rows of connected

semi-circles iu white slip.

[5. Small fragment, decorated with a zone of double zig-zag
lines in white slip.

16. Small fragment, decorated with girth-grooves iu double
and triple groups bordering vertical rows of small roulette-marked

dots in threes.

17. Small fragment, decorated with girth-grooves and a zone

of double zig-zag lines in white slip.

18. Small fragment, decorated with a circular groove and

vertical band ot double diagonal lines between double borders in

white slip.

19. Small fragment of indented beaker, decorated with a row
of joined crescents with central dots in white slip.

PLATES LX.-LXVII.

Types 105 [38, 193-202.

2. (a c) Plain Cl \y Yi SSELS.

2. (a) White clay vessels offine texture.

Clay-colours never occur in quite pure or uniform shades, so

that white includes creamy white, light brown and other pale clays,
in contrast to natural reds and turned grey to black wares ot

various shades. The aim seems to have been, in many instance-.

to make the- vessels appear white by dipping them in white slip

before baking.

White flagons.
—

Synonyms, jug, pitcher, water-bottle, tlask ;

German, Krug ; French, flacon, crucne, ampoule] Latin, lagena,

ampulla; Greek, lagenos. Walters, p. 74, M. i;i, employs the

word lagena for a long-necked one-handled Bask ot terra sigillata.

Instances ot two-handled pitchers inscribed with their I .at in name
LAGONA ami LAGVNA are cited by t uric, VetVStead, p. 267. The old

English name ot flagon has also been ie\ ived recently in connection

with colonial wine sold in similar big-bellied bottles.
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As the nearest to the Latin original lagena, if not directly derived

therefrom, the name flagon is here preferred to any otherwise

appropriated synonym for the round-bodied, narrow-necked vessels
of ordinary clay, with one or two handles, so abundant on Roman
sites. That the one-handled flagon has come to be regarded as
"
the leading chronological indicator in the early grave-fields," and

as
"
speaking with a certain voice in regard to the period of a

discovery
"

is owing to its wide distribution throughout the period
of the Empire, and its marked and peculiarly Roman characteristics,
which can be readily recognised. Even in the Christian period,
when it had ceased to be carefully deposited in the earth along with
the cinerary urn, it was only superseded by two or three similar
vessels of smaller size, less than 6 inches high and of one third or
one quarter the contents of their predecessor, placed in the corners of
the coffin or sarcophagus where there was no room for the larger
one, and probably used symbolically or according to custom. In
domestic use it survives to the end of the Roman period and occasion-

ally in Frankish or Saxon graves. It is noted by Loeschcke, Haltern

V., p. in, and Ritterling, Hofheim (1912), p. 276, figs. 63, 64,
that as early as the beginning of the first century, when ordinary
brick-red clay was used for flagons, it was not seldom coated with
white clay slip

—
usually nearly all worn away,

—a peculiarity often
observed on flagons derived from Romano-British sites, and the

preference for white, creamy, light buff, or very pale clay for

flagons appears to have been universal. The colour of mortaria or

pelves seems to have been influenced by a similar convention, the

majority being of pale clay, and, when of red clay, often coated
with or retaining traces of white slip. This conformity of colour

suggests that the mortarium and lagena may have been used in

conjunction, as basin and ewer, for ordinary ablutions by the

Romans, who were a cleanly people. In this connection Ward's

suggestion (The Roman Era in Britain, p. 173) may be cited, that
the mortar was not ordinarily used resting on a table, but was
inserted in a round hole large enough to receive the body, yet
allowing the rim to rest on its edge, confirmed by the more careful
finish on the inside and rim of the vessel and often rough condition
of the exterior. Taken together these peculiarities are consistent
with the use of an article of furniture like the old fashioned wash-
hand stand, and the hard coating inside the mortarium may have
served to resist the constant friction of the heavy upper vessel or for

hand-rubbing. Fine sand may also have been used instead of soap
and, in order to retain it, the dirty water slowly poured off by
means of the spout. It may likewise be mentioned that unglazed
white pipe-clay is absorbent and only suitable for holding clean water.

One of the chief centres of manufacture of white clay flagons
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was Cologne, or Andernach on the Rhine, near both of which
white clay is abundant. In the museum of Boulogne, also a great

manufacturing centre, are examples of similar form to tlm.se tumid
in the early fort at New stead (('.uric, p. 254, pi. XLIX. B.2, 4, p. 262,

fig. 33, no. 6.) Manywere imported from Italyalong with the legions.
In short their manufacture was carried on in all parts wherever
suitable clav could be obtained. 1 lence the name "Salopian
ware," when applied to white clay wares of the Roman period, is

misleading.

The following is a list ol the principal authorities who furnish

material for comparative studv of white flagons of various periods
and localities :

Augustan Period (b.c. ;,o 14 a.d.). Mitteil. </<> Altertums-

Kommission fur Westfalen, pt. I., fig.
iS

;
Ibid. Loeschcke, Haltern

V., pi. XII.

Claudian Period (41 54 a.d.). Annul, des Vereins fur

Nassauischc Altertumskunde, XXXIV., 1004, pp. 86 87, Ritterling,
Das fruh romische Lager bei Hofheim, pi. VI., figs. 39 40, and

XL., 1 91 2, p. 275, types 50 56.

The early flagons imported with the legions or shortly before or

after their arrival, or made under their direct supervision, as at

Xanten (Loeschcke, Haltern \ ., p. 1 18 f.), Sels near Xeuss (Lehner,
Novaesium, p. 419), etc., are distinguishable by their severe and

serviceable shapes. Their chief characteristic, stability, is secured

by their inclination to width, the position of the widest part of the

holder near to or below the middle of the height ;
but mainly by

the width of base and provision of a foot-ring. Their long nearly

cylindrical necks expand slightly upwards to a funnel-shaped

opening, to assist filling,
and the mouth-piece is strongly moulded

and separated from the neck by a wide off-set. The junction of

the neck to the globular, ovate, ovoid, or pear-shaped body is

angular, and not curved or bevelled. The handle projects direct 1\

from the neck at some distance below the mouth-piece, and bending
at an angle in harmony with the line of the neck, descends vertically
to the middle of the shoulder or is somewhat extended, (hi the

outside it is divided into four ribs bv three vertical grooves.

As stated in the Tables of Standard Proportions, nos. \ I . \ II.,

the base proportion of the white flagons derived from Ilaltern,

Trier, Cologne, Colchester, etc., during the first half of the fust

century, usually exceeds 40 per cent, of their height ; the- body

proportion exceeds So per cent, or more than four-fifths; and the
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height of the body, as found by deducting the neck proportion in

column 1 from 100, is invariably less than its width throughout
the first century.

In Tables, nos. VI.—VII., relating to white flagons the per-

centage proportion of the height of the neck to the total height is

inserted in column 1 in lieu of that of the rim, which is too small

to be of any chronological or typological significance. For

determining the neck proportions in column 1, when no

angle or other indication exists to show where the body leaves

off and the neck begins, a plumb-line measurement from the top

edge of the lip to the shoulder is taken, as the nearest possible

approximation to the height of neck.

Flavian Period (69-96 a.d.), O.R.L., XVI., Okarben, pi. V.,
nos. 62, 63, 68

; Curie, Newstead, p. 261, pi. XLVI. fig. 33.

Hadrianic Period (1 17-138 a.d.), O.R.L., XIII.
, Heldenbergen,

pi. III. nos. 2, 6, 43, 45.

Already at the close of the Flavian epoch there are marks
of decadence (Poppelreuter, Bonn. Jahrb. 114 5 (1906), p. 350 ;

Koenen, p. 70, pi. XV., no. 15), and by the end of the first century
the neck has grown shorter and more conical, its width increasing
downwards instead of upwards. The mouldings on the mouth-

piece have become less bold, and the number of rings or steps

upon it are reduced to four or three, in lieu of five or six as

formerly. The handle is correspondingly shortened and perforce
attached nearer to the mouth-piece, whence it curves to an extent

that brings it near to the lower part of the neck (which has already

begun to curve gradually outwards at its junction with the body) ;

and the number of ribs on the handle are two or three only, divided

by one or two vertical grooves. The width proportions of the

body or holder have dwindled to less than 80 and 30 per cent, for

bulge and base respectively, as shown in columns 3 and 4 of Table
VI. for flagons of the late Flavian-Hadrianic period, derived from

Newstead, York, Wiesbaden, Heddernheim (graves), Cologne,
etc.

A new type of flagon with elongated body (Koenen, pi. XV. no.

15, and Novaesium, pi. XXVII. no. 11), had already appeared by
the middle of the first century, yet the white flagons generally
retained much of their early excellence down to the Hadrianic

period (1 17-138 A.D.).

Antonine Period (138-192 a.d.), Mitteil. fiber romische Funde
in Heddernheim IV. 1. Das romische Graberfeld bei Praunheim,
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Prof. Dr. A. Riese, pis. I. X., 90-150 a.d. 2. Romische Villa in

Praunheim, pis. XI., XII., XX., 117 120 a.d., nebst dem an sic

angrenzenden Teile des Graberfeldes, ^o 117 a.d., Prof. Dr. (i.

Wolff. 5.
Die- Fundstiicke aus der romischen Topferei vor dem

Nordtore. Direct.-Asst. R. Welcker, pis. X\ I.. Will., XX..

18-20, 133-200 a.d. Curie, Vewstead, p. 264, fig. 34, 140 1S0 a.d.

During the Antonine period (138-192 a.d.) and down to the

end of the second and beginning of the third centuries, as illus-

trated by the discoveries at Newstead (Curie, p. 202. fig, 53, nos.

8 14). Heddernheim (potteries), Welcker, (Hedd. Xfttteil. IV., p.

132 ff, pi. wi., nos. 27 31), Neuss (Lehner, pp. 315, 517, pi. XX.

figs. 5, 9, and p. 361, pi. XXVII. fig. 60), Corbridge, etc., the white

flagons lose their severity of outline, and to a
great extent their

serviceable proportions, and become rounded and featureless in all

their parts, owing to intensive and careless production in late

provincial potteries. The neck becomes still shorter and has a

curved profile,
and the handle is bent in a semi-circle to match

;
the

side walls of the neck are generally thicker than those of the body,
which may account for neck and handle being so often preserved.
On the outside no angle appears where neck and body unite, the

high shoulder curving suddenly to meet the curve of the neck. The

mouth-piece has become a mere thickening and outbending of the

neck, with one or two weak mouldings on the outside and a slight

groove or offset defining it. The handle is attached to the neck

just below, and bends sharply upwards and in a semi-circle outwards
to the high shoulder. The lower half of the body curves inwards
to a cut-off base without moulding or foot-ring.

Post' Antonine, 10.2 250 a.d., and later, 250-400 a.d.,

Duncker, Riickingen, pi. III., nos. 14, 17, 18.

Before the middle of the third century, when they begin to be

displaced in the inhumation, or Christian graves, by little jug-like

flagons with spouts, less than six inches high, the tall white flagons,
like the bulbous goblets referred to at foot of Tabic 111., have

become elongated to an inordinate degree. The mouth-piece is

reduced to a Mat ring, or to an outcurved continuation of the neck

without anv off-set, but only a shallow groove defining it. The
round-bent, two-ribbed handle is no longer attached to the neck,

on which there is no room, but to the under-side of the lip. The

lower hall of the body is markedly concave or tapers rapidly to a

small-ciukd stump, too narrow for elegance or stability, so that

the vessel appears top-heavy. The body proportions as shown in

Tabic VI. have diminished 20 per cent., equal to a decrease in the

diameters of bulge ami base of one quarter anil one halt rcspectiv cl\ ,

in the course of two-and-a-half centuries.
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The rarity of the larger type of flagons during the later period,
250-400 a.d., appears as much due to the preferential use of glass,

sigillata ware decorated with white paint or en barbotine, colour-
coated and other fancy wares, for domestic purposes, as to the
discontinuance of their deposit in the graves.

Small flagons, less than 6 inches in height and one third or one

quarter the contents of the ordinary ones already described, made
their appearance quite as early and underwent the same gradual
deterioration as the others, and when they begin to prevail in the
middle of the third century, they display the rough workmanship,
coarse material, and other deficiencies of their contemporaries. The
body has markedly concave or unduly contracted upper and under

profiles and ends in a small cut-off base. The lip is mostly plain,

and, to provide a spout, is bent down slightly on the side opposite
to or at right angles to the handle. They are thick sided and of

hard pasty clay of a light shade, dirty white, pale buff and drab or

Portland cement colour predominating.

General. Koenen, pp. 81, 98, pis. XI. nos. 25, 26, and XV.
no. 15 ; Poppelreuter and Hagen, Bonn. Jahrb., 1 14-15, p. 349,

pis. XXI. XXVI.
;

F. Behn, Romische Keramik, forms 1-43.

The second part of the Table of Standard Proportions, VII.,
contains particulars of these smaller flagons compiled to assist

in identifying other examples found in this country and in deter-

mining their date. The width proportions vary inversely as the

height, and those of the smaller are naturally greater than those
of the larger vessels. But compared with those of the earlier of

about equal height their proportions, as shown on Table VII., display
a corresponding diminution, and equally serve to indicate their

approximate date, during the four centuries of their survival.

PLATE IX.

Types 105-111.
Lagenae.

Type 105. Neck and one handle of an unusually large two-
handled lagena with two-ringed neck, widely outbent triple moulded
rim and four ribbed handle. Clay, hard sandy, light grey at

core, reddish above, and coated with bitumen showing rough grey
inside and smooth black outside. Diameter of rim 13.8 cm., neck

9.7 cm. This early and interesting fragment is similar to Haltern

V., fig 28B. type 53, b2, but may be of later date, since the handles
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arc- more curved the neck is shorter in proportion, and there is no

angle at the joining of neck and shoulder. It appears to be earlier

than Hqfheim (1912), type 58, 40-51 A.D.

Type 106. Neck and part of handles of a two-handled lagena
with one neck-ring, widely outbent triple moulded rim, and four

ribbed hand-handle. Clay, hard sandy grey, coated with black

bitumen to which has apparently been added some graphite to give
it the peculiar gloss. Diameter of rim 10 cm., the neck contracting

upwards from 10.3 to 7.4 cm. This resembles closely the two-

handled pitcher with tall cylindrical neck and neck-ring, Hofheim

(1912), type 58, fig. 66, 3, and may, therefore, be assigned to about

the middle of the first century.

The two fragments, types 105 -6, are in Belgic technique and

are here inserted for comparison with other early types.

TYPE 107. Pear-shaped lagena with short narrow neck, tunnel

shaped mouth-piece, and expanded three-ribbed handles, the

mid-rib of which projects. Clay, hard smooth white. 1 [eight

24.6, neck 6.7 ; diams., bulge 18.0, base 8.0 cm. ; proportions 27,

76,32. The only other example of which a record has been traced is

Ritterling,//o/7/ ( /w (io.i2),p. 292, type 61, pi. XXVIII., no. 44. It

occurs in the later period, 70-83 A.D. and its proportions, 21, 70,

28, are slenderer, its moulding is less severe, andthe clay ot which it is

formed is inferior to that of the Silchester specimen, which ought
therefore to be assigned to an earlier date probably not much later

than the Claudian occupation in 44 A.D.

TYPE 108. Tall lagena with ovoid body and long neck con-

tracted in the middle, one handle wanting and the other partly
broken off. Clay, sandy pale red, with drab core anil cream white

slip coating. Height ^0.4, neck 9.0 ; diams., bulge 22.4, base 0.0

cm. Though of similar type it differs in detail from nos. 105-6
The rim is less projecting and the three-ringed moulding ot its

edge less bold, a plumb-line from it reaching the neck
.5 cm., above

its base, which is expanded to meet the more steeply sloping
shoulder. The foot which is raised, but not moulded, is only
divided by a shallow groove on the protuberant base. It should be

placed later, but not much later than the others about the middle

of the first century.

Type io(). Tall lagena with pear-shaped body somewhat

distorted when in a plastic state. Clay, drab to reddish, containing
crushed flint particles. Height 27. S, neck 7.5 cm. : diams., bulge
10.^, base <j.2 cm. The wide rim with Y-shaped edge from which
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a plumb-line would fall about 1 cm. from the root of the high

cylindrical neck, the cordon separating the latter, the wide 3 and 4
ribbed (differing) band handles rising vertically from the shoulder,

the boldly moulded foot-ring and hollow base are all features in-

dicating a date preceding the middle of the first century for the

appearance of this vessel.

Type i 10. Globular bodied lagena with curved neck ending in

a twice grooved bevelled lip ;
the two-ribbed handles curving

slightly inwards to meet the shoulder where they are ornamented
with a girth-groove, the middle with two girth-grooves. The
foot is raised without moulding, and the under-base turned hollow.

Clay, brownish-grey above, burnt to light red on the under part
which has been broken off and repaired. Height 21 .8, neck 6.8 cm.

diams., bulge 17.8, base 7.7 cm. A similar vessel in York Museum
(May, York Potterv, p. 64, pi. XVII. no. 4) of somewhat bolder

proportions, 25, 97, 38, is attributed to about 150 a.d.

Type 1 1 1 . Tall lagena with oval slightly drooped body, keeled

shoulder, strongly out-bent and sharply inverted rim, forming
inside a V-shaped hollow and outside a bevelled and reeded lip.

Both handles almost entirelv broken off leaving one segment and
the marks of attachment of the other. The body ornamented
with nine carelessly incised girth-grooves at intervals of about
2 cm. apart, and three others close together near the foot

;
the

under base turned hollow with two grooves. White pipe clay

charged with fine sand. Height 29.6, neck 6.5 ; diams., bulge
18.6, base 9.7 cm. The drooped body and keeled shoulder appear
towards the end of the second and survive until the beginning of the

fifth century. Behn Rom. Keramik, form 80
; May, York Pottery,

p. 65, pi. XVII. no. 5 Lehner, Novaesium, p. 316, pi. XX. no. 7,

about 200 a.d., and p. 318, nos. 18, 19, second half of the third

century.

PLATE LXI.

Nos. 1-5.

Fragments offlagon with pinched-in spout and of lagenae.

1. Fragment of flagon or pitcher, with short curved neck,

cup-shaped mouth-piece separated bv a cordon, off-set below the

rim, and pinched-in on the side opposite to the handle to form a

spout ;
handle projecting horizontally from just below the lip and

descending vertically to the shoulder, which is boldly rounded.
The only example of the type from Silchester.
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2. Conical neck, diminishing upwards, flat-band mouth-piece,
and handle of a two-handled lagena. The handle is wide, flat,

angularly bent and joins the upper part of the neck and boldly
rounded shoulder vertically. There are shallow grooves round the

middle of the neck and on the margins of the mouth-piece. 'This

is of earlj date, first century, as evidenced by the shape of neck and
handle and angular joining of neck and shoulder.

j.
Meek and both handles of a lagena viewed from above. The

mouth piece is flat topped and weakly moulded ; the handles are

grooved and bent in a semi-circle springing from just below the lip.

This type is of much later date than the preceding, as shown by
the round bent handles and short neck.

4. 5. fragments of necks of two lagenae with thin bent-in

mouth-pieces, reeded and grooved on the bevelled edge. The

rims are of unusual shape having a > -shaped section.

PLATE LXII.

Types 112-1 i<S.

One-handlt d flagons.

Type 112. One-handled flagon with coned neck expanding

quickly above to a three-ringed mouth-piece, and divided by a

double girth-grooVe or counter-sunk cordon from the holder which
is much wider than that of the ordinary Roman flagon and is

supported on a low foot-ring, the under-base being domed to a height
of 0.6 cm., in the middle. The side opposite to the handle is some-
what distorted by the sagging of the clay previous to baking. Clay,
hard sandy light bull", somewhat poorly potted. Height 20.4, neck

7.8 cm. ; diains., bulge 26.5, base 12.3 cm. ; proportions, 21). 100,

46, which correspond almost exactly to those of an example from

the grave-field of St. Matthias, near Trier, illustrated by Ritterling.

Hofheim (1912), p. 281, lig. 63, no. 1, proportions 27, 100, 47, with

the same form of body and rim belonging to the VugUStan period,
B.C. 30 14 A.D., to which period the Silchcster example must also

be assigned.

Type 113. One-handled ovoid flagon
with widely over-

hanging ileepb grooved and under-cut rim, half-round moulded
fool and hollow base (handle wanting all but a small hit of the

lower attachment and neck distorted by careless attachment of the

upper part ). Clay, cream to lighl buff colour and toll ot tine sand.

Height 31.7, neck 8.8 cm.; diains. , bulge 2I.Q, base 6.9 cm.;
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porportions 27, 69, 22. The wide rim with down-bent lower

flange and neck widening upwards from 5.7 to 6.6 cm. across is

not recorded elsewhere in Britain. Three of similar type from the

Flavian deposits illustrated only in a photograph, Curie, Nezvstead,

p. 254, pi. XLIX.B, nos. 2, 3, 4, and described at p. 261, have less

projecting rims in proportion and necks more nearly cylindrical, no

expansion upwards being perceptible in the photograph. The
earlier examples of the type (Loeschcke, Holtem V., type 47), are of

bolder proportions, 19, 76, 31, and the Silchester specimen is

intermediate between the Augustan and Flavian periods. The
type is not recorded at Hofheim, but is represented in the Boulogne
Museum. It is not later than the reign of Claudius, 41-54 a.d.

Type 114. One-handled biconical flagon, incomplete (the
neck and handle all but a small portion of their lower attachments

being broken off and restored in the drawing from others of similar

type). The neck is separated by a slight off-set from the body and
the half-round moulded foot by a groove. There are two girth-

grooves half way between the lower attachment of the handle and
the keeled bulge. Clay, clean smooth white. Diams., bulge 20.0,

base 7.9 cm. The parallels to this body-shape are of the Augustan
period

—Hahnle, Haltem VI., pi. XV., no. 1, B.C. 1 1—9 a.d.;

Koenen, Bonn. Jahrb., 86, pi. V., Andernach grave, 15 d
;

Poppelreuter and Hagen, Bonn. Jahrb., 114/5, pi. XXL, grave 4
d, e, f (later developed form). A prototype may be recognised
in the wide-mouthed two-handled amphora of the Late Celtic

period, Bulliot, Mont Beuvray, Album, pi. XX.

Type 115. Neck and handle of pitcher with pinched-in rim
to form a spout. Clay, hard coarse sandy light grey with darker

coating, smoothed on outside surface. This resembles Loeschcke 's

Haltem V., p. 236, type 54, fig. 29, which is stated to be later than

Augustus. It appears to be no later than the pitcher with spout
of Ritterling, Hofheim (1912), p. 284, type 54, 40-50 a.d., and may
therefore be attributed to the first half of the first century.

Type 116. High cylindrical neck and small portion of handle
of large one-handled flagon. The seams at the joining appear to

show that neck, body, mouth-piece and handle were formed

separately and conjoined. The wide band handle has three

grooves. Clay, hard light grey. Height of neck and mouth-piece,
11.4 cm.; diams., rim 10.0, neck 6.4 cm. Another similar

fragment of darkish drab clay.

The long cylindrical neck expanding slightly both upwards and
downwards from the middle and joined to the body at an angle ;
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wide- four ribbed band handle joined sour- distance below the rim

and projecting at a right angle to the neck ; and wide strongly
moulded rim are all characteristic features oi the Augustan form
of' flagon (

1 lOeschcke, Haltern V., p. 224, type 45, fig. 24, no. i ), and

have ceased to appear combined on those of the middle oi the first

century, as Ritterling, Hofheim ( [912), p. 278, type 50, \. h, fig. 62,

on which the neck has already become conical, the rim less

projecting, ami the joining of the handle closer to the top of the

neck, which is shorter and joined to the body at a more obtuse

angle.

Type i 17. One-handled oval bodied flagon, of the commonest
first century form found in Britain, with funnel-shaped under-

stepped mouth-piece of five steps, wide four ribbed handle, low

foot-ring and hollow turned base. Clay, soft red, containing fine

sand and coated with pale grey slip. Height 28.2, neck S.i cm. ;

diams., bulge [9.8, base 8.5 cm.; proportions 28, 70, 30, correspond-

ing to those of Hofheim examples of the early period, 40 51 \.l».

Ritterling, Hofheim (1^04), pi. VI. no. 25; and Table of

Standard Proportions VI.

Type 118. One-handled oval-bodied flagon with funnel

shaped under-stepped mouth-piece of five steps, three ribbed

handle and slightly moulded foot. The under base is slightly
hollowed and a girth-groove marks the middle of the bulge. C'la\ ,

cream to light bull', charged with tine sand. Height 30.4, neck

10.3 ; diams., bulge 20. 8, base 8.0 cm. ; proportions 33, 69, 26.

Three similar examples. This form of mouth-piece sometimes
described as screw-like, occurs oftener in Britain than on the

Continent, only one imperfect example with 7 steps being recorded

at Hofheim, Op. cit., fig. 64, no. 10. Cf. York Pottery, p. 71, pi.

XVII. no. 7, for 3 similar examples of about the same proportions
and date end of first ccnturv.

PLATE LXIII. a.b.

Nos 1 6.

One-handled flagons.

1. One-handled flagon, pear-shaped, with long tubular neck

expanding slightly upwards and downwards ; mouth-piece widely
off-set and moulded with a shallow groove round the outer margin ;

high beaded loot. Clay, white.
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2. One-handled flagon, globular, the short neck contracting
upwards ; understepped mouth-piece of five steps ; high beaded
foot. Clay, white.

3. One-handled flagon, globular, the short neck contracting
upwards ; understepped mouth-piece of five steps. Foot-beaded
and separated by a hollow. Clay, white.

4. One-handled flagon, globular, four-ringed mouth-piece
(not understepped) the upper ring only projecting ; handle bent
at a right angle and descending vertically to the shoulder

;
foot-

beaded.

5. One-handled flagon, long oval-bodied ; neck narrow
tubular

; mouth-piece a plain band slightly off-set ; high foot

separated by a hollow. Decorated with four zones of roulette-

notching and coated with reddish-brown slip.

6. One-handled flagon ; body boldly outbulged ;
short

tubular neck
; mouth-piece with wide off-set and moulded with a

shallow groove round the margin ; foot-beaded and separated by
a groove.

The neck and shoulder of the first three meet at an angle ; on
nos. 5 and 6 their joining is bevelled, indicating a late date.

PLATE LXIV.

Types 1 19-126.

Honey-pots, jar, flagons and flasks of various shapes.

Type 119. Money-pot (urceus or olla) of quite unusual shape in

two segments joined by upright loop-handles, (1) oblique-lipped
steeply conical neck separated by an off-set from (2) a boldly out-

bulged body which contracts in a sweeping convex curve to the
base (which is wanting). Clay, hard sandy drab, smoothed outside.

Height about 24.7 cm.
; diams., rim 12.5, bulge 26.0, base about

10.8 cm.
; proportions approximately 50, 104, 43. The only

parallel to this very rare form which has been traced (Ritterling.,

Hofheim (1912), p. 295, type 66 B, pi. XXVIII. no. 28,) belongs
to the period of the early camp, 40-51 a.d., proportions
60, 100, 45.

Type 120. Honey-pot {urceus or olla) with re-curved rim

widening slightly to a nearly flat lip, and, just below the latter,

undivided loop-handles with bevelled edges. There is one girth-

groove level with the upper attachment of the handles. White
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pipe-clay, silicated, or artificially made fire-clay. Height 22.')

cm.; diams., rim 11.3, bulge 23.4, base cS.6 cm.; proportions
50, 103, 38. They correspond closely to those of a similar

vessel in Mainz .Museum attributed by Schumacher {Alter, it. h.

Vorzeit, \ '., pp. 161 4, pi. XXIX. no. 504) to the firsl half of tin-

first century.

Another example of a similar vessel without handles.

The proportions are nearly those of vessels attributed by
Schumacher, Op. cit., to the first half of the first century. See

Table of Standard Proportions VIII.

Inscriptions incised upon no fewer than ten similar vessels

indicating their name, their weight when empty and full, and the

nature of their contents, are recorded. Two of the most im-

portant are (1)

VRPVS. VRCEVS it Mid. P XXVII.

VR(cevs) P(ondo) VS(emis). Vrcevs it Mm. P(ondo) xxvn.

indicating the vessel to be an lira us weighing 5.\ Roman libra-

when empty, and 27 when full, and that it contained 21.1 libra

weight of honey, Behn, p. uo, no. 44 ; Schumacher, Alt. it. It.

Vorzeit, V., p. 163 ; and (2) OLLA MEL (olla, honey), indicating
that the name of olla was also used for the same kind of vessel

containing honey. Reims, MtlS. Cat., no. 4504 ; Helm, Rom.

Keramik, p. 221 .

Schumacher,.!//. it. It. Vorzeit, V., p. 161 f., pi. XXIX. nos.

504 511, gives the following examples of weights : (505) PI1 1 1 S

1.475 kg., present weight 1.44 kg.; (508) PXVIIS 5700 kg,
present weight 4.560 kg. ; (509) l'Xll 4.075 kg., present weight

3.939 kg. See also C.I.L., XIII. iii., p. 86 ff.

At first, by way of ornament, honev-pots had only from one to

three girth-grooves between the handles, but others lower down
the side were added subsequently. The two small upright loop
handles are supposed to have served for retaining a sealed fastening
band drawn through them and across the coverlid, to exclude

flies (and fingers) in transit. On a like example from an early pit,
no. 76 ((So 100 a.d.) at Newstead {Curie, p. 244, and pi. XLVII.
no. 35) two small conical cups, with solid pedestals reaching to the

shoulder, placed midway between the handles, may have been

intended to receive and protect leaden seals on the ends of a metal

band crossing the lid in the opposite direction, as an additional

security against pilfering.

Early examples are described by Schumacher as being care-

fully, artistically, and strongly built, but later one-, display the

degradation in form, material, and technique, which overtook all

the arts and crafts of the Lower Empire.
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Eleven such vessels, found in cremation graves, nos. 2, 8, 22,

23, 25, 26, 68, 71, 76, 124, Joslin Collection at Colchester (Price,

Colchester Museum Cat.), had been used as cinerary urns. They
extend over about three centuries, from grave-group 124, con-

taining a number of St. Remy green-glazed figurines, dated not

later than 50 a.d., by 30 coins from Agrippa to Claudius, down to

group 71, which includes a glass unguentariutn, having four indenta-

tions on the side, of fourth century type (Hettner, Fiihrer durch

Prov. Mus. in 'Flier, p. 107, no. 20).

Type 121. Wide-mouthed ovoid jar with rounded, thickened

lip separated by a low off-set
;
the lower part of the body irregularly

thickened with ribs of careless throwing and somewhat distorted.

Clay, coarse sandy white, with roughened surface in parts as if by
corrosion. Height 20.2 cm.

; diams., rim 10.7, bulge 14.2, base

6.5 cm. A vessel of similar form, with thickened lip, but smaller,

1 1.4 cm. high, found at Mainz, in association with cups and plates
of terra sigillata bearing stamps of Arretine potters, is figured by
Schumacher, Alter, u. h. Vorziet, V., p. 155, fig. 4, no. 1

;
and a

cup of like form, 6.8 cm. high, was found at Haltern, Loeschcke,
Haltern V., pi. XXI., no. 16, type 41 b, (dated about B.C. 11 to

9 a.d.) and supposed to have been imported from Italy.

Type 122. One-handled, oval-bodied flagon with curved neck

topped by a flat flange-like round-edged mouth-piece, 5.8 cm. in

diameter. The curved band-handle is unequally divided by a

narrow rib, on one side only of a wide hollow. Clay, hard white,

smoothed on the outside surface. Height 23.8, neck 5.2 ; diams.,

bulge 15.4, base 5.8 cm.
; proportions 22, 65, 24, which closely

approximate those of flagons from the kilns at Heddernheim

(Nida), Welcker, Hedd. lilitteil, IV., p. 133, fig. 18, dated about

133-200 A.D.

Seven other examples of smaller size.

Type 123. Globular flask with tall narrow neck, slightly

expanded grooved and off-set mouth-piece, raised foot without

moulding, but marked off by a shallow groove on the nearly flat

base, which has a flaw. Clay, light brown, smoothed on the outside

surface. Height 18.0, neck 5.9 ; diams., bulge 13.8, base 4.3 cm.

Type 124. One-handled flagon (gutturniiim ?) of squat shape,
the width of the bulge being nearly thrice its height, partly due to a

partial collapse of one side when the clay was plastic. A 3 mm.
vent-hole close to the small two-ribbed handle allowed freer

outflow of the contents from the narrow mouth which is a mere
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widening of the neck divided by a groove. Haul cream coloured

pipe-clay. Height 9.4 cm. ; diarns., bulge 21.4, base 10.8 cm. A
date about the second hah ol the second century may be inferred
from the shape of neck and handle and faulty execution.

Type 125. Globular bodied Bask or bottle almost without

oeck, a narrow coition separating the sharply curved and widely
outbent rim from the body. Clay, hard sandy light brown, shading
to grey on one portion ol the shoulder. Height [84 cm. ; diarns.,
rim 6.1, bulge 18.4, base 6.7 cm.

Type 126. One-handled globular-bodied flagon with short

curved neck separated by a flange from an upright rim 0.8 cm. high.

Clay, sandy brown, coated with pasty slip, which has been polished

by an up and down motion of a blunt tool. Height nj.o, neck 1.6

cm. ; diarns., bulge 15.5, base 4.0.

PLATE I.XV.

Types 127 140.

Wortaria and basins painted with red-brown stii/us.

The rim is the only salient feature of the mortarium by which
it is distinguishable into distinct types. Of these there are three

early original ones, which become, in the course of development,
expanded into at least seven, viz. :

ia. The upright rim (type 59, Loeschcke), which appears at

Haltern (b.c. ii 9 a.d.), and is the prevailing one in Germany
during the Augustan period, but occurs in Britain principally in

the revived sigillata, form 45, Dragendorff, with lion or bat-faced

spout, of the second and third centuries (see pi. XXXIY., type
42).

ib. The upright collar (or wall-sided mortarium), a developed
form, represented in the Colchester Museum, where it is associated

with the well known Colchester vase, decorated round the side

with gladiators and animals 01 barbotine. It no doubt corresponds
with the wall-sided mortaria discovered lu Art is beside the kilns

in which they were made at Castor (Durobriva). See also WroXi t< r

1., p. 79, types 218-238, 200-400 A.D.

2a. The horizontal or flat-curved rim (type (>o, Loeschcke),
derived from Upper Italy, was brought to Haltern in Germania
Interior along with the legions during the Augustan period, and
no doubt reached Britain in a similar wa\ at the tune of the Claudun
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invasion (43 a.d.). It is represented in most of our museums.

(Curie, Neivslead, p. 264, fig. 34, nos. 1-7). From the end of the

first century it was gradually expelled by a developed form of the

same type, 2b. Wroxeter I., p. 76, types 14-18, before 100 A.D.

2b. The bead and roll rim (Loeschcke, Haltern, V., p. 243,

fig. 33, no. 16), which prevailed in Britain and on the Continent

during the second and early third centuries, is developed from no.

2a by becoming more and more down-bent or hooked. Curie,

Newstead, p. 264, fig. 34, nos. 8-15 ; Jacobi, Saalburg, p. 426, fig.

63, nos, 12, 22-26; Gibson & Simpson, Trans. Cntnb. and Westm.

Arch. Soc, N.S., XL, p. 448, pi. IV., nos. 1, 2, 4-10, etc., from

Poltross-burn. These recorded dates extend from 100-270 a.d.

2C. Coped rim, a down-bent rim with bead rising above it.

Wroxeter, I., p. 78, types 102-6, late second and third centuries.

2d. The knobbed rim (Gibson & Simpson, Op. cit., pi. IV.

no. 3 ; Jacobi, Op. cit., fig. 63, no. 8), developed from 2c by filling
or thickening the under portion of the curve, is ascribed to the first

period of Poltross-burn, 120-180 a.d.

3a. The flanged rim (O.R.L., XIV., Pfiinz, pi. VII. nos. 2, 3,

6, 8, g, 15), the prevailing one in the Rhaetian castella, along with
so many other La Tene survivals. It is stated by Drexel (O.R.L.,
XXXV., Faimingen, p. 97), to be derived from an early Belgic or

terra nigra flanged bowl (Op. cit., p. 76, fig. 5, no. 2), as shown

by the flange of both becoming more and more down-bent and the

preference for colour-coating displayed by both. The flanged
mortaria often show on the outside and inside of the rim radially

painted stripes in red pigment. The latter type is represented in

the museums at South Shields and Corbridge and is the prevailing
one at Pevensey, 250-410 a.d. See also Wroxeter, I., p. 79, types
126-162, beginning of second to end of third centuries. It is the

latest form appearing at Faimingen, destroyed about 240 a.d.

3b. The hammer-head rim (Gibson & Simpson, Op. cit., p. 452,

pi. V., nos. 1-4, third period, about 270-330 a.d., Poltross-burn).
Its development from type 3a is traced by Drexel, Op. cit., p. 97,

through the form of mortarium with obliquely inclined collar twice

grooved roundthe outside, which occurs at Pfiinz, pi. VII. no. 9, and
also at Faimingen as above stated . Examples with the same concavity,
o in. to 1 in. wide, bordered by a nick below the inside lip and
darker red colour-coating have been found at Corbridge and at

Wilderspool, 4 feet down in a pit, an identity which is too perfect
to be accidental. Numerous transitional forms between the latter

and the hammer-head type have also been obtained at Corbridge.
Examples of the hammer-head type, usually in hard white pipe-

clay, with four to six grooves, are recorded at Poltross-burn (Op. cit.
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p. 452, pi. V., nos. 1 4) in the third period deposits (about 270 330
A.i>.), and occur in the latest strata of Corbridge and Wilderspool.
It was the prevailing type during the latest period of the wall of

Hadrian, fourth century. Sec also Wroxeter I., p. 79, types 178-

214, aboul 200-400 a. n.

Type 127. Rim' fragment of very large mortarium of the

flat-curved rim
type,

2a. Clay, hard white to drab, with traces of

a coating of buff slip ;
studded inside with granulated quartz or

Hint.

Type 12N. Mortarium, early bead-and-roll type, 2b. Clay,
smooth creamy white, studded with white stone particles on the

inside base Height 10. 1 cm.; diams., rim ^.2, base 14.0 cm.

Stamped on the top of tin- rim with the name of the potter (im-

perfect)LITV . . ., see pi. I,XXX 1 1 1., no. 28.

IYCI . . .

Three examples of this type, including fragments.

Type 129. Rim-fragment of mortarium, bead-and-roll type
2b. Studded inside with white quartz particles. Clay, hard
white sandy. Orig. diam. about 27.3 cm. A close parallel, Bushe-

Fox, Arch. .Id., 3 Ser., VIII., p. 17;,, fig. 7, no. 45, was obtained

from the low level, site 36, at Corbridge, ascribed to the Domitian-

Trajan period, Si 117 \.n.
;
ami also from the floor level of the

first period at Poltross-burn mile-castle (Gibson X-

Simpson,
Op. n't., p. 448, pi. IV. no. 1 ), about 120 1S0 a.d.

Type 130. Rim-fragmenl ol mortarium, bead-and-roll type
2b. Clay, hard sandy pale bull", coated thickly with white slip.

Orig. diam. about 30.] cm.

TYPE [31. Rim-fragmenl of mortarium, bead-and-roll type
2b. Clay, hard

light buff, much worn inside, so that few of the

stone particles with which the base was studded remain. Height
8.0 cm. ; diam. of rim about 35.5 cm.

TYPE 132. Mortarium with moulded upright rim and down-
bent flange, 1.4 cm. below lip, late example of type ;a ; the

inside- studded with stone particles to resist friction. Clay, hard

light buff, nearly white. Heigh) 9.4 cm. ; diams., rim 211.4. flange
2(>.u, base 8.9 cm. Cl. Helm, Rom. Keramik, p. 10S, fig.

S, no. iS,

which dates from the first half of the third century down to the

abandonment of the Linns, about 200 \.i>.
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Type 133. Rim-fragment of mortarium with knobbed rim, a

development of type 2d. The outside of the vessel is ribbed or

corrugated. Clay, soft sandy, creamy white. Orig. diam. about

15 ins. Cf. Pitt-Rivers, Excavations in Cranborne Chase, I., p. 1 1 1,

pi. XXXVIII., fig. 8.

Type 134. Mortarium, intermediate form between the flanged

rim, type 3a, and the hammer-head type 3b ;
ornamented on the

surface of the rim and flange with mouldings and three rows of

stamped patterns. Clay, hard white (Poole ?), smoked outside by
fire. Height 8.4 cm.

; diams., rim 30.2, flange 32.9, base 10.0 cm.
Six examples, including fragments. A fragment of somewhat
similar type grooved thrice on outside of rim (Gibson & Simpson,
Op. cit., p. 452, pi. V. no. 4) from Poltross-burn, belongs to the

third period, 270-330 a.d. Fragments of white clay mortaria

ornamented with scored and stamped patterns on the rim and flange
were found in surface trenching at Woodcuts Common, Pitt-Rivers,

Excavations in Cranborne Chase, I., p. 107, pi. XXXVI. nos. 7, 9.

They are of late date and were probably made in the New Forest

potteries only 10 miles away.

Type 135. Mortarium, flanged type 3a, studded on inside base

with brown and white quartz particles. Clay, hard white (Poole ?),

smoky outside by fire. Height 7.9 cm.
; diams., rim 27.3, base

9.3 cm. Behn, Rom. Keramik, p. 108, fig. 8, no. 18, illustrates a

parallel example from the civil settlement of the Osterburken
castellnm dated about the first half of the third century. It is the

latest form appearing at Faimingen destroyed about 240 a.d.

Drexel, O.R.L., XXXV., Faimingen, p. 97.

Type 136. Rim-fragment of large mortarium, hammer-head

type 3b. Clay, coarse gritty white, studded on inside base with

white quartz particles. The numerous examples of the hammer-
head type found at Corbridge, Poltross-burn, Haltwhistle-burn,

etc., during excavations are derived from the latest deposits previous
to the abandonment of the line of the Wall towards the end of the

fourth century.

Type 137. Rim-fragment of mortarium of the flanged type 3a,
studded inside with brownish quartz. Ornamented on the outer

edge of the flange with a row of small lunette-shaped impressions.
Surface smoked slightly by fire. Clay, hard white. Orig. diam.,
about 31.4 cm.

Type 138. Rim-fragment of mortarium with vertical turned
down collar (adze-head type). Ornamented on the top of the rim
with three grooves, and round the outer edge with a row of small
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holes between girth-grooves. Clay, hard sandy creamy white,

coated on the inside base with brown stone particles. Orig. diam.

about 34.;, cm.

Typj i

39. Side-fragment of wide shallow basin (base wanting

and restored in drawing from base of similar type in the collection).

Ornamented on the inside just below the rim with horizontal band

and diagonally across the rim with stripes in threes, painted in dull

brown-red pigment. Clay, hard brittle white, with smooth cream-

coloured surface. Orig. diam., about 22.1 cm.

Type 140. Side-fragment of shallow basin with an inside

flange projecting to a blunt apex 2.2 cm. below the rim, to prevent

slopping over of the liquid contents. Ornamented at a correspond-

ing depth outside with girth-grooves, and inside, just below the

flange, with wavy stripes between two narrow horizontal bands in

dark brown pigment. Clay, hard sandy cream coloured. Orig.

diam., about 22.7 cm. Seven fragments of similar basins, including

bases ornamented on the inside surface with concentric circles,

sunk-star pattern, dotted circles, etc., are illustrated on pi. LV.

PLATE LXVI.

Types 193-199.

2. (b) Fumed grey to black, red and other coarse plain flay wart <.

The characteristic colours of I'pchurch ware are grey, slate-

colour, brown and black, and, as previously stated, most <>t the

examples are equally common in France, Belgium and Germany.
It only remains to be pointed out that, according to (.'. Roach

Smith (Coll. Antiq., VI., p. 179, ff),
the processes adopted to give

bluish-black and slate coloured pottery its characteristic colour

must have been identical on the Nen and on the Medway. lbs

words are,
" m\ friend, the late Mr. Artis, who carefully examined

specimens of the dark Upchurch pottery, decided that the colour

was produced b\ suffocating the condensed smoke of vegetable

substances in a 'description of kiln well-known to him, termed

smother-kiln," which were among those excavated by him on the

banks of the river Nen in Northamptonshire.

As already explained, soot and tine carbon particles have been

dismissed by modern chemists from the category
of ancient colour-

ing ingredients, and replaced by black iron oxide whether found

naturally in the clay,
or added in the form of powdered magnetite,
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haematite, ground iron, or "bull-dog," and ferro-silicate, the latter

being a stable and refractory substance, familiar in the forms of
iron slag and obsidian, quite capable of being produced by steaming
in smoke fumes and of bestowing on Romano-British fumed wares,
as well as on Greek glazed black vases and pre-historic Egyptian
earthenware, the black lustre which has resisted 15 to 50 centuries
of decay.

The very common fumed-grey to black utensils, which for
convenience are termed ollae, since cooking pots, cinerary urns,
beakers, and all others of like form are included, have their shape
and proportions determined by convenience and necessity and not

by convention. They require a wide mouth to receive joints,
birds, and small animals for stewing ;

a wide base to rest

securely upon an iron grid, or uneven surface
;

a wide rim
to allow them to be suspended over an open fire by means of
an iron chain with hooks from a triangle, and lifted with a bit of

rag on the fingers, in lieu of handles. Hence the attenuation
which they, in common with others, have undergone in the course
of centuries, is confined of necessity to the bulge.

In the course of centuries the boldly rounded body gradually
becomes flatter and the width proportions approximate more to

those of a cylinder, until, in the fourth century, the lip diameter
becomes equal to, and at a later date, sometimes exceeds that of
the body, while the base diameter undergoes little diminution.

The earliest examples found at Haltern (Loeschcke, Haltern V.,

p. 239, pi. XII., no. 57,) resemble in shape and proportions the
bronze camp-kettle from an early pit at Newstead, Curie, p. 274,
pi. LIII., no. 1

; proportions, 91, 108, 51. The rim of the latter

is well curved for retaining an iron ring with loops on either side,
into which the hooks at the ends of a curved iron handle were
inserted, and others have holes in the rim on both sides for the
hooks of a similar handle. No trace of an iron ring or handle has
been noticed on earthenware examples, but rimless cooking-pots
provided with lugs and projections for handling have been found

abundantly at Faimingen, O.R.L., XXXV., Faimingen, p. 91, pi.
XII. no. 24, etc..

Cooking-pots were made of strong, fat clay, mixed with a large
proportion of well pounded pottery, calcite, or silica (in the form
of sand, quartz, or flint particles), to render them proof against
splitting and flaking to which ordinary clay ware is liable on

exposure to wood flames, or on introduction of hot and cold liquids.
Hence the number of such vessels having their clay charged with
sand or white particles is very considerable.
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The material for comparative study of the rim
profiles of ollae is

obtainable from the authorities quoted with reference to white

flagons, and other writers who will he mentioned in passing.
Such profiles are often serviceable tor determining the types and
elates lit' \essels.

1. Recurved rim. This nearly semi-circular or (.'-shaped
rim is that of the Roman cooking-pot /></>

> Kcellence, which arrived

in Northern Iuirope with the legions from Italy at the beginning of

our era, and remained for centuries the base tvpe of the military

cooking-pot or olla. Loeschcke, Haltern V., p. 239, fig. 32, nos.

1-8, type 57. It was probably half-a-century later in reaching
Britain. Its form was determined by convenience or necessity,
and any slight changes it underwent in the course of its develop-
ment are too minute to be perceptible on a reduced drawing or

photograph. Therefore it affords little or no aid in determining
dates and is only useful for identifying the tvpe of vessel.

2. Inbent rim. The edge of the boldly rounded, turned-in

shoulder, ends in a slight thickening or bead, or is folded over

upon itself and grooved on the surface. This form of vessel was
taken over by the Romans on their first arrival in Lower < Jermanv
from an earlier Belgic or barbaric prototype, and was imitated in

their potteries at Xanten in terra nigra technique. It almost dis-

appeared from Germany, and probably also from Britain in the

time of Claudius (41-54 A. I).), but continued in the Danubian

provinces down to a later period. Loeschcke, Haltern \ ., p. 240,

type 58, fig. 32, a-c, pi. XXII. nos. 15, 17, and p. 2U4, type 91, fig.

48, 1-5, pi. XXV., nos. 4, 10
; Drexel, O.R.L., Fatmingen, p. go,

par. 3. The vessel is known as the
"
Maltern cooking-pot," ami

appears to have been widely distributed in the east and south of

Britain in the first half of the first century. It is represented by
the bead-rim bowls and ollae of the first century from excavations

in Casterlev Camp, illustrated in the Catalogue <>f Antiquities in

Devizes Museum, pt. 2, p. 106, E. 35, 36, pi. I. XV., nos. 3, 4, 6, 10.

The inbent rims of later date are more upright and end in triangular
or heart-shaped thickenings.

3. Rimless olla. The shoulder of the vessel ascends in an

ogee curve until upright, or ends with a slight outward bend in a

plain or beaded
lip,

without am distinct form of rim. The vessel

is clearly of La Tene type ami was made in Belgic terra nigra. It

seldom descends lower than the early Domitian period (about
So i)0 \.l>.) in the castella of the German Linus, ami is not often

found in Britain. One or two fragments were found in the bottom

of an early pit at Caersws. Ritterling, Hofheim (1904), pi. VI.

no. n; and (1912), types 114-17; Riese, Hedd. Mitldl., W.
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(Praunheim graves), pp. 13, 14, pi. I., nos. 2, 3, 4 ; Wolff, Ibid.,

p. 51, pi. XII., nos. 20, 38, 49, 50, 52. It probably died out, or
lost its distinct character about the end of the first century. As
its form indicates, it was chiefly used on beakers of bulgy shape
for holding a large allowance of weak liquor, raised ribs or crescents

being placed on their sides to give a hold for the fingers of one
hand.

4. Oblique rim. This is small, straight, angularly outbent,
and obliquely inclined, thickening upwards or in the middle, with
a triangular, long oval, or semi-oval section. It appears in the

Augustan period at Haltern, on vessels included among the Belgic
types 84, 85, 86, by Loeschcke, Haltern V., pp. 280-8, figs. 42,44,
nos. 1-7. Vessels of this type are recorded by

—
Ritterling,

Hofheim (1904), pis. VI. no. 20, and IX. no. 1, and (1912), types
24-26, 102, 106, 125-6, 40-83 A.D., and O.R.L., Wiesbaden, p. 117,
pi. XIII. nos. 21, 24, (83-122 a.d.) ; Riese, Hedd. Mitteih, IV.,

p. 14, pi. I. nos. 16, 17, 18, 19, from the Praunheim graves,
found with coins of Domitian, Trajan, and Hadrian, (90 150 a.d.) ;

Curie, Nezvstead, p. 248, pi. XLVIL, type 36, and p 246, fig. 25,
nos. 1, 4, 7, 10, n, from pre-Hadrianic deposits (69-110 a.d.).
The vessels are often decorated with bars, ribs, ridges, leaves,
studs, rings, etc., en barbotine, and various linear patterns round
the body, to give a finger-hold. The form of lip, surface-coating
or polishing, raised ornaments and dimensions, all indicate that

they were beakers (drinking mugs), the body being usually ovoid,

pear, tub, cask or
wine-pipe shaped. The absence of all these

indications is observable in rare cases when oblique rims are used
on large ollas, such as cooking-pots, cinerary urns, etc. Such rims
are to be met with on so-called Upchurch olla?, and seem to
indicate a Late Celtic or La Tene origin.

5. Horizontal or level rims. (a). Level lip, ending an ogee
curve on neck and shoulder—a pair of shallow girth-grooves often

marking the change from concave to convex on the latter, and two
others appearing on the surface of the rim. The flattening of the

lip appears on the earliest ollae and dies out about the end of
the second century, as indicated by the records of its occurrence.

Loeschcke, Haltern V., type 56, B.C. 11-9 a.d.
; Ritterling, Hofheim

(1904), p. 94, fig. 50, nos. 7, 8, 20 (the rim slightly undercut
and well moulded), and O.R.L., Wiesbaden, pi. XV. nos. 12, 21, 26

(83-121 a.d.) ; Wolff, Hedd. Mitteil., IV., pi. XII. nos. 42, 51
(50-117 a.d.) ; Jacobi, O.R.L., Zugmantel, pi. XIX. no. ^2

(117-160 a.d.) and fig. 30, no. 6 (121-138 a.d.); Kriiger, Prov.
Mns. Trier, 04.777a (100-150 a.d.) ; Curie, Nezvstead, p. 246,
fig. 25, no. 3, pi. XLVIL no. 38 (69-110 a.d.). (b). Level lip,

ending a convex shoulder (without neck) at an acute angle
—like a
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figure 7 (Arabic numeral,) in section. The statistics of pro-
venance show that it belongs to the second century. Wolff, //(</</.

Mitteil, IV.
( Vida), pi. XII. no. 46 (50 117 a.d.) ; Welcker, Ibid.,

p. 122. fig. 7. nos. 2, 5, 6 (133 200 a.d.) ; Gibson & Simpson,
Trans. Cumb. and Westm. Arch. Soc, N.S. XI., pi. \'.. no. <;, record
;i single example (270 330 a.d.) from Poltross-burn. (c). Level

lip, becoming beaded or knobbed on tin- inner, and inclined on
the outer edge, in section like a duck's head and neck, sometimes
described as heart-shaped. This is a later development of (a)

ami (h) appearing in the second halt" of the second century.
Welcker, Op. fit., fig. 7, nos. 7 11 (133 200 A.D.).

6. Funnel-shaped rim. The plain Hat rim, obliquely inclined,
of the Rhaetian pottery, is termed funnel-shaped by Drexel, < >. K.I ...

Faimingen, pp. So, 92, pi. XII. nos., 25, 21) (100 250 a.d.). The
form is the prevailing one in Rhaetia for red-glazed beakers

decorated en barbotine, and pots with hollows below the handles
for convenient handling, which have not been recorded in Britain,

though the funnel-shaped rim has been met with on vessels of Late

Celtic type at Colchester, Corbridge, Maidstone, Lpchurch
(Rochester Mus.), etc. The British and Rhaetian examples pro-

bably have a common La bene origin, such as exists between
Rhaetian and Galatian (Asia .Minor) pottery, though there is nothing

inherently improbable about direct inter-communication taking

place between the two northern provinces during the period ot the

joint Roman occupation (end of the first to the middle of the third

ri ntury.)

7. Cavetto rim. Quarter-round curve rising from a convex
shoulder with a sharp bend where the direction ot the curve is

reversed. Pitt-Rivers, Excavations in Bokerly Dyke, etc., III.,

p. 145, jil. CLXXXVI. no. 5 ; Salzmann, Sussex Arch. Sue. Colls.,

LI., p. 112, pi. 15, Pevensey, fourth to fifth century ; Cunning-
ton & Goddard, Devises Mus. Cat., pt. 2, pis. XVII. nos. 17, [9,

and XXXIX. nos. 2, 3 ; Guildhall Mus. Cat., pp. 85, '14. pi.

XL1X, nos. 6, (j.

8. Flat curved lip, rising
from a sharply curved neck like a

flattened (i or a staple-hook in section. The distinct ledge at the

joining of neck and shoulder is not a new feature, but appears in a

rudimentary form on the early Augustan rims of the cooking-pots
at Ilaltern, Haltern V., p. 2^), fig. 32, nos. 1, 6-8 ; Gibson and

Simpson, O/i. cit., pi. Y. nos. 6, 14, 15 (270 ;,;,o a.d.) from
Poltross-burn. Examples have also been obtained from the latesl

deposits (end of the fourth century) at Corbridge. The two last

mentioned types 7, S, are those which gradually widen until they

overhang the sides of the vessels at a late period, fourth to tilth

celitui \ .
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9. The sunk-bead lip, consisting of a shallow groove or ledge,

merely defining the rounded edge of the vessel, accompanies the

dying out of style and purpose in the manufacture of cooking-pots,

drinking-mugs, etc. By a process of perhaps over-refinement,
the types or varieties of rims could be further extended.

The marginal proportions of an olla can be obtained by placing
a set-square vertically against its side, and a straight edge (decimal
or metrical scale, or 2 foot rule) across its rim and measuring

decimally or metrically, (a) the vertical distances from the top and
bottom to its greatest diameter at the point where the upright
touches (near the middle) ; (b) the horizontal distances from rim

and base to the upright. The percentage proportions of (a) the

verticals, to (b) the horizontals (easily worked on a slide-rule), are

the marginal proportions required. In two columns on the right
of the Table of Proportions of olla;, no. IX., a series of what
have been termed marginal proportions are inserted as still more
useful and striking evidence, based on the gradual flattening of

the bulge, for determining the relative dates. They are derived

from measurements of the varying amounts of inbending from the

widest part upwards and downwards on one side only of the

vessel, and can be obtained from large fragments which retain

any of the widest part near the middle, and enough of the rim or

base for them to stand upright on a level surface.

Type 193. Shoulder fragment of large olla-shaped store-vessel

with re-curved rim strongly thickened towards the lip. Orig.
diam., about 33.6 cm. Clay, sandy rough pale grey, with coating
of darker slip.

Type 194. Rim-fragment of large store vessel, olla shaped,
with boldly out-bulged body, and thick oval rim grooved on top
and separated from the body by a deep under-cut groove. Clay,

sandy light grey, coated with blue-grey slip and ornamented with

alternate bands of white slip and black bitumen (cf. whole vessel of

similar shape and ornamentation, pi. LXIX.B.) Orig. diam. of rim

23.6 cm.

Type 195. Olla with cavetto rim, ornamented round the

middle of the bulge with a 3.3 cm. wide zone of scored latticed lines.

Clay, hard sandy grey, coated in parts with black bitumen. Height
16.0 cm.; diams., rim 12.6, bulge 13.3, base 6.6 cm.; proportions

78, 83,41 ; margins 7, 31, indicating 250-300 a.d. to be approxi-

mately the date of its appearance, (cf. Table of Proportions, no. IX.)
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Type 196. Olla with wide- outbent overhanging rim, roughly
fashioned ovoid body, and a 5.3 cm. wide hand <>t burnished

latticed lines round the middle. Clay, light grey, burnt red by

cooking below the scored ham! and ashen grey above, where it has

been coated, apparently with bitumen. Height [7.5 cm.; diams.,
rim 14.0, bulge 12.8, base 6.0 cm.

; proportions So, 73, 34,

margins 10, 53. The proportions and shape of rim point to .1

late fourth or fifth century date.

Type [97. Olla with cavetto rim slightly overhanging the side,

distorted roughly ovoid body, decorated round the middle with a

girth-groove and 6 cm. wide band of latticed lines burnished on a

roughened surface ; the upper and lower portions smoothed.

Clay, hard sandy lighl to dark grey, with darker coating on the

upper part. Height 20.8 cm.
; diams., rim 10.5, bulge 15.9, base

7.0 cm. ; proportions 79, 76, 33, margins 4, 33. Similar olla

found at Westbury, Devizes Mus. Cat., pt. 2, p. 74, pi. XXXIX,
fig. 2, containing a coin of Constantine [.,306 337 \. i>., and another

during excavations at Hambleden, near Henley-on-Thames
containing coins of same emperor.

Type 198. Olla with wide outbent overhanging rim, ovoid

body, and
}.]

cm. wide band of burnished latticed lines round the

middle of the bulge. Clay, hard sandy light grey, with trace- ol

darker slip. Height 17.0 cm. ; diams., rim 14.9, bulge 13.1, base

6.6 cm., proportions 87, 77, 38, margins 13, 31. Fifteen

examples of this and sixteen others of smaller size.

Type [99. Wide dish or porringer with outbulged base and

flat everted rim, ornamented round the side with two intersecting

zig-zag lines scored with a blunt point. The under base is also

ornamented with a rude scroll of similar character. Clay, light

grey, mottled on the outside with smoke and traces of a darker

coating. Height 5.6 cm. ; diams., rim 23.6, base 17.8 cm. Six

similar examples. The shape resembles type 4c; of Curie, \< vosU ad

p. 256, pi. I ..B, tig. 6, which occurred chiefly in the Antonine deposits

140 1S0 A.D. It lias also been found at Corbridge in a pit on site

XXVIII., dated to about c;o no a.d. Bushe-Fox, Arch. ./</.,

3 S., VIII., p. 170, pi. XL, fig. 5, no. 11.

Type 200. Handled mug. The under-base roughlj decorated

with a pattern of involved loops scored with a blunt point. Clay,
haul sandy grey, smoothed and coated with black slip. Height

13.8 cm. ; diams., rim 9.2, bulge u.i,base6.ocm. Five examples.
Cf. Gibson and Simpson, Trans. Cumb. <i/i</ Westtn. Arch. N

N .S. XI., p. 451, pi. IV. no. 30, second period, 1S0 270 \.l>., from
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Poltross-burn. Three were found in a pit in Insula XXL, in

a group, with two sigillata vessels (cup 33 and bowl 18/31) and

upright sided terra nigra dish or porringer, thus dating the mugs
to about the first half of the third century.

Type 201. Deep bowl or porringer, with a straight, obliquely
set side encircled, just below the lip, by a flange. Clay, coarse hard

light grey, smoothed on the surface. Height 9.1 cm.
; diams.,

rim 17.4, flange 19.0, base 8.9 cm. Seven whole or nearly whole

examples. This form has been found abundantly on Roman
sites in Britain. Pitt-Rivers, by means of statistics and diagrams
of rims obtained during excavations at Woodcuts and Rotherley
(Excavations in Cranborne Chase, II., p. 168, pi. CXVI. A-x), illus-

trates their development and infers that
"
those with high ridges

(upright rims on the inner edge) are more abundant on the surface

than in the pits," and hence of later date than those on which the

inner rim is level with or below the flange. Two examples illustrated

by Ward, Gellygaer, p. 78, pi. XII., fig. 11, having a prominent
upright rim and wider more down-bent flange, are ascribed to the

late first or early second century. Examples found at Poltross-

burn mile-castle, Gibson and Simpson, Cumb. and Westmorland
Arch. Soc. Trans., N.S. XL, pi. V. nos. 18, 19, 20, belonging to the

second and third periods of the fort, 180-330 a.d., are similar to

the above. Those found at Corbridge (Bushe-Fox, Arch. Ael.,

3 S., VIII., p. 172, pi. XII., fig. 6, nos. 71, 72) are described as

Antonine, or late second century, 160-200 A.D. These have wide

flanges. The comparative results so far obtained are not very
definite for determining the date.

Type 202. Small dish or porringer bulged out beneath, with

straight side obliquely set. It resembles type 41 , Curie, Nezvstead,

p. 259, fig. 32, no. 10, of the Antonine period, 140-180 a.d. Clay,

sandy light grey,
encrusted on the outside with soot. Height 4.3

cm.
; diams., rim 15.1, base 11.5 cm.

PLATE LXVII.a, b.

(c) Fragments of Amphorae.

A. Italo-Greek types. Four fragments of long cylindrical
necks with flat-band rims.

Six fragments of long straight handles angularly bent and
divided longitudinally by a groove into two ribs.

Coned knob or stilt forming the foot of a tall cylindrical amphora.
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B. Roman types. Necks and handles of three amphorae of

ordinary round bellied type, with thick flat ringed mouth-pieces
deeply seamed on the inside, showing they were made separately
and joined to the neck.

The potters' stamps on the handles of amphorae are reproduced
on pi. LXXXlllB.

PLATES LXVIII.-LXXIV.

Types 141 -192.

Belgic Terra Nigra.

The vases of Gallia Belgica of the liner sorts, such as were

produced in the last half of the first century B.C., and down to

about the beginning of the Flavian epoch (about 70 a.d.), occupv a

prominent position in the ceramic collections of Belgium, Holland,
and Lower Germany, particularly in Trier where they were

principally made, but they are little known and poorly represented
in this country outside the collections derived from Silchester and
the neighbourhood of Colchester, where fragments of black plates
and a red ware vase have been found. Only two examples are

recorded by Walters, xlviii. and .M. 2377, 2839. The deficiency is

supplied by the various Belgic types, in imitation of Arrctine

prototypes, and vessels in Belgic technique of earlier and later date,

which form more than one-third of the whole bulk of the Silchester

collection. This confirms the known history of Calleva Atrt batum,
the capital of a Belgic tribe, the Atrebates, who were migrants from
the portion of Gallia Belgica nearest to Britain (except the Morini,
who occupied the strip of coast of which Boulogne is the principal

port), with the Belgae (now Dorset and Wilts.) as their nearest

neighbours on the west.

The earlier and finer descriptions are divided by continental

archaeologists into the following classes :

A. Orange-red (terra rubra). (1). Imitations of sigillata ;

(2) inside red, outside plain ; ( ;) native forms.

B. Black (terra nigra). (1) Imitations of sigillata ; (2) native

forms.

C. Grey, (which is the natural colour of the clay when baked
in a reducing furnace).
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Recently the coarser descriptions of contemporary Belgic

pottery have been recognised by continental authorities as Belgic,
such as cooking utensils, store vessels, etc., autochthonous

Belgic types formerly described as Upchurch ware, which became
more prevalent with the abandonment of sigillata imitation and
decline of Roman influence in those countries still retaining the Late
Celtic culture, Gaul, Belgica, the Danubian lands, and it may now
be added parts of Southern Britain including Silchester, where

they lasted for centuries.

Examples of this kind of ware have been discovered in the

Romano-Belgic cemeteries recently excavated in Belgium (Ann.
de la Soc. Arch, de Namur, VII., Ibid., de Bruxelles V., etc.) and

abundantly in the Upchurch Marshes near to Chatham (it is well

represented in the Rochester Museum) and it forms accumulations
in the turf bogs of Flanders. Cf. May, York Pottery, pp. 49, 60.

It may therefore be more correctly described as Romano-Belgic
rather than Upchurch ware.

C. Roach Smith's description of discoveries of pottery in the

Upchurch Marshes, Coll. Antiq., VI., p. igS, unconsciously to

himself, supplies evidence that a portion, at all events, of the

pottery found there was imported from the opposite coast. Speak-
ing of the vessels from a cemetery at the head of Otterham Creek,
a few hundred yards east of Lower Rainham, he says,

"
among the

fragments the most curious are some with the names, or attempts to

make names, evidently in imitation of the manner in which the

makers' names were stamped upon the red pottery, in the centre

of the paterae. They are on shallow saucer shaped vessels, precisely

resembling the red lustrous in form, but in form only. I have given

examples in the second volume of Coll. Antiq. of some found in

Essex similar to those found in Mr. Walters' collection. The
imitators of the imported Roman ware failed in every respect, and
I have not seen one name which I believe could ever have been

legible." It is now well known that the forms and stamps of red

lustrous ware (terra sigillata) were imitated only by the potters
who made the Belgic ware imported into Britain at the end of the

first century B.C. and in first half of the first century A.D. See

Drag., Bonn. Jahrb., XCVL, p. 87 ; Ritterling, Hofheim, 1904,

p. 76 ; Ibid., 1912, p. 326, types 97-129 ; Loeschcke, Haltern V.,

types 72-97 ; Behn, Rom. Keramik, p. 205, pi. IV., nos. 1365-1405 ;

Koenen, p. 71, pi. IX. nos. 10-21. In Colchester Museum are

fragments of plates stamped anto and medi, also other fragments
with part of a central stamp.

Creeks and saltings are frequently spoken of in connection
with the pottery finds at Strood, in the marshes near Upchurch,
and near Tilbury Fort higher up the Thames. See Payne's
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Collectania Cantiana, recording numerous discoveries. The

population on this part of the coast employed in fishing, sea-borne

commerce, and the salt-making industries was probably more
numerous formerly than at the present day, and as there were no

docks, piers, or breakwaters, the chiel landing places wire the tidal

harbours, and shallow creeks where cargo boats were left high and

drj at low water. The pottery recovered from the creeks and

saltings includes many whole vessels of red glazed sigillata, cinerary
urns, Belgic plates stamped with the name or mark of the potter,
as well as fragments and whole examples of the so-called Upchurch
ware. They are not of the character of

"
wasters," i.e., overbaked,

distorted, or discoloured specimens, which invariably accumulate

beside the kilns.

From these facts it maj be inferred that the grey-black pottery,
known as I pchurch ware, consists mainly of the contents of ancient

cemeteries, single graves, refuse pits, and other accumulations

resulting from the denser occupation of the locality in Roman times,

washed out of the soil by the encroachments of the sea, or

accidentally lost in unloading the flat bottomed ships in which

they were imported from the opposite coast of Gallia Belgica, where

such pottery of the Roman period is equally abundant.

PLATE I.Will.

\'\ n -

141 149.

Type 141. Tall two-storied cordoned urn. The upper stage

expands downwards from a slightly out-bent beaded lip in a long

sweeping curve to a suddenly out-bulged body which rapidly
bends inwards, with a slight concavity below, to a half-round

moulded foot . The latter is defined on the under side by a groOA ed

circle. The form is likewise a development of the I lallstatt type
mentioned below , type 144. At the junction of the two parts there is

a distinct ledge, and round the middle of the upper one are two

cordons defined by grooves. Clay,sand) dirty grey, with a darker

film of bitumen smoothed on the outside only. Height 20.2 cm. ;

diams., rim 12.2 bulge [8.2, base (j.o cm. Cf. Koenen,

Gefdsskunde, p. 63, pi.
\ 111. no. 6, later La Tene.

TYPE 142. Tall beaker. Clay, hard light brownish red.

1 [eight 21 .2 cm. ; diams., rim 8.5, bulge 1 3.3, base 6.6 cm.

Type 143. Oval-bodied beaker with oblique rim. Clay,
hard heavj light grey, with smooth slightly darker surface, mottled
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with soot. Height 20.2 cm.
; diams., rim 9.3, bulge 17.0, base 7.6

cm. Cf. Late Celtic vessel of similar shape illustrated in Colchester
Mus. Report, 1909, pi. X., on extreme right of the series, found at

Little Hallingbury, Essex, in 1876 ;
and Trans. Essex Arch. Soc,

IX., p. 348.

Type 144. Vase with long neck strongly out-curved both

upwards and downwards, suddenly out-bulged body, curving
rapidly inwards to a half-round moulded foot, and slightly concave
under-base. The form is a survival of the common Hallstatt and La
Tene types of vessel which have a ledge or hollow at the junction of
the long neck and outbulged body as if the two parts were made
separately and conjoined. Cf. Koenen, Gefdsskunde, pis. VI. nos.

10, 11, 12, VII. nos. 1, 2, 3, 11b, and VIII. no. 6. Clay, hard sandy
light grey, rough inside, smoothed ouside, coated with bitumen
thinly inside, more thickly outside. Height 14.3 cm.

; diams.,
rim 8.2, bulge 14. 1, base 5.8 cm.

Type 145. Narrow-necked, wide-bodied olla, with out-curved
rim. On the shoulder a wide flat cordon pressed out from
inside is bordered by slender counter sunk or grooved cordons.
The under base is ring-grooved and turned hollow. Holes
in the side and base are plugged with a hard tough brownish
substance (bitumen ?). Clay, hard sandy light grey, coated with
dark brown bitumen (?). Height 19.0 cm. ; diams., rim 10.0, bulge
18.5, base 7.8 cm.

Type 146. Olla with straight obliquely out-set (funnel-
shaped) rim . The middle of the side is divided by girth-grooves into
two zones decorated with two wavy scored lines in the upper and
three in the lower zone. Clay, reddish with slight mixture of
white flint particles, coated with light brown slip and blackened
with soot. Late Celtic technique. Height 19.5 cm.

; diams.,
rim 12.7, bulge 16.5, base 7.6 cm. Two examples. This vessel
resembles the

;<

herring-boned
' :

olla of Belgic technique,
Loeschcke, Haltern V., type 86, fig. 44, and has the funnel-shaped
rim and wavy linear ornament in common with those illustrated in

O.R.L., Faimingen, pi. XL nos. 4, 11-15, 17-20, along with orna-
ments en barbotine.

Type 147. Large pear-shaped bottle with bold half-round

moulding on lip and three slight cordons defined by lateral grooves
on neck and shoulder

;
the under-base slightly hollowed. Clay,

grey, coated with black hot-polished bitumen. Height 23.0, neck

4.6 cm.
; diams., bulge 19.9, base 8.3 cm.

; proportions 20, 86, 36.
Cf. Ritterling, Hofheim (1912), type 120, 40-51 a.d.

; R. A.
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Smith, Romano-British pottery from Cobham, Surrev, in Surrey
Arch, ('.nils., XXI., p. 202, pi. ill., fig. iS, dated 1 50 \.i>. ;

Loeschcke, Haltern v., p. 291, type 89, proportions 15, 95, 40,
B.C. 11 <> \.d.

; Behn, Rom. Keramik, p. 201;. no. 1400. The raritv

oi the Belgic flask or bottle developed from a short necked thick-set

native I. a Tene or I. ate Celtic prototype is explained by the tact

that it was almost entirely superseded by the long straight necked
Roman flagon with its superfluous handle, which was prevalent in

tin- .Mediterranean region long before its introduction into Britain.

Only three examples of hot ties were tound beside the kilns at I leddern-

heim dated [33 200 \.i>. Welcker, Hedd. Mitteil., IV., p. [32, fig. 17
and pi. XXI . nos. 30, 41 ). Their proportions are 1 7, 82, 28; 21, 87,

27 ; 30, 106, 34 respectively and the Silchester example must be

assigned to a date intermediate between them and the one illustrated

by Loeschcke, type 89, i.e., about the end of the first century.

Type 148. Large globular one-handled flagon
or pitcher.

The mouth-piece is merely a ring of circular section. The short

neck expands in a continuous curve, without any angle at its junction
with the boldly out-curved shoulder. The under-base is slightly
bent in. Clay, hard light grey. On the shoulder it is decorated
with radial lines, and girth-band 5 cm. wide of burnished black

bitumen. Lower down the side at intervals are four narrow bands
of similar character. Height 28.1 cm. ; diams., bulge 22.3, base
1 1.1 cm. An owner's mark is scratched on the under side.

Eight smaller examples. \ close parallel found at Westhurv,
\\ dts, is illustrated in the Catalogueofthe Dt -< i:i s- Museum,pt. 2, 191 1 ,

pi. XXXVIII. , tig. 7, which appears to be of later date but has a

similar decoration of radial black lines round the shoulder at the

level of the lower attachment of the handle.

TYPE 149. Narrow-necked bulgy one-handled flagon or pitcher
with mouth squeezed in to form a spout opposite the handle. Claj .

hard sandy heavy yellowish buff, with rough surface, having a dark

grey to black coating of bitumen. Heighl [9.2 cm.; diam., bulge
15.7, base S.6 cm.

PLATE I. XIX. a. b.

V Large thick-sided one-handled flagon or pitcher, with

conical neck anil outbent thickened and rounded rim. Handle

two-ribbed, round-bent, joining mouth-piece and lower part of

neck. Clay, sandy pale grey, the surface thinly coated with

bitumen above and below two wide /ones of white slip separated

by a narrow black band in the middle.
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B. Large pear-shaped, wide mouthed store vessel with thick

rim of nearly square section. Clay, hard sandy fumed grey.
Round the body alternate zones of thin white slip and polished
black bitumen, the whole appearing grey owing to the thin and
worn condition of the surface coating. A pattern of latticed lines is

lightly scored between two black zones round the middle. This

pot is one of the largest found whole on the site and is capable of

holding about ten gallons. Having been found on the day of the

late Queen Victoria's second jubilee, 1897, it is known as the
"
jubilee pot."

PLATE LXX.

Types 150-162.

Type 150.
"
Butt-shaped

"
vase of statelier proportions but

evidently of the same type as the five following, nos. 151-155. The
rim is smaller in proportion, and has no flat band, though defined

inside by an off-set, and strengthened outside by an angle-moulding.
There are two wide bands of roulette-notched vertical lines round
the side bordered by grooves and separated by a wide plain band
round the middle. The conical bosses placed at intervals on both
bands of ornament were made separately and applied, and are a

rare kind of ornamentation, mentioned by Koenen, p. 79, pi. XL
no. 1, as being found on an early first century vessel. Clay, sandy
light brown, self-coloured. Height 25.6 cm.

; diams., rim 16.3,

bulge 18.3, base 10.2 cm. Loeschcke, Haltern V., type 84b, B.C.

1 1-9 A.D.

Type 151. Tall
"
butt-shaped

"
vase with obliquely set slightly

curved rim. Two ornamental bands round the upper part of the

body each consist of three rows of little cubes produced by intersect-

ing horizontal and vertical grooves cut on the raised surface with a

saw or similar implement. Clay, hard sandy reddish, coated with

smooth pasty brown slip. Height 26.2 cm.
; diams., rim 14.0,

body 19.0, base 9.6 cm. A vessel of the same type with like orna-

mentation, but more thick-set, found at Haltern is referred to

Nymwegen as the place of manufacture, about 30, all nearly whole,

having been found there. Loeschcke, Haltern V., p. 280, pi. XV.,

type 84a, B.C. 1 1-9 a.d. At Hofheim, Op. cit., type 102, it is rare.

Type 152. A more developed and later form of the
"
butt-

shaped
"

beaker, having a more rounded bulge and contracted
lower part in proportion. The inside rim has the flat band
without off-set, and the outside a wider and stronger angle moulding
at the junction, which is nearly a right angle. Foot oblique and
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grooved on under hast-. The ornamentation nearly covers the

side, all but a 3 cm. wide plain hand at the foot, which projects
obliquely to match the rim and is grooved on the underside. The
ornaments are scored with a sharp point or incised in three zones,
a narrow one of latticed lines below the rim and two much wider
placed above and below the middle, consisting of horizontal and
diagonal lines intersecting, bordered by corrugations or cordons
pressed out from the inside, (lav. coarse hard gre) to black with
a small admixture of white Hint 'particles, coated with a smooth
brown slip. Height 25.S cm. ; diams., rim 13.0, bulge [8.3, base
10. cm.

Typi [53. Tall "butt-shaped" vase (imperfect ami partly
restored). Clay, hard light brown, surface polished. Height
20.1 cm. ; diams., rim 1 1 .6, bulge 15.0, base 7.7 cm. In shape
and ornamentation bands of vertical roulette-notched lines
round the middle, bordered by a cordon and girth-grooves it

resembles the La Tene (bate Celtic) vase of Mont Beuvray, Album,
pl. XXI Y. no. 3, of the first century B.C., and still more closely the

Aylesford urn, Arckeeologia, Lib, p. 322, pl. IX. no. 1, in having
the obliquely set rim strengthened by an angle moulding at its

junction with the side ami a wide flat b fined by an off
on the inside, dated by Evans to about B.C. too. Though the

angle-moulding on the outside survives, the flat band on the inside
rim is wanting on the "butt-shaped

"
vases, type 84a and b at

I Ialtern (Op. cit., p. 2N0) elated B.C. 1 1 i
(

\ i>.

Type 154. Developed form of the "butt-shaped," oblique-
rimmed beaker, bulgier and more thick-set than those previousl)
described. The neck has become conical and is separated by a

slight off-set and two girth-grooves, and the under pari contracts
with a concavity to the moulded foot which is marked offby grooves.
The flat band inside the rim ami vertical incised lines in groups
bordered by girth-grooves round the body are still retained. Claj .

hard heavy sandy stone
grey,

coated with black bitumen, dull grey
inside and' polished outside". Height \i).; cm. ; diams., rim 10. 1",

bulge 15.6, base 6.4 cm.

TYPE 155. This is a still later development of the "butt-
shaped

"
beaker illustrating its ornament, shape, and proportions

at about the middle of the first century. The oblique rim is flat-

oval, and separated outside merely by a groove and inside by a blunt
keel at the junction; the slightl) projecting

foot is marked off by
OVes above ami on the under-side, which is turned hollow. The

ornament has dwindled to a narrow band of finely incised
parallel

lines forming a gate-pattern round the middle, bordered by double-
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girth-grooves or corrugations, and lower down a row of single
vertical lines wide apart. Clay, hard brittle light brownish-grey,
containing a few white flint particles. Height 18.4 cm.

; diams.,
rim 8.9, bulge 12.9, base 6.2 cm. These two examples, tigs, 154,

155, resemble the Belgic ovoid beaker with scored linear decora-

tion, type 102a, described by Ritterling, Hofheim (1912), p. 338, as

the latest survivals of the "butt-shaped" vase of the Augustan
period, having a bulgier form, a smaller and thinner rim and
diverse style of ornament similarly produced, which occur very
rarely during the period of the earlier camp at I lofheim (40 ^1 A.D.).
Cf. Koenen, p. 75, pi. X. nos. 8-11.

Type 156. Bulgy pear-shaped olla with nearly upright narrow-

edged neck, but no distinct rim
;

side caving in to a moulded

boldly projected foot and highly domed under surface. An
ornamented zone round the middle consists of six horse-shoes

alternating with vertical rows of six small studs en barbotiiw.

Seams inside neck and base suggest that the parts were made

separately and joined on. Clay, hard sandy grey, coated with a

thin film of bitumen appearing grey to black on the outside. Height
17.2 cm.

; diams., rim 1 1.7, bulge 18.2, base 8.0 cm.
; proportions

68, 106, 46, indicating a date rather later than the middle of the

first century. Cf. Ritterling, Hofheim (1912), type 117, 40-51 a.d.,

a very rare example, proportions 84, 130, 50.

Type 157. Pear-shaped olla with moulded recurved rim and
foot. Ornaments : round the bulge incised concentric semi-circles,

triangular groups of studs defined by zig-zag ribs en barbotim , a

band of roulette-notched rows with bordering girth-grooves ;
the

under base domed and grooved. Clay, pale buff, entirely coated
with black bitumen, matt inside, hand-polished outside. Height
17. 1 cm.

; diams., rim 10.5, body 17. 1, base 6.4 cm.
; proportions

61, 100, 37. These proportions approximate those of vessels of
similar type dated to the second half of the first century. See
Table of Standard Proportions IV

; Curie, Newstead, p. 254, pi.

XLIX.A, fig. 3, type 29, proportions 80, 106, 40; 69-96 a.d.

Ritterling, Hofheim (1912), pp. 347, 363, type 118, proportions
80, no, 37, 40-83 A.D.).

Type 158. Pear-shaped olla with narrow edged oblique rim
and foot. Ornaments : a zone of triangular groups of studs in

rows of 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 (standing on the apex), defined by girth-

grooves above and below and by three oblique incised lines on the

sides. Clay, hard rough sandy grey, coated with black bitumen.

Height 15.5 cm.
; diams., rim 10.4, bulge 15.8, base 5.6 cm., pro-

portions 67, 102, 36, indicating the Flavian period, 69-96 a.d., as

the date of manufacture.
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Type 159. Globular dlla with oblique rim denned by a girth-

groove, slightl) out-curved foot similarly defined, the under-base

slightly hollowed. Round the bulge two bands of roulette-hatching
bordered by girth-grooves, between which are lozenge-shaped

groups of studs (in rows numbering 4 by 6). Clay, hard, light

brown, coated dull black all over. Height 15.2 cm. ; diams., rim

9.5, bulge 144, base 5.9 cm.; proportions 62, 94, 38, indicating,

along with the shape, which shows Roman influence, a late second

century date.

Type 160. Rimless globular bodied olla with upright neck

(poppy-head type). The lip
is marked off by a groove on the

inside only ; the slightly curved neck by a double girth-groove at

the joining of neck and shoulder. The boldly rounded bulge
descends in an ogee curve to a half-round moulded toot, the under-

base being grooved and hollowed. Round the side are five oblong

groups of studs arranged in 29 or 30 rows of eight in each row.

('lav, light grey, with traces of a darker coating. I [eight 23.4 cm. ;

diams., rim 11.3, bulge 20.0, base S.o cm. A parallel example
about 6 ins. high in the Maidstone Museum is described as

Cpchurch ware from the Upchurch Marshes, Kent.

TYPE [61. Trumpet-mouthed bowl with widely out-bulged
bodv, which is separated from the rim by a narrow cordon and

ornamented round the middle with two horizontal foldings or

corrugations. The under-base is grooved round edge to indicate

a foot-ring. Clay, smooth hard light grey. Height 12.1 cm.;
diams., rim 14.3, bulge 15.7, base 5.1 cm. This may be compared
with the lamer and thicker bowls of the Late Celtic period with

rounded bulge similarly corrugated found at Colchester, illustrated

and described by Dr. Henry I.aver in Proc. Soc. Antiq. London.,

2S., XX., pp. 21 1 -214, ami by A. G. Wrighl in the Reliquary and
Illustrated Archeeohgist, N.S., XV., p. 55.

Type 162. Small deep sub-carinated bowl with tlattish-curved

outbent rim. The nearly upright part is ornamented with

burnished latticed lines bordered below by a deep groove round

the blunt angle of the side-. Clay, hard grey mixed with ordinary
sand and small black grains. Height 8.2 cm. ; diams., rim 14.3,

base 5.4 cm.

PLATE I. XXI.

Types [63-168.

Tvim [63. Several conjoined fragments giving elevation ot

finely contoured vase (with handle :), rim wanting. Clay, smooth
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hard stone grey, polished outside and coated with thin layer of

black bitumen, appearing black outside and grey inside. Height
about 27.0 cm.

; diams., bulge 15.3, base 9.2 cm. The body is

ornamented with cordons, fillets, girth-grooves, groups of four

vertical incised lines headed by groups of three concentric

incised arcs (three-quarter circles) singly and arranged in threes.

The section shows the foot to have been separately made and
affixed by overlapping in the same way as that of the yellow-glazed

unguentarium of St. Remy-en-Rollat. Deck., I., p. 51, pi. II., type

58, from which it appears to be imitated. Cf. also elegant grey jug
with handle and impressed pattern, found with coin of Domitian,
81 -96 a.d. Hettner, Fiihrer durch Prov. Mus. in Trier, p. 101, no.

369-

Type 164. Partly restored bowl, form 37, with moulded rim
and foot. Round the side vertical groups of finely scored lines

headed by concentric semi-circles incised with a pair of sharp-

pointed compasses. Clay, grey black, coated with bitumen.

Height 8.0 cm.
; diams., rim 14.6, base 6.2 cm. Illustrated in

Archaologia, LXL, p. 480, fig. 2. Fragments of bowls of similar

shape and ornamented in the same manner have been found in

the Upchurch Marshes and at the Tilbury saltings on the Thames.
Cf. List of vessels of various forms with similar markings, partly
from Upchurch, Kent, given by Walters, li., M. 2670-2700 and

fig. 274, which on the evidence of analogous German fabrics

are assigned to the first century.

Type 165. Incense bowl, the cup carinated or keeled and
ornamented on the down-bent angular rim with zig-zag incised

edging, and on the side-angle with a roulette-notched cordon
;

the pedestal hollow on a trumpet-mouthed foot separated by a

half-round cordon from the stem. Clay, hard compact drab with
darker grey core. The interior blackened by soot. Height 7.9
cm.

; diams., rim. 12.2, base 5.6 cm. No parallel has been traced,
but the incised edging is on an incense bowl found in grave 126,
Praunheim grave-field, Riese, Hedd. MitteiL, IV., p. 28, pi. V.,
no. 11, dated 90-150 A.D.

Type 166. This may be described as a bi-conical bowl on a

hollow pedestal with foot-ring and domed base. Its lines approach
those of a chalice, but are inelegant enough to account for the form

being without parallel. The rim is thickened, outbent, and

separated by an off-set inside and cordon outside, features which

indicate, along with the technique, a Belgic origin. Clay, hard

light grey, smoothed outside. Height 11.4 cm.
; diams., rim 12. 1,

bulge 15.4, base 5.1 cm. Two examples. Cf. Ritterling, Hofheim
1912, type 127, 40-51 a.d.
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Typic 167. The general form of this vase is that of a short

cylindrical body between two truncated cones which ascend and
descend to a strongly outbent moulded rim and aln destalled

fool respectively. The middle of the under base is broken away
but appears to have been considerably inbent. The principal
features, viz., cordons at the joining of neck and shoulder and at

the angles of the side, groups of vertical and oblique lines scored

with a sharp point on body and shoulder between the cordons, a

coating of grey to black bitumen covering the surface to a line half

way between the lower angle of shir and foot all point to a Belgic

origin and late first century date, the excellence of the workman-

ship being only paralleled by imported specimens. The lower

portion allows the natural colour of the fine smooth stone-grey

clay. Height 14.0 cm. ; diams., rim [2.9, bulge [6.8, base 7.5 cm.
Similar ornamentation is found on Upchurch ware, Walters, M.

2670-2700, attributed to the first century. Cf. Girdled beaker

from early Roman grave at Urmitz, Loeschcke, Haltcnt V., p. 2SS,

pi. XV., type 87, fig. 44 (10), B.C. 11 -<) .\.n.).

TYPE 168. Oblicpie rimmed, narrow-waisted or bi-carinated

beaker divided by sharp side angles into three segments, viz.. 1 1 t

sloping shoulder forming with the sharp angled Belgic rim a

Y-shaped constriction; (2) caved-in middle covered with five

bands of alternately reversed diagonal roulette notches
; (;) lower

segment contracting in an ogee curve to a projecting foot grooved
on the hollow -turned under-base. Clay, tine hard light brown,
with traces of smoke or bitumen in places. Height 14.2 cm.;
diams., rim 8.9, body 10.7, base 5.1 cm. The vessel strongly
resembles the gurtbecher, Loeschcke, Halteni V., p. 2N.S, type S7,
but wants the bold torus moulding in the middle of the caved-in

side, which is not invariably present on the Haltern examples.
This resemblance indicates an earl) part of the first century as the

date of its appearance.

PLATE LXXII.

Types 169-173.

Type [69. Carinated (keeled) beaker ; smooth lipless everted

rim, concave shoulder, conical
slightly

convex lower half; the

under-base domed and grooved. The sides are thin and neatlv

worked. Clay, brownish-grey; surface dark grey (probably a

thin film of bitumen), matt smooth and show ing glittering particles.

Heighl [1.6 cm.; diams., rim 9.4, bulge [3.8, base 4.7 cm.

Ritterling, Hofheim (igi 2), pp. 345, 363, type [13, It is said to

be in prevalent use about the middle of the first century, but to
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hold on, mostly in thick-sided and less carefully worked examples,
into the last third of the century. The potter's name is sometimes

stamped on the carefully turned under side.

Type 170. Large cordoned beaker, widely expanded below
the middle and bi-conical in general outline, ascending and

descending in sweeping curves to a strongly out-bent rim and
half-round moulded foot. The cordon is boldly rounded, pressed
out from inside and bordered by grooves. The base is ring-

grooved and concave. Clay, hard heavy grey, mixed with fine

sand and coated with grey to black, mottled. Height 14.9 cm. ;

diams., rim 8.5, bulge 15.2, base 6.7 cm. The form and technique
indicate a Late Celtic (La Tene) origin.

Type 171. Large deep bowl, or wide-mouthed olla, with

boldly out-curved rim and bulged shoulder, the foot slightly
moulded and under-base hollowed. Round the upper portion of

the bulge a wide groove, round the body four burnished stripes,
1 cm. wide, and traces of thin white slip, which has run down in

streaks to the lower part. Clay, hard light grey, well smoothed on

outside. Height 13.6 cm.
; diams., rim 16.5, bulge 17.2, base

7.0 cm. Cf. Loeschcke, Sammlung Niessen, nos. 2985, 2986, both

described as Belgic.

Type 172. Thin-sided neatly ornamented beaker (form 52 55

Drag, nearly) ;
the rim triangular, thin-edged, flat above and

under-cut
;

the foot moulded to correspond and separated by a

groove. Round the side six lozenge-shaped groups of little studs

bordered above by a pair of narrow grooves and below by a

double row of roulette-notches. The under-base turned hollow.

Clay, fumed grey, with mottled grey to black coating. Height
1 1.6 cm. ; diams., rim 8.8, bulge 11.0, base 5.4 cm.

Type i 73 . Keeled (or carinated) beaker, with strongly out-bent

rim, and high contracted foot. Round the body a series of eleven

burnished stripes, five above and six below the angle of the side.

Clay, hard heavy sandy light grey, with a dark grey to black slip

coating. Height 17.8 cm. ; diams., rim 10.5, bulge 16.4, base 6.0. A
later development of the Belgic carinated beaker (type 169 preced-

ing and Koenen, pi. IX. no. 13, egg-shell ware) being a form found
in association with a late second century flagon in Colchester Mus.,
Joslin Collection, from grave 54, no. 306, and with fourth century
beakers in group 74, no. 421.
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PLATE I. XXIII.

Types 174 [84.

Type 174. Small cup, bell-shaped, with upright rim and

foot-ring of nearly square section (partly restored). Clay,
smooth

grey, coated with hot-polished black bitumen, with satiny gloss.

Height 4.4 cm. ; diams., rim 8.7, base 3.6 cm. In the centre is the

stamp tyoh, see pi.
LXXXlI.no. 16. This is an imitation of the

latest and commonest form of Arretinc cup, type 7 or S Loeschcke,

illustrated on pi. V., fig. 9, etc., and is more or less contcmporar\ ,

i.e. not later than 40 A.D. Ritterling, Hofheim, [912, p. 338, type

[03AB is a later development of the same type (40-51 \.i>.).

Type 175. Fragment of small cup, Belgic imitation ot sigillata

CUp j type 23 24 Drag. Clay, dark grey smooth, coated outside

with dull grey to black and inside with black satiny hot-polished

bitumen. Height about 4.4 cm. ; diams., rim 10.2, base 4.0 cm.

Two fragments of similar cups. Ritterling, Hofheim (1912), p. 339,

type 104, 40-51 A.D. Loeschcke, Sammlung Viessen, no. .200c;, is

similar and described as Belgic.

TYPE 170. Wide cup with upright side anil conical support.

girt
with a pronounced cordon or flange at the junction ot the two

parts, and a groove beneath. On the inside, 1.5 cm. below the

lip, an off-set. The foot-ring moulded. Clay, hard
grey,

coated

with black bitumen, hot-polished outside and on inside ot run.

Height 6.3 cm.; diams., rim 13.9, base 5.4 cm. Probably an

imitation of the sigillata cup form 24 25 Drag. C(. Loeschcke,

Haiti in, V., type 78a, a Belgic vessel ; also two Late Celtic cups ot

similar form from graves at I Iaslemere, Surrey, now in Hutchinson's

Educational Museum at I Iaslemere. In the same series cup 27

Drag, is rudely imitated in Late Celtic technique, see Surrey lirii.

Soc. Colls., XIX., pp. 33-38.

TYPE 177. Wide cup of similar shape to the preceding, but

with a boldly rounded cordon round the middle. It is similarly

imitated from form 24 25 Drag, or its Arretine prototype. Clay,

hard sandy grey, coated with bitumen appearing grey to black

according to the thickness of the coating. Height 6.8 cm.;

diams., rim [3.9, body 14.1, base 5.7 cm.

Type [78. Pedestalled cup or beaker, separated by a bend in

the side into two segments,
the upper slightly coned expanding

Upwards to a beaded Up, the lower suddenly out-bulged and mbeiit

t,, a high OUt-CUrved foot-ring or pedesi.il with beaded edge.
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Clay, hard sandy light grey, with darker coating. Height 9.0 cm. ;

diams., rim 9.0, bulge 10.7, base 5.2 cm. Oelmann, Niederbieber

(1914), p. 44, type 39b, fig. 24, no. 2, with lower foot-ring, thicker

side and varnish (firniss) coating and probably of later date

190-260 a.d. No exact parallel has been traced but a resemblance
can be recognised to La Tene prototypes (1) from the Hinterwald,
in Trier Prov. Mus., Hettner, Fiihrer, p. 124, no. 10 and (2) Late
Celtic (La Tene) cups illustrated in Colchester Mus. Report, 1909,

pi. VI. nos. 1760-1, Ibid., 1913, pi. VI. no. 2725, found at Lexden,
attributed to the first century B.C.

Type 179. Bell-mouthed cup on a high beaded foot-ring,
keeled or carinated at the junction of base and side. Clay, smooth
brown. Height 7.5 cm.

; diams., rim 8.8, base 5.1 cm. The
nearest parallels that have been traced are two Late Celtic cups
found at Lexden {Colchester Mus. Report, 1913, pi. VI. nos. 2722
2725, the latter pedestalled) ascribed to the first century B.C. and
which may be accepted as prototypes. A somewhat similar cup,
but wider in proportion, was found in the later deposits dated

70-83 A.D. at Hofheim. Ritterling, Hofheim (1912), type 47.

Type 180. Fragment of small cup, form 33 Drag. Clay, fine

hard light grey, surface reddish inside with traces of black bitu-

minous coating outside. Height 5.3 cm.; diams., rim 11.0, base

4.3 cm. In the centre is the potter's stamp iixisio =exisio or

exinio, see pi. LXXXII. no. 13. Ritterling, Hofheim (1912), type 10,

and the cup of Primus illustrated on pi. XXXI. , type 19, both of

which have the moulding at the lower angle of the side, showing
type 180 to be a Belgic imitation of an early type of the sigillata cup
33, or its Arretine prototype.

Type 181. Small ovoid (olla shaped) drinking cup or unguent
pot, with thin edged oblique lip, ornamented round the side with

groups of vertical and curved incised lines bordered by girth-

grooves. Clay, hard light grey. Height about 9.4 cm. ; diams.,
rim 6.6, bulge 6.9, base 2.7 cm. The form of body, oblique lip

and ornaments are characteristic of late first or early second century
vessels.

Type 182. Bulbous beaker (base wanting), of unusual shape,
the neck expanding in a gradual curve to a wide mouth with

plain lip separated by a girth-groove. Girth-grooves mark off the

concave shoulder. Round the bulge are five circular indentations.

Clay, hard light grey. Height about 13.4 cm.
; diams., rim 6.3,

bulge 9.2 cm. Cf. Loeschcke, Sammlung Niessen, no. 2938, similarly
ornamented and of late date.
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Type 183. Bulbous beaker of light grey clay, polished and
coated with black slip. Height 14. 1 cm. ; diams., rim 6.3, bulge
11.8, base 4.1 cm.; proportions 44, 83, 29, corresponding to

those of the first half <>t" the third century, when this form was in

general use. Similar beakers of characteristic fourth century
form in the Sammlung Niessen, no. 2938, are classed bv Loeschcke
as Belgic, and are in terra nigra or Belgic technique.

Tyh 184. Bulbous beaker separated by a slight nick or

articulation into two segments, viz., (a) conical slightly curved neck

ending in a half-round moulded lip, and (b) bulbous body strongly
caved in below to a high narrow foot without moulding. Clay,
hard light grey, polished on the neck. I

[eight
1 1 .7 cm. ; diams.,

rim 4.4, bulge 8.3, base 3.8 cm. ; proportions 37, 71, j2. One
of many examples of various sizes and dates, ornamented and
unornamented. The proportions of type 184, compared with those

in Table III., indicate about the middle of the third century as its

approximate date.

PLATE LXXIV.

Types 185-192.

TYPE 185. Plate with moulded thickened lip of nearly

triangular section, articulated inside surface, with an otf-set

at junction of side and Hat base, ami low foot-ring. Belgic imitation

of Arretine plate, Loeschcke, Haltern, V., type ia, identical

with Ibid., 72 Ha, B.C. 11 \.n. Height 2.4 cm.; diams., rim

16.4, base 9.7 cm. Clay, grey-white, smooth, surface polished and
coated with a thin him of graphite or hot-polished bitumen.

TYPE [86. Plate with doubly curved side obliquely out-set

and articulated by a sinking on the inside, half-an-inch below the

lip ;
low foot-ring, the base bent in 0.6 mm. towards the centre

where it is stamped with an illegible stamp tOIIIl within two con-

centric grooved circles, see pi. LXXXII. no. 17. Height 2.8 cm. ;

diams., rim. 19. 1, base 8.9 cm. Clay, hard smooth pale grey to

dusky white, coated with a thin film of black bitumen polished on

inside. Two examples and several fragments.

TYPE [87. Side fragment of large plate of similar type.
Loeschcke, Haltern, V., type 72, fig. 38, nos.

;>, 3a, B.C. 1 1 9 \.i>.

Height about 3 cm. ; diam. of rim 31.0 em. Clay, grey-white,
smooth, surface coated with thin satiny hot-burnished bitumen,
darker on inside-. Helm, Rom. KiKimik, p. 75, form 1 ^4 . terra

nigra, Vugustus-Tiberius, not later than ^ \.n.
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Type 188. Fragment of large plate (restored in drawing from
other fragments), Loeschcke, Haltern, V., type 72, fig. 38, no. 2,

B.C. 1 1-9 a.d. Clay, smooth hard dusky white, coated with light

grey to black film of hot-polished bitumen. Height about 3.3 cm. ;

diam. 34.0 cm. Fragments of six similar plates. Ritterling,

Hofheim (1912), type 97a (nearly), 40-51 a.d.

Type 189. Side-fragment of large plate pierced with three

rivet-holes and grooved for counter sinking wire rivets.

Loeschcke, Haltern, V., type 73b, imitated from Arretine. Ibid.,

type 5a, B.C. 1 1-9 a.d. It does not survive into Hofheim, founded

40 a.d. Height about 3.3 cm.
; diam., rim 31.0 cm. Hard light-

grey clay, well polished and slightly darker inside. Fragments of six

others. Behn, Rom. Keramik, p. 68, no. 495, in the period of

Tiberius, 14-37 a.d. Thought by Loeschcke, Haltern, V.,

pp. 266-7, not to imitate sigillata but to go back directly to a native

prototype at Mont Beuvray, Bulliot, Album, pi. XXI. nos. 2a~4b.

Type 190. Large dish or platter, side nearly upright, base-

slightly domed in the centre. Clav, coarse hard light grey, coated

with dark grey. Height 5.1 cm.
; diams., rim 31.0, base 27.0 cm.

On those of Belgic technique the side is usually more curved, and
a low foot-ring is seldom wanting, so this may be Roman.

Type 191. Shallow plate or saucer
;

the side very obliquely
set and slightly curved

;
the base slightly bent up towards the

centre. Though unstamped, its Belgic origin is indicated by
grooved circles above and below the base and by a groove round
the outer edge of the latter, suggestive of a low foot-ring. Clay,
hard sandy grey, coated with black bitumen (unpolished). Height
2.6 cm.; diams., rim 17.5, base 11.7 cm. Two examples.

Ritterling, Hofheim (1912), type 99, 40-83 a.d.
; Loeschcke,

Haltern, V., type 75, fig. 39, nos. 5, 6, B.C. 11-9 a.d.

Type 192. Fragment of dish or platter with somewhat

obliquely outset curved side and base bent in towards the centre.

Clay, hard smooth light grey, coated with black bitumen. Height
4.4 cm.

; diams., rim 23.3, base 18.0 cm. On the later develop-
ments of this type of platter the base is bulged outwards and the

side less out-set.

PLATE LXXV.

Types 1-12.

British Gritted Ware.

A summary of the account given by the late Geo. E. Fox in

Archeeologia, LVIL, p. 102, is here quoted as giving the best
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general description of this class of pottery :

"
the commonest and

rudest ware turned up on the site comes not only from the surface

trenches but from the pits at all depths, in considerable quantity.
It is of the usual olla or pot-shaped form without handles. The
rims are large in proportion, and rolled well outwards. Another

and smaller variety is devoid of any lip, the sides of the pot being

straightened upwards about half an inch at the mouth and ending
in a rounded edge. Other than these two forms are very rarely

found in this ware. A proportion was made on the wheel, but

much was made by the hand especially of the smaller sort. The

paste is formed of a clay, black and string) in texture, in which a

quantity of pounded white flint is incorporated ;
so full is the paste

of these fragments that the surface of the vessels will be seen to be

completely speckled with white. It runs from a drab clay colour,

through dirty red, to smoky black, drab and red predominating in

the larger vessels. The surface of some is smoothed in places.

It is conjectured to be a native ware, common before the Roman

conquest, at least at Calleva, which survived through the centuries

of Roman rule, with little or no change in the methods of manu-
facture."

This kind of ware is held to be of exclusively British manu-
facture because no corresponding examples of the Roman period
are recorded by Continental authorities or contained in Continental

museums, and it long preceded the Roman occupation in this

country. Sand appears to have been preferred by the Romans
for mixing with their clay to increase the tire-resisting qualities of

their cooking utensils. It has already been stated that a specially

prepared body-clay was used in the manufacture of cooking-pots.
This consists of strong fat clay containing a large admixture of

silica in the form of sand, Hint, or quartz particles, broken shells

pounded pottery, or calcite, to render it more or less fireproof when

exposed to Strong heat or sudden changes ol temperature. The use

of calcite (crystalline carbonate of lime) for this purpose goes back

to the prehistoric period. Pottery containing it and the mines from

which it was extracted are described by 11. W. Sandars.* as

existing at Furfooz, in the province of Namur, Belgium.

*
Sandars, Archaologia, I.XI1 . From the calcite extracted, the most

p. 117, describing the use of the deer- suitable portions were selected and then

horn pick in pre-historic flint, calcite, broken up by hammering with .1 deer-

copper, salt, and tm mining, says it horn implement or with stone mauls,

was found in old workings at Furfooz, to the size required lor admixture with

in the province of Namur, Belgium, the clay.
'The potter} was very

from which calcite had been obtained coat

to, the purpose, principally, ol mixing H. Wilmer, Pi s
I ndon,

it with 1

laj employed in the neighbour- ^ S., XXII., p. ^oS, in describing Late-

hood in the manufacture ol pottery. Keltic remains on the Coast ol Brittan)
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Several examples found at Corbridge belong to about the fourth

century. A rim fragment of a mortarium of the same ware is of

the hammer-head type with grooves on the surface of the collar,
but roughly made. Fragments are recorded at Elslack (May,
Yorks. Arch. Jour., XXI., p. 161), and have been found abundantly
at Ribchester. Hutchinson, Proc. Soc. Antiq. London, 2 S., XXL,
p. 227, describing the pottery from late Keltic graves found at

Haslemere, Surrey, says
"
the dark-brown paste, with traces of a

black vernix and containing siliceous grains, so frequently seen in

urn-fields of this date, is that most abundantly represented." It

also occurs on the Continent :
—Koenen, p. 70, pi. IX. nos. 1-4,

describes rough vessels of pre-Roman technique, found in the
Rhine district, as appearing in the fracture, reddish, grey-black,
brocklich (crumbly) and brandartig (burnt-like), and as exhibiting a

considerable addition of sand, quartz, and other hard substances,

whereby they appear porous and not so ringingly hard-baked as

Roman vessels in general.

The principal member of the group is the cooking-pot or olla.

The shape is uncommonly uniform and undergoes little alteration

or development throughout the period referred to, so that its utility
for dating purposes is not great. The body is an elongated ovoid,
with a consistently convex profile, but in the latest period of its

survival, becomes almost conoid, with a slight taper downwards
from shoulder towards base. The shoulder is high and somewhat

suddenly incurved, and the rim turns outwards from it with an

angular bend, to form a nearly quarter-round or cavetto curve.
The lip is not thickened until, at a late date, the rim becomes often

more flatly outbent, and is grooved or ledged round the inside for

a lid. Observations extending over a series of years at Glastonbury
and Meare by Dr. A. Bulleid, go to show that pottery was

"
home-

made "
and

"
hand-made

"
by the British inhabitants of the lake-

dwellings before the Roman occupation, and was probably baked

comparable with the Red Hills of Essex,

says
"
the pottery appears to have been

made by hand as well as on the wheel.
The black variety which predominates
in quantity shows a strong admixture
of quartz and mica. Many of the

examples are decorated with incised

lines." Amongst the fragments from
the Quiberon Peninsula illustrated at

p. 209, nos. 6 and 7, fig. 25, are referred

to as typical of Late-Keltic work. The
former is grooved on the under base,
and the latter is formed of black clay
with a considerable admixture of quartz.
F. W. Reader in his appendix on the

pottery found in the Red Hills of Essex

(Op. cit., p. 191, fig. 8b) illustrates a

pedestalled urn of poor character found
in Red Hill III. at Langenhoe, and
describes the paste as being of a very

poor mixture containing lumps of Hint.

At p. 193 Mr. Reader says,
"
another

well-known class of pot is evidenced by
the fragment (no. 4 fig. 9) which has

the burnished diagonal lines forming
the

'

trellis
'

or
'

lattice
'

pattern." The

general conclusion arrived at was that

the Red Hills pottery belonged to the

Late-Keltic period and dated from the

first half of the first century of our era.
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on the domestic hearth or in an open fire within the curtilege of

the dwelling. Soft clay in process of manipulation and unbaked

forms were frequently found within the pile-structures. The

process observed by Miss (.'. F. Gordon Cumming of making

pottery inthe islands of Fiji,. ItHomein Fiji{ iooi ), p. 240,and probably
still practised, no doubt exhibits the methods of the primitive

potters in pre-Roman Britain,—
"

tor small cups or bowls the

women beat out a flat piece of claj on their hand and then gradually
mould it into a cup-like form with the help of a smooth stone held

inside ami a wooden spatula, with which to beat the outer surface,

nothing in the nature of a wheel being known, for larger vessels

the clay is mixed with tine sand and formed into rolls which are

coiled one above another in a hollow circle. Having thus partly
moulded the \essel into shape, the potter holds .1 smooth round

stone inside with her left hand, and with the other beats the

exterior with a flat spatula or spoon-shaped piece of wood, while

constantly moistening the clay. Fresh rolls are then built up
round the top ami these in like manner beaten to a smooth surface

both inside and out. The rim is now fashioned and there is a final

wetting and smoothing of the whole, and ornamentation with an

elaborate geometrical pattern, worked with a small stick or in raised

work laid on the surface. After drying in a house for six to eight

days the baking is performed by heaping together light wood and

small sticks on which the pots are laid. Dried grass is lightly piled

over them and small twigs over all. The pile is set on tire and

kept burning for about half an hour. While still hot the cooking

pots are well rubbed with a dark red dye prepared from an infusion

of mangrove bark called tiri. Heated resin ol the ndakua pine is

used for glazing ornamental wares."

A primitive kind of wheel, carried about with them by itinerant

potters in the Xagpori district of Bengal, is made of bamboo

weighted on the tire with soft clay and balanced in the centre on a

wooden pivot inserted into a hole in a piece of wood lying on the

ground. The workman, standing over it, sets the wheel spinning
with a stick which he inserts in a socket for the purpose on the top

edge. After giving it sufficient impetus to make a
single

vessel

he throws a lump of clay into the centre and with his tin-

fashions an upright-sided pot, which he manipulates further into

shape with a mallet and a flat piece of wood.

Franchel is of opinion that primitive pottery ot the brown-

black mottled description, known as I .a Tcnc, barb' Iron Age,
etc., was baked til charge, i.e. in contact with the fuel. The vessels

Were arranged in the midst ot' the combustibles, and these were

com red with branches on which was laid a bed ot earthy clay.

Openings were so arranged at the lower part that the air was
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uniformly distributed and admitted only in sufficient quantity to

secure slow combustion of the wood. The pottery was thus

placed in a strongly reducing medium, and there was no fear of

partial oxidation or of destroying its black colour. He says there

is reason for believing that Etruscan bucchero nero was baked en

charge, covered over with a layer of earth, and that impasto, the

coarse pottery that preceded it, though baked en charge, was not
covered over with earth or clay. The early British pottery of

brown-black body clay, with darker bituminous coating, resembles
bucchero nero, but the gritted ware fully charged with flint particles
of light brown outside colour and capable of resisting fire in the

form of cooking utensils has probably been baked in an open fire

like impasto.

Type i. Pipkin, hand-make, of reddish clay full of white

grains of crushed flint and coated with mottled light-brown to

smoky grey slip or paste. Height 10.2 cm.
; diams., rim 11.5,

bulge 13.2, base 9.0 cm. A hole ] in. wide about halfway up the
side. Five examples.

Type 2. Bi-conical pipkin with slightly out-curved rim and
hollow base. Clay, brownish, slightly charged with white particles
of crushed flint, and coated with brown pasty slip. Height 11.6

cm.
; diams., rim 7.6, bulge 12.4, base 6.8 cm.

Type 3. The only parallel to the massive proportions and

long tubular neck of this vessel that has been traced is an urn of

the transitional period from the Bronze to the Early Iron Age,
25 cm. high, from a grave-mound at Wintersdorf, illustrated by
Hettner, Fiihrer durch das Prov. Mus. in Trier, p. 120, no. 8. The
material and condition of the vessel are also consistent with an

early origin, the clay being coarse, earthy, friable, and cemented

together with a coating of dirty grey slip much corroded on the

inside and to some extent on the bulge. The clay body of some
of the earliest types of vessels at Hengistbury (the recently
excavated Late Celtic oppidnm) were found in this condition, a

corroded layer of smooth clay upon the outside being all that held
the material together in many instances and the contrast with the

hard baked pottery of the Roman period is one of its most striking
features. Height 30.7; diams., rim 13.3, bulge 27.7, base 11.3 cm.
An ornamented urn with high hollow foot having the same

shape of body and neck, 32.5 cm. high, is illustrated by
Reinecke, Altertiimer nnserer heidnischer Vorzeit, V., p. 331,

fig. ib, and ascribed to the second La Tene period. It is well

ornamented and has a high foot.
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Type 4. A large stun- vessel of distinctly Late Celtic type.
The neck is conical, narrowing to a slightly everted rim and joining
the oblate-spheroidal body at an obtuse angle. The under-base

is hollowed to the extent of about 2 cm. in the centre. On the

shoulder is a single wavy incised line. The clay is charged with

white grains of quartz or flint, and the surface coated with brownish

slip, which is fumed or dipped in darker slip, mottled black in parts.

Height 20. S cm. ; diams., rim 12.S, bulge 22.2, base 9.4 cm. The
closest parallel traced is a Late Celtic cinerary urn 7 ,

;

ins. high,

S| ins. in diameter, with globular body and nearly upright neck,

decorated with a cordon and two pairs of girth-grooves from

Barnston, Essex, published in the Colchester Museum Report, iuoo,

p. 10, pi. V., no. 1 5X1, and attributed to the first century B.C.

TYPE ^. Narrow -necked urn, shaped like a modern decanter

or water carafe, the neck being strongly out-curved to a plain lip

and contracted sufficiently in the middle to be grasped with one

hand, but the details of ornament and separate parts are of distinctly

Late Celtic character. The holder is large and boldly out-bulged
and rests on a low foot-ring. Features, also belonging to the

ceramics of the close of the first century, B.C. and beginning of the

first century A.D., are the wide raised band bordered by counter-

sunk cordons on the shoulder, the scored wavy line just beneath,

and the lightly scored girth-grooves round the middle of the body.

Though made on the wheel it is formed of soft brown clay charged
with white Hint particles and coated with soft slip, and lacks the

clear colour ami ringing hardness of Roman pottery. Height

23.0 cm. ; chains. , rim 11.5, bulge 23.2, base 9.5 cm. Including
those of smaller size and wider opening there are twelve examples
of this type. A bottle of smaller size but of similar form and

technique, Koenen, p. 71. pi- IX. no. 8, is described as pre-Roman
of the period just preceding the reign of Augustus.

TYPE 6. Narrow -necked pipkin. Clay, hard light grey, mixed
with L,

r rit containing a few white particles, and apparently coated

or smeared with pasty slip. Height 15.0 cm.; diams, rim 7.3,

bulge 1 5.5, base 8.6 cm.

Type 7. A hum- cooking-pot or holder of
primitive

natural

shape, such as might easily be constructed by lining with clay a

slightly conical hole in the ground, and baking by means of hot

stones or a slow tire of wood or peat in the interior without removal.

Such utensils possess no salient feature beyond the coarseness ot

the material and technique by which the) cm be dated. The

marks of wheel turning are not visible and it may be described as
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hand-made. The side inclines outwards as it rises from the flat

base and curves in and then out to a round shoulder and thickened

rim, which is
"
pigeon-breasted

"
inside and beaded outside, but

not separated by a groove or deep depression. The clay is light

grey charged with white particles of pounded quartz or flint.

Height 22.8 cm.
; diams., rim 20.4, bulge 24.4, base 13.0 cm.

Numerous vessels of similar shape have been found in the

Cimitiere de Flavion, Annates de la Societe Archeol. de Namur, VII.

Type 8. Large olla, boldly out-bulged but slightly concave

towards the lower part, and domed to a height of about 3 mm. in

the middle of the base. Clay, light brown, mixed with white

grains of crushed flint, and mottled with smoke. Irregularities in

shape show it to be hand-made. Height 26.1 cm.
; diams., rim

13.5, bulge 23.4, base 11.9 cm. Six large and three smaller

examples. For instances of the use of similar olla; as cinerary urns

in Late Celtic burials, see Colchester Mus. Report, 1905, p. 15,

sepulchral group found at Braintree, Essex, and 1912, p. 9, nos.

2448-49, and pi. II.

Type 9. Small globular cup with beaded lip and bulge or

omphalos in centre of under surface. Clay, friable earthy, dull

black, coated with pale brown slip in Late Celtic technique.

Height, 5.0 cm.
; diams., rim 7.5, bulge 8.8, omphalos 1.6 cm.

A fragment of a similar bowl (without omphalos ?), shown to be

earlier than'the Claudian occupation by associated Arretine pottery,
from the Late Celtic refuse heap at Oare, Kent, is illustrated in

Devizes Mus. Cat., pt. 2, p. 98, no. 872, pi. XLIX.c. Omphalos bowls

of similar shape but larger in size of the Early La Tene period are

illustrated in Bonn. Jahrb., no (1903), p. 54, nos. 6, n, 13, 18.

Type 10. Carinated, nearly upright rimmed, hand-made bowl,

on an oblique set foot-ring of nearly square section ;
a girth-

groove just below the side angle. Clay, heavy, coated with smooth

brown slip in Late Celtic technique. Height 7.2 cm. ; diams.,

rim 15.6, base 6.8 cm. The closest parallels that have been traced

come from a Late Celtic refuse heap at Oare, Kent, and Casterley

Camp, second period, Devises Mus. Cat., pt. 2, pp. 99, 108,

pi. XLIX.f, nos. 876, and e, 41a.

Type ii. Domed lid or cover with out-curved top or handle,

1 cm. high, 3.4 cm. wide, separated by a groove and turned hollow

on top ;
a girth-groove 1.5 cm. from lip. Clay, hard sandy grey,

with traces of a thin coating of bitumen. Height 5.4 cm. ; diam.,

15.5 cm. Two fragments of domed covers with conical recess in

centre of handle found in a Late Celtic refuse heap at Oare, Kent,

and shown to be pre-Roman by associated fragments of Arretine

pottery, Devizes Mus. Cat., pt. 2, p. 99, no. 875, pi. LII.e.
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Type 12. Small flat dish <>r porringer with Dearly upright

slightly curved side and thickened rim ; the outer surface

articulated with a groove and off-set, the inside with a wide shallow

recess about the middle
;

the under-base bulged in about 2 mm.
in the middle ami scored with a number of sharply incised concen-

tric grooves. Clay, brittle, earthy dirty grey, showing reddish

below the surface and grey at the core. Height 6.0 cm. ; diams.,
rim 18.7, base 1 3.4 cm.

PLATES LXXVI. LXXX.x.

LOCAL GROUPS.

PLATE I XXVI.

Types i-io.

Vessels (maid in pit IX . in Insula AAA I

The record ol the discovery in 1^07 of this group of ten vessels

of an earlv character ami all together in the bottom of pit IX..

Insula XXXV. is recorded in Archteologia, LXI., p. 210, and
illustrated at p. 211, fig. 7, from which, however, one of the

group has been omitted, hue of the \esscls are cordoned, and
three of the remainder are also of distinctly Late Celtic (l.a Tene)
type. The latest is no. 1, which finds its parallel in the Augustan
period.

Type i. Oblique-rimmed, pear-shaped olla ; a band of

ornament round the middle, bordered by girth-grooves, consists of

four ribands of comb-marked wavy lines close together. Clay,
cream-coloured, coated with red slip. Height [8.4 cm.;

diams., rim 12.2, bulge 16.9, base 8.6 cm. Cf. the
"

herring-
boned

"
olla, Loeschcke, Haltern, \ '.. type 86, fig. 44, no. 6.

Typi 2. Urn of l.a Tene type, separated into two segments
by a sudden bulge near the middle and distinct ledge at the

junction of the two parts. The upper ascends in a long slightly
incurved and diminishing neck to a plain out-bent rim. The

lower is boldly out-bulged but curves inwards rapidly, with a slight

concavity, to an obliquely outset foot. A double girth-groove
(or counter-sunk cordon) [.3 tin. above tin- foot is the only
ornament. The surface is well coated with black bitumen.

Height 20.3 cm. ; diams., rim [4.3, bulge 10.4, base 9.3 cm. A
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single fragment of an urn of similar shape, but more stunted pro-

portions, is represented in outline by Oelmann, Xiederbieber (1914),

p. 74, fig. 54, no. 9, type 92, and described as standing alone among
Rhenish pottery types. For segmental urns of similar type, see

Bonn.Jahrb., 1 19 (1910), p. 352, nos. 5,6,8, found at the Jagerhouse
by Urmitz, and Ibid., 110 (1903), p. 54, nos. 5, 8, 14, 16, which
are of the early La Tene period ;

Alter, u. h. Vorxeit, V., p. 331,

fig. if, d, of the second La Tene period ; Koenen, Gefdsskunde,

p. 63, pi. VIII. no. 6 of the later La Tene period. The double

girth-groove near the foot is on a bowl found in the earliest stratum
of the ancient British oppidum at Hengistbury, Hants, during
excavations in 191 2.

Type 3. Tall oblique rimmed ovoid beaker, roughly wheel-
made of brittle sandy brown clay. Height 19.4 cm.

; diams., rim

10.7, bulge 14.3, base 8.0 cm. An owner's mark, apparently in

Greek letters, scratched upon it == chi, theta alpha. Cf. Koenen,

p. 72, pi. IX. no. 18a, Early Roman empire.

Type 4. Small olla-shaped hand-made pipkin with slightly
inbent base. Clay, hard leather-brown, full of white flint particles,
smoked black below the bulge. Height 1 1.8 cm. ; diams., rim 8.9,

bulge 1 1.4, base 8.0 cm.

Type 5. Small cordoned or corrugated olla of hard siliceous

clay coated with leather-brown slip, blackened with soot below the

bulge. The finger marks and strife from wheel turning are visible.

Height 13.5 cm.
;
diams.

,
rim 8.4, bulge 12.7, base5.7 cm. Cf. Late-

Celtic pots in Spitty Collection, Colchester Mas. Report. 1909, p. 10,

pi. III. no. 1616, and from Little Hallingburv, pi. X. no. 1778, and
Trans. Essex Arch. Soc, IX., p. 348.

Type 6. Small wide-mouthed pear-shaped beaker or olla, the

neck separated by a cordon and curving slightly inwards to a beaded

lip having a flat band on inside. The under-base slightly hollow.

Clay, sandy light drab. Height 14.3 cm.
; diams., rim 9.8, bulge

12.9, base 5.6 cm.

Type 7. Small ovoid olla with upright slightly curved neck

separated by a cordon. The under-base turned hollow to a height
of 3 cm. in the middle. Clay, brittle, siliceous dark brown with a

darker brown slip coating or smear on the surface. Height 14.9
cm.

; diams., rim 8.1, bulge 13.6, base 6.1 cm.

Type 8. Tall vase of Aylesford type with long oval body and

nearly cylindrical neck. Clay, soft earthy, with black core, coated
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with soft In-own slip. Heighl 25.5 cm. ; diams., rim 10.2. bulge
17.2, base 9.3 cm. The form is made familiar by the discovery of its

prototype in the Aylesford grave-field, Evans, Archaologia, LII.,

p. 3 j2, pi.
IX. no. 4, and Brit. Mus. Guide to Early Iron . /;-< , p. 121.

fig. 101, no. 8, and is paralleled by two I.ate Celtic vases found at

Lexden, Colchester Mus. Report, [909, p. n. pi. VI. nos. 1757 8,

attributed to the first century B.C.

Type 9. Larue narrow-necked olla. The upright curved

neck ends in a narrow out-bent (lat rim and is divided from the

shoulder by a wide raised band bordered by narrow cordons. The

clay is hard siliceous at the core and coated with smooth past)

slip burnt to a reddish tint. Roughly wheel made. Height 27.4

cm. ; diams., rim 12.4, bulge 24.3, base 10.1 cm. Cf. bate

Celtic group in Colchester Museum, II. Laver, Proc. Soc. Antiq.

Lond., 2>., XX., pp. 211, 213, dated to first century.

Type 10. Narrow-necked olla. The upright slightly curved

neck ends in a beaded lip and is separated by a wide raised band

bordered by small counter-sunk cordons on the shoulder. The
base is plain. The clay is hard and stony, coated with pasty

brown slip, and much blackened with smoke round the side.

Height 21.5 cm. ; diams., rim 10.0, bulge 19.0, base 8.2 cm. Cf.

Late Celtic group referred to under type <) preceding.

PLATE LXXV11.

Types i 8.

Vessels found in pit A, Insula XII.

All the vessels found in pit A, Insula XII. , though of a mixed

character, are of pre-Roman form and technique. Types 1. 2, 3

and 5 may descend to the first half of the first century, but types

7 and X are assignable to an earlier date.

In his report of the discovery, G. E. Fox (Archeeologia, LIV.,

p. 458), says that pit A (he isinerrorin callingit pit H) nearthesouth-

east angle of Insula XI 1., yielded a dozen nearly perfeel
\essels at a

depth of 8 feet 4 inches. They seemed as if they had been

deposited in three distinct layers and there were
patches

ol moss

above and about them, also some bones of animals. 1 hey were

pf various forms of ollae and three of them hand-made, coarse, and

formed of clay containing much pounded chalk or Hint.
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Type i . Narrow-necked sub-carinated bowl or olla of similar
form and technique to those on plate LXXVI., types 9, 10. It has
also the wide raised band or cordon on the shoulder bordered on
one side by a narrower counter-sunk cordon and on the other

by a shallow groove or sinking. The neck inclines inwards to a

sharply out-bent beaded lip. Height 14.5 cm.
; diams., rim, 8.3,

bulge 14.9, base 7.0 cm. The date of this smaller vessel is definitely
determined by the discovery of a parallel example in association
with a typical circular bronze mirror and hemispherical cup, two

flagons, pedestal vase, and cordoned bowls of Late Celtic type in the
burial group found at Colchester.—Henry Laver, Proc. Soc.

Antiq. London, 2s., XX. pp. 211, 213.

Type 2. Globular olla with beaded lip and narrow curved
neck separated from the body by a cordon. Clay, silicated, hard

light grey, with remains of a coating of bitumen. The mode of

silicating can only be surmised, but was probably by intermixture
of flint or quartz powder along with an alkaline flux such as "natron"
with the clay. Height 16.8 cm.

; diams., rim 9.9, bulge 17.6,
base 7.0 cm. For a vessel of similar form in Late Celtic

technique, with boldly projecting cordon and traces of black

pigment, height about 9 ins., found at Braintree, Essex, see
Colchester Mas. Report, 1912, p. 9, pi. II. no. 2448.

Type 3. Tall beaker with keeled shoulder, short curved neck
and plain lip. The form stands midway between the Late Celtic

beaker, pi. LXXVI.
, type 8, and the wide-mouthed Belgic olla,

pi. LXXVIIL, type 1. Clay, hard brownish grey, charged with
white grains of crushed flint, black coated on the surface with
bitumen. Height 16.4 cm.

; diams., rim 8.6, bulge 12.2, base

7.3 cm.

Type 4. Wide-mouthed olla with side strongly concave above
and below the middle, which is strongly out-bulged. The shoulder
is ornamented with a band 1.5 cm. wide of scored latticed lines

bordered below by a counter-sunk cordon and above by a groove,
which separates the nearly upright neck ending in a sharply out-
bent rim. The bulge is deeply grooved round the middle. Height
16.9 cm.

; diams., rim 14.0, bulge 19.0 base 7.8 cm.
; proportions

82, 112, 46. Clay, pale brown-red, mixed with pounded flint or

quartz grains. The band of latticed lines is a relic of the incised

diagonal, vertical, wavy, zig-zag lines, and other patterns on the
shoulder of La Tene cooking-pots ;

the counter-sunk cordon is

the latest development of the raised cordons which die away
finally in the pair of girth-grooves on the shoulder of first century
oils. A parallel example is supplied by Evans, Archceologia , LIL,
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p. v,2, pi. IX. no. 5, derived from the Late Celtic (La Tene)

cemetery of Aylesford, dated about B.C. ioo, which has an

ornamental band on the shoulder of about the same width con-

sisting of a zig-zag scored line.

Type 5. Wide-mouthed olla with side well caved in above

and below a prominent bulge, the conical neck separated b\ a

counter-sunk cordon and contracting to a sharply out-bent rim.

Claw hard brittle, burnt to reddish outside and dark grey at the

core, and original!} coated with dirty brown pasty slip (in bate

Celtic technique) now worn off in parts and smoked. The base

thin and perforated with hard wear. Height 17. 1 cm.; diams.,

rim 1 5.3, bulge 20.0, base 8.7 cm.; proportions 89, Il6, 51

(distorted). A similar vessel among the Romano-British remains

at Cobham, Surrey, is attributed to 1 50 A.D. R. A. Smith,

Surrey Arch. Colls., XXI., p. 202, pi. II. no. 13.

Type 6. Bulgy olla, with upright neck and beaded lip, on a

hollow turned base and low foot-ring. Clay, dark
brownish-grey

charged with small particles of crushed flint and coated with black

bitumen partly worn or burnt off below, where are traces of soot.

Height 15.7 cm. ; diams., rim 10.5, bulge 17.4, base 6.9 cm.

Type 7. Tall vessel of distinctly La bene type, the most

exceptional of the early examples found at Silchester, built up in

three segments, (a) the body, in the form of an inverted cone on a

flat base, (b) the neck, a cylinder with a half-round moulding at the

rim, (c) the shoulder, a pentice joining together the other two

parts, with projecting cordons at the angles. Another cordon

forms the upper border of a band of latticed lines, 5 cm. wide,

ornamenting the lower portion of the neck. The outlines of the

vessel are slightly curved and well proportioned, so that it has a

generalK graceful appearance. The clay is dirty grey-brown,
full of white flint particles, and shows marks of wheel turning.

Height 30.] cm.; chains., rim [6.2, bulge 20.}, base 9.9 cm.

Parallel shapes are only nut with in the Early La Tene period,

cf. Hettner, Fiihrer dutch Prov. Mus. Trio-, p. i:S, figs. 2, 3,
from

grave mounds near Osburg, Hochwald. The \essel is shown by
its angular form and the cordons at the angles to be an imitation

of a metallic prototype and may be compared with the bronze

situla of the second lion Age, period II., illustrated by I'lrich in

Katalog des Schweitz. Landesmuseums at Zurich, 1914, p.,
I. XII.

no. 15, from the grave-field of Giubiasco in the neighbourhood ol

Bellinzona,
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Type 8. Large store vessel, hand-made, of light brown clay full

of white flint particles, and coated with bitumen, the base caved in

4 cm. in the middle and partly worn through. Height 27.7 cm.
;

diams., rim icS.o, bulge 26.7, base 15.9 cm. This vessel is shown
to be of pre-Roman technique by its massive proportions, flinty

clay, and black bituminous coating. Cf. Colchester Mus. Report,

1905, p. 15, nos. 759-761.

PLATE LXXVIII.

Types 1-8.

Vessels found in pit X, Insula XXXVI.

The recovery of fifteen pots from pit X., Insula XXXVI. is

reported by the late Geo. E. Fox in Arclueologia , LXL, p. 481,
and a portion of the group illustrated at p. 482, fig. 3 . Pit X. was beside
the remains of a long hearth, just to the south of Block II. It was

17 feet deep and at the bottom, in a layer of black stuff, in no
sort of order, was a ring of pots, some on their sides, others upright.
Of these fifteen were more or less whole, while others were much
broken. Six are of similar shape so only one is illustrated (no. 5).

They are all of Belgic type and assignable to the first half of the
first century. Their deposit together in one group and peculiar

arrangement may point to intentional concealment by the Belgic
inhabitants of the site who preceded the Romans, at a time of
disturbance during the struggle for supremacy between the two,

just before the middle of the first century.

Type i. Olla with an out-bent thin edged rim and long
concave shoulder rising in a sweeping curve from a keeled bulge,
which descends in a continuously convex curve to an obliquely
outset foot, and under-base turned hollow. Clay, sandy light grey,
coated with black bitumen. Height 16.4 cm.

; diams., rim 10.2,

bulge 17. 1, base 7.4 cm.
; proportions 62, 104, 45. Two

examples. An urn of this characteristic Belgic type, with the

long concave shoulder, is figured by Koenen, p. 71, pi. IX. no. 10,
but is ornamented with parallel incised lines between girth-grooves.
Its proportions are 59, 100, 42 and the Silchester specimen may
be of earlier date. The same characteristic may be recognised on
a wider and shallower urn, Koenen, pi. IX. no. 12. It is traceable
to early La Tene and Hallstatt prototypes. The finer Belgic terra

nigra or glossy black does not extend later than the Flavian epoch.
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Type 2. Nearly globular well-made olla with slightly moulded

obliquely set rim separated by an off-set, and foot obliquely outset

to match the rim. The under-base grooved and turned hollow.

A zone of ornament round the bulge 3 cm. wide consists of diagonal

sharply incised parallel lines in groups of five forming a zig-zag,
bordered by girth-grooves, with another girth-groove higher on
the side. Height [3.9 cm. ; diams., rim 9.3, bulge 14. q, base 6.1

cm. Clay, hard sandy light grey, with traces of soot on the

outside.

Type 3. Ovoid olla with thin lipped recurved rim defined

below by a groove. Round the middle of the side a zone, 5.5 cm.

wide, of short detached ridges (rustic or rock-work) en barbotine

bordered by girth-grooves. The foot separated by a hollow and
half-round moulding; the under-base slightly inbent. Clay,

light grey to brown, coated with black bitumen, hot-polished on
the shoulder only. Height 16.7 cm.; diams., rim 11.5, bulge,

15.3, base 7.1 cm.; proportions 68, 91, 42 pointing to the first

half of the fust century as the date of its appearance.

Type 4. Large store vessel with short slightly curved neck

ending in a half-round moulded lip ; body ovoid, ornamented high

up on the shoulder with groups of parallel incised lines joining

vertically two girth-grooves 2.5 cm. apart. Clay, hard sandy light

grey, with soot from exposure to an open tire on the side. Height
28.0 cm.

; diams., rim 1 3.4, bulge 24. S, base 7.5 cm. This type
of vessel was used in cremation graves as a cinerary more frequently
at Colchester than in other parts of Britain during the century
preceding the Roman occupation. Among recorded examples
are grave groups, nos. 87, 89, 1 12, 121, Joslin Collection, others in

the Taylor Collection, and those mentioned in the annual reports
issued by the curator of the Colchester Museum. In graves, nos.

112, and 121, referred to, two of them are associated with Belgic

globular flasks, type 89, Loeschcke, Haltern \ ., p. 202,
fig. 46, dated

B.C. 1 1-9 A.D. Tin- Silchester specimen no doubt belongs to the

pre-occupation period like the rest of the group.

TYPE 5. Wide-mouthed cooking-pot with recurved rim,

cordoned and keeled shoulder, the foot weakly moulded and

separated by a groove. Clay, greyish white, coated with black

hot-polished bitumen. Height 15. 1 cm.; diams., rim [4.0, bulge
17.4, base 7.1 cm.; proportions 92, 115. 47. Cue of six pots
found in this pit. Koenen, p. 71, pi.

IX. no. 12, Belgic fabric of

the early empire. ^'(. Tall urn from a La Tene burnt grave at the

Jagerhaus near Urmitz of similar form, but double the height,
with coition and keeled shoulder and glossy black exterior (( innther.
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Bonn. Jahrb., 119, p. 353, fig. 7) dated by an iron fibula to the early
Roman period.

Type 6. Wide-mouthed cooking-pot. It has a recurved

thickened rim, counter-sunk cordon at junction of the upright

slightly curved neck and rounded shoulder, and a slightly hollowed

base. The keeling and slight concavity on the shoulder which
characterise the preceding are wanting, and this is probably of

earlier date, as indicated by its bold proportions. Clay, hard

sandy light grey, the surface discoloured by soot and exposure to

fire. Height 15.0 cm.
; diams., rim 16.4, bulge 19.3, base 8.6 cm.

;

proportions 109, 128, 57.

Type 7. Rude hand-made cooking-pot with bent-in rim and

slightly upturned thickened lip. This is merely a rougher and

possibly earlier example of the same type as the preceding. Clay,

grey, fully impregnated with white flint particles and coated with

soot. The "
pigeon-breasted

"
inside border of the rim is a Late

Celtic feature, indicating that the latter was made separately or

turned over. Height 17.3 cm.
; diams., rim 15.7, bulge 18.4,

base 1 0.0 cm. Cf. Bead-rim bowls from Casterley Camp, Devizes

Mns. Cat., pt. 2, pi. LXV. nos. 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, attributed to first half

of the first century.

Type 8. Cooking-pot with in-bent rim and beaded or half-

round moulded lip. Clay, sandy grey, with a coating of black

bitumen partly burnt off and replaced by soot. Height 18.4 cm.
;

diams., rim 15.0, bulge 19.8, base 8.5 cm. A continuation of the

La Tene cooking-pot (Mont Beuvray, Album, pi. XXVI. no. 5) and
found in the earliest find-spots on Belgic territory. This type of

vessel was taken over by the Romans on their arrival at Haltern and
imitated in their potteries at Xanten, B.C. 11-9 a.d., Loeschcke,
Haltern V., p. 240, type 58, fig. 32 a-c

; pi. XXII. nos. 15, 17 and

p. 294, type 91, fig. 48, 1-5 ; pi. XXV. nos. 2, 4-10. In territory

occupied by the Belgic tribes it was widely distributed over the

east and south of Britain down to the period of the Claudian

occupation. In districts where the Celtic influences continued
to prevail it remained in use for centuries. Annales de la Societe

Archceologique de Namur, VII., Cimitiere de Flavion, where it was
found abundantly in second century interments. See observations

on Excavations at Casterley Camp by Mrs. M. E. Cunnington and
Rev. E. H. Goddard, in Cat. of Antiq. in Devizes Museum, pt. 2,

p. 107, pi. LXV. nos. 3-6, 10; Pitt-Rivers, Excavations in Cranborne

Chase, II., pp. 144-5, HI- PP- x 7> 53> where it was found in the

earlier deposits ; R. A. Smith, Surrey Arch. Colls., XXII. ,
Romano-

British Remains at Cobham, Surrey, p. 153, pis. II. no. 24, and III.

no. 26, here attributed to the period about 1-50 a.d.
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PLATE I. XXIX.

Types i 14.

Wasters from tht potters'
kilns and types illustrating than.

The discovery of potters' kilns outside the north gate oi

Silchester is reported and the kilns described by one of the- directors

of the excavations, Mr. Mill Stephenson, in Archaologia, I. XII.,

p. 528, as follows,
"

Kiln no. i was roughly
circular in shape,

with an outside diameter of 3ft. 6ins., ami an internal one of i\\.

8ins. It consisted of a floor, a flue for heating, and a diaphragm
or table supported on a pedestal ami pierced with some nine or more

holes of irregular shape. When iirst exposed a portion oi the

side of the dome remained in situ, but it
gradually

crumbled away.

The dome was composed of a mixture of clay and broken pottery,

faced outside and strengthened by the addition of broken pot-lids,

evidently wasters kept for this purpose. The floor of the kiln

gradually dropped towards the mouth of the Hue, the
height

of the

aperture through the wall of the flue passage being 15 ins., only

1 in. below the table, the width of the Hue 2 ft. Inns., and that of the

passage 11 ins., the walls being 2 ins. thick. The height of the

table was 16 ins. ;
its thickness 6 ins., ami the holes 4 \i ins. long

by ] 5! ins. wide. The total height of the kiln was 3ft. 4 ins."

The following is a list of the types of vessels represented by

fragments of wasters ami of kiln furniture found round about ;

one store-vessel, witli two cordons, girth-grooves and upright

cross-lines in fours on the shoulder ; one lagena (two-handled) ;

four flagons (one-handled) with under-stepped mouth-piece ot

five steps ;
two ollae, with keeled or carinated shoulder ; one olla,

with in-bent, beaded rim ; one olla, with upright neck ; eighteen

bowls, with level reeded rim and carinated or angular side, type 1 1 ;

one dish or platter,
with upright side and level rim ; two plates or

dishes, with curved sides; and numerous lids with coned and

knobbed tops. The clay of most of these items was burnt to a soft,

powdery consistency and of drab or reddish colour. Kiln

furniture : two props
for supporting \essels inside the kiln,

and lumps of clay shaped for a similar purpose. These mostly

contained pounded tile or particles ot Hint.

The types of \essels found beside the kilns and similar \ eSS( Is

of the same kind of clay in the collection are illustrated on this plate,

nos. 1 10, and nos. n 14 respectively, and the former by

photography also on pi.
I.XXX.w
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Type i. Neck and handle of flagon with under-stepped
mouth-piece of 6 steps, wide rim. Clay, hard brown-red. End
of first century type.

Type 2. Carinated beaker, cracked, distorted, and over-baked
in parts

—
evidently a waster. As a widely distributed and long-

lived type of vessel it is well worth careful study and description.
The acute angle of the side, dividing it into two conical segments,
is somewhat above the middle of the height, the side of the upper
segment being consistently concave and that of the lower slightly
convex. The raised foot is very slightly everted and the under-
base hollowed to a height of .5 cm. in the middle. A band of

ornament 2 cm. wide, 1 cm. below the lip consists of scored lines

forming a diamond lattice bordered by grooves. A girth-groove
separates the lip and there are two others just above the angle of
the side. Clay, well-washed soft brown, showing the natural colour
above but burnt to hard grey below. Height 13.4 cm.

; diams.,
rim 8.4, bulge 14.9, base 5.5 cm. Cf. PI. LXXIL, type 169.

Type 3. Fragment of rim and upright neck of olla curving
slightly outwards to a thick lip. Clay, soft grey containing grit.

Orig. diam., 21.6 cm.

Type 4. Fragment of narrow-necked olla, with recurved rim

thickening to a square edged lip, ornamented on the shoulder with

groups of diagonal incised lines between two cordons. Clay, soft

pale grey to drab. Orig. diam., 15.8 cm.

Type 5. Wide-mouthed bowl with recurved rim, boldly
out-bulged side, and incaved lower part contracting to what may
be termed a pedestal foot

;
the under-base hollowed to a height

of 0.4 cm. in the centre. Cracked and distorted, evidently a

waster. Clay, hard grey. Height 13. 1 cm.
; diams., rim 12.5,

bulge 16.5, base 6.1 cm. Three examples.

Type 6. Side-fragment of flat-rimmed keeled bowl. Clay,
soft pale red, containing a small amount of broken tile and flint.

Height about 9.3 cm.
; diams., rim 18.4, body 14. 1, cm. ;

base

wanting.

Type 7. Fragment of pot-lid. Clay, coarse tile-red, mixed
with pounded flint and brick in small quantity.

Type 8. Small olla or deep bowl with recurved rim, keeled

shoulder, raised foot and hollow turned under-base. Clay, hard

light grey, distorted, broken and partly restored, evidently a waster.

Height 13.6 cm.
; diams., rim 11.9, bulge 14.6, base 6.1 cm.

M
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Type 9. Dish or platter, thick sided, with thickened rim and
base domed to a height of 0.4 cm. in the centre. Cracked and

evidently a waster. Clay, coarse, hard, heavy tile-red.

Type 10. Fragment of dish or platter with straight side

obliquely out-set, out-bent Bat-topped rim, and flat base. Clay,
rather gritty, soft pale drab. Height 5.4 cm. ; dianis., rim 20.2,
base 16.0 cm. Cr. PI. LXVL, type [99.

TYPE 11. Large deep bowl with wide, level, twice grooved
rim; a wide shallow girth-groove near the middle of the side where
there is often an angle. Clay, hard sandy buff, showing pale grey
to drab in parts. I [eight 14.5 cm. ; dianis., rim 25.4, base 94 cm.
for detailed history of the development of this type of bowl sec-

May, York Pottery, p. 95, pi. XXII. no. [9. It reached its widest
distribution in the Flavian period, (u> uo .\.n., but first appears in

the camp at Haltern, B.C. 1 1—9 a.d.

Type 12. Small wide-mouthed cooking-pol or large bowl
with out-bent rim and keeled shoulder, the latter separated by a

slight cordon from the curved neck. Clay, sandy lighl dirty grey,
with traces on the surface of a darker slip coating. Height 1 2.4

cm.; diams., rim 12.3, bulge 15.0, base 5.7 cm.
; proportions 99,

120, 46.

TYPE 13. Wide-mouthed cooking-pot with recurved rim and
keeled and cordoned shoulder. Clay, hard sandy grey, the surface
smoothed and coated with a darker slip. Height [7.3cm.; dianis.,

rim 15.7, bulge 20.4, base 8.2 cm.; proportions 90, 118, 47.
Another illustrated specimen, one out of six, with keeled and
cordoned shoulder, found in pit 10 (pi. LXXVIII. fig. 5) has the

clay and black coating of Ikdgic technique. The
slight concavity

on the shoulder is also found on several types of Belgic cooking
utensils, viz. , Ritterling, llojhvim 1012,011 deep wide-mouthed bowl,

type 115; and on oflae types 121, 122 with burnished linear,

and raised ornaments en barbotine. The closest parallel is the

schulterkochtopf of sandy clay mixed with stone particles, type 1)4.

Loeschcke, Haltern I'., p. 130, pi. XV., proportions (S2, 122, 4;.

Type 14. Wide-mouthed goblet or tazza on a pedestal foot

with counter-sunk or grooved cordons at the junctions of the body
with neck and pedestal. Clay, hard sandy grey, with a black coating
of bitumen. Height [3.6 cm.; diams., rim [3.9, bulge 17.'). toot

7.4 cm. The form is one of those found beside the kilns outside the

north gate, type X preceding. It can be traced in the south of

England by means of recent discoveries at Hengistbury Head,
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Hants, to a very early prototype of bolder and more elegant

proportions, apparently of Greek origin, as the examples
referred to were associated with Italo-Greek amphorae in the

lowest stratum close by the landing place of the natural haven
at this spot. Compare also a vase of similar shape from a

grave-mound in the German Ilinterwald belonging to the Early
La Tene period illustrated by Hettner, Fiihrer clinch das Prov.

Mus. in Trier, p. 124, no. 10. Later developments of this

type of goblet on which the pedestal foot has been modified or

altogether discarded are met with on the Continent in Belgic

technique, Loeschcke, Sammlung Niessen, nos. 2984-6, pi. CIV.,
and in this country, Curie, Newstead, p. 258, and pis. XLVIII.
no. 46, L.a, no. 1

;
Colchester Museum, Joslin Collection, grave

group 74, no. 423 ;
Rochester Museum, from the Upchurch

Marshes
;
and Silchester from the kilns, type 5 preceding.

PLATE LXXX.a, b, c.

A. Wasters and fragments from the potters' kilns. See

preceding plate.

B. Large two-handled lagena of ovoid form, with conical neck

(mouth-piece and handles wanting). Dull grey to black fumed

clay with black coating. Scratched on the shoulder with a point is

the name atinionvs.

C. Bulbous beaker with long neck diminishing upwards
in a gentle curve, constricted body, and pedestalled well moulded
foot. Ornamented round both bulges of the body with a zone of

rude scroll-pattern en barbotine. See also pi. XLI. no. 3.

PLATES LXXXL—LXXXIII.
Potters' Stamps.

PLATE LXXXI.A.

Nos. 1-18.

Stamps on Arretine Terra Sigillata.

1. AC in wreath, on inside base of conical cup, type 8a Loeschcke.
See pis. III. fig. 11 and IV. type 5.

C.I.L., XIII. 10009, x
> (

a
) Poitiers, (b) Autun, in

wreath, here recorded as a contraction of the name of

an Arretine potter.

C.I.L., XIII. 10010, 17, of . AC (a contraction of

Acutus) is the stamp of another potter, who worked
in Southern Gaul.
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2. SEX»»- on a fragment of thin flat plate. Clay, soft pale red ;

ANN! glaze, darker dullish. The under side streaked with

run glaze and partly unglazed. See pi. 111. fig.
18.

Two examples of iiis stamp recorded by Loeschcke,

Haltern X .. [68, pi. XXVI. no. 10. are dated about

B.C. 1 1-9 A.D.

C.I.I.., XIII. 10009, 23 : Geissner, Mainz Mas. List,

1902, nos. 4-6. Vessels of Sextus Annius have also

been found at Reims, Main/, Neuss, and Vechten.

Walters, wii., records the stamp of 1. annivs as occurr-

ing Oil ornamental vases L. 100. 113, and states that,

with his kinsmen Cains and Sextus, he had a pottery
near the church of San Francesco in Arezzo, the

nanus of twenty of his slaves occurring on their wan 5.

3. APRON (apronivs) on inside base of fragment ol cup, type 8a

Loeschcke. See pis. III.
fig. [2 ami IV. type 7.

4. ATE1 on inside base of cup, type 7a Loeschcke. See pis.

I.
fig.

2 and Y. type ii. Clay, soft dull red; glaze,

soft orange red, decayed.

Loeschcke, Haltern X ., i(m>, pi. XXVI. nos. 48 57.

Oxe, Bonn. Jahrb., 101 (1897), 22.

5. ATE1 without ligature,
on inside base of fragment of small

cup, type 8b Loeschcke. Clay pale red
; glaze, good.

See pi. III. tig. 13 and IX. type 6.

Loeschcke, Haltern X ., [69, pi. XXVI. nos. 23 38.

C.I.L., XI II. 10009, 43.

6. ATE] on inside base of fragment of cup, type uncertain.

See pi. 111.
fig.

22.

Loeschcke, Haltern X ., [69, pi. XXY1. nos. 48 57.

C.I.I... XIII. 10009, 43b.

7. ATE! on tlat inside base of fragment of cup, type uncertain.

Clay, pale but!'; glaze, soft dark red. See pi. ML
fig.

16.

C.I.I.., XIII. 10009. 43b.

8. ATl'.IM (Mil M[AHETIS]) central Stamp
on inside bast' ol

ndwide plate, type 2.\ Loeschcke.

Y. type [3.

Sec pis. I.
fig. .;

•'
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Hahnle, Haltern VI., 43, pi. XVI. no. 297, ateim to be
read as atei m[ahes], since the addition of manv is not

indicated on any Arretine stamp (cf. Bonn. Ja/irb.,

99, p. 45). A similar contraction of a slave's name

appears on a stamp at Mainz (Geissner, Mainz Mits.

List, 1902, 67) ateie, probably evhodi. Loeschcke,
Haltern V., 171, pi. XXVII. nos. 101-5, which include

the name mahes as slave of ateivs. Dechelettc, I.,

p. 16, a stamp of Mahes slave of Ateius found at Autun,
is dated as immediately anterior to the Christian era.

C.I.L., XIII. 10009, 5°-

9. ATEI without ligature, on inside base of fragment of cup,

type 11 Loeschcke (27 Drag.). Clay, pale buff;

glaze, good dark red. See pis. III. fig. 20 and V.

type 10. Another similar fragment is also on plate III,

fig. 21.

10. C.N.ATEI central stamp on inside base of flat plate, type
2a Loeschcke. See pis. I. fig. 5 and V. type 14.

1 1 . CN ' ATEI central stamp in raised letters on an oblong
EVRYALVS sunk panel, on inside base of fragment of

chalice, type 19 Loeschcke (11 Drag.). See pi. IV.

type 1 .

C.I.L., XIII. 10009, 4^- Euryalus appears to be the

name of a freed man or slave of Ateius.

12. CNATEI in raised letters in a trefoil sunk label on inside

EH[ODI] base of fragment of cup, type uncertain. Clay,

very pale reddish
; glaze, thin darker red. See pi. III.

fig. 17.

Dechelette, I., 16, cnatei slave of Ateius, dated im-

EVHODI

mediately anterior to the Christian era
; p. 25, no. 3,

found at Autun. Loeschcke, Haltern V., 170, pi.
XXVII. nos. 94-99 ; Hahnle, Haltern VI., 43, no. 290.

C.I.L., XIII. 10009, 47-

13. [M]EN[A] AVIL (mena/avil[li] on inside base of fragment
of cup, type 8a Loeschcke.

Loeschcke, Haltern V., 173. no. 120, the pottery of

L. Avillus is pretty certainly localised at Arezzo.
Besides him, A. Avillus, C. Avillus and Sex. Avillus
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arc known. lbs work is widely distributed and dates

at the earliest in the late Augustan period, as his name

Stamp is shaped like the sole ol a toot. Geissner,

Mainz Mus. Lis/, 1902, 87, MENA AVILI.

C.I.L., XIII. 10009, 68.

14. [VCVND1 on inside base of cup, type 7a Locschcke. See

pis. I. fig. 2 and V. type i 1.

Locschcke, Haltern V., 177, pi. XXVIII. no. 154,
on form 8a Loeschcke.

C.I.I.., XIII. ioootj, 145, XV. 527;,.

15. PILEMV central stamp, on inside base of plate, type 2a

Locschcke. See pis. I.
fig. 4 and V. type 14.

Helm, Rom. Keramik, no. 1053, on base of plate of

late Italian ware.

C /./,., XII. 5686, 691, XIII. 10009, 197.

16. VITLVS on inside base of bowl, type 29 Drag. See pi. II.

fig. 5.
The pattern of scroll on the frieze imitates that

on South Gaulish bowls 29 of the earliest period, time of

Tiberius, 14 37 A.D.

Loeschcke, Haltern Y., 17S, pi. XXVIII. no. 167,

vit[v]lvs naev[i] ; p. 168, vitvlv[s], vase of Puteoli

fabric, that find-spot, form and state of preservation do

not permit to be put among earliest sigillata.

Dechelette, I., p. 15, mentions vitvlvs as a slave of

Numerius Naevius Hilarus (n.n.h.) a potter who had

a workshop at Puteoli (Pozzuolo).

C.I.I.., X. 8056, 384c from Puteoli, 385b, XIII. 10009,

302.

[6a. SILVA (not illustrated) on inside base of Clip, type 11

Locschcke (27 Drag.). See pi. Y. type 12. Roulette-

notching on the outside surface chiefly distinguishes

Yrrctinc oi form 27 Drag.

Geissner, Mainz Mus. List, K)02, potters' stamps of

tin- Augustan period, approximating
to Arretine, nos.

252 4. For stamps or an earl) South Gaulish potter

SILVANVS see Walters, M. 807 8 (cup 27), M. 1)70 1

(cup 53); and Dechelette. I., 8l, 85, 300.

C.I.I.., XIII. 10010, [813.
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17. XANT1 on inside base of conical cup, type 7 or 8 Loeschckc.

Clay, soft buff
; glaze, good dark orange red. See pi.

III. fig. 15.

Loeschcke, //<7//m? V., 171-2, pi. XXVII. nos. 1 1 1-1 13.
The stamps of Xanthus-Ateius are found very abun-

dantly north of the Alps, but rarely in Italy. C.I.L.,
XI. 6700, 106. The cause of their variety at

Haltern is explained by their late date, the period of

his activity appearing to fall not before the second

decade, 10-20 A.D. Geissner, Mainz Mus. List, 1902,
nos. 213-233, records 21 examples ascribed to Arretine

workshops. Hahnle, Haltern VI., 43, pi. XVI. no. 303.
Dechelette, I., 16, mentions a stamp of atei/xanthi as

having been found at Mont Beuvray, not later than

5 a.d. Bonn, jfahrb., 1 14/5^.387 and pi. XXI.no. 1 id,

plate, type 3a Loeschcke, shows that Xanthus produced
the latest forms of Arretine found in Germany, which are

to be placed not earlier than 10-20 a.d.

C.I.L., XIII. 10009, 54' 3 1 ?-

18. . . . M mutilated stamp on inside base of cup, type 8a

Loeschcke. See pis. III. fig. n and V. type 8.

PLATE LXXXI. b.c.

Potters' Stamps on Gaulish and German Terra Sigillata.

ABBO F bowl 31, dull dark red glaze, pitted.

rheinzabern. Ladozvici, I. 1
(
abbo fe), III. 1

;

Geissner (1904), 1; O.R.L., Zugmantel, 131 (cup 33,
abbo f).

C.I.L., XIII. 10010, 10.

ACAP3R (? agaper) fragment of base of cup 33, fine ware.

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 7 (acapa. f), XIII. 10010, 19

(agapvs).

ACVRIO FE bowl 31, hard dull clay, poor thick dull glaze.
Geissner (1904), 1, no. 4; O.R.L., Pftinz, 46 (acvrio f)

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 12, XIII, 10010, 30.

OFFIC (a) imitation of Arretine cup, light red clay, darker

ACVTI glaze. Stamp no. 1 c.

//7FFICI (b) base of flat plate or dish. Stamp no. 2 c.

ACVTI
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OFFIC'ACVTl large plate, light red clay, matt glaze. Stamp
no. ^ c.

OF'ACV base of bowl 24/25, good ware.

ACVTVS base of bowl, fine ware.

MONTANS. De'ch., I. [36, 247 (mould).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 14, XIII. 10009, 5i 10010, 37,
iooii, 28

;
also at Chelmsford.

This potter belongs to the transition period when
imitations of Arretinc forms were being made and
his products are only distinguishable from Arretine

by their darker colour and superior hardness. Ilis

name is given in the list of Arretine potters (C.I.I..,
XIII. 10009, 5)> ar>d these examples probably reached
Britain before the Roman invasion in 4^ A.D.

ADIKCTIMA base of cup 33, fair ware.

Joslin Colli (//mi, 67; Wroxeter I., 47.no. 2.

ADVOCISI (a) bowl 37, in raised letters vertically amongst
ornaments,

(b) fragment of bowl 37, medallions. See pi. XXVI.
no. 54.

ADVOCLS M fragment of bowl So, burnt.

ADVOCISI () (a) cup 51, or Ludowici, Tx.

(b) base of cup 33, tine ware.

(c) ditto, soft clay, glossy glaze.

(d) flat bowl 18/31, hard clay, fair.

\DVOCI . . . base of bowl 18/;, 1. high cone.

lezoux. De'ch., I. 197, 247-8(110-260 A.D.); Curie. z\\

(140 180 A.D.)

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 16, XIII. 10010, 43, iooii, 143;
also at Carlisle, Cirencester, Lincoln, .Manchester

Wilderspool and Wroxeter.

\I.STI\TM base of cup 33, poor ware.

AIISTIVPM base of bowl tS 31, high kick, lair ware.

AKIS1YI.M cup 33, thick poorish ware.
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AISTHIVPM coned base of bowl, 18/31, rather poor ware.

allier district. Coll. Antiq., VI. 71 (aiistivi probably

Lezonx); Walters, M. 1837 (cup 27, aistiv), 1938

(bowl 31), 2031-3 (cup 33).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 21, XIII. 10010, 49 ;
also at

Canterbury, Chester, Cirencester, London, Pudding
Pan rock, South Shields, Wilderspool and Wroxeter.

. . TERNI (Paeternvs) base of cup 33, fair ware.

allier district. Coll. Antiq., VI. ji (probably Lezoux);
Walters, M. 2034 (cup 33).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 23, XIII. 10010, 52 ;
also at Carlisle,

Chester and Leicester.

ALAVCI MA (alavcvs) base of large cup 33, thin ware.

Coll. Antiq., I. 163 (Tours) ;
Wroxeter I., 47, no. 6.

C.I.L., XIII. 10010, 75, at Amiens, Avenches, Tours
and Rennes.

ALBINI OF base of cup 27, poor, decayed.

ALBINI (retro.) bowl 30, panel and saltire pattern, written with

stylus amongst the ornaments. See pi. XVII. no. 2.

ALBINI'M base of cup 33, poor ware.

ALBINPM ditto.

A-L-BPNTM ditto.

la grauf. Deck., I. 81, 213, 248 ; Geissner (1904), 1,

nos. 32
—

4 (of. albini on plain vessel).

rheinzabern. Ludoidci, III. i (albinvs fe) ; Bonn.

Jahrb., 111/12, 336 (Neuss 25-105 a.d.)

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 39, XIII. 10010, 83 ; also at

Castlecary, Cirencester, Lancaster, Leicester, Wilder-

spool and Wroxeter.

ALBVCI (a) bowl 30, in raised letters amongst ornaments (panels

framing types Deck., 103, 613). See pi. XVI.

(b) cup 33, fine.

(c) base of cup 33, fine.

. LBVCI fragment of bowl 37, in raised letters amongst orna-
ments. See pi. XXVII. no. 68.
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ALBVCI OFI (a) bowl 31, roulette wreath.

(b) bowl 38/44, square flange, hard clay, rubbed

glaze.

ALBVCrOF large cup 33, or bowl 31.

1 1 zoux. De'ch., I. 197, 24S.

C. I.I.., VII., 1336, 45-47, 1337, 4, XIII. 10010. 85,

iooii, 146; also at Birrens, Canterbury, Carlisle,

Cirencester, Colchester, Leicester and Wroxeter.

ALBVCIANI bowl 38/44, square bent flange, poor ware.

. LBVCIANI base of cup 33, fair ware.

ALBVCIA . . ditto.

LEZOUX. Walters, M. 1 641-3 (bowl 31), 1674 (bowl

32 ?), 1678-9 (cup 33).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 43, XIII. iooio, 84 ; also at Ciren-

cester, Pudding Pan rock and Wroxeter.

ALBVS'F base of bowl 31, medium.

A I, HI base of small cup 27, fine ware. Stamp no. 4c.

ALBIMA bowl 18, good matt glaze.

lagrauf. Deck., I. 82, 89, 250 ; Geissner (1904), 1.

nos. 36-42 (albvs.fe.).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 48 (at York), XIII. iooio, 86.

ALCIII (ALCINl ?) base of cup 33, poor ware.

AMBITO . . . fragment.

C. 1.1.., XIII. iooio, 107 (ambitov. ma.), at Assche,

Reims, Rouen and Vechten. Not recorded m
Britain.

ANEX1 fragment of base of bowl, fine brown red, like Arretine.

Geissner (1904) 2, no. 64 ([a]nexia).

C.I.I.., WW. 10010, 123, at Bonn, Neris and Vechten.

ANNK >3F base of cup 33, fair ware.

Walters, ML 2038.

C.I.I... VII. 1336, 69, XIII. iooio, [33, also at

Leicester.
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OFAQVITANI howl 18, fine ware.

OF AQVF7/ base of cup 24, good ware.

la grauf. Deck., I. 81, 251 (bowl 29, 60-80 A.D.) ;

Knorr, Rottenburg, 15 (30-68 a.d.) ; Ritterling,

Hofheiin (1912), 244 (40-50 a.d., Neuss, 70 a.d.,
Sels tilery, 40 a.d., Wiesbaden, 70 a.d.) ; Wallers,
M. 228.

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 85, XIII. 10010, 157 ; also at

Chester and Colchester.

ARCA///X
(? arcanvs) base of plate 15.

lezoux. Dec/i., I. 251 (arcanvs).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 88, XIII. 10010, 164, ioon, 148.

ARDACI fragment of base 27, fine ware.

OFIARDAC base of bowl 18, marbled red on yellow glaze.

la grauf. De'ch., I. 81, 82, 94 (early cemetery at

Andernach, 68 A.D.), 251 (bowl 29, scroll ornament,
16-90 A.D.) ; Ritterling, Hofheim (1912), 244 (40-51
a.d., Neuss, 70 a.d., Sels tilery, c. 40 a.d., Wiesbaden,
70 a.d.)

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 89, XIII. 10010, 167 ;
also at

Cirencester.

ARICI MA base of cup 33, poor.

ARICI M ditto, fair.

lezoux. Deck., I. 157, 197, 251 (mould, aricci) ;

Coll. Antiq., VI. 72.

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 90, XIII. 10010, 169.

ASIATICI M base of cup 33, burnt brown black.

lezoux. Deck., I. 146, 234 (punches, models, etc.

found .)

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 93-95, XIII. 10010, 178 ;
also at

Canterbury, Cirencester, Colchester and Wroxeter.

ATEPOrvl (atepomarvs) fragment of base of cup, pale brown
red, orange glaze. Stamp no. 5c.

lezoux. De'ch., I. 5, 157, 179, 251 (bowl 29, scrolls).
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C.I.L., XIII. iooio. 1S7. One of the five earliest

Gaulish potters of Lezoux who made ornamental
bowls of form 29 and stamped their names on the

inside base.

ATILIAN1 M base of enp 33, fair.

ATILIAN1 O dish 79.

ATILIAN () large bowl, coned base.

ATILIAN'O large bowl 31 (?), coned base.

LEZOUX. De'ch., I. 197, 252 (mould, panel decoration).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 99-101, XIII. 10010, 194; also at

Cirencester, Leicester, North Perrot, Somerset (with

coins of Vespasian and Domitiah, 69 96 A.D., I .CM .

Somerset, I. 300, Taunton museum) Pudding Pan rock

(dish 79).

ATRVcIAT on base of bowl 79, dull glaze, poor ware.

Proc. Soc. Antiq., 2S, XXI. 284 and XXII. 405

(Pudding Pan rock ATRVCIANI, the am ligatured) ;

Cirencester museum ([at]rvciani).

. . ATT (or att) retro., on fragment of bowl 37, free animals,

raised letters twice imperfectly impressed. See

pi. XXVI. no. 79.

lezoux. De'ch., I. 157, 197, 252 (mould for 37) ;

Arch. Aeliana, 3.S. VII. 194 (Corbridge).

C.I.I,., XIII. 10011, 34, 150.

ATTAFE . . (atta) fragment of coned base.

Geissner (1902), no. 266 (atta, Belgic ware of Augustan

period).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 105, XIII. iooio, 201 (black and

red wares).

ATTICTM small cup 33, dark red.

ATT'ICTM base of cup 33, poor ware.

LA GRAUF. De'ch., I. $2. MONTANS. Dull., 1 . SS (plain

ware) and plate XIV. no. 5 (graffito) ; Walters, M. 71)

(cup 33), M. 910 (bowl 31).

C.I.I.., VII. [336, 109, XIII. iooio. 203; also at

Cirencester, Lancaster and South Shields.
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ATTILLVS cup 27, poor ware.

ATTILLIMA base of cup 33, poor ware.

ATTI . . . fragment of base.

LA orauf. De'ch., I. 82 (attili).

montans. Deck., I. 136, 252 (mould, ATTlLl[vs]).

rheinzabern. Knorr, Canstatt, 31 ; Ludomci, I. 5

(attilv, stamps of more than one potter or of one who
worked in all three localities), II. 97 ; Reubel, 15

(second half of second cent.) ; Wroxeter I., 48, no. 15

(bowl 31).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, no, XIII. 10010, 204, ioon, 35.

AVITPMA bowl 18/31, poor glaze.

Recorded examples are referable to more than one

potter.

la grauf. De'ch., I. 81, 253 (avitim), II. 173, 210

(applied reliefs) ; Knorr, Rotticeil (1907), 16, 17

(avitim first half of first cent.) ; Walters, M. 6 (bowl
29, av.i.io). These examples are in the genitive case
with M and indicate that the Silchester example belongs
to the La Grauf. potter.

The later examples are in the nominative case with
fecit.

rheinzabern. Ludowici, I. 10 (avitvs fec), III. 8

(avitvs fec).

ittenweiler. Forrer, 215, 238 (102-130 a.d.)

Curie, 231 (avitvs), 232 (avitvs fec)), Antonine, 140-
180 A.D.).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 125, XIII. 10010, 238 ;
also at

Ardoch, Bar Hill, Carlisle, Chester, Cirencester, Col-
chester and Leicester.

BANOLVCCI base of cup 33, fair ware.

Curie, 228, 232 (140-180 a.d.) ; Walters, M. 2043-6
(cup 33) ;

Wroxeter I., 48, no. 17.

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 133, XIII. 10010, 271.

BASSENI M. base of cup 33, fair ware. ^
la grauf. De'ch., I. 83 (basseni ma on plain ware) ;

Knorr, Rottzveil(n)oj), 57 (ofbas'SFN, 69-79 A-D
-)-

C.I.L., XIII. 10010, 274.
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BASSI cup 27, fine ware.

la grauf (early potter of). Deck., I. 83, 94 (from early

cemetery at Andernach, found with coin of Augustus) ;

Ritterling, Hofheim (1912), 244 (40-83 a.d., and Wies-

baden, 70 a.d.) ; Bonn. Jahrh., 11 1 12. 337 (Neuss,

25-105 a.d., and Sels tilery, ceased c. 40 a.d.).

The stamp bassi, mould for howl 37, style of medallions,

found at Lezoux, De'ch., I. 256; and BASSVS i from

Westerndorff, C.I.L., III. 6010, 38, are those of a later

potter or potters.

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 135, XIII. 10010, 276, XV. 505*)

(Rome).

BELINICI IV" coned base of bowl 31, poor ware.

BELINIC . . large cup 27, good ware.

: BELIN . . . fragment of base of cup 33, poor ware.

GAULISH. Curie, 228, 232 (140-150 A.D.) ; Knorr,

Rottweil (1907)), 57 (belinicci, 69-96? a.d.);

Macdonald, Proc. Soc. Antiq. Scot.. XL. 477 (Bar Hill,

142-192 (?) a.d.) ; Walters, M. 1764 (bowl 18), 1845-8

(beleniccvs, cup 27, and beliniccvs f), 2047-51 (cup

33) ;
Wroxeter L, 49, no. 19 (cup 33).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 138, XIII. 10010, 281 ; also at

Canterbury, Chester and South Shields.

BELSA'ARV" F base of bowl 3 1 .

Proc. Soc. Antiq., 2S. XXI. 284 (Pudding Pan rock.

BELSA . ARVl).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 143, XIII. 10010, 2S7 (Douai

museum) ;
also at Canterbury and York.

Arvi may refer to the Arverni, as the nationality of the

potter.

BIILSVS /> (BELSVS) fragment of base of bowl 31, fair ware.

BIILSVS /• (retro and final S reversed), ditto, poor ware.

RMEINZABERN. Pccll., I. 211 ; LudoWtCt, 111. 10

(belsvs f).

iikii.igenberc. Form, 231 (belsvs f, the F reversed

(85-160 A.D.).

The stamp is that of a potter of Kheinzabei n, Deck.,
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I. 211
;
who also worked at Heiligenberg and at

Kongen, Forrer, 231. Renbel, 17, dates him at the

latter places between 130-150 a.d.

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 144, XIII. 10010, 289 ;
also at

London.

BIGA FEC base of cup 27, fair ware.

BIGAFEC bowl 31, and cup 33, both fair ware.

BIG' A"FEC base of cup 33, soft ware.

Geissner (1907), 3, no. 78 (bica fec) ; May, York

Pottery, 14, pi. V. fig. 4 (big.a.fec, cup 27) ; Walters,
M. 1941 (bowl 31), 2052 (cup 33).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 146, XIII. 10010, 294 (Gaulish) ;

also Canterbury, Carlisle and Chester.

BIIICEDOF (bilicedo) base of large cup or bowl, poor
ware.

C.I.L., XIII. 10010, 298, at Riegel.

BIRRA . . . fragment of base of cup 27, poor ware.

lezoux. Deck., I. 197, 256 (mould 37, [bj]rrantvs,

graffito retro.).

C.I.L., XIII. 10010, 310 (birrantivs) ; also at

Cirencester (birantvs).

BIT fragment of base of cup 27.

LA GRAUF. Deck., I. 83 (bITII).

C.I.L., XIII. 10010, 315 (bitiii, bitii, bit).

BITVOL (bitvolvs), circular stamp, no. 6 c.

C.I.L., XIII. i oo 10, 323, at Nymwegen and Vechten.

BITVRIX F fragment of base of cup 27, fair ware.

BITVRI . . fragment of base of bowl 31, fair ware.

Walters, M. 1942 (bowl 31).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 159, XIII. 10010, 324 ; also at

Chester and Wilderspool.

BORILLIOFF large bowl 31, poor and dull.

BORILLI OFF cup 33, fair ware.
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BORILLIOF base of bowl 31, fair ware-.

BORILLI OF large cup 33, rather poor.

BORILLIOFFIC small cup 33.

lezoux. Deck., I. 197, 256 (bowl 37, free style,

series b) ; Curie, 228, 232 (cup 33, 140 1N0 A.D.).

C.I.I.., VII. 1336, 167, XIII. 10010, 341, 1001 1, 47,

163 ;
also at Birrens, Camelon, Carlisle, Corbridge,

Lancaster and Wilderspool.

BRICCIM base of bowl 38 (?).

lezoux. De'c/i., I. 159, 197, 256 (mould); Walters,

M. 1628 (cup 27), 1691-3 (cup 33, bri<<\-. 1.);

Wroxeter I., 49, no. 21.

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 177, XIII. 10010, 354, iooii. 48;
also at Carlisle.

BVCCIVSF fragment of coned base, cracked, dull.

\i i.ier district. Coll. Antiq., VI. 72 (probably

Lezoux); Knorr, Rottweil (1907), 57 (bvccvs, 69-79

a.d.) ; Bonn Jahrb., m 12, 33S (Neuss, bvccvs, 25-

105 A.U.).

RHEINZABERN. LuduWtCt, I. 12 (BVCCIO FECIT, poor

lettering).

C.I.L., XIII. 10010, 360; also at Lancaster (BVCCVS

retro).

BVRDON . . . base of cup 27, fair ware.

Bonn. Jahrb., 99, p. 66; Knorr, Rottweil (1007), 70

(75 150 A.D.); O.R.L., Pjiinz, tf (93 233 U>.) J

Walters, M. 2054 6 (cup 33) ; II roxeter I., 49, no. 22

(bvrdonio. f, cup 33).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 182-5, xm - IOOI °- 367-68 ;
a,so

,u Aldborough, Carlisle and Chester.

BVTR . . (bvtrio) fragment ofbowl 30 and fragment of bowl 37.

BVT . . . fragment of bowl 37. In all cases the stamp is in

raised letters amongst the ornaments. See pi. XX\ I.

nos. 37, 38.

LEZOUX. Dull., I. 107. 257 (75 110 V.D.).

C.I.I.., VII. 1336, 1N7, XIII. 10010, 372, 1001 1, 165 ;

also at Chester, Cirencester, Lancaster, Wilderspool.

and Wroxeter
(I., 49, no 23, BVTVRO)
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CADGA'TI FE cup 33, good, well made.

CA'DCATI FE fragment of base of bowl 31, poor ware.

CADCATI F fragment of bowl, coned, yellowish.

CA'DCA'TI fragment of cup 33, fair ware.

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 200, XIII. 10010, 393 ;
also at

Cirencester and Lancaster.

CAIVs (caivs) base of bowl 24/25, soft ware.

ALLIER DISTRICT. Coll. Anliq., VI. 72 (probably

Lezoux) ; Joslin Coll., 29, nos. 392-4 (cup 24,
before 68 a.d. erroneously read calvi) ;

Bonn. Jakro.
111/12, 338 (Neuss, 25-105 a.d.).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 204-6, XIII. 10010, 397 ;
also at

Cirencester and Lincoln.

CALAVA * "" base of bowl 18/31, light red clay.

Gaulish. Geissner (1904), 8 (calava f) ; Knorr,
Rottweil (1907), 58 (69-79 A -D

-) ''
Walters M. 1765

(bowl 18), 1943 (bowl 18/31).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 208, XIII. 10010, 401 ;
also at

Carlisle (bowl 44) and Wilderspool.

. . LETINI (caletinvs) base of flanged bowl 38/44, hard ware.

Joslin Coll., 68, no. 901 (caletini). See pi. XXV.
no. 33 (described on p. 64 in error as [cale]tim).

C.I.L., XIII. 10010, 405, at Arentsberg and Picardy.

. ALIITIM (retro.) (caletvs) fragment of bowl 37, sunk letters,

on a raised label amongst the ornaments. See pi.

XXVI. no. 76.

lezoux. De'ch., I. 197, 258 (mould 37, arcading,
110-260 a.d.?); Walters, M. 1694-5 (

CUP 33)-

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 211, XIII. 10011, 168; also at

Carlisle, Cirencester and Pudding Pan rock.

OF CALVI bowl 18, good ware.

LA grauf. De'ch., I. 83 ; Knorr, Rottweil (1907), 58
(69-79 a.d.) ; Ritterling, Hofheim (1912), 244 (70-83
A.D.).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 217-219, XIII. 10010, 412.

N
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CALVS FEC base of cup 24. fine soft ware.

<;.\ri.i>ii. f)cc/i., I. 213, 258 (bowl 30, arcading) ;

jBc////, ii". 1090 (calvs 1 . bowl 30) ; Geissner ( 11)07). 3,

no. 85 (calvs ik. cup 27) ; Walters, M. 2062 (cup 33).

C. /./.., VII. 1336, 216, XIII. 1 00 io, 410, 1 00 1 1, 169,

203.

CAMBI'M base of cup 33, poor ware.

Walters, M. 1944 (bowl 31), 2063 (cup 33).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 221, XIII. 10010, 414 (cambvsf)

CAMPANIO base of cup 33, very poor ware.

lezoux. Deck., I. 234.

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 223, XIII. 10010, 4.18; also at

Carlisle, Leicester, London ami Pudding Pan rock.

CAMIIM (CAMIVS) fragment of base of cup 33, hard thin fair

ware.

Smith, C. K., Cat. of Land. Antiq., 42 (camti m from

London).

C. I.L., XIII. 10010, 417 (CAMIVS) ;
and in Carlisle

museum (bowl 31, CAMVIV/.).

CARATILI M on base of cup 33.

Gaulish. Curie, 228, 2^,1, (140-180 a.d.).

C.I.I.., VII. 1336, 238, XIII. 10010, 453 ; also at

Cirencester, Colchester and Pudding Pan rock.

CARAT1 M cup 27.

Walters, M. 2066 (cup 33).

C.I.L., VII. [336, 240, XIII. 10010, 454.

CARBOXIS M fragment of base, thin medium ware.

GAULISH. Knorr, Rottweil (1907), 70 (75 150 A.D.).

_ C.I.I... VII. 1336, 241, XIII. 10010, 455 (early

£ ( Gaulish).

CAR1N1 base of bowl 31, fair ware.

os! \iiiik district. Coll. Antiq.. VI. 72 (probablj

Lezoux); Bonn. Jahrb., 99, p. 70 (Heddernheim,

Limoges, Poitou).

C.I.I... XIII. 10010, 45 /
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CARPI base of cup 33, poor ware.

C.I.L., XIII. 10010, 462, at Houthem-St.-Garlech
and Trion.

CARVSSA (a) base of cup 24/25, (b) bowl 31, (c) base of cup 33,
all poor ware.

CVRV33 base of cup 33, very poor ware.

CARVSSA F cup 33, rather poor ware.

Gaulish. Curie, 228, 233 (140-180 a.d.) ; Wallers, M
2067-69 (cup 33).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 251, XIII. 10010, 466 ;
also at

Cirencester, South Shields and Wroxeter.

CASSIA OF in a circular stamp round a rosette, new form

(stamp, no. 7c), on base of cup. See pi. XXXII. type

34. Walters, M. 1856-7 (cup 27, on straight band), 2071

(cup 33, also on straight band).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 252.

CASTVS'. fragment of base, fair ware.

LA GRAUF. Deck., I. 83, 259 (bowl 29, CASTVS. FE)

probably a potter who worked here at an early period

(16-80 a.d.) and used this form of stamp. Bonn Jahrb.,

111/12, 339 (Neuss, of cast, cup 27, 25-105 A.D.,

and at Wiesbaden, 75-125 a.d.) ;
rheinzabern.

Ludowici, III., 13 (castvs fe) ; Reubel, 19, says
Castuswho worked here 140-165 a.d. must be another

potter.

C.I.L., VII, 1336, 256, XIII. 10010, 478.

CATASEXTVS (in tabula ansata) base of cup 33, poor ware.

Walters, M. 2072 (cup 33).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 262 (London), XIII. 10010, 483, at

Augst and Clermont.

CAVPIR . . . (cavpirivs) fragment of thin coned base, fair

glaze.

Coll. Antiq., I. 151 ;
Herts. Nat. Hist. Soc. Trans., IV.

pi. III. (cup 33) ; Walters, M. 2240 (form 45,
cavpiriv. feci).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 272, 1337, 63, XIII. 10010, 504
(cavpiram).
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C WTIM (retro) (cavpivs) large cup 33, poor glaze.

CAVPIM A (retro) base of bowl 31, poor ware.

C.I.I... VII. 1336, 272, XIII. 10010, 505 (cavpivs) at

Arentsberg and Vechten
;

also at Cirencester (cavp).

CE1 I between two phalli (celvs) (a) cup 33, small, (b) base of

cup 33, poor, (c) bowl 18 31, rather poor.

CELI (retro) between two phalli base of cup 33.

GAULISH. C.I.L., VII. 1336, 277, XIII. 10010,517, at

Lyon, and St. Amand.

CKI.SI AXTM base of cup 33, coarse ware.

(.'•(LSI \\1 base of bowl 18/31, hard poor ware.

Gaulish. Walters, M. 2073-4 (CUP 33)> -777 s

(mortaria).

C.I.I... VII. 1336, 278, XIII. 10010, 520, at A. it. m,

Poitiers, Troves, etc. ;
also at Canterbury.

OPGEN base of bowl 18.

OFGEN ditto, good ware.

. . . CEN ditto

Gaulish. Knorr, Rottweil (1907), 58 (69-79 A.D.) i

Bonn. Jahrb., 111/12, 339 (Neuss, 25 105 a.d.).

C.I.L.. VII. 1336, 286, XIII. 10010, 528 (La Grauf.) ;

also at Cirencester.

CERIALIS cup 27, very poor ware.

CERIALIMA base of bowl 18 31, light red poor.

lezoux. Drill.. I. 197, 201 (mould, bowl 37),

HEILIGENBERG. I'<>n<), 231, (85 160 A.D.).

rheinzabern. Ludomci, I. 130; Knorr, Rottweil

(1907),
10, 58 (100 150 a.d.) ;

Ibid. (1912), 50

(Cerialis worked with Cinnamus,90 [30 A.D.) ; Keubel,

k), 24, says he worked here c. 130 160 \.i>.

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 296 301, XIII, 10010, 544 ; also at

Cirencester and Wifderspool.
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CETVS'F fragment of coned base, good ware.

Dech., I. 162, 261 (CETTVS) ; Walters, M. 1858 ;

Wroxeter I., 50, no. 32 (cetvsfe. bowl 31).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 304, XIII. 10010, 528 (cettvs).

CRESIMI (chresimvs) base of bowl 18 31, light red clay, poor
glaze.

Gaulish. Curie, 235 ; Walters, M. 2020 (bowl 32 ?),

2077-8 (cup 33) ;
Wroxeter I., 41, no. 5 (bowl 29),

50, no. 34 (bowl 18).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 305-7, XIII. 10010, 550 ; also at

Camelon, Chester and Wilderspool.

CINNAMIM (retro) bowl 37, large medallions, sunk letters

on raised label.

.... AMI (retro) bowl 37, large raised letters amongst
ornaments.

.IN ... . (retro.) bowl 37, panels. See pi. XXVI., nos. 51-53.
lezoux. Deck., I. 195, 197, 261-7 (moulds and bowls

30 and 37) ; Knorr, Rottzceil (1907), 44, 59 (imported
from Lezoux, 90-130 a.d.) and pi. XX. no. 1

;

Ibid., (1912), 50 and pi. XXX. no. 8 (Cinnamus worked
with Cerialis, 100-150 a.d.) ; Curie, 228 (140-180
A.D.).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 313, 1337, 15, XIII. 10010, 567,

ioon, 56, 180
;
also at Aldborough, Bar Hill, Camelon,

Canterbury, Chester, Cirencester, Corbridge, Lancaster,

Lincoln, Manchester, South Shields, Wilderspool and
Wroxeter.

CINTVSMVS F base of bowl 31.

CINTVSMI M bowl 31, fair ware.

. . . TVSMIM cup 33, hard fair ware.

CINTVSMIX (a) small cup 33, poor ware, (b) base of cup 33,
fair ware.

CINTVSM .... (a) base of cup 33, hard clay, dull glaze,

(b) ditto, (c) ditto, poor, (d) bowl 31, poor.
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CINTVSMF (a) howl 31, fair ware, (b) base of cup 27, good
ware.

RHEINZABERN. Ltldourici, 1. 15 ; Knurr. Rottweil

< 1907), 37, pis. XVI. 15 and XX. 17.

nil wvi 11 in Forrer, 215, 238 (102 1 ;,o \.r>.)

lezoux. Walters, M. 1651-54 (howl 31), 165;, (bowl

31, cintvsmk), 1702 (cup 33).

C.I.I.., VII. [336, 318, XIII. 10010. 573; also at

Castlecary, Chester, Cirencester, Colchester, Smith

Shields and Wroxeter.

CLIVI cup 25, fair ware, dull glaze.

LA GRAUF. De'ck., I. 83.

C.I.L., XIII. 10010, 589 (clivs and cliivs on plain

ware).

. . . NERTI (cobnertvs) (retro.) fragment of howl 37, in raised

letters amongst ornaments. See pi. XXVI. no. 39.

LEZOUX. Dec/i., 1. [95, K)7 267 (ornamented bowl 29).
rheinzabern. Ludmoici, I. 130, III. 102 (bowl 37);
Knorr, Canstatt, 34, ph XXIY. nos. i, 2 (an early and
late Style nt' this potter are to he distinguished), also

Rottenburg, 20, pi. XVI. no. 15 (early second cent.);

Reubel, 26 (140-165 a.d.) ; Walters, M. 147;, (bowl

37), 1613 (bowl 18), 1704 (cup 33). There appear to

have been two potters of this name.

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 324-5, 1337, 20, 2i, XIII. 10010,

592, ioon, 57, 182 ; also at Carlisle, Corbridge and
Wroxeter.

COCILLI M base of bowl 38.

1 \ grai 1. De'ck., I. 83 (coocii.m).

banassac. Deck., I., 1 1 N note 3 (COCILLVS) ; Knorr,
Rottweil (1907), 59 (Vespasian, 69 71; a.d.) ; Curie,

234 (coccil.m, cup ;,';,,
So-ioo a.d.).

C.I.I... VII. 1336, 328 (London), XIII. 10010, 598, at

AugSt, banassac, Flax ion, Reims, Trion and Vichy.

11 )CI() : r base of cup 33, poor.

C.I.L., XIII. 10010, 603.

COCVROF bowl is, good clay and glaze.

i;\i 1 [SH. Coll. ./////(/., VI. 72 (Allier 1 >istrict, probably
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Lezoux) ; Walters, M. 161 4 (bowl 18), 2082-4 (cup

33, also cocvrvs).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 330-1, XIII. 10010, 601
;

also at

Canterbury, Chester and Wilderspool.

CONQI'M (condivs or CONGIVS) fragment of cup 27, light

red, matt glaze.

Walters, M. 1773 (bowl 18), 1954 (bowl 31), 1955.
2086.

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 341, XIII. 633 (congivs), 635 ;

also at Canterbury, Chester and Cirencester.

CORII small cup 24, fine dull ware.

C.I.L., XIII. 10010, 644, at Windisch and Xanten.

COSPIVX cup form 8 Drag. (?). See cosirvf.

COSIRv^N base of bowl 31, hard poor ware.

COSIRV/// base of bowl 18/31, poor clay and glaze, la grauf.

Deck., I. 84 (cs.rvf.o). montans. Deck., I. 136

(rvfinvs), 297 (rvfi) ; Arcfaeologia, LXI. 437

(cos. rvf found at Broadstairs) ; Curie, 234 (first

cent.) ; Knorr, Rottzveil (1907), 59, 65 (l cosi and

rvfinvs, 69-79 a.d.); Bonn.Jahrb., 11 1/12, 339.(Neuss,

25-105 a.d.) ; Walters, M. 997 (cosirfn, bowl 31) ;

Wroxeter I., 51, nos. 41-2 (cosirv and cosi . rvfi,

80-110 A.D.).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 349, 1337, 24, XIII. 10010, 655,

iooii, 186 (l.COSI) ;
also at Camelon, Carlisle, Chester

and Cirencester.

': ;• OFLCVIRIL •:
\ (lvcivs cosivs virilis) base of bowl

18, good ware.

la grauf. Deck., I. 83, 85 ; Knorr, Rottzveil (1907),

67 and (191 2), 46 (69-96 a.d.) ; Ritterling, Hofheim
(1912), 250 (later than 80 a.d.).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 346, XIII. 10010, 656-7 ;
also at

Canterbury, Chester, Colchester, Ribchester and

Wilderspool.

COSTINVTI fragment of bowl 31, poor ware.

RHEINZABERN. Llldozvici, I. 27, III. 15 (COS.TINVTl).
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COTTOF base of cup 27, fair ware.

rheinzabern. Ludourici, I. 28; Curie, 234 (end <>t

first cent.) ; Wallers, M. 1861 (cup 27) ; tVroxeter II.,

34, no. 166 (bowl 18, 80-120 a. d.).

C.I.I.., VII. 1334, 353 4 XIII. 10010, 678; also at

Camelnn, Carlisle and Cirencester.

COTVLVS cup 24/25, fair ware, dullish glaze.

ALLIER DISTRICT. Coll. Atltiq., VI. 72 (c'OTVLO).

C.I.L., XIII. IOOIO, 681 (cotvlo).

CRACISA F base of cup 33, pale red orange.

CRACIS M ditto, poor.

CRACISM large cup 33.

Wallas, M. 1956 (bowl 31), 2088 (cup 33); Wroxeter

II., 34, no 167.

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 356-7, XIII. 10010, 688
;

also at

Chester, Colchester and Corbridge.

CRACVNA*F (a) cup 33, fair, light red, (b) base of cup 33, poor.

CRACVN . . ditto.

CRACVNM . fragment of coned base, poor.

CRACVNA'l fragment of base of cup 33, poor.

Curie, 234 (140-1S0 A.D.) ; Walters, M. 1957 (bowl 31),

2089-90 (cups 33).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 358, XIII. 10010, 689; also at

Castlecary, Cirencester and Wildcrspool.

OF CRESTI (a) in centre of bowl H), scroll pattern and scroll

with leaves. See pi. VI.A. and stamp IB. (b) early cup

24 or 4/8, soft red ware, good glaze.

OFCRKS . . fragment of base <>f bowl iS 31. fair ware.

LA GRAUF. Ihih., I. Si, 83, ((4 (early cemetery at

Vndernach, 68 \.d.), 268 (bowl 2<>, scroll, of cresti

and ofcrestio) ; Knorr, Rottweil (1907V 50 (01 1 resti,

69 79 a.d.) ; Ritterling, Hofheim (1912), 245 c RESTIO,

40 83 \.D.).

C.I.I.., \'ll. 1336, 365,372, 1337. 25, XIII. 10010, 698,
10011, 187, XV. 5096 (Rome).
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CRICIRO (retro) fragment of bowl 37, sunk letters, on raised

label. See pi. XXVII. no. 84.

CR-CIRO fragment of base of bowl 31.

CR-CIRO OFI coned base of bowl 31, orange red.

banassac. Deck., I. n8, 124 (potteries worked
between 70 and 140 a.d.), 213, 268 (vase, medallions) ;

Walters, M. 1363, fig. 206.

trier. Foher, 70, pi. IX. fig. 6 (175-225 a.d.).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 361, 1338, 33, XIII. 10010, 702,
iooii, 188; also at Camelon, Carlisle and Wilders-

pool.

The style of the Trier potter is distinct from that of
the Central Gaulish potter of De'c/i., I. 118, 213, 268,
and Walters, M. 1363, fig. 206, 1665 (bowl 31)

CROESI M (croesvs) cup 33, fair ware.

lezoux. Deck., I. 288 (bowl and mould 37,
namil . croesi and stamped on bulge siicvndini m).

C.I.L., XIII. iooii, 96. In Brighton museum is a

similar cup stamped croesi m.

CVCALI M (cvcalvs) base of cup 27, fair ware, light red clay.

CVCAL . . fragment of base of cup 27 (?), fair ware.

Gaulish. Walters, M. 1862 (cup 27).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 378, XIII. 10010, 716 ;
also at

Canterbury, Carlisle and Cirencester.

CVCCILLVS'F cup 33, poor ware.

CVCCILL1 high coned base of bowl 31 (?).

C-VCCrLL/IM ditto, poor glaze.

. VCCTLLIM cup 33, small, poor glaze.

Gaulish. Curie, 235 ; Walters, M. 1958-9 (bowl 31).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 380, XIII. 10010, 717 ;
also at

Cirencester.

DAGODVBNVS F cup 33, light red, poor ware.

allier district. Coll. Autiq., VI. 72 (probably
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Lezoux) ;
Bonn Jahrb., 99, p. N4 (at Heddernheim,

Riickingen and Saalburg) ; Walters, M. 2349-50 (cup

33)-

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 397, XIII. 10010, 730; also at

Chester, Cirencester and Lancaster.

DAGOMARVS base of bowl 18, good ware.

DAGOMARV . fragment of cup 27, poorish ware.

. AGOMARVS base of bowl 31, fair ware.

ALLIER district, ('oil. Antiq., VI. 72 (probably

Lezoux); Bonn. Jahrb., 99, p. 84 (at Friedberg,
I leddernheim and Wiesbaden); Walters, M. [615 [9

(bowl 18), 1706 (cup 33).

C.I.I.., VII. 1336, 398, XIII. 10010, 740, at Montans,
Vechten, Vichy, etc. ; also at Chester, Cirencester,
Colchester and South Shields.

DAMON" on Hat plate, fine ware.

DAMOXI on smaller sized plate. LA GRAUF. De'ch., I., 83

(damo and dam, plain vessels) ; Walters, M. So (cup

27), 610 (form 17), 638 (bowl iS), 799 800 (cup 27).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 401-2, XIII. 10010, 742 -3 (La
Grant'.), XV. 5170 (Rome).
This potter's stamp is on large Hat plates with rounded
side and high foot ring (pi. XXXlI., no. 30), form
18 Drag., in imitation of the Arretine plate, type 4,

of the Augustan period, see Haltern V., 144.

DARRAFE fragment of flanged bowl 38 (?).

south GAULISH. RitterliiiLT , Hofheim (1912)1 -45

(40-51 a.d.) ; Bonn. Jahrb., in 12, 350 (Neuss, 25-69

A.D., and Sels tilery, before 41 a.d.).

C.I.L., XIII. 10010, 751.

DASSEN1 MA base of cup 27, fair ware.

la grauf. De'ch., I. 83 (plain vessels).

CJ.L., XIII. 10010, 755 (I. a Grauf.).

See Walters, M . 691 (bowl 18). who reads a similar

stamp as passeni.ma.
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PATI OF (dati of ?) cup 33, rather poor ware.

May, Wilderspool, 62 (dati m).

C.I.L., XIII. 10010, 756.

See Walters, M. 2144, who reads a similar stamp as

PATT OF or PATTO F.

DIICMINV . . fragment of base of bowl 31.

rheinzabern. Ludoicici, III. 1 8 (decminv? f).

C.I.L., XIII. iooio, 762. Possibly a later and con-
tracted form of Decuminus.

DIICVMINVS base of bowl iS (?).

Walters, M. 1774-5 (bowl 18), 1960-1 (bowl 31).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 408, XIII. iooio, 766 ; also at

Chester.

DESTERF bowl 31, rather poor glaze.

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 411 (found at Chesterford, Essex,
also diixtiirii at Chester), XIII. iooio, 773 (Rouen
museum).

Dragendorff, Hedd. Mitteil., IV., 138, describes bowls

37 stamped dextri made at Heddernheim. Folzer,

p. 61, says the same potter worked at Trier and only
made decorated bowls 37 and employed the genitive
form dextri. Since S sometimes replaces X, these are

probably stamps of the same potter, who is dated
between 133-200 a.d.

DIVICATVS fragment of base of bowl 31.

DIVICATI fragment of base of cup 33.

DIVICATI M ditto.

allier district. Coll. Atitiq., VI. 72 (probably
Lezoux) ; Curie, 235 (140-180 a.d.).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 414-15, XIII. iooio, 788 ; also at

Bar Hill, Colchester, Corbridge, Lancaster and
Wroxeter.

DIVIX.F (divixtvs) fragment of base of bowl 37, panels in

raised letters below ornaments. See pi. XXVI. no. 40.

DIVIXTIM (retro.) base of cup 33.
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DIV . . . fragment of base of bowl 30, in raised letters below

ornaments in panels. See pi, XXVI. no. ^1

lezoix. Drill., I. 198, 269 (bowl 37, panels and

medallions, 75 1 10 a.d.)

rhkinzabkrn. Ludouici, I. 29, 111. 18 (one of a group
who migrated to Rheinzabern on the advance ol the

legions to the right bank of the Rhine) ;
CurU , 227 ,

no 5, 235 (second cent.); Arch. Ael., 3S. VII. [95

(Corbridge, Antonine) ; Wtoxeter I.. 43, no. 10, 51,

no. 46.

C.I.I.., VII. 1336, 411;, 1337, 27 8, XIII. 10010, 791,
10011, ^07; also at Birrens, Cambridge, C'amelon,
Carlisle, Cirencester, Exeter, ami South Shields.

DOCCALI cup 33, fair ware.

Geissner (1904), 14, no. 559.

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 422, XIII. 10010, 794 ; also at

Cirencester and Lancaster.

DOIICCI (doeccvs) (a) fragment of bowl 30, see pi. XVII.
no. 18, (b) fragment of bowl 37, panels, in raised

letters amongst ornaments, (c) ditto, (d) ditto, but

free style (series b). See pi. XXVI. nos. 44, 46, 48.

DOIICCVS fragment of bowl 37, medallions in panels, sunk

letters on raised label amongst ornaments. See pi.

XXVI. no. 43.

LEZOUX. Dec//., I. 198, 269 (moulds, bowls 30, 37, large
medallions and free style, 1 10-180 A.D.) ; Knorr,

Cannstatt, 16, pi.
IV. nos. 1-9 (these examples make

clear that the monogram (I 1), two D'sadosse, is linked

to the work of Doeccus, whose workshop flourished

between 1 10-180 a.d., but principally in the time ol

Hadrian, 1 17-138 a.d.) ; Walters, M. 1038 (bowl 30),

1153-4 (bowl 37) ; Wroxeter I., 44. no. n (probably
not later than 1 10-120 a.d.).

C.I.I.., VII. 1330, 435, 1337, 29, XIII. 10010. Soi,

S14, 1001 1, ^9, u)4 ;
also at Carlisle, Chester, Ciren-

cester, Corbridge, Roughcastle and South Shields.

DOMITVS F base of cup 27, good ware.

banassac Dt'ch., 1. ti8 (potteries at work 70 140

a.d.) ; Geissner (1904), 14, no. 560 (domitivs) ; Knorr,
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Rottweil (1907), 60 (81-96 a.d.) ; Walters, M. 1777
(bowl 18), 2097 (cup 33).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 428, XIII. 10010, 808.

DONNAVCI (donnavcvs) (a) fragment of base of cup 27, fair

ware, (b) ditto, scarlet, poor ware.

. ONNAVC . base of cup 27, good ware.

Geissner (1904), 14, no. 565, (donnavc) ; Wallers,
M. 1863-72 (cup 27), 2098 (cup 33) ; Wroxeter I.,

52, no. 48 (probably 80-120 a.d.)

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 433, XIII. 10010, 812 (Heddern-
heim) ;

also at Holt (Chester) and Wroxeter.

DONTIOIIIC base of cup 33, poor ware.

Bonn.Jahrb., 111/12, 340 (Neuss, 25-105 a.d.).

C.I.L., XIII. 10010, 813 (Rheinzabern, etc.).

DOVIICCVS large bowl 31 (?), poor dull ware, circular stamp
round pellets. See stamp no. 8c.

DOVIICCVS base of bowl 31, poor ware.

DOVECCVS bowl 31, hard clay, thin glaze.

lezoux. Deck., I. 198, 269 (see doeccvs).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 435, XIII. 10010, 814.

DVPPIVS (dvppivs) base of cup 33, very poor.

Walters, M. 2099 (cap. 33) ;
Wroxeter II., 34, no. 173

(cup 33)-

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 437, XIII. 10010, 829 ;
also at

Corbridge.

EITANVS (eltanvs ?) bowl 31, fair ware.

ELVILLI fragment of base of bowl 31.

Walters, M. 2101 (form 80 ?) ; Wroxeter, I. 52, no. 49,
(
CUP 33)-

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 439, XIII. 10010, 843 (Etaples) ;

also at Cirencester and Colchester.

ERMAN base of cup 27, hard rough ware. Possibly a mutilated

stamp of germanvs.
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E xCV xIM base of cup 33, poorish ware.

EcoCVcol . ditto two examples.

Walters, M. 1964 (bowl 31).

C./.A., VII. [336, 442, XIII. 10010, 865, at

Aix-en-Othe, Clermont and Meuilley ;
also at Chester,

Cirencester and Wroxeter.

[IVSTAI... (EVSTADIVS) base of bowl, yellow clay.

rhkin/aiji-kn. I'.iui»iuci\ I. 36; Geissner (1904), 14,

no. 578 (evstadiv).

C.I.L., XIII. 10010, 872, from Speier, in .Main/

museum.

EXTVS FE base of cup 33, fair ware. Possibly tor [s]extvs,

compare his cups.

FELIXS FEC (FELIX) base of bowl iS, 31, hard clay, fine daze.

. ELIXT bowl 18, good ware.

. ELIC1 M fragment of base of bowl 31, poor, late.

OF FELICIS fragment of cup, coned, thin ware.

OF FEICIS plate 15 (?)•

. F FELICIS fragment of base of bowl 29.

. . FELICIS fragment of base of bowl 18, fair ware.

01- FELIX . . fragment of cup 27, good ware.

la grauf. Deck., I. 83, 89 (bowl 29), 272.

MONTANS. D4ch. t
I. 136, 272 (bowl 37); Knorr,

Rottweil (1907), 60 (69-79 a.d.) ; Ritterling, Hofheim

(1912), 245 (40 83 A.D. also Neuss, Sels tilery and

Wiesbaden, before 70 a.d.

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 449-453. XI1L 100I °- 889 '

Grant'., etc.), XV. 521 1 (Rome) ;
also at Camelon and

1 .ancaster.

FIRMO cup 25, with handles.

la grauf. Ritterling, Hofheim (1912), 245 (4051
\.D.. also at Neuss. Sels tilery and Wiesbaden before
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70 a.d.) ; Curie, 236 (first cent.).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 459, XIII. 10010, 900 ;
also at

Camelon and Cirencester.

FIRMVS IT. base of cup 33, poor ware.

RHEINZABERN. Llldozvici, I. 57, II. 51, III. 23
(graves 77, 86, with Antonine coins) ; Reubel, 35,"
worked there from 160-180 a.d."

; Walters, M. 2283
(bowl 37), 2325 (bowl 31).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 456-458, XIII. 10010, 901.

. . ORENIINVSF (florentinvs) retro., in sunk letters on label,

fragment of bowl 37, large medallions. See pi. XXIX.,
no. 122. rheinzabern. Ludovdci, I. 38, 130.

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 463-4, XIII. 10010, 914 .

I- VRMAIVV (farmanvs ?) base of cup 33, pale, poor brown ware.

GEMELINTM base of cup 33, very poor ware.

Gaulish. Deck., I. 273 (bowl 37, metopes, second

period, 75-110 a.d.

C.I.L., XIII. 10010,951.

GEMINi F base of cup 33, very poor ware.

GEMINI MA mortarium 45, lion faced spout, twice. See pi.
XXXIV. no. 42.

. . MIN'M ditto.

lezoux. Deck., I. 213, 273 (bowl 29, scroll), II. 321,
and pi. IX. figs. 1-5 (from second to early fifth century) ;

Curie, 236 (cup 33, second cent.) ; May, York Pottery,

13 and pi. IV. fig. 5 ; Walters, M. 2241.

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 477, XIII. 10010, 955 ;
also at

Camelon, Cirencester, Colchester, Lancaster, South
Shields and Wroxeter.

GENIALIS F base of cup 33, poor.

GENIALIS M form 79. See pi. XXXII. no 28.

GENIALII cup 33, late, poor.
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GIINIAL1 (a)
bowl 38, or large 27, fair ware, (b) base of cup 33,

poor, late.

RHEINZABERN. Ludowid, III. 2$ (GENIALIS F.) J

Wroxeter I., 52, no. 56 (assigned to second cent.).

C.I.I.., VII. 1336, 4X2, XIII. 10010, 959.

GENITI'M base of cup 33, poor ware.

C.I.L., XIII. 10010, 958.

GENITOR cup 33, light red.

GENITOR V coned base of bowl 31, poor.

. ENITORI fragment of base of bowl 18/31, poor.

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 485, XIII. iooio. 960 (Gaulish);
also at South Shields.

OPGERM (GERMANVS) base of cup 27, dull glaze.

OFEG 1c\l ditto.

la grauf. Deck., 1. 81, 83, 274 (I'ompcii. bowl 29,

scrolls) ; Knorr, Rottweil (1907), 6i (early Vespasian,

69-79 a.d.) ; Ritterling, Hofheim (1912), 245 (65 83

A.D., Neuss (25-105 A.D.) and Wiesbaden (before

70 A.D.) ;
Wroxeter I., 52, no. 57.

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 486-90, XIII. 10010, 963 ; also at

Carlisle, Chester, Colchester, and Wilderspool.

GLVPPI M base of cup 33, verj poor ware.

C./.L., VII. 1336, 491.

GNA1VS (? gnativs) base of cup 33.

GNA . . bowl nS 31, brown clay, poor glaze.

May, York Pottery, 14 and pi. V. fig. 3 (GNATIVS, bowl

81, AT ligulate) ;
also al Camelon, Cirencester,

Newstead and South Shields.

HABILIS'F (a) portion of base of bowl 31, poor ware, (b)

soft yellowish red glazed bowl.

II \B1I.1S F halt of base of large bowl 31, poor ware.
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HABILISM (a) portion of base of bowl 31, fair ware, (b) ditto,

poor.

allier district. Coll. Antiq., VI. 72 (probably

Lezoux) ; Knorr, Rottweil (1907), 70 (75-150 a.d.).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 499-500, XIII. 10010, 982 ;
also

at Carlisle, Cirencester and Wroxeter.

HONORATVSF base of cup 33, very poor ware.

rheinzabern. Ludowici,!. 41 (honoratvs) ; Wclcker,
Hedd. Mitteil., IV., 152 (bowl 32, honorati, 133-
200 A.D.).

C.I.L., XIII. 10010, 989.

IANVV//RI coned base of bowl 31, fair ware.

. ANVARI OF base of bowl 18/31, fair ware, good glaze.

LA GRAUF. De'ch., I. 83.

lezoux. Deck., I. 198, 276 (mould 30, metopes).
HEILIGENBERG. Foner, 233 (85-160 A.D.).

rheinzabern. Ludozvici, I. 42 (ianvarivs) ; Curie, 236

(ianvaris, nv ligatured); Bonn, jfahrb., 111/12, 340

(Neuss, 25-105 a.d.).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 510, XIII. 10010, 1002, 10011, 68,

210 (La Grauf.) ;
also at Wroxeter.

'BERTVS base of cup 27, hard dull ware.

'BERTVS ditto, fair ware.

lezoux. Ritterling Hofheim (1912), 245 (70-83 a.d.).

C.I.L., XIII. 10010, 1016 (La Grauf.) ;
also at Chester.

This potter is with difficulty to be distinguished from

Libertus, the L lost by dialectical peculiarity.

IL'LIANI'M base of cup or small bowl.

IXXIANPM cup 33, poor ware.

IXXTANIM hollow base of bowl 38 (?).

Smith, C. R., Cat. of Rom. Antiq., 43 (illiani . m).

IXXIOMARI base of cup 33, poor, burnt black.
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II.LIO.M . . . base of cup 33.

LEZOUX. Di'ih., I. [98, 275 (bowl 29, scrolls,

IO-80A.D.) ; Walters, \l. [659 (bowl 31), 1717(04133).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 514. XIII. 1 00 10, 1020.

INDHRC'II.LYS F (a) coned base of cup 33, hard ware, fine

matt glaze, (b) base of cup 33.

. . DERCILLVS F base of bowl i,s.

Bonn. Jahrb., \\\ 12, 340 (Neuss, 25-10:; a.d.);

Walters, M. 2015 ; Wroxeter II., 35, no. 176. CI

Deck., I. 136 (Montans, dercillvs).

C.I.L., XIII. 10010, 1030.

OFIC'INGeN (INGENVVS) base of bowl 21;, scroll on lower

frieze, good ware. See stamp no. 4 B.

la grauf. Dc'c/i., I. S3 ; Geissner (1904), 46, no. 33
(ofic ingen) ; Knorr, Rottweil (1707), 62 (bowl 29
and cup 27, early Vespasian, 69 70 ad.) ; Ritterling,

Hofheim, 24^ (at Neuss and Sels tilery, 40 51 a.d.)
;

Walters, M. 653-4 (
h(nvl l8

)>
8o7 (cup 27 ?).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 516, XIII. 10010, 1032.

OF IVCVN (ivcvndvs) (a) fragment of base of bowl 18, flat,

fair ware, (b) fragment of base of bowl 29, hard matt

glaze, part of row of chevrons, (c) base of cup 27, hard
ware. See stamp no. ?,n.

I.A GRAUF. AW/., I. Si, 83, 276 (OF IVCVND) ; Knorr,
Rottweil (1907), 20, pi. I. no. 5 (of ivivx, bowl 29,

early Vespasian, 69 79 a.d.).

RHEINZABERN. Llldozoici, III. 28 (IVCVNDVS FEC but
of another potter); Ritterling, Hofheim (1912), 2;o,

245 (twelve examples of bowl 21; and several potters
of this name, 40 83 a.d.); Curie, 237 (OF [VCVN first

cent.).

Occurs twice at Hofheim, also at Neuss, Sels tiler\

(before 70 A.D.) and Wiesbaden.

C.I.I.., VII. [336, 519, XIII. 10010, 1061, XV. 5273
(Rome).

IVIIAN1 (ivlianvs) fragment of base of bowl iS, hard good
ware. Must be ilu- Banassac potter's stamp,

BANASSAC. De'ch., 1. 11S note 3 (iVLIA) J Knorr,
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Rottenburg (1910), 70 (bowl 18/31, IVLIANIO) and

Rottweil( 1907), 63 (ivliani, 69-79 a.d.).

RHEINZABERN. LudoZVtCt, I. 43, III. 28 (iVLIANVS).

C.I.L., III. 6010, 106 (Westerndorff, ivlianvs), XIII.

10010, 1063 (Rheinzabern).

IVLLINI (N reversed) coned base of dish 31, poor ware.

IVLLINI M ditto.

lezoux. Deck., I. 198, 277 (mould, bowls 37, medal-
lions ivllini m) ;

Bonn, jahrb,, 111/12, 341 (Neuss
IVLLINI, 25-IO5 A.D.) ; Ludowid, III. 30 (iVLLINVS F) J

Curie, 228, 237 (80-110 a.d.) ;
Wroxeter I., 53, no. 62

(may be two potters of the same name).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 530, XIII. 10010, 1083 ;
also at

Carlisle, Cirencester, Pudding Pan rock (160-190
a.d.), South Shields and Wilderspool.

IVLI M portion of base of bowl 18, hard red clay, good glaze.

banassac. Deck., I. 118 note 3 (ivlivs).
LA GRAUF. De'c/l., I. 83 (iVLIl).

rheinzabern. Ludwaici
,

I. 44 (ivlivs), III. 31

(ivlvs) ; Reubel, 42, says he worked here between

180-205 a.d.). Probably more than one potter of

this name. The Silchester example is possibly the

work of the South Gaulish potter.

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 521-3, XIII. 10010, 1066
;

also at

Lancaster, Manchester, Wilderspool and Wroxeter

(80-120 A.D.).

IVNI (N reversed) cup 27, soft ware, dull soft glaze.

la grauf. Deck., I. 83 (ivni) ;
Bonn. Jahrb., 111/12,

341. (Neuss, ivnii, 25-105 A.D.).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 531, XIII. 10010, 1089.

IVSTI (ivstvs) base of cup 27, fair ware.

IVSTI M base of cup 33, poor.

IVSTI MA ditto.

IVSTI'MA (a) fragment of coned base of bowl 18 (?), (b) ditto,

poor ware, (c) ditto, good ware and glaze, (d) fragment
of base of cup 27, poor ware, (e) coned base of bowl 31,
fair ware.
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OF IVSTI fragmenl of base of cup 27, fine ware.

. F [VST fragment of base of small cup 27, good ware-.

IV '

I (broken) base of cup 27, good ware.

LA GRA1 I . Deck., I. 83.

lezoux. Deck., I. 198, 278.

RHEINZABERN. LtldozotCt, 1. 45 (iVSTVS l I ami IVSTVS F),

III. 32 ; Ritterling, Hofheim (11112), 245 (rvsTi of,

several potters of this name). An early potter is

indicated by the form and stamp.

ITTENWEILER. Forrer, 238 (iVSTVS IK, IO2-13O A.D.).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 538, XIII. 10010, 1092 (La Grauf.,

etc.).

KAL'ENDIO base of bowl 3] , hard clay, poor glaze.

K.\ "n NDIO base of cup }}, poor ware.

RHEINZABERN, Ltldotvici, III. 33.

Walters, M, 2108, probably Lezoux,

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 548, XIII. 10010, 1097 ; also at

Cirencester, Colchester and Lancaster.

OF*L>BE (labeo) base of bowl 18, soft clay, thick glaze.

Bonn.Jahrb., 111/12,341 (Xeuss, of.la.be, 25-105 a.d.);

M. 306 (bowl 29), 811 (cup 27), 918 (bowl 31,

labionis).

C.I.L., VII. [336, 55o(labio), XIII. 10010, 1103.

LATINVS base of cup 33, fair matt glaze.

RHEINZABERN. Ludowid, I. 1
;,

l (LATINNI, mould);
Geissner (1904), 19, no. 704 (1 vtinvs f); Walters M.

2109-1 1 (cup 33)

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 553, XIII. 10010, 1 iiu'. -il^ at

Cirencester.

LAXTVC1 (LAXTVCISSA) retro., in sunk letters on raised label,

bowl 37, large medallions. See
pi. XXVI. no. 58.

lezoux. De'ch., I. 170, 198 27*) (moulds, etc.,

No 100 a.d.) ;
Geissner (1^04), [9, no. 766 (cup 33,

1 VXTVCIS I ) ; Walters, M. 1365 (bowl 37, medallions),

[598 (cup 64) ;
Wroxetei [I., 30, no. 24 (laxtvcis f),

fust half of second cent.
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C.I.L., XIII. 1 00 10, 1 1 26, iooii, 80, 220; also at

Caistor, Cirencester, North Hants, Lancaster and

Wilderspool. Form 64 has been found with stamps of

Butrio, Libertus and Laxtucissa, potters of the second

period of Lezoux, 80-110 a.d.

LENTVF base of bowl 18.

Geissner (1904), 19, nos. 768-777 ; Ritterling, Hofheim
(191 2), 245 (cup 27, lentv ;

also at Neuss before

69 A.D., distinct from a later potter of the same name).
C.I.L., XIII. 10010, 1 130, at Bonn, Poitiers, Vechten
and Worms.

LEPD .;• (lepidvs) base of cup 27, fine red matt glaze.

south Gaulish. Ritterling, Hofheim (1912), 235, 239,

245, fig. 53, no. 279 (as the Silchester example, 40-51

A.D.). The same stamp is ascribed, on Oxe's authority,
to a very early date and for comparison the following

examples are cited, (a) plate from Trion, stamped
lepdi

; (b) plate in the Sels collection (1021) lepidi,

and (c) bowl 24(686) lepi; also Bonn.Jahrb., 107, p. 146,
no. 23 (c . v. lepi).

C.I.L., XIII. 10010, 1 134.

LICINI (licinvs) (a) base of cup 27, good, (b) ditto.

OF LICINI fragment of base of dish 18, good.

OF LION (a) dish 18, good, early, (b) base of cup 27, good.

. . LICIN (a) fragment of coned base, good, (b) ditto.

la grauf. De'ch., I. 84 ;
Geissner (1902), 15, no.

245 (licin[i], Augustan period ?) ; Ritterling, Hofheim
(1912), 245 (licinvs, 40-51 A.D.).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 558, XIII. 10010, 1 143.

OF LICNI (licnvs or lignvs) fragment of thin coned base.

LICN base of cup 27, grey hard clay, poor glaze.
la grauf. De'ch., I. 84 (lignv, lignvs, on plain

wares) ;
Geissner (1904), 20, no. 791 (licnvs).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 559, XIII. 10010, 1 145.

. ITTERA F (littera) fragment of base of cup 33, poor ware.

Walters, M. 1972-3 (bowl 31) ;
Wroxeter II., 35, no.

180 (litteraf, bowl 18).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 562, XIII. 10010, 1050 ; also at

Carlisle, Cirencester and Wilderspool.
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LOGIRN M (logirnvs) base of bowl i 8, fair ware.

LOGIRN . ditto.

. QGERN1 fragment of base of bowl 18 31, good ware.

LA GRAUF. Dich.
t

I. 84.

montans. De'ch., I. 136; Bonn. Jahrb., iii 12, 341

(Neuss, 25-105 a.d.); Wroxeter [I.,35,no.i8i (logirnm
and LOGIR . . ulmut So 120 A.

I).).

C.I.L., VII. 1356, 566, XIII. 10010, 1 152; also at

Carlisle, Cluster and Cirencester.

LVCANIM cup 33.

I.WAXY . fragment of coned base of" bowl iS 31, poor ware.

LEZOUX. Deck., I. 234.

RHEINZABERN. LudotVtci, I. 1 50. licuhtl. 45, savs

he worked here towards the end of the second cent.

heiligenberg. Forrer, 255 (LV( WVS f).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 574. XIII. 10010, 1 104.

IATIW base of cup 33, cracked, poor ware.

LVF^A. small cup 33.

LVPPA F base of cup 27, poor ware.

Geissner (1904), 21, nos. 824 5 (lvppa f) ; Riese, //<</</.

Mitteil., IV. 20 (lvppa f, 90- 150 a.d.) ;
Wroxeter L,

53, no. 65 (probably first half of second cent.).

<:././... VII. 1556, 583, XIII. 10010, 1 180 (Gaulish);
also at Cirencester and Wildcrspool.

LVPVS base of cup, fair ware. The shape appears to be cup 27

Drag. If so it may be referred to an earlier date

than the Rheinzabern potter.

RHEINZABERN. Ludowici, 1. 41) (l.VI'VS I'), 111. 36
(LVPVS FF). Reubel, 45, says he worked here from
160 180 A.D.

C.I.I.., VII. 1336, 584 (lvpvs i 1 ). XI 11. 10010, 1 181

(I. a Grauf.).

MACCAL1 M bowl
j 1, poor ware.

Probably 1 ezoux. Walters, M. 2117 (cup 33).

(.'././.., VII. 155'', 589, Kill. 10010, 1195 ;
also at

Canterbury, Cirencester, Colchester, Pudding Pan
rock and Wildcrspool.
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MAC (maccarvs) base of cup 27, dark red, early.

OF'MACCAR fragment of coned base of cup, fair.

OF MACCAR fragment of base of cup 33, fair.

OFMCCAR bowl 18, hard clay, dullish glaze.

la grauf. De'c/i., I. 84 (mac on plain ware), 94 (early

cemetery at Andernach, before 68 A.D., and Pompeii,

79 a.d.), in
; Ritterling, Hofkeim (1912), 240 (of

macca, prolific pottery of the Claudian period,

41-54 A.D., also found at Neuss, Sels and Wiesbaden);
Bonn. Jahrb., 111/12, 342 (Neuss. 25-105 A.D.).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 588, XIII. 10010, 1 196 (maca), XV.

5305 (Rome, macar).

MACCIVS. base of bowl 31, fair ware.

lezoux. Deck., I. 198, 284 (bowl 37, free figures,

series a).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 592, XIII. 10010, 1200, 10011,23b

(La Grauf.).

MACR (macer) base of cup 33, fair ware.

. ACER cup 27, good ware.

la grauf. Deck., I. 84, 284 (bowl 29) ; Knorr,
Rottweil (1907), 70 (macrim, 75-105 a.d.).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 598-600, XIII. 10010, 1206
;

also

at Cirencester (macr) and Lancaster (macerf).

MACRIA-NI <b (macrianvs) flanged bowl 38/44.

MACRIANI /» half of base of dish 31, poor ware.

MACI "/l ANVS retro., fragment of coned base of cup 33

Probably lezoux.

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 602, XIII. 10010, 1213 ;
also at

Cirencester, Pudding Pan rock and South Shields.

MACRINI (macrinvs) half of base of cup 27, fair ware.

la grauf. Deck., I. 84 (plain ware) ; Curie, 237

(macrin, cup 33, second cent.) ; Liidozvici, III. 38

(mcrini) ;
Wroxeter I., 54, no. 68 (probably Antonine

period).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 604, XIII. 10010, 1214 ;
also at

Chester, South Shields and Wilderspool.
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MACRO {phallus) base of cup 17, fair ware.

C.I.L., XIII. 10010, 1216.

\I \l \XCX1 fragmenl of base of cup 33, pour ware.

MAI CXI ditto.

MAIAIEN1 ditto, very poor.

Probably lezoux.

Archceologia, XX\*II. 152 (maincni) ;
Proc. Sue.

Antia., 2S. XXI. 285 (from Pudding Pan rock).

C.I.L., VII. 13365 1352, XIII. 10010, 1234; also at

Canterbury. The name is uncertain.

OF MAIO cup 4 8, soft light red clay, fair glaze. See

pi. XXXI., no 15.

C.I.L., XIII. 10010, 1241, at Nymwegen, Poitiers and
Vechten. The form is one occurring 40-^1 \.l>.

.M.MORIS base of cup 33, poor ware.

MAIORIS Small cup 33, hard clay, poor glaze.

Walters, M. 1 660-1 (bowl 31).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 614-5, XIII. 10010, 1242 ;
also at

Canterbury, Carlisle, Cirencester, Pudding Pan rock

and South Shields.

MALLEDVF bowl 31.

Curie, 237 (MALLEDO F, second cent.) ; Walters, M.
2120-2 (cup 33) ; Wroxeter I., 54, no. 69.

C.I.L., VII. 133", 617, XIII. 10010, 1246 (Gaulish).

M A 1.1.1 \ . . . (MALLIACVS) half of base of cup 33, poor ware.

Wallas, M. 17S1 (mm LIACl), 2 1 23 (\l\l 1 [AC] M.cup 331;

Wroxeter I.. 54, no. 70 (malliaci, bowl ;,i).

C.I.L., VII. 133''. 021 2. XI 1 1 . 1 00 10, 1247 (< Gaulish).

MAI.I.YRO base of cup 33, poor ware.

heiligenberg. Forrer, 2;} (mallvro 1); Knorr,
Rottweil (1907). 63 (69 71) \.io.

C.I.I.., VII. [336, 618, XIII. 10010, 1249; also .a

Cirencester.
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MAPOSI fragment of flat base of bowl, orange red.

belgic. Geisstier (1902), 17, no. 312 (marosi and

MAPOSI, Augustan period).

C.I.L., XIII. 10010, 1279, at Cologne, Reims, Vechten
and Weisenau.

MARCELLINIF half of bowl 31, rough ware.

RHEINZABERN. Llldotvici, I. 5 1 (MARCELLINVS), III. 40.

heddernheim. Welcker, Hedd. MitteiL, IV. 153

([m]arcellinv[s], Heddernheim, 133-200 a.d.) ;

Geisstier (1907), 7, nos. 222-3 (marcellinvs).

heiligenberg. Forrer, 233 (marciillinvs, 85-160 a.d.,

Ittenweiler and Mandeure) ; C.I.L., III. 6010, 129

(marcellinvs, Westerndorff).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 628, XIII. 10010, 1264 ;
also at

Colchester and South Shields.

MARCEWIVS cup 27, good early ware.

MARCIILLI . . fragment of coned base, fine thin ware.

MARCEXXVS F base of bowl 38 (?), poor ware.

rheinzabern. Knorr, Canstatt, 37 (his stamped
mould found here and he probably was at work about

230 a.d.) ; Ludozvici, III. 40, 108.

ittenweiler and lavoye. Forrer, 238 (102-130 a.d.)

westerndorff. C.I.L., III. 6010, 130 ; Reubel,

44, says he worked here about 165 a.d.
;
Bonn. Ja/irb.,

111/12, 342 (Neuss, . . rcellvs) ; Curie, 237

(marcelli m, second cent.) ;
Wroxeter I., 54, no, 71

(where it is stated that unless Knorr is in error there

must have been two potters of the name).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 630 (marcellivs), 631-3 (marcellim)
XIII. 10010, 1265 (marcellivs), 1266 (marcellvs) ;

also at Carlisle, Chester, Lancaster and Wilderspool.
The diversity of localities and dates suggests that these

belong to two or three potters, whose stamps may be

confused with contracted or imperfect stamps of

Marcellinus.

MARCV (marcvs) coned fragment of base, thin, highly glazed.

MARCI base of cup 33, poor dull dark ware.
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MARC1 ditto.

MARCIM (retro.) fragment of coned base- of howl 31, thin, highly

glazed.

MARCIM  

(retro.) bowl 79 (?).

ALLIER DISTRICT. Coll. Afltiq., VI. 73 (MARC! M).

1 \ grauf. /)<'(//., I. Si, 84, 285 (vase 20, 01 marc).

lezoux. De'ch., II. 173 (applied reliefs).

RHEINZABERN. Ltldozoici, I. 51 (MARCVS), III. 40

(marcvsf).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 636-39, XIII. 10010, 1270, iooii,

229, XV. 5321 (Rome); also at Lancaster, Lincoln,

Pudding Pan rock and South Shields.

OF RITI (maritvs) base of bowl 15.

RHEINZABERN. Ludowici, I. 52 (.
ARITVS (?), but

probably not the same potter).

C.I.L., VII. 1330, 644 5, XIII. 10010, 1277 (Worms) ;

also at South Shields.

MARSSI MA (marsvs) base of bowl 29 (?). See stamp no. 9c.

south Gaulish. Walters, xxxviii. and M. 983, bowl 17

(marsi),99i (cup 27) 999 (bowl 31) ; Wroxeter II., 36,

no. 187 (80 120 a. i).).

C./.Z,., VII. 1336,649, XIII. 1 00 10, 1280.

MARTIALIS cup 33, large, thick poor ware.

MARTIALIS FEC base of bowl 29, hard ware, poor glaze.
Sec

stamp 6b.

\1 \RTIALTS. base of bowl 31, poor ware.

I \ GRA1 I . /)((//., I. 84.

RHEINZABERN. Ludowici, I. $2, III. 42 (MARTIALIS I
7

) ;

Geissner (1904), 23, nos. 1)14 42 (forms 27 and 31);
Bonn. Jahro., \ 1 1 12, 342 (Neuss, 25 103 a.d.) ; Riese,

lltdd.' Mithil., \\ . 20 (90-150 A.D.).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, ''345. XIII. 10010. 1282 (La

Grauf.), XV. 5320 (Rome) ; also at Carlisle and

Cirencester.
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MARTINV (martinvs) bowl 31, within a roulette wreath, fair

ware.

allier district. De'ch., I. 213, 285 (ornamented
vase).

rheinzabern. Ludozoici, I. 54, III. 42 (martinvs fe) ;

Geissner, (1904), 23, no. 943, (martinvs f and

martini) ; Knorr, Rottzoeil (1907), 70 (martinvs f,

75-150 a.d.) ; Riese, Hedd. MitteiL, IV. 20 ((graves, . .

rtinvs 11 and . . tinvs f, 90,-150 a.d.).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 657-9, XIII. 10010, 1283, ioon,
231 ;

also at Canterbury, Chester, Leicester, Pudding
Pan rock and South Shields.

•:• MARTIOM base of bowl 31, hard fair ware.

MART //// base of cup 33, coarse ware.

MARTIM fragment of large cup 31, coarse ware.

south Gaulish. De'ch., I. 213, 214, 285 (bowl 37,

style of medallions) ;
Coll. Antiq., VI. 73 ; Walters,

M. 814-5 (cup 27), 922 (bowl 31) 948-51 (cup 33),

980 (bowl 80).

ittenweiler. Forrer, 239 (martivs, 102-130 a.d.) ;

Ludozoici, III. 42 (Rheinzabern) ;
Wroxeter I., 55, no.

74 (martiio), no. 75 (marti . m).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 660-3 (martivs), XIII. 10010, 1284
(martiom, only thrice at Trigueres, Langres and

Troyes) ;
also at Chester, Cirencester, Colchester and

South Shields. These are stamps of a potter who
worked in different localities, or of more than one

potter.

MASCVLVS base of bowl 18, fair ware.

MASCVLVS F (a) ditto, (b) base of bowl 15, good ware.

OF MASCVLI base of bowl 18 (nearly flat), fair ware.

la grauf. De'ch., I. 81, 84, 285 ;
Geissner (1904),

24, nos. 957-61, (mascvlvs f) ; Bonn. Jahrb., 1 1 r/12,

342 (Neuss, mascvlvs, 25-105 a.d.) ; Knorr, Rottweil

(1912), 4, pi. I. no. 8, (69-96 a.d.) ; Curie, 238 (bowl
18, of mascvli, first cent.).

BANASSAC. Deck., I. 1 1 8.
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C.I.I... VII. [336, 669 71. XIII. 10001. [299, 10011,

233-

This putter is not to be confused with masclvs ol

preceding Claudian period.

MASVF1 (MANSVETVS) base of cup 33, fair ware.

Ritterling, Hofheim (1912), 245 (maDOsvetvs,

40 83 \. P., also from Xeuss ami Sels tilery. 14 37 A.D.,

evidently an earlier potter) ; Walters, M. 813 (cup 27),

920 (bowl 31), 943 6 (cup 33, MASV.ETIO).

C././,., VII. [336, 674, XIII. 10010. 1259.

MATE VS (MATERNINVS) base of bowl 31, very pool pale

clay.

MATERNINIA base of cup 33, very poor earthy clay.

rheinzabern. Ludowici, 1. 54 (matiirninvs) ; Geissner

(1904), 24, no. 963 (materninvs i ) ; Walters, M. 2304,

2355 (maternnini) ; Wroxeter I., 55, no. 77

(. . . ernnivi, cup 33).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 676, XIII. 10010, 1306; also at

Canterbury and Pudding Pan rock.

MATKRXI base of cup 33, fair ware.

MATERNI ditto, poor ware, glossy glaze.

lezoux. Deck., II. 173. 231 (applied reliefs).

HEILIGENBERG. Forrcr, l\\ (MATIIRNVS HI, S5-I3O

a.d.); Geissner (1904), 24, no. 964 (maternvs f).

RHEINZABERN. Ludowici, III. 43 (MATERNVS FECIT);

Knon\ Rottweil (1907), 70 (maternvs fii, 75 150 A.D.).

C.I.I.., VII. 1336, 679, XIII. 10010, 1307; also at

Chester, Colchester, Pudding Pan rock, Wilderspool (?)

ami Wroxeter.

MATVRI'M cup 33, poor clay, glossy glaze.

MAT RIM ditto, brown clay, poor glaze.

RHEINZABERN. Ludowici, HI. 43 (MATVRO) ;
Knorr,

Rottweil (1907), 70 (matvrvs, 75 no a.d.).

C.I.L., VII. 133'.. 684, XIII. 10010. 1315.

MAXMIN (MAXIMINVS with N reversed) base of cup 33, soft

clay, poor glaze.
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MAXMIN ditto, (a) cup 33, poor hard ware, dull glaze, (b) ditto,

soft glaze.

MAXMTN ditto, bowl 31, poor hard ware, dull glaze.
Geissner (1904) 24, nos. 971-2 (maximinvs f) ; Walters,

M. 2130-2 (maxmini).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 686, XIII. 10010, 1318; also at

South Shields and Wilderspool.

MAXIMI (maximvs) (a) base of cup 33, fair ware, (b) ditto, very

poor.

MAXI . . base of cup 33, poor ware.

MAXMIIM ditto.

MX //7/ IM ditto, light red.

ALLIER DISTRICT. Coll. Atlttq., VI. 73 (MAXIMI M,

probably Lezoux) ; Walters, M. 2133-34 (maxmiim
and maximi), 2790 (mortarium).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 687, XIII. 10010, 1319 (Gaulish) ;

also at Cirencester and South Shields.

MEDDICVc/3 (meththicvs) base of cup 33, poor.
C.I.L., XIII. 10010, 1323.

MEM base of small cup, fine ware.

la grauf. Deck., I. 84 (of mem and memoris q.v.) ;

Geissner (1904), 25, nos 1006-16 (of mem).

C.I.L., VII. 1338, 692 (of mem, Colchester), XIII.

10010, 1339 (of mem).

MEMORIS (memor) (a) cup 27, rather poor ware, (b) ditto.

NEMORISM ditto.

la grauf. Deck., I. 84 (memoris) ; Knorr, Rottweil

(1907), 63 (memoris m, 89-79 a.d.) ;
Bonn. Jahrb.

Itl/l2, 342 (NeuSS, MEMORISM, 25-IO5 A.D.) ;

Ritterling, Hqfheim (1912), 246 (memor, 40-83 a.d.

and at Wiesbaden, 69 a.d.) ; Walters, M. 672 (bowl

18), 820-1 (cup 27, memorism and memoris).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 691, XIII. 10010, 1340.

MERCATO (mercato ?) (retro.) fragment of bowl 37, panels,
sunk letters vertically on a raised label amongst orna-

ments. See pi. XXV. nos. 5, 6, 7.
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MERCATQ (retro.) ditto

MERCATO (retro.) ditto

MERC ... on base of bowl 18.

The style and details of ornaments on the fragments <>t

bowl 37, are those of La Graufesenque.

lezoux. Dich., I. 198, 286 (mercator), 11. 341 (mer,

probably several potters).

HEILIGENBERG. Forrer, 234 (MER< vi'OR, 85-160 A. I).).

RHEINZABERN. Ludotvict 1. 55, III. 44 (both

mkrcator) ; Knorr, Rottweil (1907), 64 (81-96 A.D.,

Domitian) ; Ritterling, Hofheim (1912), 250 (not to be

put before 80 A.D.).

Knorr, Rottweil (1907), 35, pi. XIV. nos. 6 and 12

(with stamp mercato) says the type and decoration

are of La Gaufesenque art and that this potter first

worked there, a bowl of form 29, in the Baden-Baden

museum, being stamped or MERC.

Forrer, Heiligenberg, 128, considers that Mercator
worked at Lezoux and probably at Windisch

(Switzerland) in the time of Domitian, 81-06 A.D. ; at

Heiligenberg in the time of Nerva and the first years ol

Trajan, 96-117 a.d., and subsequently at Rheinzabern.

Wroxeter I., 44, no. 13, pi. XVI. no. iS, records bowl

37 with stamps of both Mercator (small o) and

Cinnamus showing them to be closely contemporary .

Mercato and Mercator may be different potters.

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 696-9, XIII. 10010, 1344, iooii,

236 ;
also at Caerleon and Cirencester.

MERCVSS3M base of cup 33, poor.

C.I.I.., VII. 1336, 702 (as above), XIII. 10010, 1347

(at Caudebec-les-Elbeuf, be Treport and Saalburg).

Ml ITI'M base of cup 33, poor dull ware.

\u iik district. Coll. Antiq., VI. 73 (probablj
Lezoux).

Curie, 238 (So 131, \.i>.) ; Walters, M. 1787, t88i,

2136 (mettivs).

CJJL., VII. 1330, 700, XIII. 10010, 1350; also at

Canterbury, Cirencester, Manchester and Wilderspool.
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MICCIO . . base of bowl 31, poor.

heiligenberg. Forrer, 234 (85-160 A.D.).

RHEINZABERN. Llldoivici, I. 55, III. 44 (MICCIO f) J

Bonn. Johrb., 111/12, 342 (Neuss, 25-105 a.d.);

Curie, 238 (miccio . F, early second cent.).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 707, XIII. 10010, 1355 ;
also at

Wilderspool.

OI'MOM (retro) (mommo) base of well moulded bowl 29.

MO base of small cup 27, fine ware.

of mo found at Pompeii, 79 a.d., is considered to be

the stamp of Mom(m)o which is frequently found 011

early Roman sites—the early camp at Wiesbaden,

69 a.d., Neuss, same date, in burnt layer, and Sels tilery
which was discontinued about 40 a.d. on the erection

of the camp at Mongontiacum—Ritterling, Hofheim
(1912), 246.

la grauf. Deck., I. 84 (omo, omho) ;
Bonn. Jahrb.

111/12, 343 (Neuss, mom[mo] and of mo, 25-70 a.d.) ;

Wroxeter I., 55, no. 78 (of mo, 80 a.d., with stamps of

Cotous, Patricus and Vitalis.

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 718 (mo), XIII. 10010, 1368 (La
Grauf.), XV. 5355 (Rome).

OF MODESTI inside base of bowl 29, scroll and gadroons,
fine matt glaze. See stamp no. 7 B.

OF MODESTI (a) base of bowl 18, fair ware, (b) fragment of

base, thin good ware, (c) fragment of thin coned base.

OF MODE base of cup 27, fair ware.

OF MOD fragment of base of bowl 18, fair ware.

OF MO //// base of cup 27, fine ware.

la grauf. Deck., I. 84 (14-80 a.d.) ;
Geissner (1904),

25, nos. 1034-54 Bonn. Jahrb., 111T2, 343 (Neuss,

25-105 a.d.) ; Liidoivici, III. 44 (modiistvs) ;

Ritterling, Hofheim (1912), 246 (modestvs, 25-70 a.d.).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 720, XIII. 10010, 1369 (La Grauf.).

MONTANT fragment of base of bowl 18, fair ware. The La
Grauf. potter is indicated by the lettering of the stamp
and form of vessel.
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LA GRAUF. Duh.. L, 84 (MONTAN) ;
l'<»n>, 234

(montanvs, 85-160 A.D.), but not the same potter ;

Geissner (1904), 26, nos. 1071 So; Knorr, Kottweil

(1907), 64 (69 ;<; \.i>.) ; Pvitterling, Hofheim (191:

240 (40 S3 a.d., Wiesbaden, before 69 A.D., Neuss,

before 70 A.D., and Sels tilery, 40 A.D.).

C.I.I.., VII. 1336, 729, XIII. 10010. 1382; also at

Carlisle, Cirencester and Leicester. The list in the

Corpus relates to at least two or three different potters.

OF MONTO base of cup 27, fair ware.

I \ GRAUF. Ddch., I. 84 (OF.MON.O ?) ',
Bonn. Jahrh.,

ill 12, 343 (Neuss, 25-105 a.d.) ; Knorr, Rotttoeil

(1907), 70 (OF MONTO, 75-150 A.D.).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 733, XIII. 10010, 1377; also at

Ribchester.

MOXSI M (moxsivs or mossivs) (a) base of cup 27, poor ware,

(b) ditto.

M( )SS1 ]' ( F reversed) base of cup 33, fair ware.

MOSSIF (F reversed) (a) base of cup 33, poor ware, (b) ditto.

MOSS • • base of cup 33, dull fair ware.

lezoux. Dech., I. [98, 288; Geissner (19041,27,

nos. 1083-6; Knorr, Rottweil (1907), 64 (MOXSIVS,

(.9-79 A.D.).

C.I.I.., VII. 1336, 736-8, XIII. 10010. 1391, 10011,

95 ;
also at Carlisle, Chester, Cirencester, Colchester

and Wroxeter

MVXTVLL1M base of cup 33, poor ware.

MVXTVLLI'M fragment of coned base of bowl 18 31.

MVXTVLI M base of cup 33, hard fair ware.

. . XTVLLI M base of cup 33, hard matt glaze.

MVXTVLL1 bast- of bowl iS 31, hard matt glaze.

.MVXTVLI. 1 small cup ^1, poor ware.
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MV fragment of bowl 37, large raised letters vertically

amongst ornaments. See pi. XXVI. no. 55.
allier district. Co//. Antiq., VI., 73 (mvxtvlli m,

probably Lezoux).
lezoux. Walters, M. 2138-9 (cup 33).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 743-4, XIII. iooio, i398(Gaulish) ;

also at Camelon, Canterbury, Chester, Cirencester,

Colchester, Lancaster and Lincoln.

NAMIL -CROES . . portion of base of large bowl 31, yellow

clay, hard ware.

lezoux. Deck., I. 153, 172, 199 (plain wares), 288

(mould, bowl 37).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 747 (York), XIII. 10010, 1404, 1001 1,

96, at Paris, Poitiers and Orleans museum.

NAMILIANI M base of cup 33, soft poor ware.

NAMILIANI ditto.

NAMILIANI. ditto.

allier district. Coll. Antiq., VI. 73 (probably

Lezoux).

lezoux. Walters, M. 1728-30 (cup 33) ;
Proc. Soc.

Antiq., 2S, XXI. 286, XXII. 403 (Pudding Pan rock).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 746, XIII. iooio, 1405 ;
also at

Leicester and South Shields.

NLRRVSI (nerrvsvs ?) base of cup 27, good.

Bonn.Jahrb., 1 1 1/12,343 (Neuss, nerrvsi, 25-105 a.d.).

NICEPHOR F (a) fragment of coned base, fine glaze, (b) cup
27, good.

. ICEPHOR - F fragment of base of bowl 18/31, poor glaze.

NICEPHOR . cup 27, yellow clay, poor ware.

NICE .... cup 27, fine.

montans. Deck., I. 136 (nic ?) ; Bonn.Jahrb., 1 1 1/12,

343 (cup 27, Neuss, 25-105 a.d.) ; Walters, M. 1788
(form 18), 2140 (cup 33).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 758, XIII. iooio, 1426 ;
also at

Carlisle, Chester, Cirencester, Corbridge, Lancaster,

Wilderspool and Wroxeter (probably end of first cent.).
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NICIO base of cup 27.

NICK) ditto, fair ware.

C..I.L, XIII. 10010, 1427, at Heddernheim, Kastel,

Mam/, Riegel, Trion and Windisch.

OF NIGRl (NIGER) (a) base of large cup 27, good ware,

(b) thin fragment of base, line ware.

OF NIGR . base of large cup 27, good ware.

OF NIGR . form 15.

OF NIGH base of cup 27, fine ware.

BANassAC. De'c/i., I. 118.

LA GRAUF. Dt'ch., I. 81, 288 (ornamented bowls) :

Ritterling, Hofheim (1912), 218, also made bowls 29
with stamp (NIGERANDfECAWS ?]), 246 (of NIGRI,

40-83 a.d., at Wiesbaden, before 70 a.d., Neuss,

25-105 A.D., and Sels tilery, before 40 A.D.).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 762-3, XIII. 10010, 1428 (Banassac,

etc.) ; also at Cirencester and Wroxeter.

NOBILIANI base of cup 33, poor ware.

Walters, M. 1982-3 (form 31).

C.I.L., VII. 1330, 705, XIII. 10010, 1436, at Auxon

and Elouges.

NOVEMBER F fragment of base of small bowl.

C.I.L., XIII. 10010, 1445. at Nantes, Poitiers and

Reims.

OSBIMAXVS base of bowl.

Walters, M. [985 (form 31), 2142 (form 33).

C.I.I.., VII. 1330, 771, XIII. 10010, 1475. at Augst,

Fecamp, Paris, Soissons and Trion ; also at Carlisle,

Cirencester, Lincoln and Wroxeter.

PASSKXTM (passenvs) base of dish or bowl.

Passenus and PassiemiS are treated by Ritterling as

stamps of the same potter. In the Corpus they are

recorded separately. As they are often contracted

and occur in the same district (
1 .a Graufesenque) the
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distinction cannot be maintained. Ornamented bowls
of form 29 with the stamp of passeni and of passen

have been found at La Graufesenque.
la grauf. Dech., I. 81 (plain ware.)

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 778-782, XIII. 10010, 1494 (La
Grauf.)

OFPASSIEN (N reversed, passienvs) base of bowl 29, dark red.

See stamp no. 8 B.

OFPASSIEN (N reversed) fragment of base of bowl 18, good
ware.

OFPASIE small cup 27, fine ware.

OFPASSIENI (retro.) (a) base of bowl 18, good ware, (b) frag-
ment of thin coned base, fine ware.

la grauf. Deck., I. 288 (bowl 29, passenvs, 14-80

A.D.) ;
Bonn. Jahrb., m/12, 343-4 (Neuss, 25-105

a.d., at Wiesbaden 70 A.D.) ; Ritterling, Hofheim
(1912), 246 (passienvs, 40-83 A.D.).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 784, XIII. 10010, 1495; also at

Chester, Cirencester, Colchester, Lancaster and
Wroxeter.

PASTORCE fragment of base of bowl, good ware.

allier district. Coll. Aiit/'q., VI. 73 (probably

Lezoux) ;
Geissner (1904), 29, no. 1172 (pastorce).

Behn, Rom. Keramik., 243, no. 1632, a stamp
pastor found in the Roman pottery at Kraherwald,
near Stuttgart, which began working about 150 a.d.,

may belong to another potter. See also Barthel,
O.R.L. Canstatt, 48, no. 7.

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 786 (pasto), XIII. 10010, 1497

(pastorce), at Autun, Trion, Vechten and Windisch.

PATER- F bowl 18, coned.

PATER F circular stamp (no. 10 c) on fragment of bowl 18 (?),

good ware, fair glaze.

Curie, 238 (140-180 a.d.).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 787, XIII. 10010, 1500 ;
also at

Holt, near Chester.
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PATERAT base of cup 33, poor ware.

PATER ""TI OF ditto.

A stamp of this potter found at Castlecary on the

Antonine Wall indicates a date of about 140-180 a.d.

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 789, XIII. 10010, 1501 (at Ktaple
also at Cirencester.

PATKRCLTNI Ob (pater* linvs) fragmenl of coned base, thin

good ware.

PATERCLINI OF (a) base of bowl 31, very poor ware, (b)

coned base 18/31.

. ATERCLTNI OF fragment of coned base.

IWTHKCLIXTM base of cup 33, very poor ware.

PATERCLINI . (a) base of bowl 31, good ware, (b) fragment of

coned base 18/31.

allier DISTRICT. CqII. Antiq., VI. 73 (probably

Lezoux).

Walters, M. 1986-7 (bowl 31), 2023 (bowl 32), 222;

(bowl 44).

C.I.L., VII. [336, 791, XIII. 10010, 1502; also at

Canterbury, Cirencester, Colchester, South Shields,

Wilderspool and Wroxeter.

PATIIRCLI (paterclvs or paterclos) retro, and L inverted,

fragment of bowl 37, written with stylus in mould

before baking. See pi. XXVI. no. 42.

PATERCL' -: half of bowl 18, sharp angled side, good ware.

PATERCLOS F . half of bowl iS, poor ware.

PATERCLOS FE bowl iS. poor ware.

ALLIER DISTRICT. Coll. Antiq., VI. 73 (probably

Lezoux) ; Geissner (1904), 29, nos. 1175 7 (paterclvs F.

tonus 27 and 31) ; Walters, M. 1790 5 (form 18), 1890

(cup 27). The style of ornaments and shapes indicate

the first centur) .

C.I.I.., VII. [336, 793, XIII. 10010. 1503 4; also at

Carlisle (cup 27 and bowl 18), Cirencester, Colchester,

I .eicester and Wroxeter.
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1/1 ATERNVXI (paternvli) retro., large cup 33, soft poor ware.

See stamp no. 12 c.

Knorr, Rottweil (1904), 64 (pater . . VLI, dish, 75-
150A.D.).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 797, XIII. 10010, 1507 ;
also at

Colchester.

PATERNVS (a) fragment of bowl 37, large medallions in panels,

(b) ditto. Both retro., in raised letters amongst the

ornaments. See pi. XXVI. no. 56.

PATERNVS base of cup 27, good ware.

• ATERNVS 1- fragment of base.

PATERNI (a) base of cup 33, hard poor ware, (b) ditto, fair

ware.

PA "" E-RN-I base of cup 33.

lezoux. Deck., I. 199, 289.

rheinzabern. Ludowici, I. 63 (paternvs f) ; Dragen-
dorff, Hedd. Mitteil., IV. 153 (paternvs f, 133-200 a.d.)

The working period of this potter has not been

definitely determined, apparently because his orna-

mental bowls were excluded, by the successful competi-
tion of Rheinzabern potters, from the principal stations

on the Rhine in the first half of the second century.
The closely contemporary Cinnamus has been dated

by Knorr (Rottzveil (1907), 44, pi. XX. nos. 1, 2)

between 90-130 A.D. Dechelette (I. 190) says he lived

in the time of the Antonines, 140-190 a.d.

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 799-800, 804, XIII. 10010, 1508-
1001 1

, 98, 241 ;
also at Chester, Cirencester, Colchester

Corbridge (Arch. Ael., 3S. IV. 254, 271 (pottery shop),
and VIII. 193), Lancaster, Wilderspool, Wingham and
Wroxeter.

PATNAF bowl 18, rather poor ware.

Wroxeter II., 37, no. 199 (cup 33).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 805, XIII. 10010, 1509 (at Beaune,
Reims and Vechten) ;

also at Carlisle and Corbridge.
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PATRICIANVS base of bowl 31.

RHEINZABERN. Ludowid, III. 49 (PATRICIANVS f).

C.I.L., XIII. 10010, 1510, at Arcntsberg, Feldbep.:

and Saalburg.

PATRICI M (patricivs) base of bowl.

PATRICI M base of bowl 31, very poor ware.

PATRIC (retro.) cup 27, fair ware.

ATRIC fragment of base of bowl 18, fair ware.

ATRCV fragment of bowl 29, two zones.

OFPATRIC1 bowl 15. See pi.
XXXII. type 29.

OF PATRIC (a) base of bowl 18, fair ware, (b) base of cup 33,

good ware.

OF PATRC base of bowl 18, fair ware.

OF PATRC portion of bowl 16, dull fair paste.

OF PATRC base of cup, cracked.

OFPAT . bowl iS, fair ware.

LA GRAUF. /V< 7/., I. Si, 84, 204.

heiligenberg. Forrer, 234 (Bregenz and Windisch or

Rheinzabern and Westerndorffl ;
Knorr, Rottzoeil

(1907), 64 (60 79 a.d.); Ritterling, Hqfheim (1912),

246 (40-83 a.d.) ; Curie, 238 (patricivs r) ; Walters,

M. 32, 696-702 (bowl [8), 855 6 (cup 27), i,z\ (bowl

31), 954 6 (cup :,;,).

Ritterling, p. 241;. say Patricius first appears in the

period of the second camp, 70 83 \.i>. Knorr places

him in the time of Vespasian, 69 70 \.i>.. and Lehner

between 25 105 A.D. 1'orrer.
p. 234, mentions him

as working later at Bregenz and Windisch (Switzerland)

ami at 1 [eiligenberg.

C.I.I.., VII. [336, 806 811, XIII. 10010, 151 1 ; also

at Carlisle, Chester, Cirencester, Colchester, Holt,

Wilderspool and Wroxeter (with stamps of Colons,

Momino and Vitalis, about 75 85 \.i>.). Theseareall

plain vessels and his ornamented ones are rare.
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PAVLLI M (a) cup 33, good ware, (b) ditto

PAVLLIM base of cup 27, fair ware.

PAVILLI M ditto

PAVVLI M base of cup 33, poor ware.

PAVLLI . base of cup 27, fair ware.

PAVLI M base of cup 33, poor ware.

LA GRAUF. Deck., I., 8l, 294.

lezoux. Deck., I. 199, 294.

rheinzabern. Ludowici
,

III. 50 (pa . lvs) ; Knorr,
Rottzveil (1907), 64 (75-150 a.d.) ; Ritterling, Hof/ieim

(1912), 246 (pavllvs, 40-83 a.d., at Wiesbaden, 70 a.d.,

and Sels tilery, 40 a.d.).

Dechelette (I. 97), gives pavllvs on bowl 29 found in

Pompeii, 79 a.d. There were two potters of this name.

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 815-18, XIII. 10010, 1520, ioon,
99, 243-4; a^so at Path, Caerleon, Cirencester, Col-

chester, Leicester, Pudding Pan rock, VVilderspool and
Wroxeter (two potters, one of 69-79 a.d., another

150-200 A.D.).

PECVLIARF (a) base of cup 33, fair ware, (b) ditto, cracked

in baking.

Geissner (1904), 30, nos. 1225-39 Curie, 238 (140-180
a.d.) ; Wroxeter I., 57, no. 89 (probably Hadrian-
Antonine period).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 822-4, XIII. 10010, 1521 ;
also

at Bar Hill, Camelon, Carlisle, Chester, Cirencester,

Rough Castle and Wilderspool.

PIINTIL'MAN (pentivs or pentillvs) fragment of base of

bowl 18/31.

WESTERNDORFF. C.I.L., III. 6oiO, 162 (PENTIVS FE

and peintivs fe) ; Walters, M. 1796-7 (piintilm,

piintil).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 825, XIII. 10010, 1522, from Bavai

and Etaples, in Clermont museum.

PEREGRIV (peregrinvs) (a) fragment of thin coned base, fair

ware, (b) base of bowl 18, fair ware, (c) ditto.
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PEREGRINI (X reversed) base of howl is, fair ware.

elsace. Forrer, 178 (about 150 1S0 a.d.) ; Knorr,
( '.(instat t (1905), 47, pi. X I.I II. no. 5, and Rottweil

(1907), 64 (75 150 A. I).).

Peregrinus made ornamented bowls of form 57 closely

resembling in style those of Firmus, who worked at

Heiligenberg, Rheinzabern and Westerndorff between

130-180 a.d.
; Reubel says la- worked there about

135 150 A.I).

C.I.L., VII. 1306, 826, XIII. 10010, 1524; also at

Colchester, Corbridge and Wroxeter.

PIXXA FE base of cup 33, fair ware.

Wroxeter II., 38, no. 203 (form 31, pin v\i i

|.

C.I./.., XIII. 10010, 1533 (Amiens museum) ;
also at

Cirencester ami Lincoln.

PISTILII cup 33, good ware.

IMS .... (pistillvs) fragment of base.

C.I.L., XIII. 10010, 1535 (piSTILLIM),at Brou, Paris and
Poitiers.

PLACIDVS F base of cup 33, poor ware.

RHEINZABERN. Ludowici, III. 52 (PLACIDVS l);
Geissner (1904), 31, nos. 1202 7.

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 833, XIII. 10010, .537.

POTITINPM (a) base of cup 33, poor ware, (b) coned base of

bowl 31 , pooi- ware.

PC) '"" IXTM fragment of base of cup 33, poor ware.

POTITI . . cup 33, poor wan-.

Walters, M. 1S04 (bowl 18, potitini . m), [991 (bowl

31, pot 1 1 1 \\i) ; Wroxeter II., 38, no. 204 (bowl 31).

C.I.I.., VII. [336, S41. XIII. 10010, 1553.

POTTAC1 bowl 31, poor glaze, roulette wreath, raised middle.

C.I.I.., VII. [336, 843 (Bartlow Hills), 844 (London).
XIII. 10010, 1552, at Poitiers, Toul and Vichy,
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PRIMANI (primanvs) base of cup 33, scarlet glaze.

rheinzabern. Ludozvici, I. 64 (primanvs fe) ;
Bonn.

Jahrb., m/12, 344 (Neuss, cup 27, primani, 25-105
a.d.) ; Walters, M. 1992, 2154-5 (primani).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 847, XIII. 10010, 1560 ;
also at

Cirencester, Colchester, Pudding Pan rock and
Wroxeter (cup 33, prima).

. RIMI1IVSF (primitivs) retro., fragment of bowl 37, panels,
on a raised label amongst ornaments. See pi.

XXVIII. no. 94.

rheinzabern. Ludozvici, I. 131.

Westerndorff. C.I.L., III. 6010, 171 (161-180 a.d.) ;

Reubel, 47, says he worked here from 160-185 a.d.

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 849, XIII. 10010, 1564, 10011, 249.

OF PRIMI (primvs) (a) bowl 29, festoon and tassel and straight

wreath, (b) bowl 18, scroll combined with leaflets,

(c) cup 33, good dark red ware. See stamp no. 12 b.

. . PRIMI large bowl 18, good ware.

OF PRI . . bowl 18, good ware.

OF PRIM base of cup 24, good ware.

OF PRI (a) small cup 33, good ware, (b) large cup 24, thin good
ware.

OF . . . MI bowl 29, festoon and tassel and gadroons. See

stamp no. 13 B.

PRIMPOFF bowl 29, good ware. See stamp no. 10 b.

PRIMIMA base of cup 27, good ware.

PRIMI ""
cup 27, fair ware.

la grauf. Deck., I. 81, 84, 295 (ornamented bowls 29,
scroll pattern) ;

Geissner (1904), 32, nos. 1291-1339 ;

Ritterling, Hofheim (1912), 246 (stamps of primvs
occur in periods of both earlier (40-51 a.d.) and later

camps (70-83 a.d.), also at Wiesbaden, before 70 a.d.,

Neuss (25-105 a.d.), and Sels tilery, before c. 40 a.d.).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 856-65, XIII. 10010, 1569 ; also

at Camelon, Carlisle, Cirencester, Colchester and
Wroxeter.
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PRISCINVS FC pmi ion of bowl 18, fine.

RISCINIM base of cup 33, fair ware.

Walters, M. 1736 (cup 33).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 869, XIII. 10010, 1574 (at Lunnern,

Paris, Poitiers, Vechten and Vichy); also at Carlisle,

Chester and Wroxeter.

PRISOIM (a) fragment of base of bowl 31, poor ware

(b) base of cup 33, poor ware.

LEZOUX. Deck., I. 199, 295 (ornamented bowl 37,

panels) ; Walters, M. 2156 (cup 33, PRISCVS).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 870, XIII. 10010, 1576, iooii. 251 ;

also at Castlecary (probably c. 140-180 a.d.) and Ciren-

cester.

PRIVATI M base of large cup 33, poor ware.

rheinzabern. Ludourici, I. 65 ; Walters, M. 2157

(cup 33, PRIVATI MA).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 872, XIII. 10010, 1579.

•PVTRIM' fragment of thin coned base.

LEZOUX. Deck., I. 199, 2c;5 (PVTRIV, ornamented bowls

37, panels) ; Knorr, Rottweil (1907), 70.

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 880, XIII. iooii, 108, 253 ; also

at Cirencester.

Dechelette (I. 183) surmises that this is a variant of the

stamp BVTRIO, and at
p. 257 says the marks on 8, i>,

13, 14 in the list lead him to believe that all the marks

BVTRIO and PVTRIO belong to the same potter.

QVADRATl (a) base of bowl 31, poorish ware, (b) base of cup 33,

very poor, burnt black.

Walters, M. 1993 (bowl 31).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 882-3, xm - 10010, [594 (Arents-

berg, Caudebec, Faye-1'Abesse, Poitiers, Rheinzabern

ami Vechten).

QVARTIO fragment of base of bowl [8, tine ware.

i.a grauf. De'ch., I. 213, 2i)(» (ornamented bowl, 14

So a.d.) ; Geissner (1904), 33, nos. 1357 ''^ (ovarii.),);

Walters, M. 388 (qvartio, bowl 2()).

C.I.L., VII. [336, 884, XIII. 10010, 1597.
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The stamp qvartvs f or fe, found 17 times at Rheinza-
bern (Ludozcici, I. 65), may belong to another potter or
to the same after migration. Lehner, 345, dates him
25-IO5 A.D.

QVINTI M (a) cup 33, rather poor ware, (b) ditto, hard ware,

poor glaze, (c) base of ditto, hard ware, good glaze.

. VINTI M base of bowl 31, roulette wreath, poor late ware.

QVINTI cup 33, fair ware.

QVINT.. base of cup 33, fair ware.

QVIN . . fragment of base of cup 27. Possibly an earlier potter.
LA GRAUF. Deck., I. 87, 89.

montans. Deck., I. 136 (end of first cent.), 296.

ALLIER DISTRICT. Coll. Alltiq., VI. 73 (QVINTI M,

probably Lezoux) ;
Proc. Soc. Antiq., 2S, XXI. 286,

XXII. 403 (Pudding Pan rock, qvintim) ; Walters,
M. 868-9, 96ĉ 3- 982, 1737-8 ; Riese, Hedd. Mitteil.,

IV., 20 (Praunheim grave field, 90-150 A.D.) ;

Wroxeter I., 58, no. 95 (qvinti m, bowl 31 and cup 33).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 892-3, XIII. 10010, 1605, 1607
also at Camelon.

REBVRRPOF (with heart-shaped stop) cup 33, bright red matt

glaze.

REBVRRIO OF base of cup 33, cracked.

south Gaulish. Walters, M. 1994 (bowl 31), 2158-60
(CUP 33)-

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 897, XIII. 10010, 1614 (Bordeaux,
Montans, Poitiers, Trion, etc.) ;

also at Chester, Ciren-

cester, Manchester and Wroxeter (140-190 a.d.).

Distribution, forms of stamps and of vessel point
to a South Gaulish origin and to a date of transition,
first half or middle of the second century.

REGALIS'F base of cup 33, fair ware.

REGALISI bowl 79 (?).

RIIGALISM ditto.
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RIICALI ditto.

RHEINZABERN. Ludozrici, I. nS (KM. Ml- I). III. 56

(riigalis 1); Curie, 239 (140 [80 a.d.);
Wroxeter I..

58, no. 98 (riigali, with Antonine coins).

C. /./.., VII. 1336, 901 3,
XI 11. 10010, [616, ; also at

Carlisle, Colchester and Richborough.

REGINVSF (a) bowl 18/31, high cone, good hard clay and

glaze, (b) fragment of ditto.

REGINI M fragment of coned base iS 31, heavy thick glossy

glaze.

REGINI"M base of cup 33, poor ware.

RE//VIM"M fragment of coned base [8 31, good hard clay

and glaze.

REGIN . . base of bowl 18/31, fair ware.

REGII////
. ditto, good ware.

rheinzabern. Ludowici, I. 68 (24 examples), 111. 57

(reginvs f) ; Reubel, 50, says he worked here

about 120-150 a.d.

heiligenberg. Forrer, 175 (gives the migrations and

dates of working of Reginus as approximately at

Mandeureor elsewhere in Northern Gaul as 90-95 \.n.,

Baden (Switzerland), 95 102 a.d., Heiligenberg
1 l.lsacc), 102 115 A.D., and Kraherwald (Wurtemburg),

140-145 a.d.), 234 (85 10; a.d.) ; Knorr, Rottenburg

(1910), 7] (tornis 27,' 31, 33, 37, Reginus worked

in Heiligenberg, Rheinzabern and kraherwald, 48

(date of working c. 100-150 a.d.); Wroxeter [., 59,

no. 99 (with stamps of Libertus, Maternus and

Perpetuus); Curie, 239 (reginim, dish 31, probably
between 1^0-170 A.D.).

C.I.L., VII. [336, 909 13. XIII. 10010, 1618; also

at Chester, Cirencester, Lancaster and Wilderspool.

RIIOCENIM (RITOGENVS) coned base of bowl 3 1 , fair ware.

Walters, M. [997 (bowl 31, riiogeni m)
;

Wroxeter I..

59, no. 100 (probably So 120 A.D.).

C.I.I.., VII. [336,923, XIII. 10010, 1640 (Friedberg,

Poitiers and Trion) ;
also at Birrens and Wilderspool.
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ROMVLI I- (a) base of cup 33, poor ware, (b) ditto, fair ware.

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 928, XIII. 10010, 1649 at Arentsberg
Bordeaux and Gievres.

ROPPI'RVrM fragment of thin coned base, fine ware,
wreathed.

Ritterling, Hofheim (1912), 246 (roppvs, 40-83 a.d.) ;

Trans. Lane, and dies. Antiq. Soc., XXIV. 51 (from
Lancaster, roppirvim) ;

Wroxeter II., 39, no. 209
(roppvs fe, first half of second cent.).

C.I.L., VII. 1336,1374, XIII. 10010, 1652 at Cannstatt,

Martres-de-Veyre and Vechten.

ROPVSI FE base of bowl 18/31, fair ware.

Bonn. Jahrb., 111/12, 345 (Neuss, rop'vsi fe, 25-
105 a.d.) ;

Wroxeter I., 59. no. 101 (cup 27,
rop . vsi fe, late first or early second cent.).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 931, XIII. 10010, 1654, at Bonn,

Martres-de-Veyre, Cologne and Rossem.

RO±J_AIIM (rottalvs) base of cup 33, poor ware.

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 926, XIII. 10010, 1655, at Rheinza-
bern and Vichy.

RVl-rTM base of cup 33, poor ware.

la grauf. Deck., I., 84 (rvffvs) ; Curie, 240
(rvffi m, cup 27 and bowl 31, probably Antonine).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 942-4, XIII. 10010, 1657, also at

Carlisle (cup 27).

OFRVFINI coned base of large cup 33, poor ware.

la grauf. De'ch., I. 84.

montans. De'ch., I. 136, 297 ; Knorr, Rottueil'(1907),

65 (of rvfin, 69-79 a.d.) ; Ritterling, Hofheim (1912),

246 (rvfinvs, 40 a.d.) ; Curie, 240 (of rvfini, bowl

29, Vespasian, 69-79 a.d.) ;
Wroxeter I., 59, no. 102

(cup 33 and bowl 31, 80-120 a.d.).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 939, XIII. 10010, 1659 ;
also at

Camelon, Carlisle, Chester, Colchester, Lincoln and
Manchester.

RVFVSF (a) cup 33, fair hard ware, (b) ditto.

RVFI fragment of small cup 24/25, fine ware See stamp no 11c.
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OF RVFI fragment of base 18/31, fair ware.

LA GRAUF. AW/., 1. 84 (OF RVFl) ; Clirlc, 240

(OF RVF, 80-IIO A. I).).

C.I.I.., VII. 1336, 947, XIII. 10010, 1062; also at

Carlisle, Chester, Colchester and Manchester.

SABINIANI fragment of coned base of bowl, poor ware.

LEZOUX. Deck., I. 199, 297 (ornamented bowls 37,

SABINIANI) .

RHEINZABERN. LudotOlCt, I. 71 (SABINIANVS 1 !
|

Bonn. Jahrb., m/12, 345 (Neuss, of sabiniani,

25-IO5 A.D.).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 960-1, XIII. 10010, 16S1
;

also at

Cirencester and WUderspool.

SABINI OF base of cup 33, fair ware.

SABlNVBr (retro.) base of bowl 31, coarse clay, poor glaze.

. SABINI fragment of base, thin fine ware.

OF SAB I bowl 24/25, fine ware of early date in imitation of

the Arretine form Drag. 8.

A migratory potter or more than one Sabinus is

indicated, Dech., I. 94 (early cemetery at Andernach,

68 A.D., OF SABl), 95 (ornamented bowl 2g, SABINVS,

found at Pompeii, destroyed 70. A.D.). [99, 297 (mould
for vase with medallions, SABINI M . found at Lezou\);

Ludomci, III. 60 (bowl 32, rudely stamped SABINVS FE,

found at Rheinzabcrn) ; Knorr, Rottweil (1912), 2, 7-

17, 23, 29, 31, 40 describes early bowls made betore

79 A.D., and Rottenburg (1910) 19, mentions a bowl by
the same potter, form 37 of the period of Domitian,

81-96 A.D., found at Cannstatt.

la GRAUF. DSch., I. 84, 21J7; Curie, 240 (form 15,

of sab) ;
Wroxeter I., 59, no. 103 (bowl 31, OF SABl,

80-110 A.D.).

C /./,., VII. 1336, 952-9, XIII. 10010, 1682; XV.

5541 (Rome) ;
also at Carlisle, Cirencester and Leices-

ter.

SACERI'OF fragment of coned base, tine ware.

. ACER] < >F fragment <»1 base of cup 33, light red, glossj glaze.
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OFI 2ACRI bowl 37, free animals and fight, in raised letters

below ornaments. See pi. XXII.

. . I3ACRI fragment of bowl 37, in raised letters below
ornaments. See pi. XXV. no. 4.

lezoux. Deck., I. 199, 297 (ornamented bowls 37,
free style (a), ofi sacri).

WESTERNDORFF. C.I.L., III. 6oiO, 197 (SACERO F) ',

Forrer, 130-1 (surmises that Sacer worked later at

Heiligenberg as associate of Ianus) ; Knorr, Canns/att

(1905), 18 (100-150 a.d.) ;
Wroxeter I., 46, no. 16.

C.I.L., VII. 1336' 964, XIII. 10010, 1684, 10011,

117, 260 ; also at Colchester (saceri of) and Wilders-

pool (of sacri, bowl 37).

SACERO M (a) fragment of coned base of 31, poor ware,

(b) ditto.

Walters, M. 1999 (bowl 31, sacero.m).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 967.

SACIRA'PO fragment of base of bowl 31, hard fair ware.

SACIRAPO ditto.

Wroxeter I., 60, no. 104 (bowl 31, (s)acirapo).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 974, XIII. 10010, 1688, In VII.

Sacirapo and Sacrapo are treated as variations of the

same name. In XIII. they are treated separately.

SACIROF wide shallow bowl 18/31, good ware.

WESTERNDORFF. C.I.L., III. 6oiO, 197 (l8l-l8o A.D.) ;

Curie, 240 ([s]acirof, 140-180 a.d.) ;
Bonn.

Jalirb., 111/12, 345 (Neuss, sacirof, 25-105 a.d.);
Geissner (1904), 36, (saciro); Bonn. Jahrb., 99, p. 137

(Heddernheim, sacirof).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 972, XIII. 10010, 1691 ;
also at

Brighton, Chester and Cirencester. Saciro and
Sacero may belong to the same potter.

SACIRV (retro.) (a) base of cup 33, light red, poor glaze, (b) ditto.

. ACIRV (retro.) ditto. Gaulish.

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 973, at York, XIII. 10010, 1692, at

Autun, Bourbon-Lancy,Dalheim, Foret-de-Compiegne
and Port-le-Grand; also at Cirencester.
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SACROTIMS fragment of base of howl t8, Sne ware.

GAULISH.

Wroxetei I., 60, no. 105 (howl 18 31, SA( ROT! . ma . s).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 978, XIII. 10010, 1699 (Martres-

de-Veyre, St. Jacques and Vechten) ;
also at Chester.

SAXC II WI 1 base of cup 33, very poor ware.

C.I.L., XIII. 10010, 1716, at Beaufort-en-Valine, Le
Chatelet and Poitiers.

SATTOF base of cup 33, fair ware.

LA GRAUF. Deck., I. 84 (plain ware, OF .-Alio, OF

saton).

trier. Forrer, 229 (Satto migrated early in the second

cent, from some unknown place in Gallia Belgica to

Trier and afterwards to Rheinzabern).

RHEINZABERN. Ltldowici, 1 . J I (. F SATTO), III. I I I
,

I 30,

231 (SATTOFECIT, bowl 37, a mould tor ornamented ware

also found); Knorr, Cannstatt (1905), [3, 14, 15, pis.

I. II. III., (judging by his style Satto must have

worked about 90-130 A.D.), and Rottweil (1907), 39

(Satto seems to have worked at Heiligenberg and Trier) ;

Forrer, 235 (gives sacco but not satto at Heiligen-

berg) ; Folzer, Rom. Keramik in Trio /.. p. 24, fixes

his elate between 1 10-150 A. I)., and says Knorr's date

(Cannstatt, p. 14) is too early and Haverfield's

Korrespondenzblatt, V. (1912), p. 29, [38 [80 A.D. is

too late, his principal activity falling in the time of

Hadrian, 1 17-138 A.D.

C.I.L., VII. 1336,989, XIII. 10010, 1736, 1001 1, 262 ;

also at Colchester.

SATVRNIXI (a) base of cup 33, fair clay, poor glaze, (b) ditto,

(c) bowl 18, fair clay, poor glaze.

SATVRX1 . . (a) base of cup 33, fair clay, poor glaze, (b) base

of howl 31, fair clay, good glaze.

SATV "" NIX base of cup 33, fair.

SATVRN . . fragment of base of cup 33.

SATVRNIN1 OF base of CUp 33, fair clay, poor -laze.

SATVRNINIO base of cup 33, poor ware.
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SATVRNIN fragment of base.

lezoux. De'ch., I. 199, 298 (ornamented bowls 37,

medallions) ;
Proc. Soc. Antiq., 2 S. XXI. 287, XXII.

403 (Pudding Pan rock, 160-190 a.d.) ; Walters,

M. 1669-73 (bowl 31), 1740-2 (cup 33).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 990-994, XIII. 10010, 1736, 10011,

119 ;
also at Cirencester, Colchester, Eatington Park,

South Shields and Wroxeter.

SATVRVS base of bowl 31, very poor late ware.

rheinzabern. Ludowici, I. 72 (satvri of).

SAXMAPM cup 33, good ware.

. . AXAMI large cup 33, rather poor ware.

C.I.L., XIII. 10010, 1737 (one only, Anthee) ;
also

at Carlisle (cup 33 and bowl 31).

\ :SAXI . . . base of bowl 18/31, fair ware.

SCOPLPM base of cup 33, fair ware.

SCOPLIM (a) base of bowl 18/31, fair ware, (b) fragment of

base of cup 33, fair ware.

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 995, XIII. 10010, 1743,
at Brussels

museum from Clermont, Foret de Compiegne, Poitiers

and St. Paulien.

OFICSCO fragment of base, fine ware.

LA GRAUF. Deck., I. 84 (OFISCO, SCOTTIVS, SCOTTIM,

etc.) ; Ritterling, Hojheim (191 2), 246 (oficsco, 40-

83 A.D.).

C.I.L., XIII. 10010, 1741.

SCOTIVS fragment of base of cup, fine thin ware.

SCOTVS (retro.) base of cup 27 or 24, fine dark Pompeian red.

la GRAUF. Deck., I. 85 (scotivs) ; Ritterling, Hojheim
(1912), 246 (SCOTTIVS, 40-83 A.D.).

C.I.L., XIII. 10010, 1745 ;
also at Colchester (dish 15

scotnvs)) and Carlisle (cup 27, scotni).

SCOTNS fragment of base of bowl 18, fine ware, glossy glaze.

Geissner (1904), 37, no. 1504 (scotns) ;
Bonn. Jahrb.,

111/12, 346 (Neuss, scotns, 25-70 a.d.) ; Ritterling,

Hojheim, (19 12), 246 (treated as a form of scottivs) ;

also at Sels tilery before 40 a.d.
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SCOTTIM fragment of thin base, dark Pompeian red, poor

glaze.
1 \ grauf. Deck., I. 85 (scorn m).

C.I.L., XIII. 10010, 1748.
The- stamps numbered separately in the Corpus, XIII.

iii. 1 00 10, 1744 (SCOTT), 1745 (SCOTTVS), 174'' (SCOTNVSV

1747 (scoto fecit), 174N (scottivs), belong probably
to one putter or to one family. Four of them are

recorded by Dechelette as working at La Graufesenque
at an early date.

OF SE fragment of base of cup 27. Ljood ware.

C.I.L., XIII. 10010, 1753.

SECVNDINI M bowl 18.

lezoux. Ddch., I. 199, 298 ; Curie, 240 (SE( VNDINVS,
100 150 A.D.).

HEILIGENBERG. Fotrer, 235 (SECVNDINVS Fl).

riieinzabern. Ludozoici, III. 61 (siicvndinvf).
WESTERNDORFF. C.I.L., III. 6oiO, 202 (SECVM)INVS F,

161-180 A.D.).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 1004 6, XIII. 10010, 1763; also

at Wroxeter.

SIICVND (secvndvs) fragment of base of bowl 18, fair ware.

la GRAUF. Deck., I. 85, 299 ; Curie, 22S (So no a.d.) ;

Rittcrling,//o/V^7///(ioi2), 246 (also at Neuss, Sels tilery

and Wiesbaden, before 70 A.D.) ;
Wallas, M. 394

(bowl 29), 728-33 (bowl 18), 882-5 (
CUP 27)> 920

(bowl 31), 904 (cup 33), 2S04 (mortaria).

C.I.L.,\\\. 1336, 1007-16, XIII. iooio, 1764, 10011,

121
;

also at Wroxeter.

SEDATVS- F base of bowl 18/31, hard ware.

S3DATPM base of cup 33, light red, poor ware, yellow <j;laze.

LEZOUX. Dull., I. 153.
HEILIGENBERG. I'urnr, 2^ (SEDATVS, 85-160 A.D.),

also Westerndorff.

[TTENWEILER. Forter, ZV) (SEDATVS l, 102 130 A.D.).

RHEINZABERN. Ludowici, I. 72, III. 6l (SEDATVS E).

Knorr, Rottweil (1907), 59, and Rottenburg, 26 7. calls

him a contemporary of Comitialis, both in mid-second

cent.

C.I.L., VII. 133'', 1010 21, XIII. 10010, [769; also

at Lancaster and Wroxetei .
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SENICIO FE (N reversed) portion of base of bowl 29, good
ware and glaze. See stamp no. 11 b.

LA GRAUF. Deck., I. 85 (SIINICIO, SENICIO FE), 299
(ornamented bowl, senicio fe) ; Ritterling, Hofheim
(1912), 246 (40-51 a.d., also at Neuss, 25-105 a.d.,
Sels tilery, c. 40 a.d., and Wiesbaden, before 69 a.d.).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 1025, XIII. 10010, 1776.

SENILA M base of bowl 18/31, poor ware.

SENIL'A'M base of cup 33, rather soft poor ware.

SEN' LA"M ditto.

SENIIA M fragment of base of cup, fair ware.

Curie, 228 (senila.m, 140-180 a.d.) ; Wallers, M.
1896-7 (cup 27, SENIIA F, SENIIAM), 2169-70(01^33
SENIIA . M).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 1030, XIII. 10010, 1778 (Boulogne.
Le Landin, Poitiers and Trion); also at Lincoln and
South Shields.

SENNIVS F base of cup 33, fair ware.

Walters, M. 2171 (cup 33).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 1027, XIII. 10010, 1785 (Trion) ;

also at Cirencester, Exeter, Wroxeter and York

(cup 33).

SENTRVS cup 27, fine brown red clay, darker glaze.

la grauf. Deck., I. 85 ; Ritterling, Hofheim (1912),

246 (40-51 a.d.), and Sels tilery, c. 40 a.d.

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 1031, XIII. 10010, 1789.

SERVILLM large cup 33, poor glaze.

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 1034, XIII. 10010, 1794 (Foret-de-

Compiegne and Poitiers).

SEVERIANI-MA flanged bowl 38, good ware.

3IIVIIRIANV3 F (a) fragment of base of cup 33, fair ware,

(b) ditto.
'

rheinzabern. Ludozviri, I. 72, 73, III. 62

(SIIVIIRIANVS F).

heddernheim. Bonn. Jahrb., 99, p. 143.
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westerndorff. c.i.l., iii. 6010, 206 (161-180 a.d.).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 1041-2, XIII. 10010, 1798; also

at Cirencester, Colchester, Leicester, Pudding Pan
rock, South Shields and Wroxeter.

OF SEVER I howl 18, good ware.

OP SEVER ditto.

OF SEVER ditto.

OF SEVEII. ditto.

OF SEVER' fragment of coned base, fine thin ware.

SEVER fragments of base of cup 27 (?), good ware.

SEAFRI M (a) base of bowl 31, poor late ware, (b) base of cup
33, ditto.

SI I VI I RIM base of cup 33, fair ware.

SEVERI . . cup 33, light red, poor glaze.

SEVER I"OF base of bowl 38, good ware.

. . IIVIIcC base of cup 33, poor ware.

. IIVII^ ditto.

LA GRAUF. Deck., I. 85 (OF SEVERl) ; Bonn. Jahrb.,
111/12, 346 (Neuss, 25-105 a.d.).

RHKINZABERN. LudoZVtCt, III. 62 (SIIVIIRVS FIl).

WESTKRXDORFF. C.I.L., III. 6oiO, 208 (l6l-l8o A. I).).

Curie, 241 (o sever, 80-110 A.D.) ; Knorr, Rotttoeil

(1907), 66 (of sever, 69-79 A.D.).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 1051-6, XIII. iooio, 1800; also

at Carlisle, Cluster, Cirencester, Colchester, Lancaster,
South Shields and Wroxeter (80 120 A.D.).

. EVERPVD (SEVERPVD ?) fragment of base of howl, hard red

clay, tine glaze.

Walters, M. 742 (bowl iS. OF SEY1 RPVD OF SEVER] ET

PVDENTIS).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 1057 (London), XIII. 10010, 1801.

. 11XTIX (sextinvs or sextvs) fragmeni of flat base of cup.
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. IIXTIM. fragment of base of cup, thin fair ware.

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 1063 (a), XIII. 10010, 1805.

SEXTVS'F base of cup 33, poor ware.

SEXTI MA (a) base of cup 33, light red, fine ware, (b) coned
base, poor ware.

SEXTI-MA bowl 18, good ware.

SIIXTIMA fragment of coned base, poor ware, rubbed.

SIIXTPM cup 33, strong glaze.

SEXTI"MAN base of 18, good ware.

SEXTI . . cup 33, fair ware.

SIIXTI'MA . fragment of base of cup 33, poor ware.

. XTIMN ditto.

allier district (St. Remy-en-Rollat). Deck., I. 42,
45 (

c - HS° A -D
-) ; Bonn.jahrb., 111/12, 346 (Neuss,

25-!°5 A -D
-) > Knorr, Rothveil (1907), 66 (75-150 a.d.).

South Gaulish. Walters, M. 181 1 (bowl 18 or 79),

2173-6 (cup 33). Must be stamps of more than one

potter, Sextius and Sextinus occur.

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 1059, 1060-4, XIII. 10010, 1807 ;

also at Cirencester, Lancaster, Pudding Pan rock

(160-190 a.d.), and Wroxeter (bowls 31 and 79).

SILVANI (a) bowl 18, coned, good glaze, (b) ditto.

SILVANI base of cup 24.

. . VA-NI base of bowl 18/31.

SILVA cup 27, dark Pompeian red, roulette hatched. Arretine
ware. See p. 198.

. . -2ILVAN fragment of base of bowl 29. See stamp no 14 b.

la grauf. Deck,, I. 85 (16-80 a.d.), 300 ; Knorr,
Rottweil (1907), 66 (of silvan (69-79 A -D

-) ! Ritterling,
Hofheim (1912), 247 (40-83 a.d., at Neuss, 25-105 a.d.,
Sels tilery, c. 40 a.d., and Wiesbaden, before 69 a.d.) ;

Curie, 241 (80-110 a.d.).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 1067-8, XIII. 10010, 1813, XV.
5598 (Rome) ; also at Cirencester, Colchester and
Wroxeter.
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SILVINVS F (a) base of cup 27, good ware, (b) ditto, soft clay,

poor glaze.

SI I. NTS F ditto, fair ware.

SILVIXI base of bowl 18, good ware.

LA GRAUF. Deck., I. 85 ; Forrer, 235 (85 160 A.D.) ;

Knorr, Rottweil (1907), 66 (of .-maim, 69 79 a.d.) ;

Bonn. Jahrb., 111 12,346 (Neuss, 25-10, a.d.).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 1069 75, XIII. 10010, 1814 ;
also

at Carlisle, Cirencester, Colchester. Wilderspool and
Wroxeter (probably 110 130 A.D.).

SILVI'OF base of bowl 18, good ware.

LA grauf. Deck., I. 85, 300 (ornamented bowl 37) ;

Geissner (1904), 40, nos. 1 626 7 ; Bonn. Jahrb., 1 1 1 [2,

346 (Neuss, 25 105 \. i)., cup 27) ; Walters, M. X99-902
(cup 27), 973 (cup 33) ; Wroxeter I., 61, no. 116 (cup
27, end of first or beginning of second cent.).

C.I.L., VII. 1330, 1077 8, XIII. 10010, 1815, also at

Wilderspool.

SIX I \ R\ I (sixtvrvs) coned base of bowl 18 31, good ware.

SIN T K) -M base of cup 33, hard poor ware.

Smith, C. R., Cat. of Lond. Antiq., 40 ; Wright, T.,

Celt, Roman and Saxon (1892), 547 (sintvrnv .).

C.I.L., XIII. 10010, 1821 ; also at Camelon and
Chester.

SOLLI' . side of cup 27, fine ware.

RHEINZABERN. LudoWtCt, I. 74 (SOLLO FEC), 111. 63

(soi lo 1 1 ). Walters, M. 2805 (sou vs f, mortarium).

C.I.L., VII. [336, 10X5 6. XIII. 10010, [833; also

at Colchester (SOLI! m).

See also niortaria.

SOSIMI1 M base of cup 33, good ware.

Walters, M. 2177 (sosimiim, cup 33).

C.I.L., VII. 1550, io88 (sosimlj ma London, wrongly).

A cup of form 33 with the stamp sosiM] m containing
silver coins which must have been deposited about

17; A.D. was found in [846 at be.ich.unwell. Norfolk,

and is illustrated in \ A .11., Vorfolk, 1. 313.
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SVLPICI base of bowl 18/31, fair ware.

. VLPICI fragment of ditto.

LA GRAUF. Deck., I. 85 (SVLP, SVLP O, SVLPI, SVLPICI,

etc.) ;
Bonn. Jahrb., m/12, 346 (Neuss, 25-105 a.d.) ;

Knorr, Rottweil (1907), 70 (75-150 a.d.) ; Walters, M.
750-I (bowl 18). RHEINZABERN. Ludoivici, I. 76 (sVLPl).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 1092-4, XIII. 10010, 1854, XV.

561 1 (Rome) ;
also at Chester and Wroxeter (bowl 18,

svlpici ., 80-120 A.D.).

SWBNI'M bowl 18/31, poor thick ware.

Curie, 241 (svobni . m, bowl 31, 140-180 a.d.);

Walters, M. 1898, 2178 (cup 27 and bowl 33 or 80).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 1097, XIII. 10010, 1856 (Gaulish
or Belgic) ;

also at Camelon and Cirencester.

SVRDIM side of bowl Si, poor glaze. See pi. XXXI. no. 24.

C.I.L., XIII. 10010, i860, at Montans and Poitiers.

SVRIV1 base of cup 33, poor ware.

OF 2VRII base of cup 27, fair ware.

WESTERNDORFF. C.I.L., III. 6oiO, 215 (l6l-l8o A.D.).

Bonn. Jahrb., 99, p. 151 (Ileddernheim, tsvrvs) ;

Walters, M. 2179 (cup 33, svrivs).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 1098 ; also at Camelon.

TASCILLI M bowl 18/31, soft clay and good glaze.

TAS ///VIV J 1

fragment of cup 27, good ware.

TAS ditto.

Bonn. Jahrb., 99, p. 151 (Friedberg) ; Walters, M.
1899-90 (cup 27), 2182-3 (cup 33).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 1 107, XIII. 10010, 1886; also at

Camelon, Cirencester, Colchester, Rough Castle, and
Wroxeter (probably before 120 a.d.)

TAVRICPM base of cup 33, fair ware.

TAVRICVH base of bowl 18/31, fair ware.

rheinzabern. Ludoivici, I. 77, II. 284 ; Knorr,
Rottweil (1907), 68 (75-150 a.d.) ; Jacobi, O.R.L.,
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Zugmantel, [48 ; Wallas, M. 200N (howl 31), 2184 5

(cup 33) ;
Wroxeter [., 62, no. 121 (bowl 31, tavricv f).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 11 10 11, XIII. 10010, 1894; also

at Carlisle and Colchester.

TERTIV . . . fragment of bowl iS 31 , fair ware.

la grauf. Deck., I. 85 (tertivs i); ihiiiii. Jahrb.,

99, \->. 151 (Heddernheim, tertivs).

rheinzabern. Ludozvici, [11.66 (ter.TIVSf); Ritterling,

Hojheim (1912). 247 (tertivs f, 40 83 \.i>., Wiesbaden,

69 \. D., Sels tilery, before 40 A.D.) ; Bonn. Julirb.,

111/12, 346 (Neuss, 25-105 \.n.) ; Walters, M. 752-4
(bowl 18, La Grauf. ware).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 1110 [9, XIII. 10010, 1902; also

at Cirencester.

TETTVR base of cup 33, poor ware.

Tl.TT R ditto, fair ware.

Walters, M. 1904-5 (cup 27) ; Wroxeter I., 62, no. 122

(bowl 31).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 1 123, XIII. 10010, 1907.

TIBER (TIBERIVS) base of cup 27, fair ware.

TIBERI M cup 33, good dull ware.

allier distbict. Coll. Antiq., VI. 74 (probably

Lezoux).

C.I.L., XIII. 10010, 1909 ; also at Cirencester.

TITIVS fragment of base of cup 33, fair ware.

allier DISTRICT. Coll. Antiq., VI. 74 (probably

Lezoux); Curie, 241 (140-180 A.D.) ;
Wroxeter II.,

39, no. 215 (80-120 A.D.).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 1128 9, XIII. 10010, 1914, ; also

at Carlisle, Clusters, Colchester, Corbridge, Pudding
Pan rock, and South Shields.

TITVRONIS O base of cup 33, soft ware.

vllier district. Coll. Antiq., VI. 74 (probably
Lezoux); Walters, M. 1814 (bowl iS), 2188 go (cup

33) ; Wroxeter I., 62, no. 124 (middle or second half of

second century).
C. /./.., VII. 133'', 1 131 33, XIII. 10010, 1916 ; also.

at Caerwent, Carlisle, Chester, Cirencester, Lancaster

ami Wilderspool.
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TITVSI . . fragment of base of bowl 31, poor ware.
Gaulish. Deck., I. 213, 214, 301 (ornamented bowl 29,
scrolls, in Tours museum).

C.I.L., XIII. 10010, 1919, at Poitiers.

TOCCINVS FE (a) bowl 31, high cone, poor ware, (b) ditto.

RHEINZABERN. Ludowici, III. 67.

heiligenberg. Forrer, 236 (85-160 A.D.).

ittenweiler. Forrer, 239 (102-130 a.d.).

C.I.L., XIII. 10010, 1922.

VELOX . . base of bowl 18/31, fair ware.

allier district. Coll. Antiq., VI. 74 (probably
Lezoux) ;

Wroxeter I., 63, no. 128 (cup 33, velox f).

C.I.L., XIII. 10010, 1994.

VERECVNDI (a) bowl 18/31, poor hard ware, (b) cup, 33, ditto.

lezoux. Deck., I. 199, 302 (ornamented bowl 37,
mould verecvndi retro.).

heiligenberg. Forrer, 140, 236 (verecvndvs f, 85-
160 A.D.).

ittenweiler. Forrer, 239 (verecvndv, 102-130 A.D.).
RHEINZABERN. Llldozcici

',
I. 79, III. 70 (VERECVND F).

Forrer, 140,
reckons his period of activity to have lasted

from thirty-five to forty years, at Lezoux about

85—95 A -D -> at Windisch (Switzerland), 95-102 a.d., at

Ittenweiler and Heiligenberg, 102 to 115-20 a.d., at

Rheinzabern, 115-20 to 125-30 a.d. Ritterling,
Hofheim (1912), 247, says the Verecundus ascribed to
the Heiligenberg workshops by Forrer, 236, and
Knorr, Rottweil (1907), 66, cannot be the man whose
ware was in extensive demand in South-West Gaul
and whose workshop could not have lain there.

Reubel, 54, says the potter at Rheinzabern who
stamped verecvndvs f was not the same as the one
Forrer refers to, but worked later, in the middle of the
second century.

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 1 154-7, XIII. 10010, 2010
; also at

Cirencester and South Shields.

VERIVGVSFE fragment of base of bowl.

C.I.L., XIII. 10010, 2013, at Tongern, Tours and
Vechten.
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VERVS FE coned base of bowl 18/31, very poor ware.

LA GRAUF. Deck., I. 85 (OF VERl).

RHEINZABERN. Ludowici, I. 8l (VERVS I), II. 77, 78,
111. 71 (vervs M); Knorr, Rottweil (1907), 67 (vervs,

75 150 a.d.) ;
Bonn. Jn/ir/)., i)'), p. 155 (Heddernheim,

viirvs Fl) ;
C. I.I.., 111. 6010, 230, (Westerndorff,

VERVS F).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 1 160 3, XIII. 10010, 2020; also

at Cirencester and Wroxeter.

VESTM fragment of base of cup 33, poor ware.

Walters, M. 2195 (cup 33, VESTM= vest[i]m).

C.I.L., XIII. 1 00 10, 2023, at Amiens and Badenweiler.

VIBINVS (VIBINVS) coned base of bowl 18/31, good ware.

LA GRAUF. Walters, M. 351, and pi. XXI. (ornamented
bowl, form 29).

C.I.L., XIII. 10010, 2030 ;
also at Carlisle (vibixi m).

VICT . . . (victor or victorinvs) fragment of base of cup 27,
burnt.

VICTOR F (a) base of bowl 31, high cone, poor ware, (b) ditto,

fair ware, (c) cup 33, fair ware.

VICTO . . base of bowl 31, high cone, poor ware.

RHEINZABERN. LudotOtci, III. 72 (VK'TOR F and VICTOR

fec) ; Knorr, Rottweil (1907), 67 (victor f, 75-150 a.d.)

Reubel, 55, says Victor worked towards the end ol

the second century, Victorinus about 140-1 S5 \.i>.

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 1 175, XIII. 10010, 2036 (of the 25

places here recorded all but three are in Germany) ;

also at South Shields.

VICTORINVS fragment of base of bowl iS 31, fair ware.

rheinzabern. Ludozvici, I.N;,. 131 (ornamented bowls

37 and moulds, also many stamped plain examples),
III. 73 (victorinvs, mould) ; Forrer, 239 (victorinvs f.

found at Schiltigheim).

C. /./... VII. 1330. 1174, XIII. 10010, 2037 (of the 30
localities lure recorded all but two are in Germany) ;

also at Cirencester.
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VIDVCOS base of cup 27, fine brown red ware.

. . DVCOSI ditto.

VIDVCVS fragment of base, thin good ware.

heiligenberg. Forrer, 236 (vidvcvs, 85-160 A,D.,

also 185 at Lavoye, 90-110 a.d.) ; Ludozoici, III. 76
(vidvcvs, Rheinzabern) ; Knorr, Rottweil (1907), 67
(vidvcv . ., 75-100 a.d.) ;

Bonn. Jahrb., 111/12, 346
(Neuss, VIDVCVS FE, 25-IO5 A.D.).

Forrer, 185, 236, says this potter worked successively
at Lavoye (Meuse) about 90-110 a.d., Heiligenberg,
1 10-120 a.d., and Rheinzabern, 120-? a.d.

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 1 177-9, XIII. 10010, 2040; also

at Cirencester, Colchester, Wilderspool and Wroxeter.

VIAAAAI bowl 18, good ware.

Behn, 243, no. 1634 (vimm fecit (?), on base of vessel

found at Kraherwald, near Stuttgart). The manufacture
of sigillata ware, principally by Domitianus, Marinus,
Reginus and Camulatus, at the Kraherwald potteries

began in the middle of the second century).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 1 180 (Colchester, vinn) ;
also

at Cirencester, (vini m).

VINDI M (a) base of cup 33, poor ware, (b) ditto.

Bonn. Jahrb., 99, p. 157 (Neuwied, vindvs),

C.I.L., XIII. 10010, 2047, at Arentsberg, Bonn, Flavion

Reims, Vechten and Xanten.

VINII base of cup 33, good ware.

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 1 180.

OPVIRILI bowl 18, within a roulette-notched wreath, good
ware.

LA grauf. Deck., I. 81, 85, 303 (ornamented ware).
Virilis and L. Cosius Virilis are here treated as one.
The importance and productivity of this potter are

shown by the records of distribution. Knorr, Rottzceil

(1907), 67 (of viril, l. c. viril, 69-96 a.d.) ;
Bonn.

Jahrb., 111/12, 346 (Neuss, 25-105 a.d.); Lndowici,
III. 77 (virilis f) ; Reubel, 56, says the potter who
used the stamp virilis worked in alliance with Reginus
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and Belsus at Rheinzabern in the middle of the second

century. He must therefore lie another potter of the

name. Ferrer, 236 (VIRILIS 1, 85-160 a.d.) ; Bonn.

Jakrb., 99, p. 157, found at Rottweil, Friedberg, etc.,

with coins of Hadrian 117 138 a.d. ; Geissner (1904),

4}, twelve examples ; Walters. M. 756-60 (bowl iS),

974-6 (cup 33).
C. /./.., VII. 1336, 11S4, XIII. 10010, 2055, in thirty
localities. L. Cosius Yirilis is here separately recorded.

Also at Chester, Cirencester, Colchester and Wilders-

pool.

IVLI.VIRINS.FECIX flat base of bowl 18 (?), early, good hard

ware. See stamp no. 13c.

VIRTECISSA . base of cup 27, good ware.

VIRTVTIS base of bowl 18/31, hard fair ware.

VIRTV base of cup 27, hard fair ware.

. . RTV ditto, good ware.

la grauf. Drill. , I. 85 (v.ir.t.v.s.); Knorr, Rottweil

(1907), 67 (69-79 a.d.) ; Ritterling, Hofheim (
1 9 1 2 ) ,

247 (70-83 a.d., Wiesbaden, 69 a.d.. Neuss, 25-105
a.d., Sels tilery, c. 40 a.d.) ; Walters, M. 613 (form

17), 761-2 (bowl 18), 904 (cup 27), virtvs and VIRTHVS

treated as one ; Wroxeter I., 63, no. 131 (80-1 10 A. D.).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 1 193—6, XIII. 10010, 2060; also

at Carlisle and Cirencester.

OIIV//// //// I (OFIVITALI ?) bowl 29, festoon and tassel.

la grauf. Dick., I. 303 (vitalis).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 1200 4, XIII. iooio. 2062.

VITALIS MA large cup 33, good ware.

VITA HH I\l fragmenl of base of CUp 33, good ware.

VITALIS MSL base of bowl 31, good ware.

VITALIS A I fragment of coned base, thin, good ware.

VITA base of cup 27, fair ware.

OF VITA ditto.
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OF VITAI fragment of base of cup, fine ware.

la grauf. Deck., I. 8 1, 85, 303 (ornamented bowls 29).

lezoux. Walters, M. 2224 (form 44).

rheinzabern. Ludmvici, III. 77 (vitali, vitalisf) ;

Ritterling,//o/7?e//« (1912), 247, (40-93 a.d.,Wiesbaden,
before 69 A.D., Neuss, 25-105 A.D., Sels tilery, c. 40

a.d.), Knorr, Rottweil (1907), 67 (69-96 a.d.) ; Curie,

228 (80-1 10 a.d.) ; Welcker, Hedd.Mitteil., IV. 154, says
the stamp vitalis occurring in great number amongst
potters' waste at Heddernheim where kilns were at work
from about 133-200 a.d., is not identical with any in

the Corpus. Jacobi, O.R.L., Zugmantel, 150, no. 386,
records vitalis not of La Graufesenque.

C.I.L., VII., 1336, 1200-4, XIII. 10010, 2062, XV.

5765 (Rome) ;
also at Carlisle, Chester, Cirencester,

Colchester, Wilderspool and Wroxeter (in deposits of

75-85 a.d. and 80-120 a.d.).

VNICVSI (N reversed) base of cup 33, poor ware.

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 1216
;

also at South Shields

(VNICVS F).

VOLVS fragment of base of bowl. See stamp no. 14c.

la grauf. Deck., I. 85, 303 (chalice 11), also 68, 81,

179, describing it as the stamp of one of the earliest

potters of La Graufesenque (14-37 A.D.), and possibly
one of volsenvs who worked at Arezzo and may have

imported the sigillata industry and form 11 (chalice)
from northern Italy.

C.I.L., XIII. 10010,2084,10011,284; also at Colches-
ter (fragment of bowl 29 and chalice 11).

VXOPILLI M (a) base of cup 33, poor ware, (b) coned bowl

18/31, ditto,

GAULISH. Wroxeter I., 64, no. 133 (cup 33).

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 1222, XIII. 10010, 2105 ;
also at

Chester.

'

Incomplete and Uncertain Stamps.

AICI //// base of cup 33, hard poor ware.

CV bowl 37, dull clay and poor glaze. Scratched in mould
below ornaments. See pl.XXVII.no. 69. De'ch.,
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198, 268; Knorr, Rottweil (1012), 41. pi. XIII.

no. 6, Cf. Colchester museum, from Maldon, bowl 37,

free style, signed C R on smooth zone below ornaments,

also similar example at Wroxeter.

CAV /// MA" retro (calvini m ?) base of bowl 31, fair ware.

DAXIIM (DAXIVS?) fragment of base of cup 33, fair ware.

FEIC1 (felix ?) base of bowl 29. See stamp no. 2 B, and pi. 41.

IINIRINIVM (marinim )
bowl 18/31, coned base.

INTRINI.M fragment of bowl 18, fair ware.

IINIRINIM fragment of base, ditto.

/////'// RCI (pATRICI?) base of bowl 29, hard red clay, matt

glaze. Scroll with small birds on soffit. The first

three or four letters uncertain, possibly a ligulated

stamp of Patricius

T:MTW cup 27, good clay and glaze.

NAIKI (natili or nativi ?) small cup 27, good ware.

C.I.L., VII. 1336, 751 (onativi) ;
also Cirencester

(nativ).

OPAI .
" M base of bowl 31 or 37, soft clay, poor glaze.

ORILLI" (borili.vs ?) fragment of base of bowl 18, soft light red

clay, poor glaze. Possibly a mutilated stamp of

Borillus.

PIIPIV3 FE first letter uncertain, may be P. Fragment of base

of bowl, hard good ware.

. . . PIV2 FE fragment of base of bowl 31, fair ware.

OF S1RV . . base of bowl 18/31, soft clay, poor glaze. Reading
uncertain.

AIMIIVSF (aIMIIVS 1 '? retro.) on fragment of bowl 30.

" TAN or NAT • " sunk letters on a raised label, on fragment of

bowl 37 in the style of medallions.
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VXVMLM (vxmlini ?) coned base of bowl 31, poor ware.

Wright, T., Celt, Roman and Saxon (1892), 548
(vxmlini).

.VO'±'VS (volvs ?) retro., base of cup 33. Geissner (1904), 45,
nos. 1857-9.

. TRICIVS I: base of cup 33, fair ware. Possibly Patricius.

. . ICI inside base of bowl 29. Possibly Patrici. See stamp
no. 3 b.

. AVS scratched in mould below ornaments, on fragment of
bowl 37, style of panels.

. . VII fragment of bowl 37, panels, in sunk letters on raised

label.

MAL/M (first letter uncertain) coned base of bowl.

. . MAN inside base of bowl 29. See stamp no. 9 B.

RISTININ . (cristinima ?) base of cup 33, poor ware.

De'ch., I. 197, 268.

. . IDPM fragment of base of cup 27, good ware.

. . IRMANI cup 33. Possibly Firmanus. Geissner (1907),
5, no. 151.

. . HANS . F base of bowl 33, poor ware.

ERITANVS base of bowl 31, fair ware.

TVRINI base of bowl 31, dark dull clay, poor glaze.

. NIVS F (N reversed) cup 27, good ware.

GNI (regni ?) base of bowl 18/31.

. RNM fragment of bowl 18/31, hard red clay, fair glaze.

. E IV fragment of coned base of bowl 18/31, hard dull

red clay.

DIV8 FE base of bowl.
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. . . LL1.MAX fragment of base of bowl 15, fine brown red

clay, matt glaze.

DOM . . (retro.), base of cup 27, fair ware.

OP (OF PRIMI or OF FELICIS) inside base of bowl 29. See stamp
no. 15 b.

OYATIsPTI fragment of base.

Rosette, etc., Stamp-.

18-23. Six rosette stamps on cups form 33 Drag. See pi. XXXI.,
type 21. Five rosette stamps are recorded by Bushe-

Fox, Wroxeter I., 64, fig. 15. They are also recorded

at Rheinzabern by Ludourici, I. 87-88, and at Itten-

weiler by Forrer, HeiKgenberg, 239, nos. 242-5.

24. Nine dots arranged in a square with three on a side.

PLATE LXXXII.v.

Stamps on Belgic Ware.

Xos. 1
—26.

AMITO or AMITIO central stamp within two lightly incised

circles, on inside base of fragment of plate with low

foot-ring. Clay, smooth hard light grey, surface

coated with black bitumen, hot-polished on inside.

\RV . . central stamp, within two lightly grooved concentric

circles, on inside base of fragment of plate with slightly

domed centre and low foot-ring. Clay, tine hard pale

grey, surface polished and coated darker grey with

bitumen.

ATISO or ALISO central stamp, on slighth domed inside

base of fragment of bowl or saucer with low foot-ring.

Clay, light bluish-grey, surface polished (uncoated).
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4. BITVOVO central stamp, within two lightly incised circles,

on inside base of fragment of plate with low foot-ring.

Clay, pale bluish-grey ;
surface polished, but flaked or

corroded, light grey to back coated with bitumen.

5. BOVTI central stamp, on inside base of fragment of plate.

Clay, hard smooth cream to drab, surface polished and
with traces of a coating of black bitumen.

6. CANIC radial stamp, across several lightly incised circles,

on inside base of fragment of plate with low foot-ring.

Clay, smooth pale bluish-grey, surface polished with

traces of much worn or burnt off black coating of

bitumen.

7. COMVS radial stamp, between double concentric circle and

finely roulette-notched wreath, on inside base of small

fragment of plate with low foot-ring. Clay, smooth

pale greyish-white, surface polished, with remains

on under surface of darker coating.

8. EVENNI ? central stamp, on inside base of fragment of

plate with low foot-ring. Clay, slightly laminated

bluish-grey, surface smoothed, with traces of darker

coating.

9. INDVTIO central stamp within two lightly incised circles,

on inside base of fragment of plate with low foot-ring.

Clay, fine hard white, coated with hot-polished black

bitumen.

10. MAROSI central stamp, on inside base of small fragment
of plate with low foot-ring. Clay, hard smooth pale

reddish, with darker brownish red inside surface.

Geissner, Mainz Mas. List, 1902, Potters' stamps on

Terra Nigra and Belgic Wares assigned to Augustan
period, B.C. 30-14 A.D., nos. 31 1-2; C.I.L., XIII.

1 00 10, 1279, Weisenau, Augustan period.

11. MOSSI? central stamp, within two finely incised circles,

on inside base of partly restored plate with low foot-

ring. Clay, pale greyish white, slightly mixed with

particles of brown to black sand.

12. INNIO or OINNI central stamp, on inside base of fragment
of cup. Clay, slightly friable white, surface polished
and thinly black coated.
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13. EXINIO or EXISIO central stamp, on inside base of cup
form 53 Drag. Sec pi.

I. Will. no. 1S0. Clay, fine

hard pale grey, on inside surface reddish, with traces

outside of black coating.

14. IOHRINI or IOKRIX1 radial stamp, across a roulette-

notched wreath, on inside base of fragment ol plate

with low foot-ring. Clay, hard smooth pale grey,
surface polished and thinly coated with bitumen appear-

ing darker grey.

15. OT . . or . . LO incomplete central stamp, on inside base

of fragment of plate with low foot-ring. Clay, smooth

powdery pale cream coloured, surface coated with

hot-polished glossy black bitumen appearing grey-
black beneath base.

16. T.\()K or ROYL or ROYT central stamp, on inside base

of partly restored cup, see pi. I.XXI 1 1. no. 174. Clay,

smooth grey, coated with hot-polished glossy black

bitumen.

17. 1 10RR ? central stamp, within two lightly incised circles, on

inside base of partly restored plate, see pi. LXX1\ .

no. 186.

18. IX . . or . . XI incomplete central stamp, on inside base

of fragment of plate with low foot-ring. Clay, hard

smooth chalky white, surface polished grey, darker

beneath.

[9. IkY . . or . . VTI, incomplete central stamp, on inside

base of fragment of plate with low foot-ring. Clay,

smooth softish grey, surface smoothed darker grey.

20. XXI. central stamp, within two concentric circles, on

inside base of fragment of cup. Clay, smooth laminated

creamy, surface coated with hot-polished lustrous

black bitumen.

21. Central stamp, on inside domed base of fragment ol cup.

Clay, tine soft light bluish grey, surface thinly coated

appearing slightly darker grey.

22. Radial stamp, within a lightly grooved circle, on inside base

of fragment of plate. Clay, hard brittle coarse sandy

light grey
in fracture, mixed with tine brown to black

particles, uncoated.
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23. Radial stamp on inside base of fragment of flat dish or platter.

Clay, sandy pale grey, on upper surface reddish.

24. Central stamp, in two lines separated by a stroke, within three

lightly incised concentric circles, on inside of fragment
of slightly domed base of dish or plate. Clay, hard

laminated pale brownish, surface-coated dull black.

25. Central stamp, on inside base of fragment of large cup in

imitation of sigillata form 27 Drag. Clay, pale bluish

grey, surface-coated thinly with hot-polished bitumen

(appears grey).

26. Central stamp (incomplete), on inside base of fragment of

plate. Clay, hard brown-grey, surface coated with

black bitumen.

PLATE LXXXII.B.

Stamped ornaments resembling the Chi-Rho, on fifth century
ware.

PLATE LXXXII.c.

Two fragments on an enlarged scale, of a bowl made by the

Arretine potter Vitulus in imitation of the South Gaulish form 29.

See p. 9 and pi. II. type 5.

PLATE LXXXIII.a.

Nos. 1
—

30.

Stamps on Mortaria.

1. ALBINV on rim fragment, type 2b, with projecting flat

ended spout. Clay, hard sandy white to cream colour.

2. ALBINV on rim fragment, type 2b. Clay, hard sandy pale
buff outside, pale red at core.

Walters, liv., M. 2766-2770 and on sigillata, M. 984,

996, 1000, Rutenian fabric.

C.I.L., VII. 1334, 4, XIII. 10010, 83 (on sigillata).

3. ALLA on rim fragment, type 2b. Clay, hard sandy white.

Walters, M. 2827-8, mialla, alla
;
Guildhall M us. Cat.,

117, no. 384, VIALLA.
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4. [A]RMAOTV on rim fragment, type 2b. Clay, hard sandy
white.

5. CABSICA on rim fragment, type 2b. Clay, sandy buff

outside, blue grey at core.

6. FECIT on rim fragment, type 2b. Clay, cream coloured,

surface reddish.

7. LITVGEN1 on flat curved rim, type 2a. Clay, hard

IVC . . IVLLI sandy white. See also no. 28.

Walters, M. 2781-2; Roach Smith, Cat. of Lund.

Antiq., p. 16, no. 42 ;
and on sigillata cup 33, Litugenus,

Walters, M. 21 12.

C.I.L., VII. 1334, 2<), XIII. 10006, 44, and on sigillata,

VII. 1336, 563, XIII. 1 00 10, 1 151.

8. LVGVDV on rim fragment 2b. Clay, hard sandy cream to

light buff.

9. F . LVG .... on rim fragment, type 2b. Clay, pale

grey to white, blue-grey at core by overbaking.

Walters, liii., and M. 2819-22. f(actvs) lvgvdvm

(made at Lyons).

C.I.L., VII. 1334, 1, XIII. 10006, 1.

10. MARINV[S] on rim fragment, type 2b. Clay, hard sandy
white.

11. MARIN . . retro., on rim fragment, type 2b. Clay, hard

sandy white to pale buff.

Walters, li\ ., and M. 2783-5.

C.I.L., VII. 1334, 31-2.

12. [M]ATVGEN[VS] on rim fragment, type 2b. Clay, hard

duskv white, smoked in spots.

13. [M]ATVGEN[VS] on rim fragment, type 2b. Clay, hard

buff, charged with sand.

Walters, liv., and M . 2786 9, and on sigillata M. 39,

670 1 fabric of Montans ; Dechelette, [., 136, 286, on

bowl form 2(> ; Ritterling, Hqfheim, iwi2. p. 245,

40 69 V.D.

C.I.I.., VII. 1334, 34, and on sigillata, XIII. 10010, 1314
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14. MAX retro., on rim fragment, type 2b. Clay, hard cream
to pale reddisii.

Walters, M. 2790, Max(imus ?)

C.I.L., VII. 1334, 35, London, VII. 1336, 687-8, XIII

10010, 1319 on sigillata.

15. RVCCIVS on rim fragment, type 2b. Clay, pale drab to

nearly white, smoked in part.

C.I.L., VII. 1334, 44, London, rvccvs.

16. SATVR . . on small rim fragment. Clay, hard sandy light

buff. NVS
Walters, liv., and M. 2803, satvrninvs in two lines.

C.I.L., VII. 1334, 48, satvrninvs in two lines, XIII.

IOO06, 84, SATVRNIN.

17. SECVNDVSF on rim fragment, type 2b. Clay, hard

sandy cream coloured.

Walters, liv., and M. 2804 similar ; Ritterling, Hofheitn,

1912, p. 246, 40-69 A.D.

C.I.L., VII. 1334, 50a, XIII. 10010, 1764, on sigillata.

18. ROLLVSF on rim fragment, type 2b. Clay, hard sandy
white.

Walters, liv., and M. 2799-2802, 2805 ;
Colchester

Mus., solum.

C.I.L., VII. 1334, 46, 54, and on sigillata, VII. 1336,

1085.

19. QVALERIV . on rim fragment, type 2a, with projecting
VERANIV . flat ended spout. Clay, soft light buff to

cream colour.

20. QVALERIVS on rim fragment, type 2a. Clay, soft cream
VERANIVS coloured.

Walters, liv., and M. 2812-16; similar stamp to no. 19
on M. 2812 and 2810.

C.I.L., VII. 1334, 63, XIII. 10006, 97.

21. Illegible stamp on rim fragment, type 2b, coated with white

quartz grains on top and on inside with white and brown.

Clay, reddish to buff.

22. Broken stamp with herring-bone pattern and traces of letter-

ing, on rim fragment, type 2c. Clay, cream-white.
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23. 1 1 erring-bone pattern, on rim fragment, type 2b. Clay,

hard pale buff.

24. Herring-bone and zig-zag pattern, on rim fragment, type 2c
knobbed by folding back the edge. Clay, pale reddish-

buff, cream at core.

25. Herring-bone pattern, on rim fragment.

26. IXIIXI on rim fragment. Clay, pinkish buff, charged with

fine sand.

27. Pattern stamp on rim fragment, type 2b. Clay, cream-

coloured, sandy.

28. LITV .... on flat curved rim, type 2a. Clay, hard

IVGI .... sandy white. See also no. 7.

29. Stamp on upright rim fragment. Clay, fine hard white.

30. Large six-raved star in circle, on rim fragment, type 2a.

Claw cream-coloured to white.

PLATE LXXXIII.B.

Nos. 1—53.

Si vmps on Amphorae.

1. AG . LOC.

2. ATT ....
CYTOK . .

C.I.L., XIII. 10002, 115, atteniae/cytonidis, XV.

2719.

3. AELFO (aeliorvm fecit optatvs).

Curie, Nezvstead, p. 268, pi. 1.11. no. 14, ,\ . l . f . ;

Haverfield, Arch. AeL, 3 S., VIII. p. [95, no. o,

CorbridLie.

C././.., XI II. 10002, 84, Rouen, \11.id, XV. 2687.

4. ANTO mutilated.

C.I.I... XI 11. 10002, 102, ANTOANT, 103 ANTOM.

c. GAVE]
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6. AVNRA
C.I.L

,
XV. 2710, Rome, Monte Testaccio.

7. BELLICANA PAGI . . .

C.I.L.
,
XIII. 10002, 8, BEUCANA.PA.GAXEN

(
= Bellucana P. A. Galeni). XV. 2579, bellvcana.

8. CEFP

Jacobi, Saalburg, p. 340.

C.I.L., VII. 1331, 44, XIII. 10002, 192, XV. 2804,

Rome, Monte Testaccio.

9. COTOBISVN

10. and 11. LCM
Haverfield, Arch. AeL, 3 S., VIII. p. 196, no. 23,

Corbridge.

C.I.L., XIII. 10002, 150, XV. 2754, Rome, Monte
Testaccio.

12. DEF . . .

C.I.L., XV. 2805, Rome, Monte Testaccio.

13. [TTI EJNNIOR IVLIO

Haverfield, Arch. AeL, 3 S., VIII., p. 195, no. 2,

Corbridge.

C.I.L., XIII. 10002, 200, XV. 2816a, Rome, Monte
Testaccio.

14. M . F . TR IF

15. FANO
C.I.L., XIII. 10002, 209, XV. 283id, Rome, Monte
Testaccio, tfanv.

16. SFE.
Haverfield, Arch. AeL, 3 S., VIII., p. 197, no. 39,

Corbridge.

C.I.L., XII. 5683, 96, XIII. 10002, 218, S.F.E.

17. FGFIVSE
C.I.L., XIII. 10002, 221, Mandeure, fgfivsi . f(iglinas)

G. F.
( )

Ius. f(ecit) M
( ), XV. 2853, Rome,

Monte Testaccio fgfivsfm.
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1 8. L'lVM'M
ELISSHF

19. LMYXIVM
ELISSHF

20. LIVNIM
ELIS . .

Haverfield, Arch. .Id., 3 S., VIII., p. 195, no. 3,

Corbrkl<ji .

C.I.L., XIII. 10002, 296, LNNI-M EIISI on one side,

and FSCIT-/NIANO on the Other, X\'. 2966.

21. I.MM'
22. [>I*T

Haverfield, Arch. .Id..
;, S., V., p. 419, no. 15, and

VIII., p. [96, no. 24, Corbridge.

C.I.L., XIII. 10002, 277, XV. 21(74, Rome, Monte
Tcstaccio

23. LOFP*C
Haverfield, Arch. .Id., } S., VIII., p. [96, qo. 21,

Corbridge.

C. /./,., XIII. 10002, 142, i.iiim 1:, XV. 2746, Rome,
Monte Tcstaccio. L-CFPC

24. L*SSE'fD

C.I.L., VII. 1331, 100, L.S.SEX?, XIII. 10002,44s, LSST

25. IMIO

26. -IMIO

27. M . . CNF

28. MQFFT .

(.'././.., XIII. 10002,407, XV. 3103 MQFF, Rome-, Monte
Tcstaccio MQFFT.

29. MS . . mutilated.

C.I.I.., XX. 3155, Rome, Monte Testaccio, mspo.

30. M possibly MS . ., but almosl illegible.
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31. PNN
Colchester Mus., no. 200i(io)pn,

C.I.L., XIII. 10002, 362, PNN, XV. 3041, PNN.

32. OCICFE ?

33. LQS

34. LQS

35. L'Q'S
Curie, Newsteod, p. 268, pi. LIL, no. 7 ; Haverfield
Arch. AeL, 3 S., VIII., p. 196, no. 25, Corbridge ;

Bushe-Fox, Wroxeter I., p. 67, nos. 5, 6.

C.I.L., XIII. 10002, 414, lqsk ; lqs, etc., XV.
3109, Rome, Monte Testaccio.

36. QCCI
Haverfield, Arch. AeL, 3 S., VIII., p. 197, no. 34,
Q •

cci, Corbridge.

C.I.L., VII. 1331, 25, XIII. 10002, 137-9, XV. 2744.

37. QV . . INTANI

38. P AQ*HEF
C.I.L., XIII. 10002, 412, PQ-HE-HE), XV. 3IO6.

39. PiSaAVITI

C.I.L., XII. 5683, 251, XIII. 10002, 434, p-s-a*, on
the other handle mar, XV. 3143.

40. FASCIM
NIANO

41. F*SCIM

NIANO

42. SCIMNIANI
Haverfield, Arch. AeL, 3 S., VIII., p. 195, no. 4,

fwido scimniano, Corbridge.

C.I.L., VII. 1331, 86, XIII. 10002, 53, XV. 3169.
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43. . . LVESTRI
Bushe-Fox, Wroxeter L, p. 67, no. 8, estri.

C.I.I.., XIII. 10002, 27''. L.1SILVESTRI, XV. 2776,

CAMII.I SILVESTRI, 2044.

44 and 45. LAVAL»V
C.l.l... XIII. 10002, 522. XV. 3229, 1 ..\ \i -i--(Ri) vn <>r

VIT.

46. I CIOID almost illegible.

47. . CIOID almost illegible.

48. . . FQI mutilated.

49. . . . ODV mutilated.

C.I.L., XIII. 10002, 12, BROCODV, XV. 2736.

50. C . . M . LRIM( almost illegible.

51. I- I-OEEIC . . . partly illegible

52. . IIEN . mutilated.

53 ACI mutilated.

.... RCI

PLATES 1.XXXIV. LXXXV1.

Graffiti.

PLATE LXXXIV.

Nos. 1-20.

Graffiti on sigittata wan .

1. FIR or FVR (thief),
on lower part of outside of sigillata cup,

form ;;, Stamped on inside base with potter's name

MOSSI.

2. FLORINA on under side of eoned base of fragment ol

sigillata bowl, form 31, stamped on inside base with

potter's stamp . . . . 1 . M.
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3. INL .... on outside of fragment of sigillata cup, form 33.

4. Scratched on under side of base of Arretine sigillata cup, form

7a Loeschcke, stamped on inside with the potter's name
IVCVNDI.

5 MAVIC on upper surface of flange of fragment of sigillata

bowl 38.

6. . . ERTIN . . on outside of fragment of sigillata vase of

uncertain form.

7. MARV or MANV on outside of rim of fragment of sigillata

cup, form 33.

8. VERI .... on under base of fragment of large sigillata

bowl, form 31.

9. TACIT on inside of foot-ring of fragment of sigillata cup,
form 33, stamped on inside base with potter's name
VNICVSI (VNICVSF ?).

10. VAII on outside, above foot-ring, of sigillata cup, form 27,

stamped on inside base with potter's name caratim.

1 1 . MARTIA on inside of foot-ring of fragment of sigillata

cup, form 33, stamped on inside base with potter's
name mvxtvlim.

12. MAR ... on under side of base of fragment of sigillata

bowl, form 18, stamped with the potter's name on
inside ivlini

(
= ivliani ?).

13. PRIMANI ? on underside of base of fragment of large

sigillata bowl, form 31 or 37.

14. VIRILIS on outside of fragment of sigillata cup, form 33,

stamped on inside base with name of potter rvfvs  F.

15. . . MA . . ? on underside of coned base of fragment of

sigillata bowl, form 18/31, stamped on inside with

potter's name . . . rnm.

16. SAT ... on underside of base of fragment of sigillata

bowl, form 31.
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17. SE ... on outside of rim of fragment of sigillata bowl,
form 3 1 .

18. MIX . . . on underside of base of sigillata mortarium,
studded on inside with white quartz particles.

19. CER across the edge of the foot-ring of fragment of sigillata

cup, form 33, stamped on inside with the potter's name
VINDIM.

20. NE on underside of base of fragment of sigillata bowl, form

31, stamped on the inside with potter's name SACIRAPO.

On coarse wart .

21. POSTV.MII on shoulder of fragment of olla, coarse ware.

Clay, hard sandy grey, surface-coated with black

bitumen and decorated round the middle with a zone
of diagonal latticed lines burnished with a blunt point
and encrusted with soot.

22. ATINIONVS (not illustrated here, but see pi. EXXX.b) is

on the shoulder of a lagena of ovoid form, with conical

neck, mouth-piece and handles wanting. Dull grev
to black fumed ware with black coating.

PLATE EXXXV.

Nos. 23-28.

Graffiti on coarse zvare.

23. IIIIS (=4^ librae) on shoulder of fragment of a narrow-

necked olla, probably indicating the weight of the

vessel when empty= 4^ Roman pounds.

24. PANIA ... or PAN I \ . . on the side of fragment of

lagena. The latter portion of the lettering is mutilated

and the reading doubtful. Clay, hard led, with bull'

to drab outside surface.

25.
- - NYHRIYS ([ma]nybrivs?) on side fragment of large

store vessel.
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26. AVEN on side fragment of amphora or large store vessel.

Clay, coarse buff.

27. MINVTIONII on polished shoulder of olla, above a rough
zone of latticed lines scored with a blunt point. Clay,
hard sandy grey, surface darker, dull grey and reddish

below where it has been exposed to fire. Height 16.5 ;

diams., rim 12.7, bulge 13.4, base 6.3 cm.

28. PCTVIRMI1VNMSFEER a meaningless series of letters

(perhaps a writing exercise) scored with a point
round an olla of dark grey clay coated with black

bitumen, decorated, on a rough zone, with latticed

lines. Height 18.7 cm.
; diams., rim 12.4, bulge 13.5,

base 6.7 cm.

PLATE LXXXVI.

Nos. 1-10.

Graffiti on bricks and tiles.

1. Pertacus Perfidus/Carnpester Lucilianus/Campanus Conticuere

omnes on a piece of ordinary tile, thought to be part
of a reading or writing lesson in which the teacher

scratched five Roman names to illustrate letters and
ended with the familiar Virgilian quotation

—Con-
ticuere omnes. Illustrated in Sir E. M. Thompson's
Greek and Latin Paheography (1893), p. 211, and Prof.

Haverfield's Romanization of Roman Britain, 2nd ed.,

P- 25, fig- 5-

2. VI K OCTO MANVICO on a piece of brick about two
Roman inches thick (i|ins.). This gives a date, the

sixth day before the Calends of October.

3. ... FECIT/. . . IONVS on a piece of flanged tile about
one Roman inch thick.

4. . . VMARI on a piece of flanged roofing tile, one Roman
inch thick.

5. ... PVELLAM
(. . . girl) on a broken piece of red tile

about 3.7 cm. thick.
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6. FECIT TVBVL/CLEMENTI/NVS on a piece of thin flue

tile measuring 39.1 x 18.7 x 3.8 cm. thick. See

Archceologia, LVIII., p. 30, fig. 3.

7. . . . VDII/. . . DICA/ . . VS on a piece of floor tile.

8. SATIS (enough) written with the point of a finger in the

soft clav before baking, on a floor-tile measuring

39.9 x 28.0 x 5.1 cm. thick. Sit- Archceologia, LVI.,

p. 242.

9. SA (?) on a broken floor-tile of red clav measuring about

28.0 X 3.5 cm. thick.

10. BIRGIL/VS (L reversed, may be LL), on a flanged roofing
tile measuring 38.9 x 30.4 X 2.4 cm. thick.

PLATE LXXXVII.

A. Six small conjoined fragments of a large white clay store

vessel, on which is scored with a point a rude representation of the

familiar classical group of a fight between a pigmy and crane.

Behind the pigmy on the left is an equally rude representation oi a

tree. Illustrated in Archceologia, LXL, p. 209, fig. 5.

B. Fragment of tile on which is scored with a point a rude

representation of the fore part of an ox. See Archceologia, LIV.,

p. 238.

C. Fragment of red tile with a much worn, but easily de-

cipherable stamp n[e]r . CL . CM . AVG.GR—Nero Claudius (.'asar

Augustus Germanicus. It has been pointed out by Prof. Haver-

field (Archceologia, FIX., p. 366, where the tile is illustrated) that

cilice this was a title of the Emperor Nero between 54 and 68 KJ).,

this fragmenl was the earliest dated relic, apart from coins, which

had yet been found on the site of Calleva. A great deal of pottery
of much earlier known date has since been recorded.

PLATE LXXXVIII.

View and plan of the potters' kilns found outside the north

gate. For description see under pi. LXXIX.
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TABLES OF STANDARD PROPORTIONS, I-IX.

Early Roman pottery is characterised by neatness, regularity,
and fitness of form, The profiles of the holders of large vessels

are rounded to obtain the greatest capacity ;
the widest diameter

is at or below the middle
;

the width of base is always sufficient

to ensure stability. In these respects the later productions of the

period show a gradual falling off. Vessels which are known by
reliable evidence to belong to the end of the fourth or beginning of

the fifth century, or about the time of the Roman departure, often

appear top-heavy, clumsy, or elongated to an inordinate degree.
Their profiles have a strongly pronounced concavity above or

below, and terminate in a ridiculously small foot.

Advantage can be taken of these peculiarities to determine

approximately their relative dates. If, for example, the height,
and diameters of rim, body and base of a particular type of vessel

at different known dates are obtained, and the percentage propor-
tions of these diameters to the height (taken as 100), tabulated, the

resulting table of proportions furnishes a standard of reference for

determining approximately the date of others belonging to the

same type of vessel.

The compilation of a table of standard proportions is not

possible for every type of vessel made during the Roman period,
but only for those produced under Roman influence and composed
of separate members capable of measurement, viz., rim or mouth-

piece, neck, body or bulge, and base, and of which the diameter is

not much greater than the height, such as pitchers, flagons, bottles,

flasks, ollas or cooking pots, beakers, goblets, etc.

The graceful and fantastic fancy displayed by the Late Celtic

potters in the form and ornamentation of their wares did not

altogether die out, but, with the growth of provincial influence

and the decline of Italian supremacy, reasserted itself in the revival

of certain conventional peculiarities. The markedly concave

profile of the lower portion was a general feature of Late Celtic

pottery which created instability, and was usually re-dressed by
the addition of a pedestal or expanded foot. This useful addition

was not, however, restored upon the later revivals, which have an

inferior holding capacity and unserviceably contracted base.

In preparing the following tables of standard proportions, due

regard has been paid to the origin of the various types. It should

also be stated that the possibility of preparing them is due to the

accurate and complete delineations of the types furnished by
German archaeologists, and by recent writers in this country, who
have commenced to supply drawings of the principal types as
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well as photographs of each vessel or fragment. This applies

especially to Mr. Curie's Newstead volume.

Unnecessary trouble may be avoided in preparing and referring
to the tables, when only photographs and drawings of small size-

are available, by the employment of the metric system and taking
the measurements to the nearest millimetre, or half-millimetre, and

by calculating the proportions with a logarithmic slide-rule. A
simple method of finding the width proportions is to multiply the

height by ioo, and divide the product by the several diameters of

rim, bulge and base.

Though many of the proportions in these tables have been
obtained from small drawings and photographs on which there is

always a certain amount of fore-shortening, and may require
revision from direct measurements, this does not interfere with

the accuracy of the comparative results. On comparison of the

results for the beginning and end of the four centuries of the

Roman occupation given in the last column (proportion of the

base diameter to the height taken as ioo), the amount of the

attenuation is seen to be about half in tables I. and III. In

table II. the diameter of base has dwindled to less than one-third

of the original, or to less than one-fourth of the height of the

vessels, giving the latter a top-heavy and unstable character.

For the approximate dates of vessels belonging to the series of

grave groups in the Provincial Museum in Trier, acknowledgment
is due to Dr. E. Kriiger, director of that museum.

The standard ami marginal proportions are derived from the

following dimensions :
—

(a) the height ; diameters of (b) rim,

(c) bulge, (d) base ; vertical distance (e) of bulge from the top
and (f) from the bottom of the vessel.

Standard Proportions :
—The mode of calculation is to divide

the product of the height (a) multiplied by ioo by the diameters

(b), (c) and (d) separately. On the slide-rule these proportions
can be readily obtained by (i) setting the height (a) on the slide to

ioo on the stock and (2) finding the nearest numbers on the stock

over the diameters (b), (c) and (d) on the slide.

Marginal Proportions : These proportions indicate the com-

parative altitude and projection of the bulge of oll.e and can be

obtained from fragments which retain any of the widest part, near

the middle, and enough of the rim or base for them to stand uprighl
on a level surface. They are the result of the horizontal

distances from the rim and bast- of the verticals multiplied

by 100, divided by the verticles (e) and (f) respectively.
These

horizontal distances are equal to half the difference between
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the diameters c and b, and c and d respectively. Expressed
algebraically —the marginal proportion of the rim= (c-b) ioo, and

2 x e

the marginal proportion of the base= (c-d) 100. On the slide-rule

2 x f

set the verticals (e) and (f) on the slide to 100 on the stock, and
over the horizontals on the slide find the nearest numbers on the
stock separately. The horizontals are equal to half the difference

between the diameters of the rim and bulge and base and bulge
respectively.

In some archaeological publications of recent date dimensions
are <2;iven in inches and tenths, which saves the trouble of reducing
vulgar fractions to decimals when the slide-rule is used to calculate

width proportions, and for other comparative purposes. By the
use of the metric system the necessity of translating foreign into

English measurements and of reducing vulgar fractions to decimals
can be avoided when foreign authorities are referred to and their

dimensions employed for comparison.
On the other hand foreign readers find English vulgar fractions

very difficult and will seldom take the trouble to use them for any
purpose.

To facilitate the conversion of centimetres and millemetres to

inches and sixteenths full sized scales of both are given side by
side on p. 304.

The following tables were first published in the Journal
of the Yorkshire Philosophical Society, and they also appear in

May's York Pottery in a collected form. Detailed descriptions
and more or less definite evidence of date from various sources,

foreign and British, regarding every type of Roman pottery in the
Silchester collection are furnished, not on account of the

peculiar beauty or variety of the specimens, but simply to render
the collection a more useful instrument of research.
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TABLE I.

Beakers decorated en barbottne, including

Castor Ware. Forms 52 and 55.

Date.

I. Cent.

Provenance.

Trier Pro\ . Mus.

Ni
ft

1 \ption.

40 83

II. Cent.

140 [81

3

U

II. III.

Cent(?)

Coins from

Severus to

( iratian

about

A.I). 383

I [ofheim

Kees, in 1

. h

Nymwegen

Newstead

Colchester Mus.

York Mus.

York Mus.

York Mus.

Corbridge

Colchester

ridge

Combe Down,
near Hath

Curie, Newstead

p. 255, fig. 30, no. 1

., no. 2

Nassau. Annal.,

XXXIV., pi. VI.

no. 15

Bonn, fahrb., 1 16,

p, .14. fig.
'

Curie, p. 2^4, pi.

Xl.\ [II., no. 45.
and pi. L.A, no. 7

and B, no. 4

Taylor Coll.

May, Pottery, p. 38,

stalks

Leaves on

stall

animals

Seales

liators ;

n-glazed)

\iiiinals

( Gladiators

in 1 1 . 1 r r ioo.

Rim. /?///;•< . litis»

120

Si 10S

pi. X, no. 5

no. <>

Animals

Full-sized drawing

Walters, pi. XVI. no. 1 Chariot race

NJ
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TABLE II.

Folded Beakers, including New Forest Ware.
Form 55. Koenen, pi. XII. no. 26.

Date.

B.C. A.D.

11—9

A.D.

69
—

96

Provenance .

Coin of

Vespasian

69-79 A -D -

100—150

140
—200

133
—200

Late

Empire

Halte

Andernach

(graves)

Newstead

Wilderspool

Praunheim

(graves)

Refert nt 1 Description.

height 100.

Ran. Bulge Base.

Arnsburg

Stockstadt

Heddernheim

(kilns)

Castor,

Normangate

Westfalen. Mitteil. V., Glazed and

pi. XI., type 44 indented

Koenen, pi. XII. no. 26 Folded and

rough cast

Curie, p. 248, pi.

XLIX.b, no. 6 Folded and

also pi. XLVI. rough cast

.10.31

Warrington Lit. &
Phil, Soc, 1894-5,

p. 28

Hedd. Mitteil. IV.,

pi. XII. no. 39

O.R.L..XVII.

pi. VII. no. 26

„ no. 3]

O.R.L., XXXIII.

pi. X.B, no. 15

Hedd. Mitteil IV.

pi. XXI. no 21

,, p. 126, fig. 12

V.C.H., Northants I.,

p. 212, fig. 33, no. 2

Mica-dustec

Folded

Varnished

Varnished

Indented and
scales

Colchester Mus. Joslin Coll., grave New Forest

group 46, no. 267
Andernach

(graves)

Rotherley

(Excav. Cran-
borne Chase)
Theale

Colchester Mus.

Koenen, pi. XVI. no. 9 Folded

Pitt-Rivers, II., p. 142

pi. CVIII. no. 1 New Forest

Reading Mus. New Forest

100 126

''4

7'' 87

73

59

67

89

74

89

64



2Q2 TABLE III.

Bulbous Beakers, including Rhenish Ware.

Form, Koenen, pi. XVI. nos. 10— 13.

Date.



TABLE IV.

Fumed Ollae, with Late Celtic concave profile, ribbed

and ridged en barbotine.

293

Date.



294

TABLE V.

Glazed, Colour-coated \\i> Fumed Beakers and Ollae, with

Roman convex profile, studded and imbricated en barbotini.

Date. . ntnu i .

B.C. A.I'.

ii 9

A. 11.

Early

Empire

Haltern

40 '10 Hofheim

80— 117 Corbridge

Mus.

I\l t'l
It >l<( .



295

TABLE VI.

White Flagons, normal size and tall.

Date .



2g6

TABLE VI. continued.

Win 1 1 I'i vgons, normal size.

Dull .



297

TABLE VI. (continued).

White Flagons, normal size.

Date.



298 TABLE VII.

Win n l-'i \gons, small size (under 6 inches high).

Date.



TABLE VII. (continued).

White Flagons, small size (under 6 inches high).

299

Date.



3oo TABLE VIII.

Honey Pots.

Date.



TABLE IX.

Ollae (recurved rims).

301

Date.



302 TABLE IX. {continued).

Ollae (urns, cooking pots, etc.).

Date.



TABLE IX. {continued).

Ollae (urns, cooking pots, etc.).

303
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INDEX.

Abbo, 199
Abundantia, 44, 66

Ac, in wreath, 12, 195
Acanthus leaves, 61, 63, 66, 75

Acaper, 199
Acorns, 21, 31

Acurio, 199
Acutus, 199, 200

Adjectius, 200

Advocisus, 68, 89, 200

Aelfo, on amphorae, 278
Aestivus, 200, 201

Aeternus, 201

Agloc, on amphorae, 278
Aimeus 270
Aix-en-Othe, 222

Alaucus, 201

Albimis, 45, 201, on mortaria, 275
Albucianus, 202

Albucius, 42, 44, 45, 50, 71, 92, 94,

201, 202

Albury (Surrey), 130
Albus, 202

Alcinus, 202

Aldborough (Yorks.), 208, 213
Alfius, 102

Aliso, 272
Alia, on mortaria, 275
Allier District, 45, 201 208-210 214,

216-219, 225, 234, 235, 237, 238,

241, 243, 244, 251, 261, 264, 265
Allington (Kent), 123, 292
Altenstadt-Concordia, 15
Amberwood (Hants.), 133

Ambito, 202

Amiens, 201, 248
Amito or Amitio, 272
Amphorae, 161, stamps on, 278
Andernach, 7, 138, 203, 206, 216, 231,

254, 291-295
Animals, nondescript, 67, 73, 77, 97,

uncertain, 23, 59, See also Bear,

Boar, Deer, Dog, Goat, Griffin,

Hare, Horse, Lion, Panther,
Rabbit

Annexia, 202

Annius, 202, Caius, 196, L., i96,Sextus,

7, n, 196

Anthee, 257

Anto, 163, 278
Apollo, 68

Apronius, 12, 196

Aquitanus, 102, 203

Arcading, 8, 16, 31, 38, 44, 52, 74, 81,
102

Arcanus, 203
Archer, 24, 58
Arches, sec Arcading
Ardacus, 100, 203
Ardoch (Scotland), 205

Arentsberg, 209, 212, 246, 250, 253,

267, 291, 296, 302
Arezzo, 6, 7, 8, 196, 197, 269
Aricius, 203
Armaotus, on mortaria, 276
Arrow-heads, 52
Arverni, 206

Asiaticus, 203
Assche, 202

Ateius, 7, 11, 12, 13, 196, 197

Atepomarus, 203
Athlete, 49, 73,77
Atilianus, 204
Atinionus, 195, 284
Atiso, 272
Atrucia, 91, 204
Att, 73, 76, 204

Atta, 204
Atteniae Cytonidis, on amphorae, 278
Atticus, 204
Attillus, 76, 205
Attonius, B. F., 67, 81

Augst, 211, 214, 242
Aunra on amphorae 279
Autun, 195, 197, 212, 243, 255
Auxon, 242
Avenches, 201

Avillus, 8, 197
Avitus, 79, 80, 205, on amphorae, 281

Axe-shaped ornament, 57

Aylesford (Kent), 168, 186, 188

B.

Baden (Switzerland), 252
Baden-Baden, 238
Banassac, 14, 71, 214, 217, 220, 226,

227, 235, 242
Banoluccus, 205
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Banuus, 71

Barbotined ware. New Forest, 135,

slip-coated or Castor, 107-110,

slip-glazed, 103, terra sigillata, c,2,

93, 96, various, 1 1 2. 1 22, [95
1 ill 1 Scotland), 205, 206, 213, 219,

-17
Barn 182

Bartlow Hills, 248
Basins, enamel or lead glazed, ioi,

painted, 124, 126-128, 150, 154

Bassenus, 205

Bassus, 20, 200

Bath (Somerset), 247

Bavai, 247
Beachamwell (Norf.), 262

Ilea. Is, 25, 26, 30, 31, 35, 51, 55, 65, 72,

75. 8°. 87
Beakers, colour-coated, 120, 122, 123 ;

early, 185, 187 ;
fluted or indented,

100; graphite-coated, 117;

gritted, 187 ;
from kiln, 193 ;

micaceous, 115 ; motto, 105 ;
New

test, 134 136 ; painted, 106,

124-126; ribbed, 122; rough-
cast, in, 112; roulette-notched,

122, 123; slip-coated and barbo-

tined Castor ware, 107 111
; slip-

ped, folded, fluted or indented,

106, 107 ; slip-glazed, barbotined,

103, 104, 195 ; slip-glazed, painted

105, 106; stamped, 122, 123;
terra nigra, 1(14, 172-176, butt-

shaped, [67, [68 ; terra sigillata,

86, 87, with applied reliefs, 96,

barbotined, 07, incised, 98 ;
var-

nished, 102
;

tables of standard

proportions of, 291, 292, 2^4

Bear, 55, 62, 72

Beaufort-en-Vallee, 256
lie. nine, 245

Belgic terra nigra, 5, 1(12, 189, loo, [91,
terra rubra, 5, 1(12, 233 ; potters'

stamps on, 272

lielinicus, 206

Bellicanapagi, on amphorae. 279
Belsa, 2o(>

Belsus, 81, 200, 268

Bertrich, 102

irius, 56, 73, 76

Beuvray, Mont, 7, 114, 11S, [68, 177,

207

Bilicatus, 34

Bilicedo, 207

Billets, 10, 20, 22, 31, 55, 72, 73, 80
Birds, on terra

sigillata, 10, 22 23, 25,

;.'.
:

1, 40, 45, 50, 53, 56,

68, 70, 71,
-

2, 83, on
other ware, 104. See also Cock,

Crane, Eagle, Goose, Heron, Owl,
Stork, Swan.

Birgilus, 286

Birrantus, 207
Birrens (Scotland), 202, 208, 220, 252
Bitius, 207
Bitvolus, 207
Bitvovo, 27;

Biturix, 207
Blossoms or buds, on terra sigillata,

26, 31, cabled. 22. 28, 32. 33, 35,

37, 41, 4'), 48, 49, 57. 04.

deltoid, 21. 27, 32, 37, 40, 52, 53,

62, 63, dicentra or diclytra, 29, 40,

heart-shaped, 40, large, 37, 42,

long stalked, 9, 23, 24, 29, 38, 40,

pairs of, 57, six-leaved, 2X, small,

28-30, 32, 36, 38, 43, 47, 48, 53,

57. 59. "°- 64. sword-lily, 37,

three-leaved, 22, 24, z* 4'.

53, 60
; on other ware, 104

Boar, wild, 54, 56, 59, 66, 73, 71), 80

liokerly Dyke, 130
Bollus, 100

Bonn, 202, 229, 253. 267

Bordeaux, 251 . 253
Borillus, 207, 208, 270
Bottles, New 1'orest ware, 135, terra

nigra, [65

Boulogne, 12S, 138, 145. 25.1

Bourbon-Lancy, 235

Boutus, 273
Bowls, early, 1S7 ; gritted, 183 ; from

kiln, [92-194; micaceous, 113,

11(1; New forest, 134; painted,
!2f>, 127; red-coated, 12S; terra

nigra, 170, 171. 173 ; terra

sigillata, Arretine and imitations,

8-IO, provincial, form 2cj. 13 41,
form 30, 42 51, form 37, 31 84,

marbled, 100, Manic ware, 99,
roulette-notched. 85, 86, smooth,

88, 90 95 ; three-legged, 1

white clay ,111, flanged, 1 14.

Braintree (Essex), [83, i
s_

Bi 1 .en/. 24(1

Bretzenheim, 123

Briccus, 208

Brighton (Sussex), 217, 233
Broadstairs \ Kenl >. 213
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Brocodu, on amphorae, 282
Bronze-flaked ware, 114
Brou, 248
Brussels, 257
Buccius, 208
Buck see Deer
Bud see Blossom

Burdo, 208
Bush or shrub, fan-shaped, 53
Butrio, 51, 60, 65, 87, 208, 229, 250

Cable-twisted ornament, 69
Cabsica, on mortaria, 276

Cadgatus 209
Caduceus 68

Caerleon (Mon.), 23S, 247
Caersws (Wales), [56
Caerwent (Mon.), 264
Caistor (Norf.), 229
Caius, 209
Calava, 209
Calcite, 178
Caletinus, 209
Caletius, 64, 72, 209
Calus, 210

Calvinus, 270
Calvus, 209
Cambo, 79

Cambridge, 220

Cambus, 210
Camelon (Scotland), 208, 213, 215, 216,

217, 220, 222, 223, 224, 241, 247,
249> 25 1

- 253- 262, 263
Camius, 210

Campanus, 210

Camulatus, 267
Candelabra, 57, 66, 79, 81, 83
Candlesticks, 1 1 1

Canic, 273
Cannstatt, 253, 254
Canterbury, 201, 202, 203, 206, 207,

212, 213, 215, 217, 230, 232, 235,

236, 238, 241, 244
Cantharus, 57, 81

Carantinus, 69
Caratilus, 210

Caratus, 210

Carbo, 210

Carinus, 210
Carlisle (Cumb.), 90, 200-202, 205,

207-210, 214-217, 220, 224, 225,

227, 229, 230, 232-234, 240-242,

245-247, 249, 250, 252,-254, 257,

260, 262, 264, 266, 268, 269, 293,

298, 303
Carpus, 211

Carussa, 21 1

Caryatid, 66, 68

Cassia, 21 1

Cassimus, 74
Castell Collen (Wales), 126

Casterley (Wilts), 156, 183, 191

Castlecary (Scotland), 201, 214, 216,

244, 250
Castor (Xorthants), 107, 10S. 150, 291
Castor ware, 107

Castus, 100, 21 1

Catasextus, 21 1

(- !atianus, 89
Caudebec-les-Elbeuf, 238, 250

Caupirius, 21 1

Caupius, 212

Cefp, on amphorae, 279
Celeros, 100

Celsianus, 212

Celus, 212

Cen, 212

Centaur, 8

Ceres, 1 10

Cerialis, 69, 212, 213
Cetus, 213
Chalices, Arretine, 8-1 1

Charioteer, 8

Chelmsford (Essex), 200

Cherismus, 213

Chequer decoration, 99
Chester, 201, 203, 205-208, 213-216,

218-220, 222, 224, 22.^, 230-233
235. 236, 240, 241, 243, 245-247,

250-256, 260, 262-264, 268, 269
Chesterford (Essex), 219
Chesters (Northumb), 264
Chevrons, wreath of, 63

Chi-Rho, ornament resembling, 275
Cibisus, 69
Cinnamus, 49, 50, 51, 55, 56, 59. 61,

62, 68, 71, 212, 213, 238, 245
Cintusmus, 70, 73, 213, 214
Cippus, 62, 63, 70
Circles and semi-circles, 17, 19, 20,

22-24, 26, 29, 30-32, 35, 39, 41,

42, 44, 45, 60, 63, 66-68, 72, 75,

76, 78, 79, 82, 86

Cirencester (Glouc), 200-205, 207-218,

220-225, 227-232, 234, 235, 237,

238, 240-250, 252, 254, 255, 257,

259-270
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Ciriuna, 69
CI or ( '. -1

. 270
Clementinus, 286

Clermont, 211, 222, 247, 257

Clivus, 214

ings, bitumen or Belgic black, 5 ;

Belgic red, 5 ; slip, 6
;

varnish, 6

Cobham 1

1 66, [98, 191

Cobnertus, 65, 77, 214

Cocillus, 214
Cocio, 214

S, fighting, 69 ; in white clay, 103
iro, 214

Colchester (Essex), 71, go, 103, 10S,

nij, 130, 138, i4<j, [50, 158, 1 <<2,

[63, 165, 170, 173, 186, [87, i^o,

195, 202, 203, 205, 210. 214 2t'>,

215, 2I9, 221, 223, 224, 22S. 23O,

233, 235 237, 24O, 241, 243-249,

252-257, 260-264, 267-270, 277,

29O-296, 298, 3OO

Cologne, to2, 105, 10S, 121, i2<j, 138,

[39, 233, 253, 292, 294 299, 301,

302
Colour-coated jugs, mugs and beakers,

120

Combe Down, near Hath, 290
Comitialis, 79, 258
Comus, 273
Condius <>r Congius, 215
Constas, S4

Cooking-pots see Ollae

iridge. 1 Northumb.), 73, «>o, (>;,, 1^4,

108, 115, 140, 151, 132, [53, 158,

160, 161, 171). -04, 20S, 213, 214,

216, 219, 220, 221, 241, 245, 248,
2f)4 , 27., 2Sl, 2U0, 2(;2, 294, 296,

3°3
loned vessels, 164, [65, [68, 170 174,

1S4 [88, 1,, 1

C'nrius, 2 1 3

nucopiae, 63
Cosius, I.., 20, 32, 47, 34

tutus, 2 1 3

Cotobisun, on amphorae, 270
( lotous, 231;, 240
Cotto, 21(1

CotuluS, 88, 210

Cover see I. id

1 CI, 71, 270
Cracissa, 2 1 '>

ma, 2 i'i

t 'ranborne Chase, 303

Crane, 69, 286

'Us, 1,,, 2l6

Criciro, 71, 74. 217

Cristinus, 271
Crock-hill 132, 133

Croesus, 217, Namilius, 241

-. plain, 83, St. Andrew's, <,*

Cruciform pattern, 411

CU, 2'i')

Cucalus, 217

Cuccillus, 217

Cupids, 9, 21, 24. 37, '17, tiS, 69, 76,86,

87-

Cups, colour-coated, 121 ; enamel or

lead-glazed, 101 ; graphite-
COated 117; gritted. 1 S3 ; New

Forest, 134 ; painted, 127 ; rough-

cast, 113; rustic work, 113;
terra nigra, 174, 173 ; terra sigillata,

Arretinc, S, 10-13, provincial,
with applied ornament, 112,

marbled, too, smooth. 88-90 ;

with stumpy toot, 1 13, varnished,

102

Cyclamen, 41

D.

idubnus, 217
I )agomarus, 2 1 8

Dalheim, 233

Damonus, 2 1 8

Dancer. 74, 75

Darra, 21N

I >assenus, 218

Datus, 219
1 )axius, 270
Decminus or Decuminus, 219
Deer, on terra sigillata, 23, 30, ;,S. 43,

47. 51. 55. 56, 58, 'a. 67, 72.

7,, ; couchant, 43, 33, 67, diminu-

tive, 73 ;
on Castor ware. 10S,

109. Sec also Hind, Roebuck,

1 >ef, on amphorae,
Demi-medallions set Medallion

1 (ester, 2K)
Devizes (Wilts), 123

Dexter. 2 [9

Diana, 43, 70, with fawn, 48, 53
I ticentra or I >iclytra bli ,, 40
I )iscobolus, 50

, Plates

I )i\ icatus, 2 [9

I >ivix, 66, 2ni

Divixtus, 2H), 220

I >occalus, 220
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Doeccus, 42, 49, 50, 51, 55, 66, 67, 71,

73, 220

Dogs, on terra sigillata, 22, 23, 24, 31,

33- 37- 43. 47- 53. 54- 56, 60, 61,

63, 66, 69, 76, 77, 79, 82, 83 ;
on

Castor ware, 1 08-1 10

Dolium see Store vessel

Dolphins, 50, 55, 69, 71, 74, 75, X 7 , 97,

132
1 )omitianus, 267
I )omitus, 220
I )onatus, 92
Donnaucus, 221

Dontio or Dontius, 221

Douai, 206
I )oveccus, 221

Drinking cups see Beakers

Duppius, 221

E.

Eagle, 24, 34, 102

Eatington Park, 257

Elouges, 242
Elsace, 15, 248
Elslack (Yorks.), 179

Eltanus, 221

Elvillus, 221

Enamel ware, 100

Engers, 300
Ennior Julio, on amphorae, 279
Erman, 221

Eschweilerhof, 15, 79, 80

Escusius, 222

Etaples, 221, 244, 247

Euryalus, 197

Eustadius, 222

Evennus, 27 5

Evodus, 197
Exeter (Devon), 220, 259
Exisio or Exinio, 175, 274
Extus, 222

Faimingen, 151, 153, 155
Fano, on amphorae, 279
Farmanus, 223

Faye-1'Abesse, 256
Fecamp, 242

Feeding bottle see Tettine

Feldberg, 246
Felicente, 100

Felix, 34, 41, 91, 222, 270, 272
Fern leaves, 35, 45

Festoon and tassels, [6, 25, 31, 33, 53
Festoon see Medallion

Fgfiusf, on amphorae, 279
Fidelis, 102

Figurines, white, 102

Fiji, 180

Fillets, 35.4I-55
Firmanus, 271
Firmo, 222

Firmus, 223, 248
Fish-bladder ornament, 17. 35

Flagons and flasks, one-handled, colour-

coated, 120, 121, terra nigra, i(>(>,

white clay, 129, 144-150, 193, with

pinched-in spout, 143, varnished,

102
;

two-handled (lagenae),

white-clay, 141-144, 192 ;
without

handles, graphite-coated, 11N;
New Forest, 135, terra nigra, 165,
used as monev pot, 118

;
tables oi

standard proportions of, 295-299
Flavion, 183, 191, 214, 2(17

Fleur-de-lys, 60

Florentinus, 81, 223
Floral ornaments, 9, 41, 46, 49, 50, 56,

64, 66, 70, 71, 77, 86

Flowers and flowerets, fan-shaped, 43 ;

five-leaved, 40, 64; four-leaved

47, 48, 84 ; iris-shaped, 9 ; long-

stalked, 21, 33, 39 ; seven-leaved,

38 ; six-leaved, 19, 20, 40 ;
three-

leaved, 21, 35-37, 39, 50, 81 ;

two-leaved, 47 ;
used as tassels,

20

Foliage, reedy, 50

Fordingbridge (Hants.), 132

Foret-de-Compiegne, 255, 257, 259
Fortuna, 44, 66, no
Fortunatus, 81

Friedberg, 102, 119, 218, 252, 263, 268

Frontinus, 40, 48
Fumed grey to black ware, 1 54
Furfooz, Belgium, 178

G.

Gadroons, 17, 19, 21, 25, 33, 35, 40

52, 62, 102

Gannat, 14, 100

Garland see Wreath

Gavel, on amphorae, 278

Gellygaer (Wales), 93, 115

Gemelinus, 223
Geminus, 94, 223
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Genialis, (>o, 91, 22;, 224
( renitor, 224
( renitus, 224
Germanus, 20, 22, 28, 29, 33, 34, 4.1,

43- 45. 4''. 4 s . 53. 57. :• 78.
s '''

87, 221, 224
( rie\ res, 25 j

Giubiast <>, 1 88

Gladiators, 44, 46, 51, 54. 60, 61, 65,

1,7, 7 ;.
y iso Retiarius,

Thrax, Samnite, Set ui

Glastonbury, 179

Glaze, definition of, 2, shades <>f, 2.

auto, 3, black or Greek, 3, enai

2, haematite, 3, magnetite, 3,
red

illata, 2

e, 54

Gluppius, 224
Gnaius or Gnatius, 224

-
j

e, Nile, 20, 36, 41, 46, 47, 54, 63,

86.

Graffiti, on coarse ware, [85, 195, 284,

on honey pots, 148, on terra sigillata

282, on tiles, 285
( rranius, 75
( Graphite-coated ware, 1 16

i,
mils of, 56, 58, 59, 70, 72, 73

Ciritrin, 34, 80

Gritted ware, British, 177, 185 189, 191

II.

Habilis, 224, 225

Hallingbury, Littli 1

;, 185
Hallstatt types, 116, [64

Haltern, 7, 112. [38, 149, 150, 155, 157.

[58, [67, 1-2, I9I, [94 '•,!.

2<>5, 298, 301
I [altwhistle-burn, 153
I [ambleden i Bu< ks |, 1

1 lampshire, North, 22c)

Hare or rabbit, 24, 25, ;, 54,

55, 59, 6 109
I [aslemere (Surrey ), 171, i'

ernheim, 63, S4, 100, 106, 139,

I4O, 141), l66, 2IO, 2l8, -'!.,, 221 .

2;,',, 2|2, 255. 251

291
I [eidesheim, 1 [9

Heiligi .5. 35, 52, 5(1. 5.,,
1.

:i2, 225. 2

-.;

2^2, 2^, 2^<, 258, 265, 2'>7

Hengistbury (Hants.), 117. 125. 132.

181 , 185, n^4
Hercules, sla\ iiiL' dl

I lermes s< 1 Mercury
1. 79, 88

Herring-bone pattern. 135
I ligh I louse Milecastle, 1 [9
Hilarus or Hilarius, 8; Numeriua

Naevius, 198

Hind, 72

Hippocampus .w< Sea-horse

Hofheim, 19-22. ;;. ;-. J9, 42, 52,87,
88, 89, 91, 93, ((4. "3. 115. 118.

145, 146, [67, 169, 1-;. 1--. 2:'..

290, 293 2115, 301

Holt, near Chester, 113, 120, 221. 2(;.

24*1. 302, 303
I Iouthem-St.-( rarlech, 21 1

Honey-pots, 147, table of standard

proportions of, 300
1 lonoratus, 225

• -74
I [orseman, 55, 72. 97
Horses, 75, 1 10

I lound r<

Human figures, 10, 17, 23, 37. 42, 45,

51, 54, '11 , <>2, 72. 76, 7-. 78, holding

scroll, 59, seated, 43 ; female, 77,

attached to stake, (n). with basket

of fruit, 24, bust, 96, draped. 67,

76, seated, 8

Huntcliff (Yorks.), 125, 120

1 [unt cups, 107-1 10

1 [unter, 56, 79

I.

Ibertus, 225
Icioid, on amplior.n

[Uianus, 22;

[Uiomarus, 225, 22<<

Incense bowls, 119, 171

Inchtutil (Scotland

Incised decoration,

[ndercillus, 2z>>

Indutio, 2-
j

mis, 22(1

Ink-pot, terra sigillata, 90
lnnio, 273
Iris flow(

[ttenweiler, 15, 73, 205, 21 .

-7-

J.

Januarius, 225

Janus, 69, 74. 82, 255
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Jar, white clay, 149

Jebsheim, 15

Jorrinus, 274

Jucundus, [3, 36, 39, 54, 198, 226

Jug see Flagon

Jugglers, 45

Julianas, 84, 226

Julius, 227

Jullinus, 227

Junius, 227

Juno Lucina, 103

Jupiter, 54, seated, 64

Justus, 34, 227, 228

Juvenis, 83

Kalendius, 228

Kastel, 242
Kees, near Nymwegen, 290
Kilns, potters', 192, 195, 286

Kirn, 7

Kongen, 207
Kriiherwald, 243, 252, 267

Labeo, 228

Lagenae, 136, 137, 141-144, 192, 195

La Graufesenque, 14, 37, 39, 40-43,

45-48, 51, 52, 54, 57-59, 64, 78,

100, 201-207, 209, 211, 212, 214,

215, 216, 218, 222, 224-231, 234,
235. 237-24 . 242, 243, 246, 247,

249-251, 253, 254, 256, 257-264,

266-269
La Madeleine, 15

Lamps and holders, no
Lancaster, 201, 204, 208, 209, 213, 218,

219, 220, 222, 223, 227, 228, 229,

23 1
. 233, 234, 241, 243, 245, 252,

253, 25S, 260, 261, 264

Langenhoe, (Essex), 179

Langres, 255
Late-Celtic types, 165, 166, 168, 170,

IIZ^IS, 182-188, 191
La Time types, 116, 164-166, 168, 173,

175, 181, 184, 187-191
Latinus, 228

Lavoye, 15, 57, 73, 233, 267
Laxtucissa, 69, 228, 229

Lcfpc, on amphorae, 280

Lcm, on amphorae, 279

Lead-glazed ware, 100

Leaves and leaflets, on terra sigillata,

9. 25. 27, 29, 31, 32, 37, 40, 42, 45,

47. 49. 5°. 55. 5 6 , 59. 6 2, 66, 67,

70, 72, 77, 78-80, 82-84, 86, 98,

acanthus, 61, 63, 66, 75, arch of,

48, hands of, vertical, 24, 43, 46,

barbotined, 92, 93, 1)7, broad, with

circular centre, 41, clusters of, 19,

20, 22, 25, 29, 37, 41, 42, 46, 87
on cords, 59, cyclamen, 41, double,

25, 48-50, 58, 61, 67, 74, 81, 82,

feathered, 70, fleur-de-lys, 60,

four-leaved, 47, heart-shaped, 23,

26, 27, 32, 34, 36, 45, 46, 4 ,S, 51,

54, 57, 97, lancet-shaped, 17, 32,

33. 35. 39- 4L 52, 63, large, 42, 66,

long-stalked, 21, 22, 24, 28, 36, 37,

39. 45, 47, 52, 58, 63, 64, looped, (,

26, 32, 48, 82, narrow, 42, nine-

lobed, 28, 35, 46, pairs of, 10, 22,

26, 28, 30, 41, 44, 57, palmate, 28,

30, 31, 86, polygonal, 38, 41, 49,
rows of, 33, 37, 59, 60, 61, scaled,

10, 17, 18, 24, 31, 33-36, 39, 40,

41, 43, 48, 52, 54, 56, 58, 59, 62,

71, 86, serrated, 39, seven-lobed,

! 9. 29. 32, 37- 39.4 1
. 7 1

- sycamore,

83, triangular, 30, 40, 56, 57, 62, 64,

tufts of, 41, vine, 65, 71, 72, 77, 81 ,

97, V-shaped, 60
;
on other ware,

103-105, 107-109, 126

Le Chatelet, 256
Leicester, 201, 202, 204, 205, 210, 235,

240, 241, 244, 247, 254, 260

Le Landin, 259
Lentu, 229

Lepidus, 229
Le Treport, 238
Lexden, near Colchester, 175, 186

Lezoux, 14, 42, 45, 48, 49, 51, 52, 55,

56, 58, 59, 64-66, 68, 70-76, 79,

82, 87, 92-98, 102, 103, 200-204,

206-210, 212-215, 217-221, 223,

225-232, 234, 236-238, 240, 241,

243-245. 247. 250, 251, 254, 255,

257, 258, 264, 265, 2(i()

Libertus, 51, 60, 69, 87, 225, 229, 252
Licinus, 24, 36, 92, 229
Lids or covers, 183, 192, 193

Lignus, 229
Limoges, 210

Lincoln, 200, 209, 213, 234, 241, 242,

248, 253, 259
Lion, 23, 30, 38, 51, 54, 56, 58, ('5, 66,

72,73.74.77.79. 8 3
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Lioness, 72, 73

Lit, on amphorae, 280

Littera, 22^

Litugenus, on mortaria, 152, 276, 27N
Lituus ornaments, 75
'

I groups, [84
1 nus, 230

London, 99, 130, 201, 207, 210, 211,

214, 24X, 260, 262,

Lozenges, 9, 10, 61, 66, 98

Lqs, (iii amphorae, 28 1

Lssetd, mi amphorae, 280

Lucanus, 230

Lugudunum, mi mortaria, 276
I ,u lettes, 76
Lunnern, 250
I ,uppa, 230
I ,upus, 230
Luxeuil, 1 >

Lympne ( Kent), 99, 130

Lyons, 212, 276

M.

Maccalus, 230
Maccarus, 231

Maccius, 23 1

Macer, 23 1

Macrianus, 23 1

Macrinus, 23 1

M;un>, 232
Vlahes, [96, [97
Maidstone ( Kent |,

1 58, 170

Maincnus,
Mainz, 91, ti6, [48, [49, 196, 11)7, 222,

242, 300
Maio, 88,232

Major, 232
Maldon (Essex), 71, 270

Malledo, 232
Malliacus, 232

Malluro, 232

Mammilius, 50
Manchester, 200, 213, 227, 238, 251,

253, 254
Mandeure, 233, 232

Mansuetus, 2

Maposus, 233
Marbled ware, too

Marcellinus, 233
M in ellns, 233

ns, 233, 23 \

Marine stag, 50

Marinus, 2117, 270, en mortaria, 27'>

Maritus, 2^4
Marne ware. i|ij

Marosus, 273

Marsus, 234
Martialis, 234
Martinus, 235
Martin, 233
Martins, 2 ; ;

Martres-de-Veyre, 233, 256
Masclus, 24, 31 , 2^<

tilus, 2;^

Masks, '»o, 73, Si, bearded, 82, female,

-7. of Pan, 50, 70, 86, 96
Materninus, 236
Maternus, 236, 252

Matugenus, 27*1

Maturus, 236
Max, on mortaria, 277

Maximinus, 236, 237
Maximus, 2 ^7

Meare ( Somerset), 1 71/

Medallions and demi-medallions, 16,

17, 21, 24, 36, 37, 41, 42, 41), 50,

52, 55, 57 no, 62, "4-70, 75, 76,
;, 86, no

Meddillus, 20, 40
Medi, [63
Medusa, '',. <>X, 102

Melissus, I,. Junius, on amphorat
Mem, 237

Memor, 237
Mereato, 237. 23N

Mercator, 48, 411. 58, 311, 60, 237

Mercury, 43, 70, 72, » >f
>

Mercussa, 238
Meththicus, 237

Metopes, [6, 2(, 33, 34, 36, 37, 52, 58,

59,6l
Mettius, 238
Metz, 102

Meuilley, 222

Mftrif, on amphorae, 271)

Micaceous ware, 1 14

Miccio, 2311

Minerva, 44, 4*1. 54

Mio, on amphorae,
VIodestus, 21, 22, 2\>)

Moninio, 23(1, 24(1

Money pots, 1 iS, 124, 121)

Mongontiacum, 239
Mont.ins, 14, (12. (p. 200, 204, 203, 213,

218, 22 ;o, 241, 231. 233.

Montanus, 239
Monto, 240
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Mortaria, gritted ware, 179 ; painted
126

; red-coated, 129 ;
terra-

sigillata, 94, 96, 99 ; white-clay,
: 37> ^o-^S '- stamps on, 275

Mossius, 240, 273
Mottoes on beakers, 105
Moulins, 102

Moxsius, 240
Mqfft, on amphorae, 280

Ms, on amphorae, 280

Mugs, colour-coated, 121, 129 ; fumed,
160

; used as money-pots, 129

Muxtullus, 68, 240, 241

N.

Nagpori (Bengal), 180

Namilianus, 241
Namilius Croesus, 241
Nantes, 90, 242
Nativus, 270
Nemor, 88

Neris, 202

Nero, Emperor, tile with titles of, 286

Nerrusus, 241
Neuss, 7, 93, 140, 196, 201, 203, 206,

208, 209, 211, 212, 215, 218, 221,

222, 224-231, 233-237, 239, 240-
243- 249> 254, 255. 257-264, 267,

269, 297
Neuwied, 267
New Forest ware, 107, 132, 134
Newstead (Scotland), 49, 52, 71, 89,

91-94, 108, 115,138,139,140,148,
155, 224, 290, 291, 293, 295, 302,

3°3

Nicephor, 241
Niches, 31, 61, 70, 74
Nicio, 242

Niederberg, 293
Niederbieber, 42, 90, 92, 93, 94, 95, 98,

108

Niger, 242
Nobilianus, 242
November, 242
Nymwegen, 167, 207, 232, 290

O.

Oare (Kent), 183
Ocicfe, on amphorae, 281

Ollae, 155; barbotined, 112; early,

184-188 ; fumed, 155-160 ;

gritted, 182, 183, 188 ; terra nigra,

165, 167, 169, 170, 173, 189-191 ;

from kilns, 192-194 ;
tables of

standard proportions of, 29-?, 294,

301-303.
Omphalos vessels, iS^

Orleans, 241
Osbimanus, 242
Osburg, 188

Osterburken, 153, 297
Otterham Creek, 1 f>

;

Owl, 49
Ox, scratched on tile, 286

Painted ware, 104, 124, 125, 127, 128

Palmettes, 16, 19, 21, 27, 30, 32, 33, 41,

42, 45, 46, 87
Palms, 8, 43, 54, 58, 63, 86, 98, no
Pan, 62, 65, 68, masks of, 50, 70, 86, 96
Panels, 10, 24, 42, 4-,, 44, 46-54, 57-71,

76-79, 81, 83, 86-88

Panther, 51, 55, 58, 62, 67, 83
Paris, 241, 242, 248, 250
Passenus, 37, 40 218, 242, 243
Pastor, 243
Pastorce, 243
Pater, 243
Pateratus, 244
Paterclinus, 244
Paterclus, 66, 244
Paternulus, 245
Paternus, 50, 61, 68, 71, 245
Patna, 245
Patricianus, 246
Patricius, 246, 270, 271

Patricus, 239
Patus, 219
Paulus, 40, 47, 247
Peculiar, 247
Pentillus, 247
Pentius, 247
Pepius, 270

Peregrinus, 247, 248
Perpetus, 76, Si

Perpetuus, 252
Perrot, North (Somerset), 204

Peterborough, 108

Pevensey, (Sussex), 99, 123, 126, 128,

129, 130, 151, 158, 292
Pftinz, 71
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Phalli, 212, 232

Picardy, 209

Pigmy, 65, '»), 78, 286

Pilemus, 13, 198
Pillar, small, 33
Pine-cone ornament, 35
Pinna, 24N

Pipkins, gritted ware, e8i, [82, 185

Pistillus, 102, 248
Pitch, amphorae lined \\ ith, 2

Pitcher see Flagon
Placidus, 248
Plants, 38, 50, 55, 58, 78, 80

Plates, fumed, [60, [61
; gritted, 184 ;

micaceous, 115; terra nigra, 17''.

177 ;
terra sigillata, Arrctine, 8,

11, 13, provincial, smooth, 90,

91 ;
from kiln, 192, 194

Platter see Plate

Pnn, on amphorae, 281

Poitiers, 90, 195, 212, 229, 232, 241,

242, 248, 250-252, 25*. . 257, 259,

263, 265
Poitou, 210

Poltross-burn (Cumb.), 151, 152, [53,

158, 161, 303

Polyzonal style, 18, 52, 58

Pompeii, 28, 40, 47, 52, 224, 231, 239,

247. 254

Poppy-heads, 4'', 47, 48, 62, '14, 76

Porringers, 160, 161, 184

Port-le-Grand, 255
Postumus, 284
Potitianus, 248
Pottacus, 248
Potters' kilns, 192, 195, 286

Potters' stamps, on amphorae, 278 ;
on

Belgic ware, 272 ; on mortaria,

275; "ii terra sigillata, Arretine,

195 ; Gaulish and German, 199

Pozzuoli, 6, 8, 198
Praunheim, 116, 171, 251, 291, 295,

296, 298, 302
Primanus, 24c;

l'i imitius, 7'', 24^
Primus, 19, 20, 89, 100, 175, 249, 272

inus, 250
Priscus, 250
Privatus, 250

Proportions, Tables ol Standard, 287

Pudding Pan rock, 91, 201, 202, 204,

206, 209, 2 10, 227, 230, 231, 2;,2,

234, 235. 236, 2,1. 2,7. 24.,. 251,

257, 26b, 2'U , 2(>4

Pupus, 83

Puteoli see Pozzuoli

Putrio, 250

on amphorae, 281

Quadratus, 250
Quartio, 250

tus, 25 1

Quiberon Peninsula, 1 79
Quintus, •Si;. 251

R.

Rabbit r« I Lire

Rainham, Lower 1 Kenl

Rasinius Pisanus, 18, 31

Reading, Bobs Mount, 124, 129, 292

Red 1 I'll : 179
Keels, 4<», 50. 66, 69, 70. 72, 73

Regalis, 90, 91 , 251, 252

Reginus, 69, 74. 77. 78, 82, 84, 252, 2'>7

Regnus, 271

Reims, [96, 202, 214. 233, 242. 245. 267

Remagen, 295
Rennes, 201

Retiarius, do

Rheinzabern, 15, 51, 52. 59

73. 74. 7"- 77. 81, 82, s
i

,,i 93, 95 98, 199, 201, 205, 206,

208, 211, 212, 214-216, 219-22S,

230, 233 236, 238, 239, 245 254,

2;'', 260, 2I>2 2<hj. 272
Ribchester (Lane), 179, 215, 240

Richborough (Kent), 130, 252

Riegel, 207, 242

;enus, z~,2

Rivet, lead, 33, 45, 40
Rochester

|
Kent), 158, 163, 195

Roebuck, on terra sigillata, 23, 47. 51,

58, 6i ; mi Castor ware, 10S, 109

Rome, 20(1. 216, 2i8, 222. 22'., 231.

234, 2y>. 254. 2»l, 263, 269, -

280, 2Sl

Romulus, 253

Roppus, 253

Ropusi, 253

Rosette-stamped ware, 1211

Rosettes, on terra sigillata, 8, 9, 10, 17,

19, 2.-. 2i, 23.24.27 29,32,34 36,

38 4'', 48, 50. 52 54. 56 68, 70,

72,74 76,78,79,81 84; on other

ware, 1 ",2 ;
used .is potters' stamps,

89, 272
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Rossem, 253

Rotherley (Wilts), 161, 291

Rottalus, 253
Rottweil, 37, 268

Rouen, 202, 219, 278

Roughcastle (Scotland), 220, 247, 263

Rough-cast ware, 1 1 1

Rouleau see Reel

Roulette-notched ware, 84

Royl or Royt, 274
Ruccius, on mortaria, 277

Riickingen, 218

Ruffus, 253
Rufinus, 39, 253
Rufinus, Cosius, 215

Rufus, 253, 254
Rustic work, 190

S.

Saalburg, 104, 218, 238, 246
Sabinianus, 254
Sabinus, 22, 254
Sacer, 50, 56, 58, 72, 75, 254, 255

Sacero, 255

Sacirapo, 255
Saciro, 255

Sacrapo, 255
Sacrotus, 256
St. Amand, 212

St. Jacques, 256
St. Matthias, near Trier, 144
St. Paulien, 257
St. Remy-en-Rollat, 14, 100, 102, 261

St. Osyth (Essex), 103
Saltire patterns, 10, 17, 21, 22, 32, 33,

36, 42, 43, 45-50, 52-54, 57, 59-64
Samnite, 61

Sanctianus, 256
Sasmonos, 31, 54
Satis, scratched on tile, 286

Satto, 15,69,74,77,256
Saturninus, 256, 257, 277
Saturus, 257
Saucer see Plate

Saxamus, 257
Scale work, 101

Schiltigheim, 15, 266

Scimnianus, 281

Scoplus, 257
Scotius, 34, 257, 258
Scotnus, 257
Scotus, 257
Scroll patterns, on terra sigillata, 9, 10,

15, 19, 21, 22, 24, 25-35, 37-43.

45. 46 > 52, 57. 58, 63, 71, 72, 82,
86 ; on other ware, 109, no, 195

Scrolls, spiral, 126, S-shaped, 123, 125,

127, 128, 131, 134, 135
Scuta, 61

Sea-horse, 50, 55, 67, 77
Secundinus, 258
Secundus, 51, 55, 62, 258, on mortaria,

277
Secutor, 54, 60

Sedatus, 258
Sels tilery, 13, 22, 138, 203, 206, 218,

222, 226, 229, 231, 236, 239, 240,

242, 247, 249, 257-259, 261, 264,
268, 269

Semi-circle see Circle

Senicio, 259
Senila, 259
Sennius, 259
Sentrus, 259
Servillus, 259
Severianus, 259
Severpud, 260

Severus, 46, 48, 260

Sextinus, 260, 261

Sextius, 261

Sextus, 222, 260, 261

Sfe, on amphorae, 279
Shield-shaped ornaments, 79, 81

Shields, South (Durham), 151, 201, 204,

206, 211, 213, 214, 218, 220, 223,

224, 227, 231-235, 237, 241, 244,

257, 259, 260, 264-266, 269
Shrine see Niche

Silenus, 24, 57, 62, 66, 81

Silva, 198
Silvanus, 13, 22, 100, 198, 261

Silvester, 282

Silvinus, 262

Silvius, 262

Sinturus, 262

Slip coating, 6

Slip-coated ware, barbotined, 107 ;

beakers, folded, fluted or indented,
106

Slip-glazed ware, barbotined, 103 ;

painted, 104
Soissohs, 242
Sollus, 262, on mortaria, 277
Sosimus. 262

Southampton, 125, 133

Spain, 47

Speier, 222

Sphinx, 55

Spirals, 71, 83, double, 79
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S-shaped pattern, 52, 59, 63

Stags, on terra sigillata, 30, 51, 56, 72.

78, 71). couchant. 43, 55, 67 ;
on

Castor ware, 108, tog
Star pattern, 98
Stars, nine-rayed, 04, eleven-rayed,

27, thirteen-rayed, 34. 35

Stockstadt, 201 , 302
Store vessels, fumed, [59; gritted,

182, 189: terra nigra, i'>7, 190;
from kiln, 102

Stork, 79, 88

Strainer, 1 18

Strambus, 102

Strigil-shaped ornament, 83
StTOod ( Kent ), it)}

Sulpicius, 263

Suobnus, 263
Surdus, go, 263
Sunn-., 26

J

Swan nr Nile goose, 20, 36, 41, 4

54, 63, 86, 87

Sycamore leaf, 83

T.

Tascillus, 263
Tassels or terminals, double-leaved

49, J-shaped, 72, 78, I --shaped. 74,

X-shaped, 54, 61, 69, 73, pierced
circles, 72, rosette, 65, 66, 72,

round, 64, three-pointed, 43, 53,

58, 59, 63, 71, 78
Taunton (Somerset), 204
Taui icus, 2'' ;

Tazza, 127, 194
Terra-cotta, lamps of, 1 to, m

;

1 indlesticks of, 1 1 1

Terra nigra, Belgic, 5, 162

Terra rubra, Belgic, 5, [62

Terra sigillata, Arretine and imitations,

6, u, 10, potters' marks on, 195 ;

provincial, embossed, beakers, 86,

bowls, I..nn 2i), 15, torm 30, 42,
form 37, 51, barbotined, 96, in-

cised, 1,7, marbled 100, Marne
ware, 99, with moulded and applied
relicts, 95, roulette-notched, 84;
provincial, smooth, 88

; graffiti on,

2N2 ; pollers' marks on, [99

Tertius, 2^4

Tettine, 1 1 s, 119
Tcttur, 2t>4

Theale (Berks.), 2<ji

Thrax, 54, 61

Tiberius, 204

Tilburj I

'

1-1

Tiles, graffiti on, 285

Titius, 204

Tituro, 204

Titusius, 2'.;

Toccinus, 265

24S
Toulon-sur-Allier, 102

irs, 201 , j

Trebur, 1 21)

Trees, 10, 38, 42, 45, 56, -2. 77, 7.).

87, in,

Trier or Treves, 15, 52, 74, 80, 98, 102,

IO5, 121, 123, 120, [38, l62, 175.

217, 219, 256, 2()0. 2(|2. 293, .

'

3°3

Trigueres, 235
Trion, 211,214, 229< 2 4-- -4.^ -5'  -5-

250

Triple vase, 118, 120

Tripod, 57, '14, 65, 81

Triton, 68, 69

Troyes, 212, 235
Twists, 50, 70, 72

Tyoh, 174

I .

Unguent pots, 111, 115, 118, 120. 175
I Fnicus,

Upchurch Marshes (Kent), 163, 171

Upchurch ware, 154, [63, 164, 172

Urmitz, 172, 185, 190
Urns, gritted, 1S2 ; terra nigra, [64;

oi I .1 Tene t\
pi-,

1 8
\

I \nilmus, 271
I xopillus, 2(u)

V,

Valerius, I ,

Varnished ware, d, 101

Vases, colour-coated, 122; early,

graphite-coated, 117; indented,

124 ; terra nigra, l65.il
170, 171 ; terra sigillata. 95, 96,

<)S ;
with stumpy loot, 1 [9

en, 196, 202, 207, 212, 21S. 2211.

232, 233, 243, 245, 250, 253, 2;'.,

- (,7

Velox, 205
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Venus, 49, 62, 65, 77, Anadyomene,
102, 103

Veranius, Q. Valerius, 277
Verecundus, 265

Veriugus, 265
Verus, 266

Vessels, gritted, 181, 188, ;
local groups

of, 184, 186, 189, 200
; painted,

127 ; plain clay, 136 ; varnished,
102

Vestius, 266

Vestrus, 102

Vibinus, 266

Vichy, 14, 100, 102, 214, 218, 248, 250,

253

Victor, 266

Victorinus, 67, 266

Victory, 53, 54, 64, 68, 75
Viducus, 267
Vimm, 267
Vindex, 102

Vindus, 267
Vine, 65,71,72, 77,81,97
Vinius, 267
Virens, 268

Virilis, 267, Lucius Cosius, 215, 2(17,

268

Virtecissa, 268

Virtus, 268

Vita, 91

Vitalis, 54, 100, 102, 239, 246, 268, 269
Vitulus, 8, 9, 130, 198, 275
Volsenus, 269
Volus, 269, 271
Vulcan, 87

W.

Wansdyke, 130

Warrington (Lane), 90, m
Warrior, 62, 65, 66, 74, 80
Water-bottle see Flagon
Weisenau, 119, 233, 273]

Westbury (Wilts.), 160, 166, 303
Westerndorff, 15, 76, 95, 98, 206, 227,

233> 246,-249, 255, 258, 260, 266

White clay vessels 136
Wiesbaden, 22, 115, 139, 203, 206, 211,

218, 222, 224, 226, 231, 237, 239,

240, 242, 243, 247, 249, 258, 259,
261, 264, 268, 269, 293, 296, 300,

302

Wilderspool (Cheshire), 111, 151, 152,

200, 201, 207-209, 212, 213, 215-
217, 219, 224, 227, 229-231, 233,

236, 239, 241, 244-247, 252, 254,

255, 262, 264, 267-269, 291
Windisch, 59, 215, 238, 242, 24^, 246,

265

Wingham (Kent), 245
Wintersdorf, 181

Woodcuts (Dorset), 153, 161

Woodyates (Dorset), 130
Worms, 229, 234
Wreaths, 32, 33,42, 57, broad, 9, 10, 16,

18, 20, 30, of chevrons 63, circular

and semi-circular, 10, 22-24, 3°>

44, 52, 57, 60, 98 E-shaped 61,

75, 77, narrow, 9, 16, 18, 20, 22,

3i. 35. 3 8-4°. 52-54. 57- 59-63.
65, 75-78, 81, 82, undulating, 17,

37.42
Wroxeter (Salop), 71, 90, 93, 94,

130, 200-203, 205, 206, 208, 211,

213-216, 219-225, 227-236, 238-
270, 272, 281, 282

Xanten, 7, 113, 138, 156, 191, 215, 267
Xanthus, 7, 11, 13, 199

Y.

York, 108, 139, 143, 202, 206, 241, 255,

259. 290, 292-295, 298, 300-303

Zugmantel, 293, 302



ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS.

7, line 20. For "ATEIUS" read
"
ATEIVS," and

"XANTHUS" read "XANTHVS," also line 57 for

"ATEIUS "
read

" ATEIVS."

Page 8, under plate II. For "
Figs. 113" read

"
Figs. 1 10."

Page 11. line 8. For
"

pi. V.. type 8
"

read
"

pi. IV.. type 6,"

and line 13 tor
" ATEI "

read
" ATEI."

Page 13, line 2. For
" ATEI "

read
" ATEI."

Page 57, line 3 1 . For
"

first came into use
"
read

"
first came into

common use."

Page 64, line 29. For" [CALI]ITIM "read'; [CALE]TINIM,"
and delete following sentence from Caletius to no. 40 (4).

Page 86, last line. For
"
90-80 A.D." read

"
80-90 A.D."

Page 102, line 9.
After white clay insert

"
(4) base of small cup

(uncertain shape)," and for (4) read (:;), and in line 10, for

(5) read (6).

Page 104, line 26. Between the words en barbotim and the figure

(4) insert (3) See pi. LXXXi .

Page 138, line iS. For
"

fruh
"
read

"
friih."

Page 14^, line 9.
For

"
they are

"
read

"
it is."

Page 146, last line. After
"
Clay white

"
insert

"
with darker

coating."

Page 156. line 35. Add "
See P l. LXXVIII. no. 8."

Page 157. line 7. Add "
See pl. I. XX., type 1 q(>," and line JO,^

"
See pl. LXX, types 158 9."

Page 158, line 26. Add "
See pl. LXVIII., type 140," and line ^4,"

"
See pl. LXVI., types [95 8,"

Page [69, line H). For "
hand-polished

"
read "

hot-polished."

Page 172, line 1 1. For "
late

"
read "

early," ami at end ot line

[8 insert
" Cf . Two Gaulish painted \a>es illustrated in

Ddchelette, I., page [30, figs. 88, 89, more particularly the

body shape of the former and the black coating and incised

linear ornamentation of the latter, showing a Gaulish origin

lor type 167."



Additions and Corrections. 319

Page 181, line 33. For "
were

"
read

"
was."

Page 184, line 16. For
"
recorded

"
read

"
contained."

Page 185, line 12. Add "
Bushe-Fox, Hengistbury Report, p. 38,

pi. XIX. no. 10," and line 16 insert comma after the word
"
Theta."

Page 219, line 33. Insert comma after the word "
panels."

Page 221, line 12, After
" DONTIOIIIC "

insert
"
(DONTIO

FEC)."

Page 237, line 18. The D's in the stamp of MEDDICVS are
barred.

Page 246 line 24. For "
say

"
read "

says."

Page 260, lines 16 and 17. Insert
"

(retro)
"

after names of

potters.

Page 267, line 19. Delete bracket.

Page 269, line 25. For
" VOLSENVS "

read
" VOLVSENVS."

Page 277, line 9. For " SATVR . . etc.," read " SATVR
NVS

on small rim fragment. Clay, hard sandy light buff."

Page 289, line 31. For
"

variety
"
read

"
rarity."

Page 303, last line. For "
later

"
read "

latter."
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ARRETINE TERRA SIGII.LATA AND IMITATIONS.

(Scale |).
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PLATK IV
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ARRETINE TERRA SIGILI.ATA, TYPES l-J.

{Scale I).





PLATE V.
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ARRETINE TERRA SIGILLATA, TYPES S
1-4.

: '''" : v
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PLATE VI.

B.

SOUTH GAULISH TERRA SIGILLATA BOWI S, FORM ->()

{Scale |).





PLATE VII.

A.

B.

SOUTH GAULISH TERRA SIGILLATA BOWLS, FORM 2Q

(Scale |).





PLATE VIII.

A.

B.

:-OUTH GAULISH TERRA SIGILLATA BOWLS, FORM 2Q

{Scale f).





PLATE IX.

A.

B.

SOUTH GAULISH TERRA SIGILLATA BOWLS, FORM 2<j.

(Scale I).
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PLATE XI.
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SOUTH GAULISH TERRA SIGILLATA, FORM 29, NOS. I-31.

(5c«/e §).





PLATE XII.
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SOUTH GAULISH TERRA SIGILLATA, FORM 29, NOS. 32-53.

(Srafe f).





PLATE XIII.

TERRA SIGILLATA, FORM 29, NOS. 54 68.

SOUTH GAULISH (NOS. 54 64), CENTRAL GAULISH (NOS. 65-68)
{Scale f).





PLATE XIV.

B.

SOUTH GAULISH TERRA SIGILLATA BOWLS, FORM 3<

(Scale, A. $; B. f).





PLATE XV

B.

TERRA SIGILLATA BOWLS, FORM 30.

(A) SOUTH GAULISH
; (B) UNCERTAIN.

(Scale f).





PLATE XVI.

CENTRAL GAULISH TERRA SIGILLATA BOWL, FORM 30.

(Scale full).





PLATE XVII.
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TERRA SIGILLATA, FORM 30, NOS. I-28
|
FORM 37, NO. 29.

SOUTH GAULISH (NOS. I-15), CENTRAL GAULISH (NOS. 16-28),
UNCERTAIN (NO. 29).

(5c«fcR).





PLATE XVIII.

B.

SOUTH GAULISH TERRA SIGILLATA BOWLS, FORM 37,

(Scale, A. f ; B.full).





PLATE XIX.

B.

SOUTH GAULISH TERRA SIGILLATA BOWLS, FORM 37
(Scale, A. | ; B. |).





PLATE XX.

A.

B.

C.

CENTRAL GAULISH TERRA SIGILLATA BOWLS, FORM 17
(Scale, A. \

; B.fWC.i).





PLATE XXI.

CENTRAL GAULISH TERRA SIGILLATA BOWLS, FORM VI

{Scale f).
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PLATE XXIII.

CENTRAL GAULISH TERRA SIGILLATA BOWL, FORM 37.

(Scale I).





PLATE XXIV.

/ /

B.

TERRA SIGILLATA BOWLS, FORM VI

{Scale, A. full- B. f).





PLATE XXV.
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TERRA SIGILLATA, FORM 37, NOS, I 36.
SOUTH GAULISH (NOS. I-2q), CENTRAL GAULISH (NOS. 10-l6).

(&*/' f).





PLATE XXVI.
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CENTRAL GAULISH TERRA SIGILLATA, FORM 37, NOS. 37-66.
(Scale I).
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TERRA SIGILLATA, FORM 37, NOS. 67-93.
CENTRAL GAULISH (NOS. 67-76), EAST GAULISH AND UPPER GERMAN

(NOS. 77-85), AND PIECES WITH SINGULAR FEATURES (NOS. 86- 03).

(Scale f).





PLATE XXVIII.
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EAST GAULISH AND UPPER GERMAN TERRA SIGILLATA, FORM 37, NOS. 94- 1 21

(Scale®.





PLATE XXIX.
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EAST GAULISH AND UPPER GERMAN TERRA SIGILLATA, FORM 37,
NOS. 122 140.

ROULETTE-NOTCHED TERRA SIGILLATA, FORMS 37 AND 49, NOS. 1-5.

(Scale f).
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PLATE XXXI.

TERRA SIGILLATA, TYPES 1 5 -27.

(Scale *).





PLATE XXXII

TERRA SIGILLATA, TYPES 28-35.

(Scale |).





PLATE XXXIII.

38
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39

TERRA SIGILLATA, TYPES 36-41.
(Scale I).





PLATE XXXIV.

Anlimetrtt

TERRA SIGILLATA, TYPES 42-45.
(Scale |).





PLATE XXXV.

TERRA SIGILLATA WITH APPLIED RELIEFS.

{Scale full).





PLATE XXXVI.
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TERRA SIGILLATA DECORATED EN BARBOTINE.

(Scale |).
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PLATE XXXIX.

MARBLED TERRA SIGILLATA, NOS. I -4, 7, 8.

ENAMEL OR LEAD-GLAZED WARE, NOS. 5, 6, 9 I I.
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B.

VARNISHED WARE, NOS. 1-6.

WHITE FIGURINES, NOS. 7— I 5 .





PLATE XL.

A.

ENAMEL OR LEAD-GLAZED BOWL.

(Scale, about I).

B. C.

B. GRAPHITE-COATED CUPS.

(Scale, about J).

C. BLACK SLIP-GLAZED MOTTO BEAKER.

(Scale, about i).
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PLATE XLII.

B.

BLACK SLIP-GLAZED WARE, PAINTED.

(Scale I).





PLATE XLIII

BLACK SLIP-GLAZED WARE.

B.

BLACK SLIP-COATED WARE,





PLATE XLV.

BLACK SLIP-COATED AND BARBOTINED CASTOR WARE.

{Scale i).





PLATE XLVI.

HAND-LAMPS, NOS. I-I2. HOLDERS, NOS. I3-I4.
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B.

CANDLESTICKS, WHITE-CLAY, NOS. I -5. COLOUR-COATED, NOS. 6-IO.





PLATE XLVII.

ROUGH-CAST AND VARIOUSLY ORNAMENTED WARES, TYPES 46-5 1,

WHITE CLAY UNGUENT POTS AND BOWL, TYPES 52-55.
(Scale I).
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COLOUR-COATED WARE, TYPES 70-75.

(Scale I).





PLATE LI.

COLOUR-COATED WARE, TYPES 76-82.

(Scale \).









PLATE LIII.

COLOUR-COATED WARE. MONEY-POT FOUND AT READING.

(Scale full size).

(InsertedJar comparison).
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PLATE LV.

WHITE CLAY VESSELS PAINTED WITH BROWN-RED OCHRE.
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PLATE IA II.
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PLATE IA III.

NEW FOREST WARE, TYPES 1-6.

(Scale i).





PLATE L1X.

NEW FOREST WARE.
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WHITE CLAY WARE, LAGENAE, TYPES 105-II,

{Scale \).





PLATE LXI.

WHITE CLAY WARE.





PLATE LXTI.

WHITE CLAY WARE, ONE-HANDLED FLAGONS, TYPES II2-Il8.

(Scale 1).





PLATE LXI1I.

WHITE CLAY AND BUFF FLAGONS.





PLATE LXIV.
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WHITE CLAY WARE, TYPES II9-126.

(Scale J).





PLATE LXV.
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WHITE CLAY WARE, MORTARIA, ETC., TYPES 127-40.
(Scale J).





PLATE LXVI.

PLAIN CLAY FUMED WARE, TYPES 193-202.
(Scale J).





PLATE LXVII.
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PLATE LXVIII.
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BELGIC TERRA NIGRA AND ALLIED WARES, TYPES 141-149.

(Scale i).





PLATE LXIX.
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PLATE LXX.
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PLATE LXXI.

BELGIC TERRA NIGRA AND ALLIED WARES, TYPES 1 63- 1 68.

(Scale I).





PLATE LXXII.





PLATE LXXIII.





PLATE LXXIV.
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PLATE LXXV.
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BRITISH GRITTED WARE, TYPES I- 1 2.

{Scale |).





PLATE LXXVI.
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LOCAL GROUPS.

VESSELS FROM PIT IX., INSULA XXXV., TYPES I-IO.

(Scale i).





PLATE LXXVII.
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LOCAL GROUPS.
VESSELS FROM PIT A, INSULA XII., TYPES 1-8

{Scale J).





PLATE LXXVIII.
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LOCAL GROUPS.

VESSELS FROM PIT X., INSULA XXXVI., TYPES 1-8.

(Scale i).





PLATE LXXIX.
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LOCAL GROUPS.
WASTERS FROM THE POTTERS

'

KILNS AND TYPES ILLUSTRATING THEM.

(Scale i).





PLATE LXXX.

A.
LOCAL GROUPS.

WASTERS FROM THE POTTERS' KILNS.

B.

BELGIC TERRA NIGRA.

TWO-HANDLED LAGENA OF ATINIONVS.

(Scale about {).

C.

BLACK SLIP-GLAZED BEAKER ORNAMENTED
EN BARBOTINE.

(Scale §).





PLATE LXXXI.
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potters' stamps on arretine terra sigillata. (Scale full size).

1 2
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B.

15

potters' stamps on terra sigillata bowls, form 29. (Scale full size).
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C.

potters' stamps on smooth terra sigillata. (Scale full size).

18 19 20

D.
rosette stamps on smooth terra sigillata. (Scale full size).





PLATE LXXXII.
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A.

potters' stamps on belgic ware. (Scale full size).

STAMPED ORNAMENT ON FIFTH CENTURY WARE. (Scale full size).

FRAGMENTS OF BOWL MADE BY THE POTTER VITVLVS. (Scale full size).





PLATE LXXXIII.
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B.

POTTERS STAMPS ON AMPHORAE.

(Sca/e | ).





PLATE LXXXIV.
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GRAFFITI, ON SIGILLATA WARE, 1-20 J

ON COARSE WARE, 21.

(Sctffc full size).
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PLATE LXXXVI.
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GRAFFITI ON BRICKS AND TILES.

(Scale \).





PLATE LXXXVII.

A.
FRAGMENTS OF A VESSEL OF WHITE POTTERY SCORED WITH FIGURES

of pigmy, crane, etc. (Scale full size).

B.

REPRESENTATION OF AN OX ON
A TILE.

(Scale §).

C.

STAMP OF THE EMPEROR NERO ON A TILE.

(Scale |).





PLATE LXXXVIII.

VIEW OF THE POTTERS KILNS.

TRENC'I ron CRA

PlAHcf fLOOR BET v. E c

FURNACE AND OVEN

B.

PLAN OF THE KILNS.
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